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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION Happiness and Ethical Inquiry: An Essay in the Psychology of Well-Being By DANIEL M. HAYBRON Dissertation Director: Douglas Husak



Ethical theorists often refer to the psychological condition of happiness as a crucial part, if not the whole, of human well-being. Yet few have made a serious effort to determine just what this condition is. For the most part theorists have either assumed or stipulated a particular conception of happiness, or simply taken happiness to be whatever their preferred axiology deems important. This dissertation aims to shed light on the nature of human well-being by taking seriously the psychological states that are widely thought to be important for welfare, happiness in particular. The inquiry proceeds in three stages. The first part of the dissertation addresses a badly neglected question: what is a theory of happiness supposed to do? Existing methods have failed badly, with the result that there has been little discussion of the principled merits of various proposals. Worse, there is no coherent body of literature on happiness: philosophical work under the rubric of ‘happiness’ actually concerns at least three quite distinct subject matters that are often confused. Our project focuses on happiness understood as a psychological condition. There are seven desiderata that accounts of happiness should satisfy. In a nutshell, the best conception will be both intuitively acceptable and enable us to satisfy our practical and theoretical interests in happiness. There are three basic views of note: the life satisfaction theory, hedonism, and the affective state theory.
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The second part of the dissertation argues against the first two and defends a version of the third. According to this view, happiness consists (very roughly) in a person’s overall mood state—what we might call a person’s “thymic state.” This includes moods, moodrelated emotions, and a variable disposition to experience moods. The final part of the dissertation considers the normative import of happiness, arguing that happiness is important both hedonically and through its relation to matters of identity. Happiness appears to be an objective good. Though not sufficient for well-being, happiness is central to it, and sometimes serves as a proxy for well-being. Happiness is a major concern for ethical theory.
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Preface It was not without some hesitation that I resolved to write a dissertation on the subject of happiness. Happiness is not a fashionable topic among philosophers these days. Tell a colleague you are doing your doctoral work on happiness and you are liable to discover exactly what David Lewis means by the “incredulous stare.”1 Worse, this sort of reaction is perfectly understandable. The very word seems frivolous, conjuring unwholesome visions of fairies and elves frolicking in a meadow. The world is full of shysters peddling dubious nostrums for the desperate and gullible. Moreover, the expression is used in so many ways, few of them clear, that happiness is reasonably considered a paradigm of the indefinable and obscure. And let’s face it: this is not a muscular-seeming subject likely to inspire awe among the hard-nosed and tough-minded. It is about as “soft” and fluffy-sounding as philosophical topics get. Yet here we are. The reason is twofold. First I was drawn in by some provocative empirical research that I encountered some years back while writing a paper for Steve Stich. This work, which found that self-reports of happiness and life satisfaction are highly labile, suggested that we are not the infallible judges of our own happiness that we take ourselves to be. Or worse: perhaps happiness and unhappiness don’t even exist, for we lack the attitudes necessary for the concepts to apply. It originally seemed obvious that happiness consists in being satisfied with one’s life. But my work foundered on the recognition that the nature of happiness is not at all clear. Indeed, it seemed as if everybody had his or her own definition of happiness, so anything you could say about it
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His description of a common response to his contention that all possible worlds actually exist.
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would apply only to a small proportion of the extant views. The prospects for doing rigorous work on this topic seemed hopeless. I moved on to greener pastures. A few years later, my attempts at writing a dissertation in metaphysics had stalled. Then some provocative news reports on further research into happiness, along with a couple of revealing visits to the seashore, cleared my head and revived my interest in the subject. Who cares how you define happiness? There is a large body of empirical results relating somehow to the psychological quality of our lives, and the implications are manifestly important for our understanding of the good life. Never mind the verbal confusions: we have to figure out what this research means. And we can do so however muddled our vocabulary. Besides, people do in fact use ‘happiness’ to talk about certain aspects of our psychologies that they take, reasonably, to matter quite a lot. It might be worth asking what psychological state, or states, this talk refers to. If we use ‘happiness’ to denote several different states, then which are most important? How important? Why? Might there be one kind of state lying at the center of it all, one that can answer to our interests in this realm of our psychology? It seemed to me that we could get answers to these questions, and that it would be worthwhile to do so. This was, and is, the research project. The second reason for writing this dissertation is that I once had a taste of the good life, and I wanted to see what philosophy might have to say in explicating what was so good about it. Maybe we can make our own lives a little more like that. Most of my first twenty summers were spent on a remote and relatively untouristed barrier island off the North Carolina coast: a place with no traffic lights, no street names, and few of the accoutrements of mainland life. No TV or phone, and the water was bad. For many years the electricity went out almost every night, and evenings were spent gathered around a
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hissing Coleman lantern that doubled as bug killer. Most days you never bothered to put on shoes or a shirt, except maybe to go to work. You were in continuous and intimate acquaintance with the natural environment. Spending time on the island meant that we always had less than my friends on the mainland, and money was always tight. But I felt absurdly fortunate to be there. Summer life on the island brought, to those who had the temperament for the place, a profounder sense of well-being, of freedom—of happiness—than I have observed in people anywhere else. When on the island, mainlanders caught up in the undignified scramble for status, money and stuff seemed completely idiotic and insane. They struck us as small and petty. When back on the mainland, we felt completely idiotic and insane, small and petty. Mainlanders who came to vacation for a few days—“touroids,” we called them—stood out with their tense, pinched faces. We might have been happy after a fashion on the mainland, and might never have noticed we were missing anything had we never ventured to the island. But the contrast between the two ways of life was palpable. Island life is not for everyone. For starters, there are not enough such places to go around. Even the island was eventually taken over by the touroids and mainland developers, its distinctive culture and language all but obliterated. Many would find such a place screamingly dull. Others would consider the trade-offs of mainland life worth it—say, to keep one’s children in good schools, to remain near family and friends, or to pursue a cherished trade. And few people have the luxury of residing in such a place. Even we had to endure nine months of the mainland every year. Moreover, I gather that island winters are quite harsh. (The bodysurfing is certainly worse.) Mainland life might seem attractive by comparison.
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But it is hard to imagine how any thoughtful person who spent time on the island could fail to recognize that the way most of us live could use more than a little improvement. And that most people have no idea what they are missing. (It took those recent trips to the shore to remind me.) The vast majority of people cannot opt for an island lifestyle, even if they wanted to. But it seems worth learning what such experiences can show about the possibilities for human welfare. Perhaps we can use such knowledge to improve our own lives. This dissertation is partly an effort to get a grip on the psychology of what made that life so desirable.2 And what makes other ideal lives, for those differently constituted, so desirable for them. And, importantly, what is bad about, or missing from, less optimal ways of life. I am indebted to many individuals who have contributed to this project. My advisor, Doug Husak, has patiently waded through many drafts and sat through countless discussions. I have benefited tremendously from his level-headed, highly sensible and insightful advice. This would be a much worse dissertation were it not for his guidance. I am also grateful to the other members of my committee, Colin McGinn, Steve Stich, Wayne Sumner, and Rob Woolfolk. They graciously vetted early drafts and provided much helpful advice. Stich’s philosophical style in particular has colored my own. Those familiar with his writings will recognize his influence, especially in Chapter 2. I have also benefited enormously from Sumner’s work on happiness and well-being, and his comments have proven particularly insightful and incisive. The reader will see his influence as well. My department also has been extremely supportive, particularly given the risky nature of this project. Not many doctoral programs would, I suspect, provide the freedom
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In fact, the discussion of what I call affective compression, in Chapter 6, is basically an attempt to capture one of the more prominent differences between the island and mainland mindsets.
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and support to carry out such a venture. For their comments, discussion and support, I especially wish to thank Frank Arntzenius, Ruth Chang, Richard Dean, Frankie Egan, Jerry Fodor, Jorge Garcia, Brian Loar, Barry Loewer, Tim Maudlin, Brian McLaughlin, Peter Kivy, Jonathan Schaffer, and Barry Ward. Many individuals outside Rutgers also deserve a warm thanks, including Robert Almeder, Kent Berridge, Ed Diener, Irwin Goldstein, Alex Michalos, Robert N. Morris, George Sher, T. L. S. Sprigge, and audiences at conferences of the New Jersey Regional Philosophy Association and the American Philosophical Association, Pacific Division. I have especially benefited from extensive correspondence with Bengt Brülde. And thanks to Pat Mintz for keeping me appraised of useful items from the popular media. I have broader debts to the other individuals who have contributed to my work in less direct, but no less important, ways. Ginny Mayer has been a surrogate mother of sorts, and she has proved instrumental in helping me to navigate the hazards of life as a graduate student. My parents have of course done all the usual parenting stuff, and done a fine job of it if I may say so. But they have also influenced my intellectual development so deeply that I cannot imagine having written anything like this dissertation had I been raised by more “normal” individuals. Indeed, the present essay is, more than anything, an attempt to put in more rigorous philosophical form the insights of my father, Ron Haybron. Anyone who knows him, or his writings, will see his voice echoed in mine. My mother, Alice Haybron, first planted the philosophical bug in me many years ago. Her uncanny talent for seeing the reality behind the surfaces of things, her wildly free-spirited and creative nature, and her seemingly limitless compassion have inspired me constantly. She is the only true artist I have ever met, and one of the few I have ever heard of. I hope
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to be a bit like her when I grow up. And my brother David—the smart one in the family—has always been the one to make me get off my behind and do something. Most of all, my long-suffering wife Elizabeth has kindly tolerated endless screeds, ramblings, and rants, more than any reasonable person can be expected to bear. Her sharp intellect has made my philosophy better, and her tangible distaste for all things philosophical has given my life much-needed balance, and kept me sane. Without her support I would almost certainly have given up a long time ago. Finally, I wish to thank all those not mentioned, but from whose support I have benefited. There are many.
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Introduction



1. Ethical theory and the study of happiness Imagine you were a visitor from a distant and isolated land and you learned of the existence of a highly regarded, indeed quite central, field of philosophical inquiry here in the United States. Suppose you were told that practitioners of this field purport to be primarily in the business of answering a question posed thousands of years ago by some fellow called Socrates, namely: “How ought we to live?” This field, in other words, aims to provide whatever guidance philosophers can offer on the question of how we should conduct our lives, on the nature of the good life and the life lived well. Not surprisingly, introductory undergraduate courses in philosophy invariably devote time to the subject matter of this field, and courses devoted to this field are popular, at least as philosophy classes go. Introductory textbooks in this field commonly have titles like “The Good Life,” “Living Well,” “How Should We Live?” and so forth. Add to this picture a certain term of ordinary language, ‘F’, which individuals in this country frequently use to talk about something they regard as extremely important for the good life. Indeed, some people think that F is the most important thing in life, and others even consider it the only thing that matters in life. But almost everyone agrees that F is extremely important, either as a contributor to well-being, or as equivalent to wellbeing itself. And most people would probably list only one thing as more important in life than F—namely, being a morally good person. In fact, one of the founding documents of this nation cites the pursuit of F as among three things to which all people have an inalienable right. Interestingly, this clause represents perhaps the best-known political claim



2 in the public mind. Still more interestingly, no one seems to have the slightest idea what F is. At least, no one seems able to agree on what it is. You could be forgiven for expecting that discussions of F would hold a prominent, perhaps even dominant, place in the field of philosophy we were just discussing. You might have thought that theorizing about the nature, significance and sources of F, and the relation of F to other things in life, would occupy a substantial proportion of the space in journals, not just in this field, but in philosophy—which is supposed, remember, to have something to do with wisdom—period. And you would certainly have expected to find generous attention devoted to questions of F in the introductory textbooks of this field (which incidentally, frequently help themselves to the expression ‘F’ in their titles or chapter headings). Yet suppose, finally, you were to learn that serious philosophical discussion of F is not very common at all—indeed, virtually nonexistent. Though F gets mentioned in passing quite often, you find little extended work on it, at least in the recent literature. (Actually, you find out that F did indeed dominate the venerated philosophy of, oh, two thousand years ago.) In fact, you discover that the whole subject of F is rather outré; those who devote extended attention to it do so at considerable professional risk, and are apt to be regarded as soft-minded eccentrics or worse.3 And those introductory textbooks with such alluring titles usually turn out to pay only cursory attention, if any, to F. Like most of the work in this field that bothers to mention F, these texts mostly do so only to get at what really interests them: moral theory. Can morality be justified or explained by its relation to F? Do I have to be moral to be F? Is the promotion of F the foundation or
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Anyone wishing to write a dissertation on F would be well-advised to find creative ways of describing it to other philosophers as a dissertation about something else, say, G.



3 criterion of morality? And so forth. There has indeed been a recent spate of skepticism within this field about the wisdom of focusing so narrowly on morality: but even the broader inquiries tend to give F and related matters second-class status in favor of, say, questions about what is admirable or shameful. Suppose, then, that you were a naïve visitor confronted with all this. Or, for that matter, that you were an innocent young undergraduate induced to sign up for a class in this field by those textbooks with the enticing titles promising enlightenment about the good life, but delivering mainly a litany of false moral theories. What would you think? You’d think you’ve been had. You would think this couldn’t possibly be true. You would wonder if there isn’t something seriously, deeply wrong with this field. You might even wonder if the whole society must be crazy. Surely there is more to the good life than approximating sainthood as nearly as one can. The field, of course, is ethics, and F is happiness. And the picture just painted is, as far as I can tell, pretty much true. What’s wrong with this picture? Perhaps nothing: maybe we are experts in the pursuit of happiness already, and have no need of enlightenment in this area. More seriously, perhaps the subject of happiness just isn’t something about which ethical theorists have much to offer. Maybe it’s too difficult, or the concept of happiness too messy and ill-defined for serious philosophical work. Alternatively, we might suppose that the subject of happiness no longer falls within the province of ethics, and is now the concern of empirical, and perhaps philosophical, psychology. Scientific inquiry into happiness has indeed taken off in recent years and looks poised to take a firm place in the mainstream of empirical psychology (though in fact this research is highly interdisciplinary, and is by no means limited to psychologists). The



4 millennial issue of American Psychologist, for instance, is devoted to a burgeoning movement called “positive psychology,” whose leading advocate is Martin Seligman, a recent president of the American Psychological Association. Not surprisingly, a substantial portion of this issue focuses on matters of happiness. This season also brings us a new interdisciplinary journal named The Journal of Happiness Studies. Its editorial board includes most of the leading empirical researchers on happiness. Last fall saw the publication of what is likely to prove a definitive anthology in the emerging field of hedonic psychology: Well-being: The Foundations of Hedonic Psychology (Kahneman, Diener et al. 1999). This summer the International Society for Quality of Life Studies is meeting for the third time in Girona, Spain. This organization publishes what has for over two decades been the leading journal for research on happiness and related matters, Social Indicators Research. Finally, a Positive Psychology Summit, featuring many of the leading figures in happiness-related research, has begun convening annually in Washington, DC. These developments have not occurred in a vacuum: empirical research into happiness has been building steadily for some three decades now. Though it still has a long way to go, this research is paying off. We have already learned a great deal about this region of human psychology. Indeed, it is likely that the coming decades will bring definitive answers to Socrates’ question in substantial respects. There has been virtually no response to these developments from the philosophical community.4 Perhaps the subject has indeed transformed from philosophy to science, as has happened in so many other areas. The trouble is, we still have no idea what happi-
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Though it is encouraging that The Journal of Happiness Studies does include philosophers in its editorial board. I should note that there have been philosophers working on happiness, and I shall discuss their work (some of it quite good) in coming chapters. But the amount of high-quality work has been disappointing to say the least.



5 ness is. Some empirical researchers think it refers to a kind of life satisfaction, others a kind of positive affective condition, and still others subjective well-being (which includes both life satisfaction and affective state, along with satisfaction with various life domains). And researchers often cite such historical authorities as Aristotle, the Stoics, and Jefferson, with the assumption that their work on happiness concerns the same subject matter that interested these figures. It does not. To their credit, virtually all of these researchers will be quick to point out that the concept of happiness is highly problematical; thus few have been willing to take a firm stand on what happiness is. Most research thus uses more technical terminology. My impression is that uncertainty about how to conceive of happiness is among the most pressing concerns facing researchers in this area. All this leaves us in a peculiar situation. If philosophers are good for anything, it is presumably addressing just this sort of concern. I shall argue in Chapter 2 that determining the proper conception of happiness is indeed a philosophical task, specifically for ethics. If that is correct, then ethical theorists had better come up with something, and quickly. The science of happiness is still young, and it will suffer so long as its subject matter remains so obscure. Ethical theorists have toiled through some twenty-five hundred years of almost continual failure and embarrassment. Introductory classes in ethics thus tend mostly to be lessons in what we do not know about the good life: whatever it is, it probably isn’t whatever Aristotle, Kant, Mill, or anyone else thinks it is. Almost every view seems to have its contemporary adherents, but notice that each theory is believed by most philosophers to be false. And even the advocates of a particular theory will frequently admit to endorsing



6 it, not because it is particularly attractive or plausible, but because the alternatives look to be even worse. We now have the opportunity to contribute, perhaps more than has happened before, to genuine progress in our understanding of the good life. A narrow focus on morality, or even a broader focus on admirability, fails to do justice to the breadth of our interest in living well. One might also wonder if it doesn’t get our practical priorities backwards: how much do ordinary people actually seek guidance on how to be a morally decent person, or on what the right thing to do is? There is an interesting shortage of popular books addressed to such questions. And to what extent is moral theory likely to improve the morality of our conduct? There no question that moral theory can, and does, offer important practical advice that makes people’s lives better. But contrast morality with happiness: people very often do seek guidance on how to improve their prospects for happiness, or how to reduce the unhappiness in their lives. (There is a reason for all those appealingly titled textbooks.) It seems not at all implausible that a better understanding of what happiness is, and what its sources are, could yield real improvements in the quality of people’s lives. And it is plausible that we can achieve a much better understanding of these things, substantially through philosophical work. Moral philosophy is obviously important, but one wonders if its privileged status within ethics isn’t out of step with the practicalities of life. What advances or detracts from happiness is mostly if not entirely an empirical question. But what happiness is, and what its value and significance are—and why—are philosophical questions if any are. And they ought to be considered central questions for ethics. The concept HAPPINESS—if there is a single concept here—is indeed badly



7 muddled and highly resistant to analysis. But that is no excuse for philosophical silence. There are clearly important aspects of our psychology that we use ‘happiness’ to denote. Though not quite sure what they are, most of us feel quite certain that they are indeed crucial to a good life. We can learn what these aspects of our psychology are, and whether there is a single type of psychological state that answers to the term, or several instead. Then we can determine whether the relevant parts of our psychology are in fact important; how important they are; and why they are important. Nothing hangs on whether the ordinary notion of happiness is clear, muddy, or just plain confused. We need not even retain the language of happiness at all. Maybe some more perspicuous vocabulary is needed. What matters, and it matters a lot, is that we figure out what is actually there. I believe that the theory of happiness stands at the center of an important, but little discussed, region of ethics: the psychology of well-being, or what I shall call, following current philosophical practice of using ‘prudential’ to denote matters of well-being, prudential psychology. The primary questions of this field are: What are the psychological states that matter for well-being? How important are they? And why are they important? The study of happiness is central to this field, for three reasons. First, it is probably the most obvious candidate for the top spot in the list of prudentially desirable states of mind. Second, it also seems to be the least understood of the relevant mental states. Third, theories of happiness appear to run the gamut of important mental states. Sorting through these theories will therefore shed light on the psychology of well-being quite generally. Those with no particular interest in happiness are free to regard the present essay as a step towards the establishment of a systematic prudential psychology.



8 There are a lot of interesting questions here. To illustrate: Is life satisfaction— being satisfied with one’s life as a whole—important? Of course, you might think. I shall argue that it isn’t important, at least to anything like the extent that we think it is. By the way—if life satisfaction is important, why is it important? What is the character of its value? The answer is not at all obvious. Might the answers to such questions as these be relevant to our choice of a theory of happiness? They could not be more relevant. Notice that the preceding description of prudential psychology includes no mention of morality.



2. An overview of the argument The inquiry will proceed in three stages. In the first two chapters I address a question that has yet to be taken seriously: What is a theory of happiness supposed to do? Chapter 1 takes the first, very broad, step towards answering this question. There I distinguish three philosophically interesting senses of ‘happiness’ as the term has been employed by philosophers. Each sense corresponds to a different type of research project, a different thing that a theory of happiness might be expected to do. At least one of these senses has not been clearly distinguished from the other two in the literature, and a general failure to observe these distinctions has wrought much havoc in the philosophical literature on happiness. I argue that only two of the three senses denote anything we might legitimately call happiness. And only of the senses is relevant to the present inquiry: the sense in which ‘happiness’ denotes, not a kind of well-being or flourishing (as in translations of Aristotle’s ‘eudaimonia’), but a purely psychological phenomenon. Chapter 2 lays out and defends a methodology for theorizing about happiness in the psychological sense. I argue that HAPPINESS is ultimately a folk psychological con-



9 cept employed to serve the purposes of laypersons seeking to lead good lives. I reject three methods, mostly because they fail to respect this fact: linguistic or conceptual analysis; the “pure normative adequacy” approach, on which a conception is chosen according to its ability to fill a certain role in moral theory; and scientific naturalism, according to which happiness is whatever empirical discoveries show it to be. Instead we should select the theory that provides the best answer to roughly this question: Is there any psychological state we can get away with calling happiness that is both central to well-being and otherwise important for the practical purposes of laypersons? Along these lines, I describe some of the purposes for which we employ the notion of happiness, and then defend a set of seven desiderata for a theory of happiness. The practical character of happiness has the consequence that theorizing about happiness falls within the domain of ethics. It is, however, an autonomous line of research, and not merely an adjunct of moral theory. The following three chapters comprise the second stage of our inquiry. There I defend an affective state theory of happiness against its most prominent rivals: hedonism and the life satisfaction theory. The aim is not to defend my view against all comers— that would take forever—but only to address the plausible and prominent alternatives. The first of these, hedonism, is the subject of Chapter 3. This view identifies happiness with a subject’s balance of pleasure over displeasure. The basic problem with this account is that it simply does not yield anything we can plausibly get away with calling happiness. On any credible theory happiness is not simply going to be a matter of a person’s conscious experiences. It is rather a deeper psychological condition that, among other things, disposes one to have more or less pleasant experiences. I also argue that he-



10 donistic happiness is not preferable on more principled grounds, and may actually be less useful for the practical purposes for which we employ the notion of happiness. Chapter 4 argues against life satisfaction theories of happiness. Though life satisfaction is something we might credibly call happiness, it lacks the kind of practical significance that we would like happiness to have, and which it appears to have. Depending on how we understand life satisfaction, it turns out either to be valuable enough but too rare to be worth worrying about, or common enough but not especially valuable. It has other problems as well. Accepting a life satisfaction theory would have highly deflationary implications for the importance of happiness. If possible, we should choose a theory without such consequences. The arguments in this chapter hold interest quite apart from their relation to matters of happiness: they indicate that our appraisals of our lives are far less important than we think. From here on out the dissertation moves quickly and takes on a more speculative cast, as the aim is mainly to lay the groundwork for future research. Chapter 5 contains my defense of an affective state theory. Crudely speaking, happiness is a matter of a person’s overall emotional state in its deeper respects—what I suggest calling a “thymic state.” To elucidate this view I introduce several distinctions concerning types of emotional states. I conjecture that happiness belongs, with depression, to a previously unrecognized class of emotional conditions—that of thymic states. These states appear to have two components: what I call “central affective states” and “mood bases.” Central affective states are essentially the deeper emotions, and appear to include moods (construed very broadly) and mood-constituting emotions. (The latter are emotions that are strong enough to make a difference in one’s mood.) Mood bases are functionally defined states



11 that dispose us to experience certain moods and other central affective states rather than others. This theory, I argue, adequately satisfies the seven desiderata, and does so significantly better than its alternatives. Besides their relation to happiness, the arguments in this chapter should be of interest because they suggest major revisions in the taxonomy of emotional states. Having arrived at a theory of happiness, we move into the third stage of inquiry. In Chapters 6 and 7 I discuss some of the normative implications of my account: How is happiness significant? What is the role of happiness in the good life, in practical reasoning, and ethical theory? Regarding the first question, I argue that happiness is significant primarily for hedonic reasons: being happy virtually guarantees a pleasant experience of life, and vice-versa. But it is also significant because of its connection to matters of identity: how happy one tends to be, and the kinds of things that make one happy, are important factors in determining the kind of person one is. These facts appear to place interesting constraints on how we should live. Is happiness necessary or sufficient for either well-being or the good life? It is not sufficient for either, mainly because there is more to both than states of mind. But it appears to be necessary for well-being and even, in a sense, for the good life. I distinguish three notions of the good life, and argue that happiness is necessary for the good life according to the most important notion in this sense: predominant unhappiness is incompatible with a good life. Having granted all this, one might still think happiness unimportant for ethical theory. After all, it seems to play no special role in moral theory, and it cannot serve as the criterion of well-being or the good life. But such a dismissal would be a mistake:



12 happiness is not obviously less important a concern than well-being. For it may be that the notion of well-being is, compared with that of happiness, too formal and generic to be of much practical use: real-world deliberation requires a focus on relatively specific substantial goods. Happiness appears to strike just the right balance of specificity and value to be a major, if not the primary, deliberative good. Indeed, happiness is sufficiently valuable that it often serves as a proxy for well-being. Perhaps the notion of happiness will prove more important than that of well-being. At least, it may be more important for us to understand happiness than well-being. For it is our conception of happiness that may have the greater role in our practical reasoning. If happiness does—or even might—have anything approaching this sort of significance, then no credible ethics can afford to be silent on the nature, significance, and sources of happiness. It certainly cannot afford to ignore happiness to the extent that ours has.



13



Chapter 1 Three Things Called Happiness I understand ‘New Year’, but what do you mean by ‘Happy’? From a cartoon by Matt Groening



3. Introduction: An embarrassment for ethical theory Given our current level of understanding, the serious philosophical study of happiness might appear to be a dubious enterprise, if not largely a waste of time. So little is known about what it could even mean to have a good theory of happiness—the notion being thought a paradigm of unclarity—that any attempt to develop such an account risks foundering in a sea of clashing intuitions and suspicions of arbitrariness. Understandably, few recent theorists have risked these hazards to devote sustained attention to the matter. Nonetheless, I think the situation is not without hope, and in this chapter I shall attempt to bring enough clarity to the subject to brighten the prospects for future work on happiness.5 The problem is that commentators on happiness have largely or wholly failed to get clear on a crucial question: what is a theory of happiness supposed to do? Just what are we doing when we give a theory of happiness? Ideally we would have some reasonably well-defined criteria for determining whether or not we have a good theory of happi5



For surveys of the philosophical literature on happiness, see Den Uyl and Machan (1983), Kekes (1992), and Griffin (1998). Cowan (1989) offers a fairly detailed taxonomy for comparing theories and discusses a number of recent theorists. For a helpful survey of historical views, see McGill (1967); also, Götz (1995). Annas (1993) contains an exceptional discussion of Hellenistic philosophers. Recent reviews of the social scientific literature can be found in Argyle (1996), Diener, Suh and Oishi (1997), and Diener, Suh, et al. (1999). Myers (1992) provides an accessible introduction to the research. Kahneman, Diener, and Schwarz (1999) is an excellent anthology of new material. The web site for the International Society for Quality of Life Studies (http://www.cob.vt.edu/market/isqols/) is a good resource for bibliographies and other information on the scientific study of quality of life-related issues. (This site also links to Ruut Veenhoven’s



14 ness. As of yet such criteria have not made an appearance. But before we can even think about delineating specific requirements, we need some vague idea of what we’re talking about. We need at least a general sense of what we’re trying to do. Yet even this modest achievement is absent from much of the literature, unless you count a commitment to explicating the ordinary notion of happiness as having a well-defined research project. But such a commitment alone is not sufficient, as will become clear in what follows. I shall argue for three claims. First, there are at least three things that theorists of happiness might be understood as trying to do, for there are at least three things that philosophers call happiness: • • •



Psychological happiness6 Prudential happiness (roughly, well-being or flourishing) Perfectionist happiness (roughly, the good life)



Here ‘the good life’ is to be understood very broadly, including moral goodness where applicable. It denotes a life that is good—period—as opposed to a life that is merely good for whomever lives it; this latter would be the domain of well-being. My second claim is that only two of the things called happiness are legitimately so-called: psychological happiness and prudential happiness. The existence of the other, deviant usage of ‘happiness’ is one of several serious consequences of the reigning failure to get clear on just what the study of happiness is all about. My third and final claim is that psychological happiness deserves far greater attention than it has received. Again, we need to determine just what it is that theories of psychological happiness are supposed to do. While the other arguments in this chapter will have accomplished the first step in answering this question—making it clear for instance that we are not in the same business



enormous World Database of Happiness.) Veenhoven also edits The Journal of Happiness Studies, a promising new journal from Kluwer that is now starting publication.



15 as Aristotelians concerned with eudaimonia—there is still much to do. For it is doubtful that traditional approaches will help us to choose among the candidate theories. We need a new method. It may be objected that philosophers have long been cognizant of the distinctions for which I am arguing. In fact, a number of commentators have more or less explicitly acknowledged that not everyone means the same thing by ‘happiness’, and one of the distinctions I am drawing has indeed been observed before.7 Yet even the previously observed distinction has received little if any sustained attention and continues to be overlooked or confounded. Indeed, most if not all reviews of the literature posit no clear division of work on happiness into different subjects at all, prompting the careful reader to wonder what exactly is being reviewed. R. B. Brandt’s entry in the Encyclopedia of Philosophy, for instance, offers little if any indication that ‘happiness’ means different things in the work of different theorists. More recent discussions such as Den Uyl and Machan’s literature review and John Kekes’ entry in the Encyclopedia of Ethics likewise treat the study of happiness as a unitary subject; readers of their pieces would come away with the impression that disagreements exist where there are none. James Griffin’s review in the Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy shows a greater awareness of the ambiguities plaguing philosophical work on happiness, and explicitly recognizes a prudential usage of the term (though he suggests that this usage is incorrect).8 Yet he does not distinguish a purely psychological sense, and appears to use ‘happiness’ in a manner that lies somewhere between the prudential and psychological senses. By contrast, Den Uyl and



6



I owe the term to Deal Hudson (1996), though he seems to use it with a somewhat different meaning. L. W. Sumner, for instance, points out that ‘happiness’ has been used in both psychological and prudential senses, though he indicates that only the psychological sense is legitimate (1996). 8 Brandt (1967); Den Uyl and Machan (1983); Kekes (1992); Griffin (1998). 7



16 Machan, as well as Kekes, appear to assimilate all views to the prudential sense, whereas Brandt takes a psychological reading. Disagreement about the nature of things is, of course, a healthy part of theoretical inquiry. But it is not a good thing when the authorities in an academic field—in this case, ethics—cannot agree even on what the subject matter of an ostensibly central term in that field might be. Obviously there is a serious problem here. More importantly, neither Griffin nor anyone else has, to my knowledge, identified the important difference between prudential and perfectionist happiness. In any event, these distinctions have yet to be drawn with enough clarity to permit a determination of which theorists are, and are not, in the same business.9 The current chapter attempts to do just this, though I will not attempt to fully specify the conditions for sameness of subject matter. Two theorists may both use ‘happiness’ to denote, say, well-being kinds, without these necessarily being the same kind. There may, in other words, be more than three things called happiness.10 The tripartite division of happiness theorizing that I am proposing, then, delineates only some broad categories that may well conceal finer distinctions. And there may be other categories beyond these; my discussion is not meant to be exhaustive. Nor do I intend to explicate the conceptual relationships among the three subjects. Perhaps they are different species of a common genus, or otherwise share some conceptual links. Maybe nothing connects them but a name. My interests here are 9



A couple of readers have claimed that these distinctions are old hat: everybody knows about them. This is implausible. If they are well-known, then how could the oversights just mentioned possibly occur? I know of no writings that express awareness of them, and no one has suggested any examples. Everyone does know there’s a difference between the good life, well-being, and a psychological state. But that’s not the issue. 10 Two points. First, this means that ‘happiness’ might not in any sense be a synonym for ‘well-being’ or ‘the good life’; perhaps it only denotes a certain kind of well-being or good life (say, an ideal kind). Second, I am only talking about philosophically interesting things called happiness. There are various uninter-



17 purely pragmatic, and for these purposes we need only see that the three things are not identical. To a great extent this chapter’s aims are taxonomic and methodological (though by no means wholly: cf., for instance, my arguments against the legitimacy of perfectionist happiness). Perhaps such goals seem unexciting: why not skip all this and simply develop a new theory of happiness that employs the distinctions and methodology defended here? There are several reasons for not being so hasty. First, the distinctions made here are not nearly as obvious as one might expect, and it is very easy for even the most competent of philosophers to get confused about them. (Indeed, I am quite certain that some readers will continue to run afoul of them even once appraised.) They therefore require extended discussion; we cannot clear the air simply by mentioning them in passing. Second, any given theory is only going to concern one of the three things called happiness; the defense of a particular account will not, therefore, illuminate these distinctions. Third, there is a large body of work on things called happiness. Until we figure out what the existing authors are talking about—and this often takes a great deal of detective work— their efforts will continue to be misunderstood, inappropriately cited or contested, or simply ignored. We owe it to these authors to get their work straight. While even this chapter can do so only to a limited extent, it takes a step in that direction. Positive theory may be the best way to stimulate further work, but it will do little to enlighten us about the existing literature. Fourth, this is happiness we’re talking about, not some obscure technical matter of interest to only a few intellectuals, with practical significance for none. Once upon a time—when people actually cared what philosophers had to say—this was re-



esting senses of ‘happiness’ and its cognates, such as that involved in being happy with a gift or experiencing the acute emotion of feeling happy.



18 garded as the central concern of philosophy (at least, one of the things called happiness was). Now we haven’t the foggiest idea what it is. Tell philosophers you are working on happiness and they are apt to regard you as a flake who enjoys playing in tar pits. Worse, they have good reasons for thinking so. Unless we are prepared to advocate eliminating the term from our philosophical vocabularies altogether, we should grant that research into happiness can and should be a respectable enterprise. Is this really the place to take shortcuts? The chaotic state of philosophical work under the rubric of ‘happiness’ is a serious embarrassment to ethical theory—indeed, to philosophy as a whole. One wonders what empirical researchers, who might have expected philosophers to have something worthwhile to say about happiness if they had anything to say at all, must think of all this. Or would think, if they realized that there is no coherent body of philosophical literature on happiness. Instead we can offer only a confounding hodgepodge of theories whose aims, subject matter, and relation to other theories, are mostly obscure. Lucky for us, most empirical researchers seem not to have caught on. Thus they frequently cite such historical figures as Aristotle, Jefferson, and Mill, with the tacit understanding that they are concerned with the same subject matter, and hence shedding light on the same questions.11 But the empirical work concerns psychological happiness, whereas most historical authors, at least until the modern era, were talking about something different: prudential happiness.



11



To be fair, they are well aware that the meaning of ‘happiness’ is problematical, and tend to employ more technical terminology in their theories. Many do nonetheless make these mistakes.



19 4. Three types of theory 4.1 Well-being: prudential happiness The first kind of theory takes its cue—in modern English usage—from the etymological roots of ‘happiness’ in talk of “good hap”, or good fortune: to achieve happiness is to succeed in the attainment of much, if not all, that it is beneficial for a person to have; it is, one might say, a comprehensive benefit. The concept of happiness is, in other words, a well-being concept—it essentially denotes a (kind of) high level of well-being, or what I shall call prudential happiness.12 In what is probably the most influential recent discussion of happiness, Richard Kraut (1979) argues that this is our primary notion of happiness, and that it corresponds directly to Aristotle’s concept of eudaimonia. However, Aristotle defended an objectivist conception of happiness according to which a happy life is one that reaches, or at least approaches, the human ideal. Kraut, by contrast, believes we lack the metaphysical resources to sustain any objectivist view of the matter. Rather, our conception of happiness is fundamentally subjectivist: to lead a happy life is to come sufficiently close to attaining all the things one values most, and to find this truly rewarding. Contrary to many commentators, then, ‘happiness’ is a perfectly legitimate translation of ‘eudaimonia’, and Aristotle really does have a theory of happiness—one, moreover, that conflicts with our own views of the matter. Notice that happiness is, for Kraut, nonmentalistic, by which I mean that it is not purely a matter of a person’s state of mind.13 While mental states certainly enter the picture, they do not exhaust happiness. The external conditions of one’s life also count: one must actually get what one values, and not merely think one’s wishes are fulfilled. So, for 12



I use this admittedly charmless term in deference to the current philosophical practice of referring to matters of well-being as concerning prudence, prudential value, etc.



20 instance, a woman who greatly values the fidelity and love of her friends cannot be leading a happy life if her so-called “friends” really loathe her, and are merely engaging in an elaborate deception—even if she is cheerfully oblivious to her predicament. Robert Nozick illuminates the same distinction (albeit to make a different point) with his example of a “virtual reality” machine that can perfectly simulate any kind of experience (Nozick 1974, pp. 42-5; 1989, pp. 104-8).14 Suppose that a subject is so connected for his entire life, mistakenly believing that everything he experiences is real, and that he finds this life to be supremely gratifying. If an account provides any basis for denying that he could be happy, it is nonmentalistic. Theories that do not count extramental states of affairs in determinations will presumably allow for happiness in such cases, and are classified as mentalistic.15 Moreover, the happiness concept that interests Kraut is clearly an evaluative notion, which is to say that what one considers the right account of happiness will depend on one’s theory of (prudential) value. Its being evaluative follows straight away from the fact that it makes perfect sense to worry about whether the correct evaluative standards for happiness are subjective or objective. Its being prudentially evaluative—and not, say, morally evaluative—shows up in Kraut’s focus on questions about what sort of life is good for us; what, for instance, we would wish on behalf of, for the benefit of, a newborn baby. Questions of moral merit have no bearing on his case. Attributions of happiness are not, then, merely descriptive: they entail that the subject is doing well. It would be non-



13



The term is admittedly not ideal, since it suggests that psychological considerations are irrelevant (which they rarely are). 14 For ease of expression, I will generally substitute Putnam’s infamous brain in a vat for Nozick’s experience machine user. 15 I am setting aside issues of content externalism here, since the appeal of mentalism is presumably based only on what goes on inside the head.



21 sense for Kraut to say that so-and-so is leading a happy life, yet very unfortunate. Consider, by way of contrast, a nonevaluative theory of happiness. For example, a theory might simply equate happiness with life satisfaction, making no a priori claims about the worth of this condition. We might then say that the deceived woman is quite happy, even while leading a pathetic existence. Indeed, some ascetics might conclude that someone is doing poorly precisely because he is happy in the sense of life satisfaction; perhaps unhappiness is good for you—it builds character, say, or makes you strive to better yourself. This might be an eccentric perspective, but it is certainly intelligible.16 Like Kraut’s account, most theories of prudential happiness are nonmentalistic, and all are evaluative.17 The reason for the former should be obvious: most if not all of us care about things other than states of mind—we want things actually to be a certain way, and not just seem that way. Surely the plight of a brain in a vat is unenviable in the extreme, however blissful its ignorance may be. It is possible to defend other views—as, for instance, hedonistic utilitarians have done—but such accounts do not exactly have prima facie plausibility going for them. That such accounts of happiness are evaluative is inescapable, given the aim of characterizing lives that are particularly enviable or felicitous.18



16



See, for instance, Veenhoven’s How Harmful Is Happiness? (1989). (The answer is: it isn’t.) It would be futile to try listing all philosophers who have written on things called happiness in this paper, but it is worth mentioning some of them. Other theorists of prudential happiness probably include most or all of the ancients and many scholars of ancient ethics (e.g., Annas (1993; 1998); but cf. Cooper (1975) for an example of dissent about translating ‘eudaimonia’ as ‘happiness’), medievals, many virtue theorists, and Thomists (see Hudson (1996) for a discussion of recent Thomistic work). Additionally, Almeder (2000), Cottingham (1998), Edwards (1979), Gert (1988), Hill (1999), Jacobs (1985), Kant, Kekes (1982; 1988; 1992), Kenny (1966), Luper (1996), Mill (1979), Rawls (1971), Scruton (1975), Simpson (1975), Spinoza, Tatarkiewicz (1976), Thomas (1968), and Warner (1987). Perhaps also Hare (1963) and Smart (1973), although their views are difficult to classify. 18 Someone might posit a nonevaluative relative of such a view, namely by taking happiness to be solely a matter of what people desire in life, whether or not this is actually valuable. Thus an ascetic contrarian might coherently claim that a happy life is no benefit at all, for it makes one soft and corrupts the spirit. However, it is not clear whether anyone has defended such a construal of ‘happiness’ (though see Jeske (1996), as well as Griffin (1998)). Given their apparent rarity, I suspect that such views might arise only 17



22 Because prudential happiness is just a kind of well-being, we can expect different theories of it to parallel theories of well-being itself. Thus we might have, to use Parfit’s framework,19 hedonistic, desire fulfillment, and objective list theories of prudential happiness, among others. Since for all I have said prudential happiness may only be a kind of well-being—perhaps adding, say, agreeable states of consciousness to the concept—it is possible that theories in this area may diverge somewhat from accounts of well-being as such.



4.2 The good life: perfectionist happiness Notice that, though evaluative, prudential happiness encompasses only prudential value. Some authors, however, have argued not so much that happiness is a comprehensive benefit as that it is, by definition, a comprehensive good—that it includes whatever is of value in a good life, notably including moral value. I classify the notion of happiness such views employ as a good life concept, or perfectionist happiness.20 To call a life happy in this sense is typically to approve of that sort of life, to say that it includes enough of the things that make a life not merely enviable, but admirable as well. To give a theory of happiness so conceived is to attempt an answer to Socrates’ question, “How ought I to live?” So one way to tell if a theory concerns perfectionist happiness is to see whether it aims to provide a comprehensive answer about what we ought to seek in life, how we ought to conduct our lives.



over a misunderstanding about the distinctions covered in this chapter. If not, then perhaps we should recognize a fourth thing called happiness: the congenial or successful life. 19 Parfit (1984), Appendix I. 20 I use this term not to indicate that its holders subscribe to ethical perfectionism—they presumably need not—but only to mark the full-bloodedly normative, and almost invariably moralistic, character of this “kind” of happiness. The teleological connotations of this expression also gibe nicely with the utopian leanings of theorists in this area. Since theorists of perfectionist happiness need not be ethical perfectionists— indeed, they need not recognize even a category of perfectionist value (maybe they think moral and prudential value are all there is)—we may wish to use a different term.



23 While clear-cut accounts of perfectionist happiness are relatively scarce, one recent incarnation of such a theory appears in Lynne McFall’s book, Happiness (1989).21 Here she explicitly aims to develop a theory of happiness construed as a comprehensive good, where “the happy life is a good life (not just morally good but good without qualification)” (p. 4). She seeks, in other words, a theory of something that constitutes an adequate response to the question, “What ought we to care about?” (p. 23). Her answer is that “the happy life is one in which a person is disposed to affirm his or her life, where this judgment is justified relative to the conditions of rationality on value and choice” (p. 118). She further argues that, for those for whom rationality prescribes morality—that is, virtually all of us, or perhaps all of us simpliciter—happiness consists partly in the moral life. If someone were to be so constituted, and so situated, that immorality would be the most rational course to pursue, then McFall would deny that there is any real sense in which he ought to do otherwise. (Rationality, she argues, does not rule out this possibility a priori, but does make it exceedingly remote.) Thus a successful immoralist might conceivably lead a life that is “good without qualification” (though not, she would grant, by conventional standards of appraisal). Contrast this view with Kraut’s account, on which departures from morality directly affect one’s happiness only insofar as one happens to care about being morally virtuous. This could hardly represent a satisfactory constraint on how we ought to live.22 Indeed, it would be a crazy view if we were to take it that way, as it essentially amounts to the claim that one ought to be moral only if one happens



21



Other theorists of this persuasion appear to include Austin (1968), Goldstein (1973), and Grice (unpublished, cited at length in Warner 1986; 1991). Perhaps also Hare (1963), Hudson (1996), and Smart (1973). Mele (1979) argues that the Aristotelian notion of happiness is perfectionist. There are probably other theorists, but they are often hard to pin down, for reasons that will soon be clear. 22 McFall would clearly reject it, since immorality is (she would argue) almost always irrational, whether or not one wishes to be morally virtuous.



24 to want to be moral. Clearly, Kraut does not intend the notion of happiness to bear so much weight. The distinction between prudential and perfectionist happiness may seem to be reasonably straightforward, but it is very easy to get them confused. Indeed, it is likely that theories of perfectionist happiness have arisen only out of just such confusion (see § 3.2). To see the difficulty, consider that most of us take quite a broad view of the range of things that count towards making a life enviable23 or otherwise: namely, just about everything the subject seeks in life, at least insofar as those wants are not somehow unfitting, ill-informed or self-destructive. But this will typically include the desire for moral goodness. If I very much want to be a good person, then my life is not going especially well for me if I stray far from this goal. An enviable life, in other words, appears to depend in many cases on the satisfaction of unselfish, as well as selfish, aims. Indeed, it may at times demand that one pursue altruistic ends at the expense of selfish ones. Prudential happiness is thus quite naturally construed as an inclusive, or near-inclusive, end: it includes all, or nearly all, of our aims in life—modulo, again, ill-informed, self-destructive, or perhaps unfitting ends. For me to articulate what would be a happy life, then, would typically involve describing all the things I most want in life—including, as the case may be, moral goodness. This is presumably just to say what I think a good or admirable life would be for me. The prudentially happy life, one might suppose, just is the good life. But this would be a serious mistake. From the purported fact that the happy life is an inclusive end24 for me it does not follow that it is a comprehensive good: I may not value goodness at all—at the very least, I may not value it very much—and so the suc-



23 24



This term is not ideal, but I shall use it often as I cannot think of a better one. Here ‘inclusive end’ is purely descriptive.



25 cessful attainment of the good life as I see it may not yield a life that is good in the least. If ‘happiness’ means in part a kind of good or admirable life, then we must surely refuse to ascribe happiness to the successful immoralist—whether or not goodness figures prominently in his system of ends. Whereas the question of the good life just is the question of how we ought to live—period—the question of the felicitous life is how we ought to live if things are to go well for us. While an answer to the latter can certainly involve the pursuit of altruistic ends, it can only do so to the extent that success in this pursuit is tied to one’s good fortune. An answer to the former, however, needs no such argument: if self-sacrifice is obligatory, then that is what goodness in life requires, whether we like it or not. Since many thinkers have tied human well-being to goodness, as Aristotle did, one may think that the pursuit of well-being consists in leading a good life. In his case, this is because all humans (like all things) necessarily seek the fulfillment of their function, which in turn requires exhibiting the virtues. Had he used ‘happiness’ to mean “the good life,” however, no such argument would have been needed.25 As I said, it is tempting to think of prudential happiness as an inclusive end and, from this, to infer that it is a comprehensive good—an inference, we have just seen, that is invalid. But even the initial temptation is mistaken: when I said that happiness is plausibly an inclusive end, modulo a couple of things, this is actually modulo quite a lot. For one thing, one might think that some ends are prudentially inappropriate for a person—a desire to do nothing for the rest of one’s life but count blades of grass, for instance. Alternatively, some ends might be self-defeating, unattainable, or disappointing when



25



On the other hand, he does give some indications that he stipulates happiness to be a comprehensive good, and Alfred R. Mele argues on this basis that he uses ‘eudaimonia’ to denote what I am calling perfectionist happiness (1979). However, for reasons I discuss later, I am inclined to view him instead as a theorist of prudential happiness.



26 achieved. The enviable life, then, may require substantial revisions in a person’s ends. No problem, one might say: this life, then, is inclusive of the ends a person ought to have. But one ought to have all sorts of ends that may have nothing to do with one’s welfare— moral ends, for instance. Qua theory of well-being, the theory of happiness has no immediate resources for recommending such ends. Any such recommendation must come from a substantial conception of well-being, and not from the mere concept thereof. Second, and more importantly, some people don’t seek particularly agreeable or enviable lives; their ends, for instance, may involve considerably uncongenial forms of self-sacrifice— e.g., committing oneself to battling injustice at any cost. Alternatively, a tortured artist may consider it her duty to explore the depths of human misery in the name of authenticity and art. It is simply false that all people seek happy lives; it is perfectly possible— even rational—for a person to renounce happiness, or even to consider it an unworthy condition for any person of character. We cannot plausibly insist that such persons must have happy lives if they meet their goals. The question of what prudential happiness is, then, cannot be reduced to the question of what we all do, or should, seek in life. If prudential happiness is an inclusive end, this must be established in an argument for a particular conception of happiness, and not simply taken for granted as part of the meaning of the term. All this is just to make clear that these really are two different things here, and that we must take care not to confuse them. The mere fact that a theorist takes happiness to consist in a virtuous life is not enough to establish her as a theorist of perfectionist happiness. Though Plato advanced a perfectionist theory of happiness, this was nonethe-



27 less a theory of prudential happiness.26 Nor should we infer from the likelihood that most of us, when asked to describe our idea of a happy life, will depict what we take to be a comprehensively good life for us, that comprehensive goodness is part of the very concept of happiness. For some cranks may, perhaps with considerable scorn, quite intelligibly describe a kind of life that they find to be detestable.



4.3 Psychological happiness Whereas the concepts of prudential and perfectionist happiness are both evaluative, the notion of psychological happiness is largely if not wholly nonevaluative.27 For attributions of happiness in the psychological sense may imply nothing at all about the value of this state. They may simply report on a subject’s state of mind. Now we are certainly likely to think that psychological happiness is a good (to say the least), but this is a different matter from insisting a priori that happiness, whatever it is, must be a good of a particular sort—e.g., a state of pronounced well-being. Rather, a theorist of psychological happiness might only wish to discover the nature of an oft-praised mental state: What is this state of mind that people so desire? Is it as valuable as people take it to be? Is it valuable at all? Perhaps it even has negative value. This sort of inquiry clearly presupposes that we can distinguish the phenomenon of happiness more or less independently of evaluative questions. At any rate, we are not constrained by any need to characterize an enviable or admirable life.



26



To avoid confusion over the two uses of ‘perfectionist’, we might wish to call such accounts eudaimonistic theories of prudential happiness. I do not do so in this paper, however, since I wish to emphasize the differences between prudential and perfectionist happiness. 27 Here I am concerned only with theories that take happiness to be a typically lasting psychological condition: being happy. I am not talking about the acute and short-lived emotion of feeling happy.



28 L. W. Sumner, for instance, articulates a conception of happiness which is explicitly not a conception of well-being or the good life (1996).28 This is similar to the notion of subjective well-being used by social scientists: to be happy is partly a matter of cognitively evaluating one’s circumstances in a positive manner, and partly a matter of affect—specifically, experiencing one’s life as satisfying or fulfilling, having a sense of well-being. I will follow Sumner in calling this a life satisfaction theory, albeit with some reservations that I will not discuss here. Having so defined happiness, he then argues that it cannot serve as an adequate conception of well-being since, for one thing, one might be happy as a result of error about one’s circumstances. Now had he responded to this sort of case by altering his theory of happiness to rule out error, or by digging in his heels and denying—with, among others, the hedonistic utilitarians—that extramental affairs are relevant to determining a person’s well-being, then it would be clear that his concerns involve something other than psychological happiness.29 Instead he insists that the ordinary notion of happiness is purely, and essentially, psychological (pp. 157-8). Interestingly, Sumner himself points out that Kraut and Aristotle are best seen as concerned, not with happiness as he conceives it, but with well-being (p. 140n). Perhaps some minor evaluative elements could find their way into a conception of psychological happiness. But it is not clear what the basis could be for including them. Clear-cut theories of psychological happiness come in four basic flavors, along with hy28



Other philosophers concerned with psychological happiness probably include Benditt (1974; 1978), Carson (1978a; 1978b; 1981; 1979), Davis (1981a; 1981b), Gauthier (1967), Griffin (1986), Mayerfeld (1996; 1999), Montague (1967), Nozick (1989), Rescher (1972; 1980), Sen (1987), Sumner (1996), Telfer (1980), Von Wright (1963), Wilson (1968), and Wolf (1997). Theorists who take well-being to consist in psychological happiness appear to include Barrow (1980; 1991), Bentham (1969), Brandt (1979; 1989; 1992), Campbell (1973), Ebenstein (1991), Hobbes (1962), Locke, Meynell (1969), Sidgwick (1966), and Sprigge (1991).



29 brids composed of elements from two or more of the basic options. Thus there are hedonistic theories, which identify happiness with a subject’s balance of pleasure over displeasure; life satisfaction accounts, where happiness is a matter of subjects’ attitudes towards their lives as a whole (or some period of life); affective state theories, which identify happiness with some aspect of a person’s overall emotional or mood state; and perceived desire satisfaction theories, where happiness consists in believing, for enough of one’s desires, that they are being satisfied. All of these views involve purely descriptive, nonevaluative conceptions of happiness. This makes a lot of sense: our practical vocabulary should not be limited to purely formal, abstract goods such as well-being and the good life, but should also include terms for concrete substantive goods that we can identify independently of questions of value. It is useful to be able to point to something and then say, “this is valuable.” We might then disagree about the nature and extent of that thing’s value, but we can at least agree that we are talking about that thing. It is useful, indeed essential, to identify kinds for which the claim, “that is valuable,” is an interesting, substantive, and not merely trivial claim. We need some things to be valuable as a matter of fact, and not simply by stipulation. For one thing, how else could we ever give any substantive content to our conceptions of well-being and the good life? Psychological happiness appears to be just such a kind. If it is, then adding evaluative elements to the concept would appear to be self-defeating, or pointless at best. Suppose we took a hedonistic theory of happiness and then added that the relevant pleasures must be worthy. So, for example, a cheerful and contented boor whose pleasures are as depraved and base as you care to imagine could not properly be deemed happy. Rich29



Neither option actually entails this conclusion, but instead makes it (very) probable. For why on earth would anyone defend a theory of psychological happiness in such a manner? Only someone arguing for a



30 ard Hare appears to give roughly this sort of account (1963).30 Although he has long been rather cagey about firmly endorsing a particular conception of happiness—which he reasonably considers to be an obscure and difficult subject matter (1989)—he has argued that to call someone happy is partly to say that she is liking, or enjoying, her experience, and partly to say that one would not be particularly averse to having her desires oneself. So, for instance, we would not call an obsessive grass-counter happy. Now this kind of assessment is really what Hare calls an appraisal, and not strictly an evaluation, as it is more a matter of our likes and dislikes than our ideas about what is genuinely valuable. However, it is clearly more than a simple description of a person’s state of mind, bearing more resemblance to an assessment of a person’s prudential happiness than to any mere psychological determination. Indeed, it closely parallels what usually happens when one is asked to describe his idea of a happy life, which is just to detail the sort of life he would like to lead (this being the prudentially happy life). Hare’s theory appears to treat happiness attributions as involving partial projections of such judgments on other subjects, with the exception that he makes no allowance for nonmentalistic considerations. In a similar vein, Robert Nozick defends what is essentially a life satisfaction theory of happiness, with the unusual proviso that a subject’s sense of satisfaction be a fitting response to her circumstances: “someone whose emotions are based on completely and egregiously unjustified and false evaluations we will be reluctant to term happy, however he feels” (p. 111). He gives little elaboration on this assertion, leaving it unclear whether the grass-counter or the morally depraved would thus be excluded from happiness. However, he does add a remark about how historical advances in moral sensitivity



conception of prudential happiness would sensibly resort to such moves. 30 As does Smart (1973).



31 to issues like women’s and racial equality can affect the standards of justification we should employ. This itself is cryptic, but seems to mean that such advances result in improvements in what we expect from life. Given that he clearly thinks that there is more to well-being than happiness, as his experience machine case illustrates, perhaps the idea is that one’s judgments or emotions should not be too unreasonable given one’s experience. Perhaps Hare, Smart and Nozick have principled theoretical reasons for incorporating the (quasi-)evaluative elements they did. But they mention no such reasons that I can discern, citing only intuitions about happiness (intuitions which I, for one, do not share). Since neither takes happiness to be the criterion of well-being, the good life, or any other value, one wonders what we gain from adopting such views. We do lose some of the appeal of keeping happiness a purely psychological kind: we no longer have a substantive good upon whose identity all parties, whatever their values, can agree.31 Scientific assessments of happiness, thus construed, also appear to be impossible. And claims or disputes about the value of happiness become a lot less interesting, since the value is now partly a matter of definition. What is a poor Nietzsche, who wants to debunk happiness, to do? In any event, Hare, Smart and Nozick do not appear to be in the same business as are advocates of life satisfaction, hedonistic, etc. views of psychological happiness. They seem not to be concerned with psychological happiness, as such, at all. They appear to be simply in the business of explicating a folk concept, and have explicated this concept in a way that makes their views difficult if not impossible to classify. Given the ambiguities, 31



By ‘psychological kind’ I do not mean that the relevant states must figure in scientific psychology; perhaps they are useful only for folk-psychological purposes. I am also agnostic on the metaphysics of kindhood. I use the term only to make it clear that I am not talking about, e.g., mentalistic conceptions of pru-



32 conflicting intuitions, and other unclarities surrounding ‘happiness’, this is not a very promising line of work. Better, it seems, to approach the theory of happiness with more substantive goals in mind.32



4.4 Summing up 4.4.1



The taxonomic hazards of analysis I hope it is sufficiently clear that the three theories I have just described are not



just different, and hence competing, theories of the same thing, but are instead engaged with distinct subject matters. As far as I can tell, one could endorse all three theories without contradiction. The differences between these concepts might look to be clear enough that we ought to have no trouble figuring out just which sort of happiness any given theorist has in mind. Not so. In fact, this is sometimes quite hard to discern. This results partly from the fact that authors have failed to distinguish the three happiness concepts, and sometimes run them together. This is particularly evident in the literature that relies solely on linguistic or conceptual analysis, which is to say a good deal of the recent work. If I am correct that ‘happiness’ has at least three philosophically interesting senses, and that these distinctions are rarely observed, then we should expect such analyses, if unconstrained by principled theoretical aims, to result in chimerical views that combine aspects of the different varieties of happiness. For instance, one might begin with a purely psychological theory on the grounds that most ordinary happiness talk is clearly mentalistic, but then add an evaluative component to accommodate intuitions about certain cases,



dential happiness. Epicureans took prudential happiness to consist purely in psychological states, but prudential happiness is not a psychological kind in the present sense: it is an evaluative kind. 32 In fairness to Hare, Smart and Nozick, the alternatives to their approach are not at all obvious; indeed, I found it necessary to spend the entirety of the next chapter arguing for one. Moreover, the pure analytic method they seem to follow is pretty much the norm in this area. Given this, one wonders why more theo-



33 such as a reluctance to deem happy the life of any envatted brain. I suspect that this is exactly what happened with Hare, Smart and Nozick. Often the resulting theory will be easy to classify, for instance because the author explains the intuitions by arguing that ordinary talk of happiness is directed by an interest in identifying particularly enviable lives—indicating that the concept at issue is a well-being concept. But sometimes the outcome may be an unwholesome, and perhaps unclassifiable, jumble of disparate elements. 4.4.2



The coextension problem Still, you might think these distinctions are fairly straightforward and, as long as a



theory permits classification, the question of how to classify it must be pretty simple. Okay—then what does ‘happiness’ mean in translations of Epicurean writings? Since they were hedonists who took happiness to consist in a kind of pleasure, it must be psychological happiness, right? Wrong. There is no obvious reason to think that ‘happiness’—‘eudaimonia’— meant anything different for Epicureans than it did for the other Greeks. It presumably concerned a kind of well-being or flourishing—prudential happiness. It’s just that the Epicureans held the substantive thesis that only pleasure matters for well-being. Their ‘happiness’ is no more synonymous with the contemporary psychological sense of ‘happiness’ than is Aristotle’s or Plato’s. The Epicurean ‘happiness’ thus corresponds to Sumner’s ‘well-being’, not his ‘happiness’. The difficulty here stems from the fact that theories of the different sorts cannot always be distinguished by their substantive content. For instance, knowing only that a



rists haven’t wound up with similarly confusing accounts or worse—particularly given the fact that these three are among the most talented philosophers who have written on happiness.



34 given author’s view is hedonistic—taking happiness to consist solely in pleasure—does not tell us whether ‘happiness’ as she uses it refers to prudential happiness (as it did for the Epicureans) or psychological happiness (as it does for most contemporary hedonists). Or even, for that matter, perfectionist happiness. And as we saw with Plato, a theory of happiness might be perfectionist without being a theory of perfectionist happiness. Rather, in all likelihood it concerns happiness understood as a kind of well-being and holds that the virtues play a constitutive role in this well-being. The difference lies in whether the perfectionism is built into the very concept of happiness, or is rather a substantive thesis about the nature of happiness. Two accounts may thus be extensionally equivalent without being accounts of the same thing. This greatly complicates the task of determining who means what by ‘happiness’ (see my discussion of Mill, below, for an example). Call this the coextension problem. 4.4.3



The two languages of happiness As the reader may have already noticed, theorists of each sort tend to express their



views in characteristic ways. Someone studying psychological happiness, for instance, will typically prefer to ascribe happiness to persons—e.g., so-and-so is happy, or a happy person. Writers on the prudential and perfectionist notions, by contrast, tend to speak of happy lives. This phenomenon is so pervasive that I am inclined to assign different meanings to the term ‘happy’, depending on whether it is predicated of a person or a person’s life (or portion thereof). Consider, for example, the brain in a vat: intuitively, it seems a little odd to deny that such a being could be happy—happily oblivious to his circumstances, and so forth. Yet it seems to me unnatural as well to suppose that he could be leading a happy life: life is not going at all well for this poor soul, whose predicament is



35 about as undesirable as can be.33 A happy person, in other words, might nonetheless lead a very unhappy life. There should be nothing particularly shocking about this. Taken as a property of a person, happiness might plausibly be viewed as a purely mentalistic affair (especially if we are inclined to identify persons mentalistically). But taken as a property of a person’s life, mentalism loses credibility: there is surely more to a person’s life than her states of mind.34 What her so-called “friends” say about her behind her back is hardly irrelevant to the story of her life. 4.4.4



The possibility of agreement and conflict among theorists of the three things A final point: notice that even if two theorists mean different things by ‘happi-



ness’, their theories of happiness may still conflict or agree about some issues. For example, Plato’s theory of prudential happiness takes it to consist in living well—in the good life. Consequently, we need not conclude that his account is irrelevant to the concerns of, say, McFall, despite the fact that by ‘happiness’ she means perfectionist happiness. For, like Plato, she offers a conception of the good life, or one kind of good life at any rate. As a result, her theory of the good life might come into conflict with his account of wellbeing, due to its inclusion of a conception of the good life. (This is not to say that they definitely are talking about the same thing; only that, for all I have said, they might be.) Likewise, Bentham apparently takes happiness to be a psychological kind, but argues that well-being consists in psychological happiness. Thus Kraut, while concerned not with



33



Some theorists such as the hedonistic utilitarians would, of course, deny that this situation is unfortunate, but such views are, whatever their virtues, surely battling intuition on this point. Intuitions are less clear, however, about the proper usage of ‘happiness’ in such cases. Some readers, for instance, have felt there is no ordinary sense in which the term denotes anything other than a psychological kind. If this is correct, there will still be philosophical senses in which the term functions as I have argued. 34 Similar points may apply in the theory of well-being: perhaps a focus on what makes a person’s life go well for her leads naturally to a more inclusive notion of well-being, whereas a concern with what harms or benefits the person suggests a narrower concept. (Cf. Kagan (1992, p. 182n).) However, in neither case does mentalism seem plausible.



36 psychological but prudential happiness, may still have a bone to pick with Bentham by virtue of the latter’s taking psychological happiness to constitute well-being. So all we can say is that, if two theorists mean different things by ‘happiness’, they are not, qua happiness theorist, in the same line of work.



5. Happiness and ethical theory: quality of life philosophy The three happiness concepts delineated above do have at least one thing in common, for all are, in a broad sense of the expression, quality of life concepts. By this I mean that they are primarily concerned with the qualitative character of a person’s life: is it a good life, either tout court or in some respect? As such they lie within the purview of a branch of ethical inquiry that studies personal goods, broadly conceived, with a particular emphasis on what is good for a person, or makes that person’s life go well for her— with, that is, prudential goods. This field of inquiry—which we might call quality of life philosophy, or perhaps the philosophy of the good life35—encompasses at least three basic lines of research. The first, of which the study of perfectionist happiness is an example, attempts to determine the comparative roles of prudential and other goods, such as moral or perfectionist ones, in a good life.36 What sorts of ends ought a person to pursue? What are the kinds of things that contribute to a life well lived, and how are they related? This is essentially the theory of value, but not the whole of it, for simply to say that something is of value is not to specify its role in a good life, and that is the question here. Moreover, the concern is not to determine the substantial natures of particular kinds of 35



This term might not be ideal, since I am arguing that the philosophy of the good life is a part of ethics. Yet I have also said that ethics is the field that concerns the good life. The difference is that the subfield in question focuses specifically on the quality of an agent’s life, whereas ethics considers normative questions with implications for how we ought to live quite generally—often with no direct concern for whether they make agent’s lives better.



37 value, but only to provide a formal characterization of their roles in a good life. For example, whereas the study of the good life does include the question of whether one ought to be moral, what exactly being moral amounts to is left to moral philosophy. A second type of theory does, however, offer a substantive account of one kind of value, namely prudential value. This sort of inquiry would thus include the study of prudential happiness. Here the main concern is to identify and study whatever welfare concepts we find to be interesting or important. Notice the plural: even if it is possible to isolate a single notion of well-being that does all the work needed for ethical theorizing, we will almost certainly need a suite of narrower concepts denoting specific kinds or aspects of well-being. Physicians and politicians, for instance, may find that different quality of life concepts are needed to meet their respective concerns, as well as the differing epistemic demands of their professions (physicians, for instance, may have access to quality of life indicators for their patients that politicians lack for their largely anonymous constituencies). Finally, a third line of inquiry studies the nonevaluative kinds presumed to be important to a good life, welfare in particular. Foremost among these are pleasure, pain, enjoyment, suffering, satisfaction, and of course psychological happiness. (These psychological kinds are specifically the concern of what I shall call “prudential psychology”— the psychology of well-being. (See Chapter 2.) But prudential psychology is just a part of the area in question, which covers nonpsychological goods as well.) In this area the aim is to learn enough about such kinds to enable us to assess their true value and significance for our lives, as well as such related matters as their role in motivating behavior. The



36



I argue later that perfectionist happiness is no kind of happiness at all. But the phenomenon, even if not properly called happiness, is still worth studying.



38 study of welfare determinants, along with that of welfare itself, is liable to extend beyond purely ethical, or even purely philosophical, inquiry. Again the matter of which concepts will prove most useful or interesting will depend on the practical or theoretical interests of those using them, which of course includes nonphilosophers. Moreover, the resources of other areas of philosophy, as well as of the sciences, will be needed to determine the precise natures of the kinds thought to be important to welfare. Thus the three things called happiness conveniently circumscribe a field of inquiry that in ancient times took center stage in philosophical debate, but which has generally fallen on hard times since at least the beginning of the modern era. I am not claiming that this field is entirely distinct from all others, or even has precise boundaries; there is certainly plenty of room for overlap between the philosophy of quality of life and other areas of philosophy. Such overlap arguably accounts for most of the work that has been done in this area in modern times. The question of whether to be moral, for instance, garners much attention, but only because it is at least as much a matter for moral philosophy as for that of quality of life. What I am suggesting here is simply a natural way of grouping a set of related concerns, some of which tend to get lost in the shadow of moral theory. Recent ethical theorizing sometimes appears to forget that Socrates’ question was not concerned solely with the moral dimensions of life. One might be deeply concerned that many members of our society have badly misplaced values, for instance, without thinking that this is simply, or even primarily, a moral problem. Value theory provides a vehicle for understanding and addressing such concerns in all their variety. We ought to consider making broader use of it than we generally have.



39 6. The price of confusion 6.1 Introduction It is important to recognize just how much trouble has resulted from a chronic failure to observe the distinctions outlined above. The most damaging consequence might lie in what hasn’t been written about happiness in recent years: a plausible supposition is that without any reasonably clear idea of what ‘happiness’ could mean, or of what a theory of happiness is supposed to do, contemporary philosophers have generally regarded the matter as intractably difficult and thus avoided the subject(s).37 And too much theorizing about happiness, especially of the linguistic variety, seems more or less arbitrary— one account facing off against another, with no obvious basis for choosing between them. But often there is no point in choosing. If, like Sumner, you prefer a life satisfaction account, then chances are pretty good that the object of your interest is something other than that which occupies the attention of someone who likes Aristotle’s theory. Whereas Sumner’s view might accurately characterize the mental state denoted by one common sense of ‘happiness’, the attraction of Aristotle’s account lies in its depiction of what it is for someone’s life to go well for him. The two theories are different primarily because they are used to do different things, to characterize distinct kinds of phenomena. No wonder they arrive at different outcomes. If we do not recognize this difference of purpose, of subject matter, we are apt either to worry about illusory conflicts or to throw up our hands in frustration and declare the matter to be hopelessly obscure, with no principled means of deciding. Most philosophers have, I suspect, taken the latter course. Yet there is enough good work in the existing literature—the three examples discussed above,



37



The references cited in this chapter might seem to suggest otherwise, but most discussion of happiness in the philosophical literature is relatively brief. Only a few current authors have written extensively on the matter.



40 to name a few—to suggest that, were we to get clearer on the nature of the enterprise, the study of happiness would not seem so intractable after all.



6.2 Perfectionist happiness It is hard to explain the existence of theories of perfectionist happiness except as products of confusion: the result of failing to distinguish the idea of a good life (simpliciter) from that of a perfectionist conception of prudential happiness. But the many proponents of views of the latter sort do not build perfection into the very concept of happiness; their theories rather make substantive claims about the nature of (a kind of) well-being. And ‘happiness’ does plausibly denote, in one of its senses, a kind of well-being. It cannot be credibly interpreted as simply meaning a life that is good simpliciter. A rabidly puritanical ascetic who extols the life of self-denial, who believes a person’s welfare to be the enemy of virtue, is hardly the friend of anything credibly called happiness. This sort of person rejects happiness as a worthy condition for a human being. To call such an individual a seeker of happiness is to distort the word’s meaning beyond recognition. The problem is that happiness—however construed—is foremost a prudential good if it is any kind of good at all. Thus appeals to considerations of happiness in practical reasoning are appeals to self-interest, broadly construed: they are appeals to what agents want in life. Both prudential and psychological happiness satisfy this characterization.38 Perfectionist happiness does not. The only oughts that considerations of perfectionist happiness generate are totally generic oughts: that doing X will best contribute to, or is necessary for, my happiness means nothing more than that I ought to do X, period. It does not follow that X will in any way serve my interests (even if these are construed



41 broadly enough to include altruistic interests); it may even thwart them. Consider the following variation on a popular dialogue: “Why should I be moral?” “Because you will lead a happier life if you are.” “You mean I will be better off?” “Not at all. In fact, morality may well make you miserable.” “So it will bring me greater happiness, yet could well leave me in misery.” “Right.” “Huh?” This perverse Socrates is not exploiting an ambiguity in the meaning of ‘happiness’: he is using the word in no recognizable manner at all. (The point is even clearer if we imagine a parallel dialogue in which the topic is not whether to be moral generally, but whether one ought to perform a particular action that is morally required but contrary to one’s interests.) It is difficult to imagine a context in which one would intelligibly appeal to happiness as a reason for doing something while at the same time granting that all prudential considerations militate against doing it. A happiness that is completely hostile to its possessor’s interests is no happiness at all. Likewise for an increase in happiness. One might deny that such cases are possible on either of two grounds. First, one might construe perfectionist happiness as an all-or-nothing affair that necessarily includes both moral and prudential goodness. Thus a morally good action that involves selfsacrifice neither increases nor decreases my happiness, for happiness does not come in



38



Though the notion of psychological happiness is nonevaluative, the kind it denotes clearly possesses great prudential value.



42 degrees at all.39 This is a rather odd view of the matter and it is not at all clear that anyone should find such a limited notion useful, but the main problem is that a substantial portion of happiness remains unconnected to, and potentially hostile to, subjects’ interests. Thus one might recommend being moral as necessary for happiness whilst granting that morality makes a person worse off. The demands of happiness construed in any perfectionist manner are consequently subject to all the skeptical doubts that attend the demands of morality: why should the self-interested immoralist care about happiness? Those who wish to call this happiness owe us some explanation of their grounds for doing so. As things now stand, such a usage appears to serve no other purpose than to sow bafflement. McFall takes the second route: she seems to get away with a perfectionist reading of ‘happiness’ because she is an ethical egoist who bases all goodness in that of selfinterest (broadly construed). This sort of view makes prudential and perfectionist happiness coextensive: loosely speaking, the good life simpliciter is that which maximizes selfinterest—i.e., that which maximizes prudential happiness. But most theorists are not egoists, and are liable to see self-interest and overall goodness as often opposed. (Even the sensible egoist is going to have to grant this to some extent.) For such persons the idea of chaining ‘happiness’ to the latter is going to be mighty hard to swallow. To see just how serious this problem is, suppose McFall had advocated a utilitarian ethics instead. A familiar complaint against such theories is precisely that they (ostensibly) demand too much self-sacrifice. Suppose further that her version of utilitarianism did indeed require a great deal of self-sacrifice. Her theory of happiness would no longer resemble traditional perfectionist views of prudential happiness such as Plato’s, but would rather become



39



It might make the difference between whether one’s life is happy or not, but this is pretty unlikely in most cases.



43 rankly implausible. For the pursuit of happiness on such a view would have relatively little to do with one’s own interests or well-being. Seekers of happiness would arguably be reduced to mere “janitors of impersonal value,” to adapt Bernard Williams’ memorable quip (1973). It is hard enough to defend a moral theory of this sort; but it is impossible to defend a theory of happiness like this. McFall’s perfectionist construal of happiness puts most of her opponents, for whom a life that is good simpliciter may well involve self-sacrifice, in the rather uncomfortable position of advocating conceptions of happiness that nobody would even recognize as such. We are better off keeping happiness, however construed, as a prudential concern. If happiness requires morality it is because morality makes us better off, or improves our states of mind, not because we ought to be moral and ‘happiness’ just signifies whatever it is that one ought to pursue. Though there are (at least) three things called happiness in the philosophical literature, only two of them are properly so-called.



6.3 Taxonomic problems Unsurprisingly, philosophers writing on happiness have frequently fallen victim to taxonomic difficulties. For instance, it is common to divide theories of happiness, as Kraut does, into two camps: subjectivist, and objectivist, where the former takes happiness to consist in meeting one’s own standards and the latter takes it to consist in meeting some objectively determined standards.40 The standards in question are presumably evaluative. Theories of psychological happiness would, on Kraut’s scheme, be “extreme subjectivist” theories.41 (Either that, or they simply do not register on the map.) This sort of taxonomy is perfectly reasonable, but only to a point: for it applies only to theories on



44 which happiness is a resolutely evaluative kind, namely a sort of well-being or good life. But psychological happiness is not evaluative—it is not a matter of meeting any substantial evaluative standards at all, but only of being in a certain kind of mental state. It would be mistaken, for instance, to say that Sumner holds an extreme subjectivist conception of happiness, whereas Kraut’s view is merely subjectivist. This would imply the existence of a substantive disagreement between them about the correct evaluative standards to employ in assessing a person’s happiness. But there is none. Sumner’s view is not subjectivist or objectivist in the present sense at all. Another commonly employed distinction is that between so-called “hedonistic” and “eudaimonistic” theories of happiness. The former term is generally used to denote theories of psychological happiness, and perhaps all mentalistic accounts, period. The latter is used, variously and sometimes interchangeably, to refer to accounts on which happiness is a kind of well-being, something that requires moral virtue, or is simply an evaluative kind of unspecified nature. Depending on which of these readings one accepts, however, we are bound to either cross-classify or simply omit some theories in our taxonomy. Moreover, it is not always clear whether this distinction marks a genuine point of disagreement among theorists, or a division of theorizing into two different subjects. Probably the only interpretation with tolerable results would be one on which ‘hedonistic’ applies to hedonistic theories of prudential happiness and ‘eudaimonistic’ applies just to perfectionist theories of prudential happiness. But note how limited the scope of this distinction is; it does not even cover the whole of prudential happiness.



40



Kekes employs a similar, but not quite identical, distinction (1982; 1988; 1992). The current point should apply to his distinction as well. 41 A term he uses for mentalistic subjectivist theories.



45 6.4 Cases of mistaken identity Given that existing taxonomies often classify theories in misleading ways, it should come as no surprise that particular theorists themselves commonly make inapposite comparisons between their views and those of others. Among other dangers, this can result in disputes that are little more than verbal (although it should be noted that verbal issues in this realm are arguably of some importance). Perhaps most notoriously, consider the long-standing debate concerning the propriety of translating Aristotle’s ‘eudaimonia’ as ‘happiness’.42 Thomas L. Carson is among those who have confused their own work on psychological happiness as sharing a subject matter with Aristotle’s, arguing that happiness cannot, contra Aristotle, be a comprehensive good, since there is much more to a good life than merely being happy. But he clearly takes ‘happiness’ to denote psychological happiness, which is not what Aristotle was talking about.43 As we have seen, McFall errs in supposing that Kraut, like her, is concerned with perfectionist happiness. Nowhere does Kraut indicate that happiness requires justified affirmation, where justification is meant in the broad sense that McFall intends. If he does, then his subjectivism leads him to the striking conclusion that one is doing everything she ought to be doing if she succeeds in doing, and getting, whatever she happens to want in life—no matter how depraved—and is pleased with the result. If this is really what he thinks—and, even more remarkably, thinks is the standard view in our culture—
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This dispute is widely catalogued, but cf. Den Uyl and Machan (1983) for a brief introduction, as well as Dybikowski (1981). Since Kraut’s defense of this translation, however, the debate seems to have subsided, with ‘happiness’ being the standard—but not undisputed or universal—term (Kraut 1979). Popular alternatives include ‘flourishing’ or ‘human flourishing’, ‘well-being’, ‘success’, and ‘blessedness’. For what it’s worth, my view is that ‘happiness’ might be an acceptable translation, but only if ‘eudaimon’ is rendered as Kraut suggests, as ‘leading a happy life’, rather than ‘happy’. Suitable warnings should also accompany any such translation. 43 As Alfred R. Mele points out in a reply to Carson. In fairness to Carson, he does note in his response to Mele that his basic argument (which I find rather persuasive) does not depend on the comparison to Aristotle. This exchange appears in Carson (1978b; 1979), and Mele (1979).



46 then we would surely expect him to mention it. More likely, he just understands happiness as a kind of well-being. Interestingly, it is not clear that McFall’s error undermines her arguments against Kraut’s view, in spite of the fact that they are really talking about different things. This is due to McFall’s commitment to a broadly egoistic approach on which the theory of perfectionist happiness wholly depends on the question of prudential happiness: what makes my life good simpliciter can only be what makes my life good for me. It is thus important for her purposes that she address Kraut’s views of prudential happiness despite the fact that they mean different things by ‘happiness’. Still, we must keep in mind that Kraut displays no intention of making prudential happiness bear the kind of weight that McFall wishes it to. As I noted earlier, empirical researchers have (quite understandably) followed the lead of philosophers in confusing their subject matter with that of differently concerned historical thinkers. For example, Oxford psychologist Michael Argyle commences his book The Psychology of Happiness with quotes from both Aristotle and the Declaration of Independence (Argyle 1987). Indeed, references to Jefferson’s celebrated phrase abound in the literature. David G. Myers named his own book after it (1992). Yet we may reasonably doubt whether the founding fathers meant to give such pride of place to what is nothing more than a pleasant state of mind. Life, liberty, and the pursuit of agreeable mental states among our most basic rights? Perhaps—and I claim no expertise in early American history—but it seems rather more plausible to suppose that Jefferson had something more like Kraut’s idea of happiness in mind: the condition of having attained one’s greatest desires in life, and finding this to be deeply gratifying. A kind of flourish-



47 ing or well-being. At any rate, the United States’ seminal document certainly reads better if we take it this way. Errors such as these may not affect the substance of the results reported by empirical researchers, but neither are they innocent. For they involve, and invite, serious misunderstandings about the meaning and significance of the research. (E.g., that it refutes Aristotle’s beliefs about happiness.) It is no wonder that philosophers often respond to such work with skepticism about whether the happiness in question is really happiness, is really what Aristotle et al. were talking about. It may really be happiness. But it is not what Aristotle et al. were talking about. At best it concerns only a part of what interested them.



6.5 Monsters? The final casualty of the reigning confusion is the heightened potential for generating unnatural theories that are not easily classified, for the authors themselves were not mindful of these distinctions and ran them together. This risk is especially great for those who proceed solely by linguistic analysis (see the discussion in § 2.4.1). Noteworthy (and surprising) recent victims of this hazard may include Smart and Hare, who appear to take a more or less hedonistic conception of psychological happiness as the core of their accounts, but then graft evaluative, or quasi-evaluative, standards onto them (Hare 1963; Smart 1973). (I discussed Hare in this context earlier, in § 2.3.) They do this on the grounds that we are (supposedly) reluctant to ascribe happiness to someone whose pleasures we dislike, or disapprove of—such as someone whose pleasures come from electrodes implanted in the brain, or whose sole enjoyments come from eating. So whereas it does not appear necessary that a happy person’s life be particularly fortunate, worthy or



48 admirable, it cannot be especially objectionable (to us). Nozick, we saw, makes a similar move when he identifies happiness with life satisfaction that is fitting. It is not entirely apparent what the point could be in having such concepts, which seem to me neither fish nor fowl. A plausible conjecture is simply that these authors have drawn indiscriminately on intuitions that properly concern two or three different happiness concepts—psychological happiness, and prudential (and perhaps perfectionist) happiness. At any rate, their theories resist easy classification. We need not pick on linguistically-minded philosophers alone, however. There is reason to suppose that even some of the historical greats have fallen into this sort of error. Mill, for instance, begins with the classical hedonistic formula for happiness; and had he stopped there, as Bentham did, we might reasonably assume he had a purely psychological concept in mind (1979). As is well-known, however, he did not. Instead he adds to Bentham’s dimensions of intensity, duration, etc. of pleasure the dimension of quality, where this is a matter of which pleasures would be preferred—even in lesser amounts— by the majority of competent judges who are familiar with them all. What exactly this amounts to is maddeningly obscure. It is not even clear whether or not it leaves his theory mentalistic. Sumner, for instance, points out that Mill—who arguably would have regarded the life of pleasant delusion as an unhappy one—may have tacitly endorsed a nonmentalistic44 view of pleasure and, hence, happiness (1992, pp. 222-223; 1996, pp. 110-111). And given that he is motivated by a desire to avoid the charges against nonqualitative hedonism that it makes the good of humanity rest in the most piggish and unworthy of pursuits, we might reasonably suppose that his theory of happiness is driven primarily by an interest in characterizing a particularly enviable kind of life, rather than



49 merely a kind of pleasurable mental state. This is reinforced by the decidedly unpsychological criterion he uses for assessing quality.45 Why add something like this unless you are looking for a measure of what is worth seeking for oneself? But this is just to say that he takes ‘happiness’ to mean a kind of well-being— which in turn indicates that his claim that utility is solely a matter of happiness is vacuous, or nearly so. (And we may face the same translation issues for his ‘happiness’ that we do for ‘eudaimonia’!) Happiness for him is apparently, by definition, whatever will serve as a plausible conception of utility. This is not actually such a serious charge, since his conception of prudential happiness is not trivial at all. In truth, Mill’s account is not easy to sort out. He probably did not simply stipulate that happiness, whatever it is, is a particularly enviable or congenial condition in life, but also saw himself as articulating the ordinary psychological notion of happiness. (He does write as if it’s obvious or unproblematical that happiness is equivalent to pleasure. Given that he doesn’t seem to think it so obvious that well-being is equivalent to pleasure, this would be odd unless he thought happiness was basically a psychological and not prudential notion.) Most likely he was engaged in two theoretical enterprises at once, with predictably confusing results. Even Aristotle may have been guilty of this sort of conflation. As I noted earlier, he simultaneously appears to stipulate that happiness, whatever it is, must be a comprehensive good, and that, whatever it is, it must be a maximally advantageous or enviable condition—i.e., a comprehensive benefit.46 Since the former necessarily encompasses the
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Pace content externalism, the present notion of mentalism is purely internal. As well as by his puzzling claim that such apparently noninstrumental ends as virtue are not means to happiness—which is ultimately our sole end—but actually parts of happiness. This makes a bit more sense if he construes happiness nonmentalistically, along the lines of Kraut’s notion. 46 See the Nicomachean Ethics, Book 1, for a number of well-known passages that carry this suggestion. Mele (1979) argues explicitly for a perfectionist reading of Aristotle here. 45



50 latter, we might conclude that he uses ‘eudaimonia’ to mean a life that is good tout court. However, this would presumably be a distinct departure from what others, such as Plato, meant by the term. It would, for instance, have the consequence that Aristotle was not talking about the same thing that Plato said consists in having a just soul in the Republic. For Plato manifestly wrote about prudential, and not perfectionist, happiness. His claim that happiness requires justice did not simply mean that one ought to be just, period. This would hardly persuade the would-be immoralist. It meant rather that one is better off living justly.47 It is questionable whether Aristotle meant to shift the meaning of the term so radically. He certainly seemed to think he was talking about the same thing as everyone else, and it is doubtful that he would have considered the idea that happiness requires virtue48 to be so uninteresting a claim as that one ought to be virtuous, period. More likely is that he took it to be a substantive but fairly obvious claim, for given his metaphysics the role of virtue in prudential happiness would follow quite naturally. As I observed earlier, moreover, we naturally tend to move from talk of what people want in life to talk of what makes a life a good one—especially given the ambiguity of ‘good’ in such contexts between a prudential and a comprehensive reading—and it may be that Aristotle got caught up in just such a confusion, despite the differences in language. Finally, notice that if Aristotle does mean perfectionist happiness by ‘eudaimonia’, then ‘well-being’, ‘flourishing’ and other prudential expressions are not even candidates for translating Aristotle’s ‘eudaimonia’—even if they are the best translations of, say, Plato’s use of the term. As 47



This would admittedly amount to the same thing if ‘ought’ simply meant “is in one’s interests” for Plato and his contemporaries. But there is not the slightest reason to think so. Indeed, it is unlikely that it has ever had such a meaning anywhere: what society could survive if its only normative predicates referred exclusively to self-interest? Ethical egoism is a substantive ethical doctrine, not a piece of linguistic legislation. 48 Or rather, pace McFall, that happiness requires moral virtue for those in whom such virtue is required at all. It is possible, though unlikely, that Aristotle makes the same mistake with respect to Plato et al. that McFall does with respect to Kraut.



51 with Mill, however, this is a difficult exegetical matter that cannot be properly resolved here.



7. Why the study of psychological happiness matters Perhaps the most important moral to draw from all this is that theorists are welladvised to consider just what a theory of happiness is supposed to do before embarking on the project of developing such a theory. There are, we have seen, at least three different tasks to choose from: characterizing a state of well-being, the life well-lived, or just the psychological kind(s) denoted by ordinary nonevaluative, mentalistic talk of happiness. This is vastly simpler than trying to come up with a single account that will satisfy everyone’s purposes. That job, as should now be abundantly clear, is completely hopeless. No wonder so little (philosophical) work is presently being done in this area; indeed, it is a bit surprising that anyone has bothered at all. I hope that, given the foregoing discussion, the outlook for future research is rather more promising. Having granted this much, one might still wonder if it particularly matters whether such research gets done, at least with respect to psychological happiness. After all, prudential and perfectionist happiness are at least as important as psychological happiness, and almost certainly a great deal more so. None of these subjects receive the degree of study they deserve, but at least there is a serious body of literature concerning prudential and perfectionist happiness—though even here it only does so, for the most part, indirectly. Far less studied in any fashion, however, is psychological happiness, which has received almost no systematic attention in the philosophical literature. Theories of it abound, but few commentators have gone into any detail about their views, and fewer still have argued at any length for their accounts. For the most part, theories of psy-



52 chological happiness49 are not defended but simply taken for granted; and when defended, the arguments seldom go beyond brute appeals to ordinary language intuitions. Thus while most theories are either hedonistic or life satisfaction accounts, one would be hard-pressed to say what the standard arguments are for choosing one over the other. Evidently, there aren’t any. This level of inattention is surprising. While psychological happiness may be less weighty a concern than prudential happiness or perfectionist happiness, it is arguably the primary—some would say the only—happiness concept in common circulation these days. People assign enormous value to it, more so than to almost anything else. Indeed, our society is increasingly fixated on it, to the point where alleged rights to happiness are commonly invoked to justify all manner of dubious conduct.50 Despite inflated perceptions of its significance, psychological happiness surely matters a great deal in our lives. Given the prominent motivational role and manifest value of psychological happiness, our present ignorance of the subject is clearly a problem for value theory. Scientific inquiry into happiness suffers as well from our lack of knowledge about the nature of its subject. We cannot be sure researchers are measuring and otherwise studying the right things, nor can we tell what to make of their results, unless we know what happiness is and how it matters.51 James Griffin tells us that “‘happiness’ is not the important notion in ethics; ‘wellbeing’ is” (1998, p. 227). Here he understands happiness as something even broader than
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Henceforth, for the most part, just ‘happiness’. Notice that a right to pursue happiness does not entail a right to attain it (even assuming, dubiously, that ‘happiness’ means the same thing in both instances). Happiness for me might involve owning a sailing yacht, and I am certainly free to seek the boat of my dreams, but I am hardly entitled thereby to have one. 51 My impression from following informal discussion among social scientists working in this area is that such conceptual matters as I have been discussing are among their most pressing concerns. 50



53 psychological happiness, incorporating agents’ situations as well as states of mind. Yet the theory of well-being itself is highly vexing, and it is questionable whether we shall ever reach a consensus about its character. Indeed, T. M. Scanlon has recently argued that we don’t even need a theory of well-being (1999). A plausible supposition is that psychological happiness, while not exhaustive of any kind of well-being, is nonetheless extremely important for it. Indeed, it seems a reasonably good bet that, for most real-world deliberative situations concerning the basic character of our lives, whatever choice does best with respect to psychological happiness will also do best with respect to well-being (and vice-versa). After all, most of us aren’t brains in vats! Suppose further that psychological happiness is more tractable an affair—easier to assess and deliberate about—than well-being simpliciter. (This would explain why people do seem to think about happiness more often than well-being: the latter may be too abstract and formal a good for ordinary purposes.) If these suppositions are correct, then we may find that the notion of psychological happiness is actually more important for practical purposes than that of wellbeing. It would hardly be unimportant. Yet for all we now know these suppositions are correct. (I shall return to these questions in Chapter 6.) A final reason for taking psychological happiness seriously is likewise practical. An example should make the point clear. This example will require several assumptions which seem not to be implausible. Suppose, first, that the correct account of happiness is some sort of affective state theory like the one mentioned above. Grant that happiness, so conceived, is extremely desirable on prudential grounds (presumably as a major determinant of our hedonic states). Suppose further that almost everyone mistakenly believes



54 happiness to consist in life satisfaction52, and considers this to be among the greatest goods in life. On this conception of life satisfaction, moreover, a person’s judgment is final: if she sincerely thinks she’s happy, then she is happy (or so they believe). Assume that life satisfaction actually matters only insofar as it involves or promotes the affective states that really do constitute happiness. Add to these conditions that happiness and life satisfaction frequently come apart, so that things often increase our satisfaction without making us happier (e.g., they don’t move us), reduce our happiness without decreasing our satisfaction (e.g., we fail to notice our heightened anxiety, or just change our standards of appraisal), and so forth. In particular, suppose that attitudes of life satisfaction systematically underrepresent the contribution that happiness, and especially unhappiness, make to one’s quality of life. This might happen if our global assessments are based on partial information, namely what comes most readily to mind, and if much of the omitted information is affective. Perhaps, for instance, the affective states in question are often so diffuse, low-key and pervasive that they lurk in the phenomenal background of consciousness without calling attention to themselves; we either don’t notice them in the first place or simply forget about them. Yet for all that they might have a great deal to do with the pleasantness or otherwise of our experience. Moreover, the information that is available for judgment may be biased towards positive over negative affect (a version of what social psychologists call a “Pollyanna syndrome”). Finally I shall assume that, were people not misled about the character of happiness, they would attend more closely to the relevant affective states and hence more accurately (however imperfectly) assess their quality of life. 52



This means being satisfied with one’s life as a whole. It constitutes an appraisal of one’s life, and so is primarily (though not solely) cognitive. It should not be confused with feeling satisfied, which is primarily



55 If all these assumptions are true, then we might find ourselves in a society where people nominally attach the highest value to happiness, yet systematically content themselves with unhappiness, or at least with far less happiness than they suppose themselves to possess. Indeed, they would see no reason at all to doubt their own judgment. And this in substantial part due to a simple misunderstanding about the nature of psychological happiness. Now let’s add to our story the reasonable supposition that the things these people believe will make them satisfied with their lives are frequently not the things that really do make them happy—or worse, actually make them unhappy. To the extent that this occurs, then a second problem arises: people will be failures, or at least ineffectual, in the pursuit of (psychological) happiness.53 They might even be consistent (albeit unwitting) pursuers of unhappiness. If providence and good will do not conspire to supply them with the materials of happiness in spite of their misguided efforts, then they are liable to be far less happy than they might—again, at least partly as a consequence of their misapprehensions. In particular, this last condition will hold insofar as a more enlightened understanding of happiness would lead them to exchange unhelpful quests for illchosen goals in favor of ends that better suit their affective natures. Whilst happiness as I am (hypothetically) construing it is substantially a diaphanous and elusive quantity, we might reasonably suppose that if people knew what it was they could be much more effective at seeking it. To some extent, such a society as I have just described would be prudentially perverse, for in the name of happiness its members pursue and content themselves with just the opposite. In its direr manifestations, this sort of situation would be a disaster for hu-



a matter of affect. 53 The qualifier signals that I do not mean what Jefferson probably meant by this expression.



56 man welfare, a disaster brought about to a significant extent through benighted views about the nature of psychological happiness. At best, it would involve great sacrifices in well-being for no good reason. Indeed, if the society depicted here is as happinessobsessed as our own, then it would be as grotesquely misguided about prudential matters as the Grand Inquisitor was about morality. Now I am not claiming that our society is actually like this, although I suspect that the resemblance is closer than most people would care to admit. Rather, my purpose is just to illustrate one of the ways in which a bad theory of psychological happiness might have unpalatable consequences for things we care deeply about. And unless we hold deflationary views about the value of happiness, then which account we accept may have profound implications for how we conceive of human nature and the good life. To adopt a life satisfaction theory, for instance, is almost certainly to see human welfare as centrally concerned with the extent to which we are disposed to affirm or endorse our lives. Which is arguably to conceive of ourselves, at least with respect to the good life, as primarily thinking beings. Proponents of affective state and hedonistic views, by contrast, emphasize the feeling or emotional aspect of human nature, and may well be quite skeptical about the reliability of our cognitive capacities in evaluating our lives (and hence the significance of those evaluations).54 At stake is, if not the most, then among the most, important aspects of our nature in leading a good life.



8. Conclusion We have considerably simplified the task of providing a theory of happiness, for we now have at least a rough idea of what a theory of happiness is supposed to do: for



57 our purposes, it is to determine what psychological kind(s) is denoted by certain uses of ‘happiness’. But this is pretty rough. How do we make this determination? What if, as seems likely, there is more than one credible referent of ‘happiness’ in this sense? We need some means of choosing among them, and the traditional method of analysis is unlikely to help. I take up these questions in the next chapter.
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There are indeed some grounds for such skepticism, though the severity of these worries is a matter of debate among empirical researchers. For recent discussions of the literature, see Kahneman, Diener, and Schwarz (1999), especially the selections by Kahneman, Schwarz and Strack, and Stone and Shiffman.
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Chapter 2 What Do We Want from a Theory of Happiness? Happiness serves hardly any other purpose than to make unhappiness possible. Marcel Proust 1. Introduction “But is it ethics?” This initially struck me as a stupid question: who cares what you call a theory of happiness? Who even cares if we call it philosophy? These are questions for bean-counters, not serious researchers. But perhaps the question is not so dumb after all; maybe something important lies behind it. Perhaps it is this: why should we care about theories of happiness? What is the significance of inquiry into happiness, and how does it relate to the traditional concerns of ethics? Or this: what do we want a theory of happiness to do? These are worthwhile questions that have not received sufficient attention in the literature, and I shall take some steps towards addressing them in this chapter. It is odd that anyone should wonder about the relevance of happiness for ethics. While we’re at it, we might as well ask what the relevance of moral theory is. But the worry makes more sense if we note that the happiness in question is psychological happiness. If that’s what we mean by happiness, then we may indeed wonder what inquiry into the nature of happiness has to do with ethics. Isn’t it just a matter for philosophical and empirical psychology? A second, more pressing question also comes to mind: how do we tell a good theory of psychological happiness—henceforth, just “happiness”—from a bad one? Jerry Fodor put the question to me in a characteristically apt fashion: how are we supposed to play this game? ‘Happiness’ is among the more notoriously obscure expressions in the



59 English language, and it often seems as though everyone has her own theory of happiness. Where intuitions diverge, as they frequently seem to in the case of happiness, the traditional methods of linguistic or conceptual analysis and their reliance on intuition pumps are not liable to be of much use. Even where intuitions agree, we still want to know what’s at stake in choosing one theory over another. Are there any principled grounds for preferring one theory over others? One might have hoped that there is more to the theory of happiness than merely describing a folk concept.



2. Prudential psychology and the autonomous study of happiness Sadly, no one to my knowledge has explicitly taken up these rather important questions. But the hedonistic utilitarians may have implicitly offered an answer: happiness is whatever psychological state occupies a certain role in the utilitarian moral theory—viz., the role of utility. Put this way, then it is natural that we should conceive of happiness in a hedonistic manner: as equivalent to a subject’s balance of pleasure over displeasure. If any psychological state could possibly fill the role of utility, then pleasure is a reasonable candidate. Here, then, is one principled method for deciding on a theory of happiness. It also makes manifest the relevance of happiness for ethics. This notion does indeed concern psychological, and not prudential, happiness: well-being is not built into the meaning of the term, but rather used as a (sole or overriding) criterion for ranking competing accounts. It is possible that hedonistic utilitarians have not used ‘happiness’ in the psychological sense. Suppose, for instance, that Mill were persuaded that radical deception such as that of a brain in a vat is incompatible with well-being. If he then rejected happiness as the measure of utility, then we could conclude that he indeed used ‘happiness’ in the psychological sense. If he simply revised his



60 conception of happiness to include states of the world as well as states of mind, then we would know that he was talking about prudential happiness. I believe that some hedonistic utilitarians such as Bentham were indeed concerned with psychological happiness, but I shall not defend this claim here. Those (if any) who were talking about psychological happiness may not have used principled grounds like the one I suggested to arrive at their views; they may instead have adopted hedonism simply because they thought it the best analysis of the ordinary concept of happiness. But let’s assume that some utilitarians have indeed relied on principled grounds of the type in question. Are these the right grounds? Is this how we should choose a theory of happiness—viz., according to its ability to fill a certain role in moral theory? It is not. Not because hedonistic utilitarianism is false, but because the notion of happiness is not a theoretical concept at all. It is not simply up for grabs for moral theorists to use as they please. HAPPINESS is first and foremost an ordinary language concept employed by ordinary people trying to satisfy their own practical interests in leading good lives. Treating it as a purely technical notion risks leaving us with a conception of happiness that no one would recognize as such. We are of course free to use words however we wish. But ‘happiness’ is one of the central terms in our practical vocabulary. Co-opting it for theoretical purposes is liable to sow considerable confusion unless the theoretical notion turns out, coincidentally, to fit closely with the folk notion. Moreover, it leaves completely unanswered the question of what happiness—what ‘happiness’ really refers to—is. Happiness is not, then, something that fills any particular role in moral theory. Or at least, we cannot say in advance what role it fills. We shall first need to know what it



61 is.55 And we cannot rule out the possibility that happiness will not, when all is said and done, prove to be important at all. This means that we cannot yet specify why, exactly, happiness matters for ethics. But we can say this: understanding what happiness is patently does matter for ethics. At least, it does if ethics is considered to be in the business of answering Socrates’ question: How ought we to live? Since ethical theorists have been more than happy to claim responsibility for doing so, this seems a fair bet. Happiness matters for ethics for no other reason than that most people believe it to be extremely important, to be high on the list of things that are most important in life. Indeed, it probably ranks in the popular imagination only beneath being a morally good person. We would be derelict in our duty as ethical theorists if we simply ignored the question of what this supposedly crucial good is, and whether it is as good as virtually everyone seems to think. The worst that can happen is that we discover happiness to be badly overrated. Inquiry into happiness ought to be an autonomous line of research in ethics. It should not be held hostage to the needs of moral theory. Happiness is worth studying in its own right. (Despair-loving cranks can, incidentally, regard most of the points made in this dissertation as applying equally, mutatis mutandis, to unhappiness. I focus on happiness purely for expository convenience.) More generally, any serious ethics ought to study those aspects of our psychology that matter, or seem to matter, for well-being, and it ought to consider them worthy of sustained attention quite independently of their relation to moral theory. Any serious ethics, in short, ought to include a robust psychology of well-being. Call it a prudential psychology, à la moral psychology. Any comprehensive ethical theory that fails to incorpo55



The ability of a given conception of happiness to occupy a certain theoretical role may, as I later point out, guide our selection of a theory to some extent. But this will be just one of a number of defeasible de-



62 rate a reasonably well-developed prudential psychology is radically incomplete, and can hardly be taken seriously as a full-blooded answer to Socrates’ question. (Or shall we suppose that we can have anything like an adequate understanding of the good life without understanding what states of mind contribute to human welfare and how?) I would venture that any prudential psychology that lacks a credible account of happiness, or at least serviceable substitute, is not in any sense “reasonably well-developed.” (Not only because happiness is thought so important for well-being, but also because the various theories of happiness pretty much run the gamut of putatively important mental states. Sorting through these should therefore teach us a lot about the field as a whole.) It may be objected that we already know enough about the psychology of wellbeing. Or that this is not a matter for ethical theory, or perhaps even philosophy, but rather for psychology. Or that there aren’t any philosophically interesting questions here. These are reasonable concerns. This and the chapters that follow should lay any such concerns to rest.56



3. Motivating our choice of desiderata 3.1 Theories of happiness We need a method for theorizing about happiness; we need to know what the rules of the game are. But first we need some idea of what our interest in happiness is. Then we might come to some understanding of what the rules should be. To set the stage I shall briefly describe the main theories on offer, followed by a list of paradigmatic cases of happiness and unhappiness.



siderata—and not a particularly important one either. 56 Actually, I would submit that developing a credible prudential psychology is among the most pressing tasks now facing ethical theory—even more important than, say, arriving at the correct theory of wellbeing. I say more about these matters in Chapter 6.



63 There are three basic views of happiness, only two of which have received significant attention in the philosophical literature. (Really these are families of closely related views, but I treat them as single accounts for convenience.) We have already encountered the first, hedonism. This view reduces happiness to subjects’ balance of pleasure over displeasure: to be happy is to experience, on the whole, a majority of pleasure.57 The second theory identifies happiness instead with subjects’ attitudes towards their lives: to be happy is to have a favorable attitude towards one’s life as a whole, either over its entirety or just some limited period of time. This is, naturally enough, the life satisfaction view.58 A third view, the affective state theory, identifies happiness with subjects’ emotional states, or perhaps some important part thereof. Affective state accounts seem to be popular among empirical researchers (Cummins 1998), but it is hard to tell since they do not clearly distinguish such views from hedonism. Other views exist, most notably hybrid accounts of various sorts. These typically conjoin life satisfaction and hedonistic or affective state theories, along perhaps with
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Hedonism about (psychological) happiness is not to be confused with other, better-known varieties of hedonism: e.g., psychological hedonism, which claims that all action aims at pleasure; and ethical hedonism, which holds that all action ought to aim at pleasure. Philosophical proponents of hedonism about psychological happiness probably include such historical thinkers as Bentham, Locke, and Sidgwick; and more recently, Brandt (1959; 1967a; 1967b; 1979; 1989; 1992); Campbell (1973); Carson (1978a; 1978b; 1979; 1981); Davis (1981a; 1981b); Ebenstein (1991); Griffin (1979; 1986); Mayerfeld (1996; 1999); Sen (1987); Sprigge (1991); and Wilson (1968). Casual references to happiness in the philosophical literature frequently assume it to be hedonistic. Hedonism has adherents in psychology as well, such as Allen Parducci (1995) and Daniel Kahneman (1999). 58 Philosophical proponents of life satisfaction theories (of psychological happiness) appear to include Barrow (1980; 1991); Benditt (1974; 1978); Montague (1967); Rescher (1972; 1980); Telfer (1980); and Von Wright (1963). Probably also Nozick (1989), though it is not clear whether he is concerned with psychological happiness. Casual references elsewhere frequently assume a life satisfaction view. Empirical researchers often equate life satisfaction and happiness, though it is more common for them to equate happiness with affective state or the notion of subjective well-being. (Cf. Cummins (1998). Alex Michalos has long maintained that life satisfaction and happiness are distinct, with happiness taking something like an affective state form (Michalos 1980). Subjective well-being may itself be regarded as a kind of life satisfaction theory depending on how we conceive the two things. For instance, subjective well-being is often described as a person’s evaluation of his or her life, incorporating affect, global attitudes, and domain satisfactions (e.g., Diener, Suh et al. (1999), and Diener and Diener (1998).) Ruut Veenhoven (1984; 1997) is one of the more prominent exponents of the life satisfaction view in the social sciences.



64 other factors such as satisfaction with various life domains. The psychological notion of subjective well-being is the best-known version of such a theory.59 Finally, a few theorists have advocated what we may call perceived desire satisfaction accounts.60 These views identify happiness with believing, for enough of one’s (important) desires, that they are satisfied. All of these accounts agree that happiness is at least a prima facie important state of mind—one that we typically assess over lengthy periods of time. At issue here is not the acute emotion of feeling happy, nor the attitude of being happy with some particular thing in one’s life, nor a personality trait. It is instead the typically lasting psychological condition involved in being happy, period. This involves a perfectly ordinary, indeed quite dominant, sense of ‘happiness’ in contemporary English.



3.2 The paradigm cases Happiness and unhappiness come in many forms. To get everybody on the same page it is worth noting a few of them; call these the “paradigm cases.” Starting with the negative cases, we find that someone might, over a period of time, be depressed, despondent, beset with anxiety, “stressed out,” seething with rage, overwhelmed by fear, worried sick, alienated, heartbroken, grief-stricken, lonely, in low spirits, burdened with shame, overcome with boredom, deeply dissatisfied with life, haunted by a sense of dread or by feelings of emptiness, or simply be melancholy. A more fortunate individual might, 59



L.W. Sumner is one philosopher who appears to defend this sort of view of happiness (1996), though he describes it as a life satisfaction theory. (As I noted in an earlier footnote, subjective well-being might itself be regarded as a kind of life satisfaction.) It is not entirely clear who else endorses it, since empirical researchers who use ‘happiness’ and ‘subjective well-being’ interchangeable often seem to construe happiness differently in other places. Ed Diener is one prominent psychologist who frequently identifies happiness and subjective well-being (e.g., (1998)), but like many researchers he is not particularly committed to the identification. For the most part, empirical researchers have (wisely) avoided taking a firm stand on the definition of happiness.



65 by contrast, be in high spirits, joyful, exhilarated, elated, jubilant, carefree, deeply contented, at peace, deeply satisfied or pleased with her life, or blessed with a profound sense of fulfillment or well-being. Persons of the former sort we naturally deem unhappy, while those of the latter we call happy. (We need not insist that each description denotes a condition that is sufficient for being happy or unhappy; all that matters is that these examples capture central features of happiness and unhappiness in some of their more common forms.) The reader is free to add other examples to the list, but I take it to be uncontroversial that all or most of these cases involve happiness or unhappiness. Any theory that purports to explicate the nature of happiness as we ordinarily understand it had better comport reasonably well with these cases or, barring that, explain why it need not do so.



3.3 How not to give a theory of happiness, continued What shall be our method? I have already rejected one approach: prefer whichever notion best fills the appropriate role in moral theory (call this the “pure normative adequacy” method61). A second approach—“scientific naturalism”—might seem more promising, and it is certainly fashionable these days: happiness is whatever scientific discovery reveals it to be. That is, we ought to defer to our best scientific theories of happiness to determine what happiness is. Happiness is a naturalistic phenomenon, and we would be foolish to deny that empirical discoveries about human psychology could teach us something about its nature. In fact some of my arguments in later chapters draw heavily on such work. But scientific naturalism won’t work for happiness: the pretheoretical notion is simply too ill-defined and covers too much psychological ground for empirical



60 David Gauthier (1967) appears to hold such a view, and Wayne Davis (1981a; 1981b) defends this sort



66 research alone to settle the question of what happiness is. We cannot yet identify any single thing whose essence empirical researchers might hope to discover. Take just two of the candidate theories before us: the hedonistic and life satisfaction views. Pleasures and global life attitudes are awfully different things. What kind of empirical study could possibly tell us which account is correct? One might as well try performing an experiment to determine whether water is H2O or a kind of bicycle. We need at least some vague notion of what aspect of our psychology we are talking about before scientific inquiry can reveal its nature. Scientific naturalism faces another, more serious problem: the concept of happiness is, as I noted earlier, a folk notion; ‘happiness’ is not a technical term for theorists to use as they please. Happiness is primarily a matter of practical concern for ordinary people trying to lead good lives. Empirical researchers are no more entitled to co-opt it for their parochial purposes than moral theorists are. And it is quite possible that, left to their own devices, empirical researchers would arrive at a conception of happiness that is not especially well-suited for dealing with the practical concerns of laypersons. Suppose, for instance, that certain states of particular importance for well-being were essentially unmeasurable. We might expect scientific theorists to focus attention in more fruitful directions, perhaps conceiving of happiness in terms that are better suited for their instruments. The resulting conception of happiness might do far less to address laypersons’ practical interests than an alternative that focuses on the unmeasurable states. Consider also the interest that psychologists have in explaining why the human mind works the way it does. One way of satisfying this interest would be to identify types



of account under the rubric of hedonism (he defines pleasure in terms of beliefs about desire satisfaction). 61 See Sumner (1996) on normative adequacy.



67 of mental states from an evolutionary perspective, according to their phylogenetic histories. Thus we might identify happiness with a certain class of human mental states along with their homologues in other species (homologues are features derived from some common ancestor).62 The concept of happiness would thus fail to apply to any creatures without homologous states, however structurally similar their psychological make-up might be. So long as we never encounter such creatures, this may not pose much of a practical difficulty. But the fact that this is even a possibility suggests that something has gone wrong. From the practical standpoint of ordinary people, and from the standpoint of prudential psychology, the fact that two states are, or are not, homologous is irrelevant. Pain stinks whatever its evolutionary origins. The fact is, laypersons don’t much care how the mind got the way it is. They don’t care what creature, or creatures, started the whole thing. They care how the mind is, specifically in respects that make a difference to their lives. My point is not to deny that happiness should ultimately be distinguished phylogenetically; perhaps it should despite the foregoing considerations (though I am skeptical).63 My point is rather to illustrate how scientific inquiry can be driven by considerations that have very little to do with the practical interests of laypersons. The result may be a theory that does little to address those interests.



3.4 A better way Scientific naturalism is unsatisfactory. Does this mean that we are reduced to no more principled a method than that of analyzing the folk notion of happiness? No: though
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This proposal is analogous to the approach Paul Griffiths takes towards the emotions (1997). My own view is that different taxonomies are appropriate for different purposes. A phylogenetic taxonomy is surely worthwhile for some purposes, but only dubiously is it sufficient for all. Thus, for instance, theorists in prudential psychology may wish to classify together all states that are phenomenally identical with what we call pain (and perhaps similar in some other ways of practical significance), even if they have different adaptive-historical explanations.
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68 the folk notion is not up for grabs, it does not appear to refer unequivocally to any particular psychological category. Rather, the folk concept appears to refer variously to different things, often conflating different psychological categories.64 I suspect this results partly from simple ignorance about what there is in this region of our psychology,65 and partly from a (mistaken) sense that the various states ‘happiness’ might be thought to denote are not importantly different from one another. Thus we don’t need to be discriminating in thinking and talking about this realm of our psychology; for all intents and purposes, such states as pleasure and life satisfaction are interchangeable. As a result of such deficiencies in folk psychology there will surely be more than one psychological state we can get away with calling happiness, and intuitions are bound to differ as to which is most credible. The method of analysis either will not work at all, or it will likely leave us with several happiness concepts, with no means of choosing among them. That said, we can still ask which of the states within the extension of the unreformed term are most important. What conception of happiness would best perform the work we use the notion to do? The question “What is happiness?” becomes “How is happiness best understood given our interests in the matter?”66 Should more than one conception prove more or less equally satisfactory, we may wish to distinguish further senses of the term. But there may well be—and I believe there is—a core psychological kind67
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For convenience, I shall often write as if there is a single folk concept of psychological happiness. Perhaps there isn’t; there does not, at any rate, seem to be a single well-defined concept. 65 This ignorance is really quite profound, and not just among the folk. For an illustration, see Chapter 5. 66 For ease of exposition I shall sometimes use the former question as shorthand for the latter. Perhaps the two questions are equivalent; after all, lots of ordinary language terms surely have problematical references in much the same way (though probably not, for the most part, to the same extent). But this involves difficult semantic and metaphysical questions about which I would prefer to remain silent. I am content to allow that, strictly speaking, the question “What is happiness?” has no philosophically interesting answer. 67 I use terms like ‘kind’ and ‘category’ very loosely here, with no particular metaphysical commitments in mind. For instance, the relevant psychological kinds may have no place in scientific, versus folk, psychology. I talk of psychological kinds only to distinguish the present subject matter from evaluative notions



69 that clearly outstrips the alternatives both in importance and in its fit with the folk notion. Call the concept denoting this kind, if there is one, the philosophically primary notion of happiness.68 This will almost certainly deviate from the folk notion, but only to a point. The aim is, after all, simply to find a concept that does what the folk concept should have done in the first place. (Incidentally, we might adopt this sort of aim with respect to notions quite unrelated to that of happiness. The methodology sketched in this paper could surely be adapted to address very different philosophical issues—such as, perhaps, the question of what knowledge is. Those uninterested in happiness may still find something of use here.) To find the desired concept we shall need to consider the extent to which the various states that ‘happiness’ might denote can satisfy the interests we have in happiness. But first we shall need to discover what our interests in the matter are.



3.5 Why we care about happiness So what exactly are our interests in the phenomenon involved in the paradigm cases, in happiness? Consider how we employ the notion of happiness, what we use it to do. Proust notwithstanding, the concept does have its uses: there are at least four broad functions that the notion performs in ordinary practice. To begin with, we often appeal to considerations of happiness when deliberating about important decisions. Someone trying to decide on an occupation, for instance, will very often ask which option would prove best with respect to happiness: will I be happier as a teacher or a lawyer? Similar questions arise about other important choices—whether to marry or go to college, how to raise a child, whether to move to a distant place, etc. Indeed, people often take the impact



(kinds) such as prudential happiness. Even if well-being consists solely in the psychological state of pleas-



70 of their choices on their own, or others’, happiness to be the most important, or even the only, factor in their decisions (at least where the decision is relatively significant—people rarely think about happiness when deciding what to order for dinner). Policymakers likewise often consider the impact of proposed state actions on the happiness of their constituencies (though not often enough—perhaps for the very reason that happiness is presently so little understood).69 Second, we advert to happiness in evaluating or assessing our own or others’ conditions, typically to find out or report on how well someone is doing in an important respect. Thus concerned parents inquire as to whether their children are happy or unhappy. And often the first thing we wish to learn about our friends after a long separation is whether or not they are happy. Similarly, if asked how we are doing, we frequently reply by noting how happy or unhappy we are. Interestingly, a credible report of happiness or unhappiness is often if not typically taken to be sufficient grounds for concluding that someone is, or is not, doing well on the whole. Many times we appear to be concerned with happiness even when we do not explicitly refer to it as such. To say that one is miserable, for instance, is simply a way of saying that one is particularly unhappy, perhaps in a certain way. Indeed, it may well be that most talk about happiness does not specifically use words like ‘happy’ and ‘unhappy’. This makes sense: if being miserable is one way of being unhappy, then we should expect some reports of unhappiness to employ the more specific language of mis-



ure, well-being is still an evaluative, and not psychological, kind. 68 I borrow the term ‘philosophically primary’ from L. W. Sumner (1996). 69 The government of Bhutan reportedly measures the success of its policies not in terms of the usual economic indicators, but rather in terms of what it calls “Gross National Happiness.” They are said to have discouraged Westernization on the grounds that it would disrupt the lives of Bhutan’s citizens, at great cost to their happiness. I do not know whether they use ‘happiness’ in the psychological sense.



71 ery. It is, after all, more informative than a blank assertion of unhappiness. But the broader category of interest here is nonetheless that of happiness: the report of being miserable could just as well have been an answer to an explicit query about how happy one is. More broadly, the fact that there are many ways of being happy or unhappy indicates that reports will explicitly employ the vocabulary of happiness only when we lack sufficient information to apply more specific terminology, or where we are aggregating the happiness of multiple individuals who are each happy or unhappy in different ways. Queries about happiness, on the other hand, should tend to rely more on the more general terms, simply because in such cases we typically don’t know in what manner someone will be happy or unhappy. Explicit talk of happiness should also be more common in deliberation, again because we tend to be unsure about how exactly our options will impact on our happiness. The moral of all this is that we should not be mislead by the frequency or infrequency of the use of ‘happiness’ and its cognates in ordinary language: our interest in the subject of happiness appears to far outstrip our actual use of its terminology. The third function of the concept of happiness is to aid us in prediction. Happiness certainly appears to have deep and far-reaching effects on our psychology and behavior—hence, in great part, our profound interest in the matter. If this is right, then one’s being happy or unhappy should license a wide range of predictions. For example, our interest in the happiness of our family, friends and acquaintances may not be entirely altruistic: happy people are a lot more fun to be around than unhappy ones (unless, that is, you’re unhappy). They may also be more useful in various ways—consider the enervating stupor of the depressed person, or contrast the repellent effects of a mopey companion when you are seeking romantic encounters with the attractive powers of a high-



72 spirited friend (who is hopefully not so appealing as to subvert your own prospects). And if we discover that our friends are deeply unhappy, we can predict that they will be less pleasant and useful companions than were they happy. Such predictions appear to carry forward well into the future: knowing that a friend is unhappy, I can reasonably predict that an outing planned to take place in a week, two weeks, or perhaps even a month, will be rather less agreeable than I would prefer. Of course, my friend can make exactly those predictions herself, and may rue the fact that she will probably sour the occasion with her foul disposition. More salient to her purposes, however, is that she can expect her experience to be relatively unpleasant for the near future. These sorts of predictions reflect the fact that happiness has a certain inertia: people who are happy or unhappy tend to stay that way for some time. This holds even where the events that elicited the happiness have passed. Thus receiving an award may make one happy, even if only for a while, and one of the nice things about this is that the hedonic payoff does not simply vanish the moment the ceremony ends, or even when one stops thinking about the prize. It persists—perhaps for just an hour, maybe for a few days. And so long as it lasts, it tends to color whatever else one does. Thus the happiness generated by winning a prize may lessen the drudgery of going back to work—may even make a normally unpleasant activity pleasant. Contrast this with the typical experience of eating an apple. The experience may be pleasant, but the hedonic payoff typically ends when the eating is done. Unless the apple is pretty extraordinary, it will have little or no bearing on the quality of one’s subsequent activities—certainly nothing like the effect had by the award-generated happiness. Knowing that an event will increase happiness or unhappiness, in short, enable us to predict not only what our experience of that event will



73 be like, but also what our experience will be like for some time after the event. Happiness licenses predictions that other goods do not, and this adds to its significance for us. Unsurprisingly, happiness also has uses in explanation, and this is the last role I shall discuss. For instance, that someone is unhappy may explain why he keeps trying to effect major changes in his life—changing jobs, trying out new religions, moving out of state, etc. We can also explain patterns in individuals’ emotions and behavior, or particular emotions and behaviors, by reference to facts about happiness or unhappiness. Why has Nell been smiling so much lately? No particular reason, she’s just happy. Sometimes the best explanation of a person’s inordinate joy over a small gift is that he is happy; of someone’s present bad mood, that she is unhappy these days. Puzzled over a friend’s inexplicably nasty remark, a person may find some relief in the discovery that the comment reflects no personal animosity, just the friend’s general unhappiness. Similarly, the fact that a relation has not written for a long time may simply reflect that he is unhappy. Happiness can also be used to explain the hedonic quality of subjects’ experience and their enjoyment of various activities. Why has Nell’s experience been so pleasant lately? She even seems to be having fun doing her taxes. Did she win the lottery or something? No: she’s just happy, and her happiness causes her to take more pleasure in things than usual. The roles of evaluation, and particularly deliberation, are certainly more important than those of prediction and explanation. But the notion of happiness appears to perform all of these functions, and perhaps others. This is why we care about it. A good theory of happiness ought to respect this fact. With that in mind, I shall now describe seven constraints on theories of happiness. This list is not meant to be exhaustive, and focuses only on the most interesting desiderata. Notice also that none of them, save perhaps the first,



74 are absolute: these are defeasible criteria; the best theory of happiness will go further towards satisfying them than the alternatives. In short, the desiderata are: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.



Descriptive adequacy Practical and theoretical utility Prudential value Ubiquity Causal Depth Efficiency Principled unity



4. The desiderata 4.1 Descriptive adequacy This and the next desideratum are the most basic and general of the seven; the others largely or wholly derive from them. I borrow the notion of descriptive adequacy from L. W. Sumner (1996). The idea is that a conception of happiness should, at a minimum, be recognizable as such. It should concern something we can at least get away with calling happiness without butchering the language. Ideally, a theory will provide a close fit with our considered intuitions about happiness—at least to the extent that these are relatively uniform—and generate few or no serious counterexamples. More broadly, it should, as Sumner would put it, comport with our experience of happiness. It should, shall we say, “ring true.” This requirement is flexible, but only to a point. A theory that flouts too many strong intuitions about happiness risks changing the subject. At a certain point we cease to be talking about anything recognizable as happiness at all. We therefore cease to have a theory of happiness, but have instead a theory of something else. We may indeed wish to change the subject and talk about something else when all is said and done, but first we need to know what happiness could be.



75 I have already argued that there probably is no single well-defined concept behind ordinary usage of ‘happiness’ in its psychological sense(s). But from this it hardly follows that the notion of happiness is free for the taking. The ordinary notion of happiness is not all chaos, and I believe that a sustained examination of the different theories of happiness will reveal far more order than we might have expected. While any credible account is going to be to some extent revisionary, there are important limits to how much we can revise.



4.2 Practical and theoretical utility Call it “utility” for short. This is just the idea that we should prefer a conception of happiness that vindicates our profound interest in the matter, that best enables us to satisfy our practical and theoretical purposes. Given the status of HAPPINESS as a folk psychological concept, the practical purposes of laypersons take precedence.70 But theoretical purposes, especially those of value theorists but also those of scientists, may also count. Thus hedonistic utilitarians can legitimately appeal to the need for a criterion of utility. It’s just that this need won’t carry anything like the weight it would on a pure normative adequacy approach. This is of course a highly generic desideratum. The remaining criteria are mostly more specific applications of it (though descriptive adequacy also plays a role in most of them). But it is worth distinguishing separately—partly to make its role explicit, and partly because we may later discover important aspects of utility other than those defended here.



70



Those of policymakers are also important, but to a lesser degree.



76 4.3 Prudential value Happiness should have tremendous prudential value. It should in fact be central to well-being—high on the list of things that are most important to human welfare. That is, after all, largely why we place so much importance on it in our deliberations and evaluations of individuals’ conditions. People frequently organize their lives around what they think will make them happy. This is not to say that being happy must be necessary for well-being, nor that it must be sufficient. Perhaps it is, perhaps not. (In fact it is exceedingly unlikely that happiness could be sufficient for well-being, simply because it is stipulated to be a psychological state. But it is implausible, for well-known reasons, that any state of mind could suffice for well-being.) But happiness should be extremely important, and reliably so: being happy should, with few or no exceptions, be a pleasant or otherwise prudentially desirable condition. At a minimum, happiness should be far more desirable prudentially than unhappiness. How happy one is should invariably make a big difference for one’s welfare. Similarly, differences in happiness should typically be matched by comparable differences in well-being. Exceptions, if there are any, should be clearly unusual and explicable in ways that do not vitiate the importance we attach to happiness. (E.g., they should be limited to atypical circumstances or to people with strange tastes or values.) For normal people who are normally situated, there should be no realistic prospect of being lastingly happy yet not being significantly better off for it. Conversely, being lastingly unhappy yet none the worse for it should not be a realistic possibility. This need not beg the question against those who hold little stock in positive states of mind. For unhappiness is just as much our concern as happiness, and it is questionable whether even a Nietzsche would desire a lifelong acquaintance with the extremes



77 of unhappiness. Humans may not always seek happiness, but anyone who seeks out the most unpleasant forms of misery just for the sake of being miserable is nuts. That said, our theory of well-being can make a difference in choosing a theory of happiness. Someone who truly holds little stock in pleasure and freedom from suffering, for instance, may prefer a life satisfaction account to hedonism. Those, if any, who value neither pleasure nor satisfaction may conclude that no descriptively adequate conception of happiness will satisfy the prudential value requirement. We should not, then, stipulate that happiness must be valuable to some degree. Indeed, such a demand would put us in the entirely different business of theorizing about prudential happiness. Rather, the point is that, ceteris paribus, we should prefer a theory on which happiness turns out to have great prudential value to one on which it does not. Happiness is an obvious candidate for a, perhaps the, central notion in prudential psychology. That is substantially why we’re here. And prudential value, as I noted above, is largely why ordinary people care about happiness. It had therefore better fulfill the prudential value requirement or we’ve got problems. At any rate, it is difficult to see how any descriptively adequate account of happiness could fail to satisfy this demand. Consider what we would think of a theory of pleasure or emotion that left it a complete mystery why anyone should care about it. We would conclude that the theory must be false— not because pleasure and emotion are evaluative kinds, but simply because the idea that pleasure and emotion aren’t at all important is incredible. Is there any constraint on how happiness is to contribute to well-being? We should probably be more flexible about this, but descriptive adequacy suggests a couple of things. First, the value of happiness does not appear to be primarily, or at least straight-



78 forwardly, instrumental; we typically do not seek it as a means to something else, at least not in the obvious way that we seek money as a means to other things. Whatever value happiness has should keep very close by. Second, the most obvious reason for thinking happiness to be valuable is that it is presumably pleasant to be happy; what value it has at least appears to be mostly hedonic.71 Perhaps this is not the case, but any theory that denies it should explain why, and further explain why happiness is valuable.



4.4 Ubiquity It is often observed that happiness comes in degrees: one can be more or less happy or unhappy, or somewhere in between. This is a very important property of happiness, and I shall insist on it. But no one to my knowledge has developed this idea as fully as it deserves. It matters whether happiness comes in degrees, and the reason why is that the notion would otherwise not be very useful. People do sometimes talk of happiness as a purely ideal condition that one either attains or—more likely—does not, and this sort of talk is distressingly common. But from a practical standpoint utopian ideals just aren’t very important, particularly if we are using ‘happiness’ in a psychological and not prudential sense. (If you’re going to speculate about ideal conditions, why limit yourself to states of mind alone?) Chances are that precious few of us will attain everlasting bliss no matter what we do. So why worry about it? A happiness that comes in degrees is far more interesting. It is more interesting still if it is also, in its various degrees, ubiquitous. That is, happiness, unhappiness, and states in between should be widespread if not universal. The generic concept of happiness, where this also denotes states of unhappiness and those in 71



This is perfectly compatible with hedonism proving false: many things are valuable because pleasant



79 between, should apply to most or all people most or all of the time. This is for the same reason we want happiness to come in degrees: the less often the notion applies, the less we ought to care about it. Suppose, for instance, that the notion of happiness applied only rarely. Then what would be the point of troubling yourself over whether you would be happier as a teacher or a lawyer if, in all likelihood, the answer would be neither—not because it wouldn’t make a major difference to one’s state of mind, but simply because the concept of happiness probably won’t apply to you in either case? No point at all. Similarly, policymakers need not concern themselves much with how their policies will affect the happiness of their constituencies: they probably won’t, or the impact will be inconsequential. The problem here is not the familiar one that happiness is elusive. Perhaps it is. The problem is rather that happiness, unhappiness, and everything in between is elusive if ubiquity, or something close to it, fails to hold. Our best efforts may or may not lead us reliably to happiness. But we might at least have hoped that we could do better or worse with respect to happiness. (Compare the notion of health.) Considerations of descriptive adequacy indicate that happiness is in fact ubiquitous: who is not capable of being either more or less happy or unhappy than they now are? You can’t be more or less of something if you aren’t on the scale at all (even at the zero point). (None of this, incidentally, is to say that there must be some determinate fact of the matter about precisely how happy or unhappy one is, or whether one is definitely happy, unhappy, or somewhere in between. But there should, in the general case, at least be a vague fact of the matter.)



without themselves being literally reducible to pleasant states of consciousness.



80 4.5 Causal depth I noted earlier that happiness appears to have far-reaching consequences for a person’s state of mind and behavior. Theories ought to respect this appearance, or explain why they need not if they do not. Causal depth, as I shall call it, has three aspects. First, happiness should be productive. That is, it should be prolific in its causal effects. Second, it ought to be wide-ranging in its effects; its effects should not be limited to a narrow class of states. Third, it should be psychologically deep: it should affect one’s state of mind at a very profound and basic level, in typically lasting ways, and not simply in superficial and transient ways. (Recall my remarks about the inertia of happiness.) The causal depth requirement is warranted on grounds of descriptive adequacy alone: how could anything plausibly called happiness possibly fail to have these features? How could it turn out that happiness is psychologically superficial, or with few or very limited causal effects? There is a reason why people so frequently describe happiness as a phenomenon of the soul or spirit. But the causal depth requirement also reflects considerations of utility: our ability to make the various predictions and explanations noted earlier has a lot to do with the causal depth of happiness. (As does its prudential value.)



4.6 Efficiency Efficiency reflects the role of happiness in ordinary deliberation and evaluation: people have to work with limited cognitive resources and information. Time and effort expended in deliberation or while assessing someone’s condition have costs. Errors can also be costly. The less time and effort it takes for us to satisfy our epistemic requirements the better. Since there are lots of goods from which to choose, we must be wise in



81 selecting which goods to consider in our deliberations and evaluations.72 We ought, in short, to direct our attention towards efficient goods. Efficient goods, in the present sense, are those that provide an optimal balance of value and epistemic accessibility. Epistemic accessibility in turn is a function of the amount of effort required to correctly assess the good in question (or at least to be accurate enough—practical purposes need not require truth). In the case of deliberation, this means accurately determining which option does best with respect to the value one seeks. For evaluation, it means correctly judging how well the subject did, or is doing, with respect to the relevant value. We should prefer a conception of happiness that makes it a more efficient good over one that makes it less efficient. This desideratum has the consequence that we may find a less valuable good to be more important for practical purposes than a more valuable one—namely, if the latter is a relatively inefficient good. For example, we might consider making mood states a focus of our deliberations for certain important life decisions. Mood states are presumably valuable as sources of pleasure. But if it is pleasure that we ultimately care about, why not focus directly on pleasure instead? This would incorporate all the pleasures of mood states, but add to these the physical and intellectual pleasures, along with the pleasures of minor emotions that do not involve mood. There are at least two ways in which pleasure may be a less efficient good than mood state. First, it might turn out that, over the long run, the non-mood-related pleasures are relatively unimportant; they do contribute to our quality of life, but their contribution is small compared to that of the mood-related pleasures. Second, mood states may be very reliable indicators of whatever hedonic value they do not incorporate. Even if non-mood-related



72



For convenience I shall focus on deliberation.



82 pleasures are significant, it might still turn out that our mood states, besides being hedonically valuable themselves, correlate very strongly with our overall hedonic states. Either of the two possibilities mentioned could have the following consequence: at least for the class of major life decisions in question, the best choice with respect to mood state will invariably be the best choice with respect to overall hedonic state. If so, then the question of efficiency boils down to this: about which is it easier for us to deliberate successfully, mood state or pleasure? Since the class of mood states appears to be significantly smaller than the class of pleasures, and since it is going to be important (given our suppositions) to get the mood states right in either case, the answer looks to be mood state. A focus on pleasure itself merely adds to our task without producing any real benefit. It is less efficient. I shall defend an affective state theory against hedonism on essentially these grounds (among others) in a later chapter. For current purposes it suffices to note that such a scenario is at least conceivable. Efficiency matters. (Efficiency also highlights an important difference between the theoretical interests of moral theorists and the practical interests of laypersons: the foregoing considerations might interest, say, utilitarians by suggesting how people ought to deliberate if they want to maximize utility (viz., by focusing on things other than utility itself). But matters of efficiency will be irrelevant for deciding what ought to be the ultimate criterion of utility. Thus hedonistic utilitarians will quite rightly be unswayed by considerations of efficiency. But this is just a reason for doubting that a conception of utility will provide a satisfactory reconstruction of the notion of happiness. This is after all a concept that functions to serve exactly the sorts of interests for which efficiency is important.)



83 4.7 Principled unity We need not demand that happiness be a natural kind in any strict sense. At any rate, I shall make no such demand, since talk of natural kinds invites controversy over metaphysical questions on which I would prefer to remain agnostic. We might understand natural kinds as the kinds that appear in our best, or the correct, scientific theories. But I have already argued that the concept of happiness is not a theoretical notion, and it functions not to serve the explanatory purposes of scientists but to fulfill the practical interests of laypersons. Perhaps the notion of happiness does have a place in our best scientific psychology, but we need not insist on that. Maybe we shall want a practical psychology that employs kinds with little scientific utility. Let’s be permissive in the range of kinds we are willing to consider admitting into our ontology, at least in this early stage of our inquiry. But not too permissive: we don’t want to admit just any conjunction of properties or states, however grue-some or otherwise unprincipled. We want our kinds, particularly happiness, to exhibit what I shall call, for lack of a better name, principled unity. There should be some decent explanation for incorporating into happiness whatever one’s theory incorporates. Or, barring that, at least some prospect that such an explanation exists. (Such explanations may not be easy to discover.) And the explanation should be principled, not simply that our linguistic intuitions about happiness suggest that it incorporates everything but the kitchen sink. Preferably, happiness should be a relatively natural kind, but only in the weak sense that it groups together psychological phenomena in a reasonably natural manner. I suggest that the constituents of happiness should all answer to some common interest (or coherent set of related interests), particularly if they can vary independently of each other. Perhaps this interest is simply in denoting a relatively natural class of mental



84 states. Or maybe it is in denoting those states that have a certain practical significance. What we want to avoid is circumstances like the following: suppose happiness incorporates states of type F, G, and H. Suppose further that these states are only loosely correlated, and that our interest in each type of state is radically different in nature and degree. Under these conditions, learning that, say, Americans are happier than the French would be relatively uninformative: for we won’t know whether they are happier with respect to F, G, or H, or some combination. But a difference in F may be far more important than a difference in H; and a difference in G may be comparable in importance to a difference in F, yet completely different in its ramifications. We may thus have no idea how to respond to claims about happiness. Perhaps the right weighting scheme can overcome problems generated by differences in the magnitude of value. But what could make up for the difficulties caused by conjoining states with very different practical implications? The problem is that happiness, thus understood, fails to exhibit principled unity. (At least, it does so relative to a certain set of practical interests. Principled unity is an interest-relative notion; what counts as a usefully integrated kind depends on what your concerns are. Here the primary interests are the practical ones of laypersons. But a given kind may lack principled unity for these interests while exhibiting unity with respect to the theoretical interests of psychologists or moral theorists. See my discussion of subjective well-being in Chapter 4.)



4.8 Summing up If we had to distill these desiderata into a single question, it would be this: Is there any type of psychological state credibly called happiness that is central to well-being and otherwise important for the practical purposes of laypersons? A theory of happiness does



85 not necessarily have to satisfy all of the desiderata, certainly not perfectly. But it should at least be a theory of something we can get away with calling happiness. Otherwise it needs only to do better, on the whole, than its competition. I noted earlier that there is likely to be more than one thing we can get away with calling happiness. Perhaps, for instance, both affective state and life satisfaction theories capture different aspects of the ordinary notion, or even different senses of ‘happiness’. What then? In such a case we will look to whichever account best satisfies the various desiderata. If we can plausibly do so, we should simply use ‘happiness’ to denote the referent of the winning account. (Maybe this theory can account for most or all of the intuitions that seem to favor the alternative.) If not, then we may wish to distinguishes further senses of ‘happiness’ (perhaps “affective” vs. “attitudinal” happiness). But the philosophically primary notion will be the one denoted by the winning account. In the event of a tie or near-tie, then we shall presumably conclude that there are two philosophically interesting psychological states called happiness, neither of them primary. Various linguistic strategies might be employed to avoid confusion—including, perhaps, eliminating the term ‘happiness’ from the philosophical lexicon altogether (at least in its psychological senses). Perhaps the best way to see how all this fits together is to look at an example of the methodology in action. I shall provide such an example in the chapters that follow. Here is a brief sketch: I defend an affective state theory on the grounds that it satisfies the seven desiderata, and does so better than its most prominent alternatives, the hedonistic and life satisfaction theories. The trouble with hedonism is mostly that it violates descriptive adequacy: any credible understanding of happiness must include states that are not



86 pleasures. In a nutshell, happiness is not simply a matter of having experiences of a sort; it concerns a deeper psychological condition that, among other things, explains why one’s experience is pleasant. Hedonism also fares less well than the affective state theory with respect to causal depth and efficiency (for reasons already given). There do not appear to be other principled considerations that might tip the balance in its favor. The basic problem with life satisfaction theories is that the connection between our attitudes towards our lives and what would make them valuable is quite tenuous. On the one hand, we might think life satisfaction valuable because it feels good. Yet life satisfaction frequently diverges, sometimes quite radically, from the affective states that are supposed to make it feel good. For instance, depressed individuals are sometimes satisfied with their lives. It is possible to preserve prudential value by building the requisite affect into the attitude (à la a “sense of well-being”). But empirical research indicates that most people do not have such attitudes, positive or negative. Satisfaction and dissatisfaction, so construed, violate the ubiquity constraint. Alternatively, life satisfaction might be considered important because of its relation to preference satisfaction. But the connection between preference satisfaction and life satisfaction is substantially arbitrary: it is quite possible to be more satisfied with a lower level of preference satisfaction than a higher one. A major reason for this is that people do not have fixed standards concerning what level of success is satisfactory. Sometimes it is useful to adopt modest standards—compare yourself to the worst-off— while other times we may be more demanding. Life satisfaction theories have various other problems relating to the descriptive adequacy and causal depth requirements. The



87 most serious problem, on the whole, is that life satisfaction does not seem to be a major life concern however we understand it. It is badly overrated. The affective state theory that I defend, by contrast, appears to have no serious difficulties with the desiderata: it is both descriptively adequate and does the work we want a theory of happiness to do. If my arguments are correct, then happiness is roughly a matter of a person’s emotional state in its deeper respects. Perhaps we shall nonetheless wish to distinguish a secondary sense of ‘happiness’ that conforms to a life satisfaction theory, or even to some future account. Very well: the philosophically primary notion of happiness is the one picked out by the affective state view. I believe that this notion is so far superior to its alternatives that there is no point in employing other (psychological) senses of ‘happiness’ in serious academic work. For one thing, we already have a perfectly good word for life satisfaction: ‘life satisfaction’.



5. Conclusion I hope it is clear by now that there are real things at stake in the theory of happiness, that it is possible to engage in serious philosophical debate over substantive issues concerning the nature of happiness. We have important interests in happiness, and it matters which theory we accept: some conceptions will address those interests better than others. Indeed, how could it be otherwise? How could there possibly fail to be anything at stake in choosing between conceptions as radically different as, say, hedonistic and life satisfaction views? The idea that we ought only to seek the most intuitively acceptable analyses of the folk concept of happiness, and cease inquiring if no such analysis is forthcoming, or if intuitions conflict, is really quite bizarre. But it seems to have been the op-



88 erative assumption behind most existing philosophical work on the subject, and to have a lot to do with the relative scarcity of such work. The notion of happiness is not up for grabs. Theorists are not free to use ‘happiness’ however they please—or rather, they are no more free to do so for ‘happiness’ than for ‘moral’, ‘good’, or any other term that has an established, if imprecise, meaning. There are limits to how we can employ the term while still claiming to be talking about something recognizable as happiness. Because it is foremost a term in the practical vocabulary of laypersons, empirical researchers may not lay claim to it, use it as their theoretical purposes require, and then assert without argument that they are shedding light on the phenomenon we all know as happiness. Moral theorists are similarly bound by the status of HAPPINESS as a practical concept of folk psychology. The theory of happiness should not be shackled to the technical demands of moral theory. It should be autonomous. Yet it should be an autonomous part of ethics. For it is an important concern for anyone with an interest in the character of the good life, as ethicists purport to be. And even though happiness is a psychological and not evaluative kind, we cannot adequately determine what it is outside the framework of value inquiry, of inquiry into the nature of the good life. For the best conception of happiness is the one that best enables us to satisfy our practical needs as ordinary individuals trying to lead good lives. I shall take up this question over the next three chapters.



89



Chapter 3 Happiness and Pleasure “And does his philosophy make you happy?” “I have never searched for happiness. Who wants happiness? I have searched for pleasure.” Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray (p. 209) 1. Introduction Let ‘hedonism’ denote the venerable doctrine that happiness reduces completely to a subject’s balance of pleasure over displeasure: happiness is merely the condition of having a favorable balance of pleasure over displeasure. I wish to argue that this theory is false. Indeed, it never had a chance of being true, for it fundamentally misconstrues the nature of the mental states that could constitute anything plausibly called happiness. I shall not defend a conception of happiness in this chapter, but I will suggest that there are two basic candidates for such a theory: the affective state and life satisfaction views. As we shall see, these accounts share a key feature that the hedonistic theory lacks. There are other problems with hedonism as well.



2. What is a hedonistic theory of happiness? The doctrine that interests us is not to be confused with other, perhaps betterknown, varieties of hedonism—ethical, psychological, and so forth. We must take special care not to confuse this view with hedonism about prudential happiness. (Cf., for instance, the Epicureans, who took eudaimonia or prudential happiness—roughly, wellbeing—to consist solely in the pleasures of tranquility.) Theorists of these sorts may be hedonists about psychological happiness as well, but may have no explicit views on the matter at all.



90 As to the nature of pleasure and displeasure, hedonism comes in two basic flavors, which L. W. Sumner has called internalist and externalist (1996, chapter 4). The former identifies pleasures in terms of a uniform quality intrinsic to all pleasurable experiences. On this sort of view, pleasure is a kind of sensation, feeling, or quality of experience. For instance, what makes a given experience pleasant or unpleasant is a simple, unanalysable feeling tone that it shares with all other such experiences. Noting the extreme variety of pleasures, externalists deny the existence of any intrinsic property that identifies them as such. Rather, what makes a given experience pleasant is just the subject’s attitude to it—whether she likes, welcomes, or otherwise has the right kind of proattitude towards it. (Presumably, not just any pro-attitude will do; for starters, it should be based entirely on the experience’s intrinsic or felt properties, and not, say, the consequences one expects to follow from it. Moreover, it should be a fairly primitive, low-level “now-for-now”73 reaction and not some sort of detached, reflective evaluation.) Thus any experience can in principle be pleasant or unpleasant, depending on how one reacts to it. I shall, with some reservations, follow Sumner in calling the intrinsic view the sensation model of pleasure, and the latter the attitude model.74 Since the attitude model appears to be almost universally accepted among recent theorists, I shall assume it for the most part.75 Sumner notes, however, that ‘pleasure’ and ‘pain’ do at times refer to sensa-



73



Cf. Hare (1989). My reservations concern the use of ‘sensation’ for a view that also encompasses feelings. But probably no term is without problems. 75 For a noteworthy dissent, see Goldstein (1980; 1989). It is not entirely clear what view of pleasure is standardly held among psychologists. A version of the attitude model appears to have broad acceptance, but writers often seem to talk of pleasure interchangeably with positive affect—which sounds a lot like a sensation (specifically, feeling) theory. For advocates of the attitude view typically maintain that one can have a pleasant or enjoyable experience that is not affective (e.g., reading a book)—though perhaps the attitude had towards the experience is affective. But some pleasant affects (e.g., those of some moods) are not part of an attitude towards some experience—they are the experiences towards which one has the attitude. So it is doubtful that pleasure can be identified with positive affect (absent a technical definition of this term) on 74



91 tions or feelings. He cites the case of a loose tooth that one enjoys probing with one’s tongue, simply because one likes the painful sensation it produces (p. 101). He uses ‘enjoyment’ and ‘suffering’ to denote the states denoted by the attitude model, and which are presumably the ones that directly make our lives go better or worse for us. ‘Pleasure’ and ‘pain’ conform to the sensation model in his usage.76 We now turn to the case against hedonism. It has three parts. In the first, I argue that hedonism, at least in its traditional incarnations, is too broad: it includes all sorts of pleasures that are manifestly irrelevant to happiness. Second, I argue that hedonism commits a category mistake: it attempts to reduce happiness to purely episodic hedonic states, yet happiness cannot plausibly be construed as a purely episodic phenomenon. Moreover, happiness-constitutive states need not be pleasant at all. Since these arguments only show that hedonism fails to accord with the folk concept of happiness, I then argue for the practical and theoretical utility of the folk notion on grounds of causal depth and efficiency.



3. The trouble with hedonism 3.1 Superficial pleasures The most obvious problem with existing hedonistic theories is that they are too inclusive: all sorts of shallow, fleeting pleasures are made to count towards happiness. Yet such pleasures manifestly play no constitutive role in determining how happy a person is. One’s enjoyment of eating crackers, hearing a good song, sexual intercourse,



an attitude model. I suspect, however, that this may be loose, or simply confused, talk stemming from the extremely close connection between affective and hedonic state. One goal of the current chapter is to reduce just this sort of confusion. 76 For more extensive philosophical commentary on theories of pleasure, see Alston (1967); Cowan (1968); Edwards (1979); Feldman (1997); Goldstein (1985); Gosling (1992; 1969); Marshall (1998);



92 scratching an itch, solving a puzzle, playing football, and so forth need not have the slightest impact on one’s level of happiness (though, of course, they may). I enjoy, get pleasure from, a cheeseburger, yet I am patently not happier thereby.77 Conversely for superficial displeasures. The problem does not concern the intensity of such pleasures: an orgasm may well be intensely pleasurable, yet still fail to move one, to make one any happier (consider anonymous sex or masturbation).78 Might the brief duration of the event be misleading our intuitions here? Not likely: it is not just that any particular superficial pleasure seems irrelevant. Even the whole pattern of such pleasures over time appears to be. We would certainly expect that someone who underwent an unrelenting succession of minor irritations would not be very happy at the end of it all. But this expectation is based not on the aggregation of particular pleasures but rather on the likely effect of these pleasures on some deeper aspect of one’s psychology: one’s mood, perhaps inter alia. Intuitively, the trouble seems to be that such pleasures don’t reach “deeply” enough, so to speak. They just don’t get to us; they flit through consciousness and that’s the end of it. This consideration alone should undermine any hedonistic account of which I am aware. It also demonstrates the error of equating talk of hedonic states with talk of happiness, as many commentators are wont to do. The pleasures of happiness are not the only pleasures to be had, though perhaps they are the most desirable. Perhaps some restricted form of hedonism could suffice: happiness is a matter of pleasure, but only a certain kind



McCloskey (1992); Perry (1967); and Sumner (1996). An excellent overview of current scientific work on pleasure and related matters appears in Kahneman, Diener and Schwarz (1999). 77 Though perhaps soul food is so-called for a putative capacity to produce just such an impact! 78 Note also that hedonism typically counts intense physical pleasures as more important for happiness than less pleasant but nonetheless positive moods or other more intuitively relevant states. (But cf. Mill’s qualitative hedonism. Perhaps such cases partly motivated this doctrine. However, he may not use ‘happiness’ in its psychological sense, as I explain in Chapter 1.)



93 of pleasure—“deep” pleasure, maybe, or the Epicurean pleasures of tranquility. This sort of proposal has serious problems as well. (It also surrenders much of the appeal of unrestricted hedonism, for it omits some types of hedonic value. Hedonistic utilitarians, for instance, would thus find it unhelpful.) To show why, I shall discuss a couple of alternative theories and explain what distinguishes them from hedonism. Doing so will clarify the errors that beset all forms of hedonism.



3.2 A category mistake 3.2.1



The alternative theories Recall the paradigm cases cited in Chapter 2—e.g., profound depression and



anxiety on the one hand, and a deep sense of well-being and joy on the other. What is it that makes them examples of happiness and unhappiness? Right away, it seems more than a bit odd to say that these people are happy or unhappy simply by virtue of experiencing a great deal of pleasure or displeasure. They certainly are experiencing those. But that is not what constitutes their being happy. If it were, then we might as well add to our list of prototypically unhappy people someone who is experiencing serious chronic pain. No doubt, we should expect such a person to be unhappy. But his pain is not his unhappiness, if he is indeed unhappy (perhaps he is a highly disciplined Buddhist monk). It is, rather, the source of his unhappiness. Instead, we would suppose that—him most likely not being a Buddhist monk— his pain gets him down. It makes him depressed and irritable, not to mention highly dissatisfied with his lot in life. And it is far more plausible to suppose that he is unhappy in virtue of these underlying states, caused by the physical pain. One who is depressed, irritable, and dissatisfied with his life, then, is thereby unhappy. In light of such considera-



94 tions, one natural proposal is that happiness consists in a person’s emotional state: insofar as one’s emotional state is basically positive, one is happy. Thus such positive emotional conditions as a predominance of joyfulness, high-spiritedness, peace of mind, etc. would exemplify happiness, while a predominance of their negative counterparts—depression, anxiety, fear, anger, feelings of discontent, etc.—would typify unhappiness. To be happy on this sort of view is not necessarily to feel happy. A generalized low-level positive mood or sense of tranquility might suffice for being happy without predominantly, or ever, involving the acute emotion of feeling happy. This is what I referred to in previous chapters as an affective state, or affectivist, account. In light of the recent discussion of superficial pleasures, we can safely say that not just any affective states will do. Rather, the relevant states, such as moods, are comparatively deep, or central, aspects of a person’s affective state. I shall not attempt to explicate the notion of a central affective state here, but moods are paradigmatically central. Among other things, they tend to be phenomenally profound, pervasive, and lasting, with far-reaching effects on one’s psychology. (Consider deep sadness.) By contrast, one’s mild annoyance at dropping a letter while bringing in the mail is superficial, focused and short-lived; its effects are limited. It is not central but peripheral. I argue in Chapter 5 that a credible affective state theory should probably incorporate, in addition to central affective states such as moods, that aspect of a subject’s psychology that disposes her to experience certain moods rather than others—what I call a “mood base.”79 When one is happy, bad moods can still occur in response to negative events. But they are less likely and will tend to yield quickly to positive ones. This sort of



95 emotional resilience is surely one of the great benefits of being happy. Mood base is not to be confused with temperament, which is a subject’s more or less permanent mood disposition. One’s mood base improves when, for instance, serotonin levels increase after taking Prozac (if it works); such drugs do not straightforwardly determine one’s mood, but rather affect one’s tendency to experience various moods. It is plausible that successful therapy makes one happier not just because of the better moods it yields, but also by virtue of one’s increased propensity to experience positive moods (and decreased propensity to experience negative ones).80 In most cases, the happy person doesn’t just happen to be experiencing predominantly positive moods, as if it were an accident. He is in a broader, perhaps syndromal, condition that consists partly in those states that are substantially responsible for the moods—those states, that is, that comprise his mood base. (Compare depression, which does not seem to be merely a succession of bad moods.) I tentatively suggest that we refer to conditions of this sort as thymic states, from the Greek for the emotional aspect of the soul. I hardly expect this crude sketch to be persuasive; suffice it to say that an affective state view need not be susceptible to the objection from superficiality. I now wish to mention a rather different sort of account that one might glean from the paradigm cases. Perhaps what makes someone happy or otherwise is simply her attitude towards her life: is she satisfied with it? This, the life satisfaction theory, takes its cue from the notion of being happy with something: to be happy is to be satisfied or pleased with one’s life.



79



I suggest in that chapter that central affective states are exhausted by moods and what I call moodconstituting emotions (e.g., profound joy). For simplicity I shall usually refer to moods and central affective states interchangeably. 80 Or rather, by virtue of being in an intrinsic state that grounds this propensity.



96 Though primarily cognitive, this state could be construed as an emotional state (hence, in part, my use of ‘affective state’ for the first theory).81 This picture is, I submit, complete: there are no clear-cut cases that fail to conform to one or the other, or some combination, of these views.82 If one finds affective state theories implausible, this will be because one’s intuitions favor the life satisfaction account, and vice-versa. We cannot, of course, actually prove this sort of claim, but the foregoing and what follows should suffice to make it highly credible. Even if the picture is not complete, we need only grant that one might be happy or unhappy at least partly by virtue of one’s mood states and/or attitude towards one’s life. For even if other things, including pleasure, go into happiness, the hedonistic reduction of happiness to pleasure will fail if any constituent of happiness is not reducible to pleasure. And it is difficult to imagine how any remotely credible theory of happiness could deny that one might be happy at least partly by virtue of one’s being satisfied with one’s life, or being in a positive mood or thymic state. Hedonists must either bite that bullet or insist that one or both states reduce to pleasure. The former option seems preposterous. This leaves only the latter. 3.2.2



The irreducibility of the alternatives Interestingly, the life satisfaction account has plenty of philosophical adherents,



whereas I am unaware of any philosophical theorists who have even suggested, let alone adopted, an affective state view.83 Perhaps this results from a mistaken impression that



81



Cf., for instance, Nozick (1989), who calls it an emotion. We may distinguish a third (credible) theory of happiness which combines the affective state or hedonistic and life satisfaction accounts in what we might call a hybrid theory. Such a view does not, however, add anything new to the picture, so I shall not discuss it further. 83 Affective states such as mood figure prominently in most psychological accounts, and indeed my own view is inspired by that literature. (However, I take a narrower view of the relevant affective states than 82



97 the affective state view just is a form of hedonism. Then what, one may ask, distinguishes the two? Recall that pleasure is nothing more than having an experience of a certain kind, defined either in terms of its intrinsic qualities or one’s attitude towards it. Hedonism thus reduces happiness to the having of such experiences. To say that someone is happy would, on this theory, be to say that his experiences have been predominantly pleasant. But affective states are not simply kinds of experiences; nor are they just now-for-now reactions to experiences. Consider the condition of being in a depressed mood: is a depressed mood merely a type of experience? The question seems absurd on its face, like asking whether believing that three is a prime number is merely a kind of experience. Moods are more or less enduring states that consist at least partly in having certain dispositions. Indeed, some of the most prominent accounts of moods take them to be purely dispositional, though this probably goes too far.84 If I am irritable, I am thereby disposed to grow angry, impatient, etc. at relatively minor annoyances; that’s just what it is to be irritable. Somebody who was not so disposed could hardly be said to be irritable. Similarly, an individual who is in a depressed mood will likely find little pleasure in what happens, will tend to look on the dark side of things, and will more likely be saddened by negative events. Again, it is not clear what it could mean for someone to be in a depressed mood if she lacked such propensities. This sort of disposition is not just a type or quality of experience. Nor is it merely a kind of con-attitude towards one’s present experience. It is also worth noting that psychological accounts of moods and other emotional states typically incorporate the various nonexperiential processes that subserve the



psychologists generally do.) A helpful discussion appears in Diener and Larsen (1993); see also Kahneman, Diener and Schwarz (1999), Michalos (1980), and Cummins (1998).



98 phenomenology (inter alia). Though moods do seem typically to have phenomenal qualities, such properties comprise just one aspect of what is surely a complex psychological state. Moods do not reduce to pleasure, and so the affective state theory is not equivalent to hedonism. This is even clearer if we incorporate mood bases, which are defined in terms of their dispositional properties. Since it is eminently plausible that an irritable or depressed mood does—as such, and not merely qua unpleasant experience—constitute a reduction in happiness, we may conclude that happiness does not reduce to pleasure. If one does not think this plausible, then perhaps one’s intuitions favor the life satisfaction theory (I cannot imagine what other reason there could be). All the better: being satisfied with one’s life is patently not a kind or quality of experience. Neither is it an attitude of the right sort for a hedonistic reduction, for a couple of reasons. For one thing, life satisfaction is a global attitude that concerns far more than one’s present experience. Second, it presumably includes appraisals of a fairly detached and reflective sort, such as the belief that one is getting most of the important things in life. Whatever the attitudes constitutive of pleasure, they are surely not so intellectualized as this. 3.2.3



The nature of the category mistake At the root of the problem is the fact that hedonistic happiness is just a kind of



second-order experiential event: to know that someone is happy on this view is only to know that his recent experience has been mostly positive. So construed, ascriptions of happiness are little more than capsule summaries or histories of subjects’ conscious states. They purport only to characterize the general tenor of a sequence of almost purely 84



On the dispositionality of moods, see Lormand (1985; 1996) and Griffiths (1997). For overviews of scientific work on moods, see Ekman and Davidson (1994), Frijda (1993), Morris (1999), and Parkinson et. al.



99 experiential events—namely, experiencings and likings (or, on the sensation model of pleasure, just the former).85 Hedonistic happiness is an essentially episodic and backward-looking phenomenon. But happiness is obviously not just the having of a certain kind of experience, or even lots of them. It is rather a deeper psychological condition incorporating the more or less stable underlying mental states that determine, in part and among other things, the kinds of experiences that will occur.86 It is a partly dispositional phenomenon like believing. It tells us not just about subjects’ histories, but about their current condition and propensities for the near future. It is a forward-looking phenomenon.87 Being in a certain sort of mood or thymic state is such a state. So is having a certain attitude towards one’s life. Experiencing pleasure is not. Hedonism is thus fundamentally wrong about the kind of mental state that happiness is. It commits a category mistake. 3.2.4



Present-anchoring and the temporal scope of happiness ascriptions The hedonist might object that any credible notion of happiness is bound to be



backward-looking. For ascriptions of happiness typically do not simply report on subjects’ current states, but mostly characterize the general tenor of their states in the recent past—be they pleasures, moods or attitudes of life satisfaction. A subject’s present condition, one might argue, will comprise only a small part of what’s described, making happiness only marginally forward-looking at best. The hedonist who raises this concern will be sorry he asked, since it not only fails, its manner of failure reveals another of hedon-



(1996). 85 “Almost,” because the attitudinal component of pleasure, if there is one, is not purely a phenomenal property. However, the difference is pretty small for current purposes. 86 While pleasures can be quite lengthy, they differ from, e.g., mood states in having no intrinsic determinant of duration: pleasures last only as long as the experiences that comprise them, with no practical limits. Moods, on the other hand, tend to persist however fleeting the experiences that trigger them. 87 Recall my remarks in Chapter 2 about the inertia of happiness.



100 ism’s shortcomings. To understand why the objection misfires we should consider the time frame relative to which happiness is defined in ordinary ascriptive practice. Is it a week, a month, a year, a lifetime? In fact the appropriate period of time depends on the context, and is often somewhat indeterminate; a person may be happy with respect to the present year, yet unhappy today. Is there a minimum? For all intents and purposes, no: asked if I am happy, I might sensibly reply that, while I’m generally very happy these days, I’m nonetheless pretty unhappy at the moment. (For I am momentarily upset over a flat tire.) Also, one’s level of happiness may change dramatically in a very short time frame: informed of a child’s sudden death, for example, a parent will immediately undergo profound and thoroughgoing changes in her state of mind—will pass, that is, from a state in which she may be quite happy to a state of extreme unhappiness. But this state may not continue for long if she quickly learns that she was misinformed, and that her child is just fine. (Doubtless it will take her a while to recover from the shock, but this probably needn’t be more than a few hours.) So there appears to be enormous flexibility in the temporal reach of happiness ascriptions. That said, happiness ascriptions are foremost a long-term matter. When the context fails to supply specific temporal cues, we tend to fall back on certain defaults, and these are invariably lengthy ones. So if I simply report that I am happy, that will generally be taken to apply to some extended period of time—probably whatever I see as the current period of my life, which itself is likely to be fairly indefinite and contextsensitive. Despite its predominantly long-term character, happiness ascriptions possess an interesting and important connection to the present: unqualified true ascriptions of happiness strongly suggest, and appear to entail, that the subject is happy now. They do not



101 merely summarize the subject’s recent psychological history, but tell us something about the subject’s present condition. Thus if a person’s state of mind has been consistently favorable for the last month, but plummeted in just the last hour on hearing terrible news concerning her child, we would not want to describe her simply as happy. We would instead rate her as very unhappy, though we may well wish to point out that she had until recently been quite the opposite. Contrast this with the earlier example involving a flattire-induced bad mood. There also we refer specifically to the subject’s present state. But notice that the emphasis is reversed, and rests on the subject’s broader condition (thus we say that I am happy “generally,” but not at the moment). Is this a problem for my claim about (what we may call) the present-anchored focus of happiness ascriptions? No, but it is a problem for hedonism. For what anchors our ascriptions is not the quality of our immediate experience, which may be anomalous. The anchoring is performed, rather, by the deeper states that most reliably predict what our state of mind will be in the future, that determine what our experience will be like once the present amusement or irritation has passed. On the affective state theory, this job is performed by mood base: where the mood base and current mood are incongruous, as in the flat tire case, we discount the present mood as anomalous. Where the mood base departs substantially from that of the recent past—as in the aggrieved parent case—we discount the past, which is no longer representative of the subjects’ current condition. Hedonism, by contrast, would seem to treat both the flat tire and aggrieved parent cases more or less identically: in each case the subject’s experience has been pleasant until now. There is in these examples a difference in intensity, but it would not be hard to construct parallel cases in which the intensity ordering is different. That’s not the problem.



102 The problem is that something psychologically deep and lasting has happened in one case but not the other. Hedonism fails to distinguish deeper and shallower aspects of happiness and therefore lacks the power to handle such cases.88 Now it may be possible for the hedonist to explain such examples by reference to expectations regarding future hedonic states, but such a move would be ad hoc, and would make ascriptions of happiness parasitic on ascriptions of mood base (or whatever psychological state underwrites these expectations). This is arguably to abandon hedonism.89 In short, happiness is not backward-looking in the extreme manner that hedonism takes it to be, for ascriptions are anchored firmly in the present. It is doubtful whether hedonism can respect this property of ascriptions at all. If it does—thus handling cases like the aggrieved parent—it appears to do so only at the cost of getting cases like the flat tire wrong. (We would not want to say simply that this individual is unhappy, for his bad mood is anomalous and highly misleading about his general frame of mind, which is presumably what interests us with respect to happiness. Yet the hedonist who takes this course essentially reduces happiness ascriptions to claims about the pleasantness of one’s immediate experience.) Even if hedonism can anchor happiness in the present, its characterization of subjects’ present conditions is so superficial as to license little in the way of prediction. That my experience is now pleasant says next to nothing about my propensities for the future—maybe I just like the ice cream I am eating—whereas the fact that my



88



Though I classify moods as deep relative to peripheral affective states, they are shallow relative to mood base. This terminology is a bit crude of course, but this just reflects the primitive state of our understanding in this area. 89 It is also unclear whether the life satisfaction theory, which likewise fails to distinguish between shallower and deeper aspects of happiness, can handle such cases adequately. As should be fairly evident, the considerations discussed here provide additional reasons for positing mood bases and including them in the theory of happiness.



103 mood or attitude towards my life (or better yet mood base) is positive would certainly seem to say rather more. This is yet another problem. I shall return to it in § 4.2. 3.2.5



Summing up Some might blanch at the use of paradigm cases to reach my conclusion. But the



foregoing is not a paradigm case argument. My strategy is not to infer, fallaciously, that all instances of happiness must be just like the paradigm cases. It is rather to undermine hedonism by showing that it cannot even get the easy cases right. Later I shall argue that, whatever the theoretical utility of the hedonistic notion—which is substantial even if it is not plausible as a happiness concept—there are principled grounds for wanting an affective state or life satisfaction concept. But first I wish to cut off a possible line of retreat for the hedonist. For even if hedonists grant that happiness does not reduce to pleasure, they might insist that the happiness-constitutive states are a species of pleasure in a looser sense: though not merely pleasures—though not reducible to experiencings and likings— they are necessarily pleasant, and thus conform to what is in some sense a hedonistic account. This I shall call nonreductive hedonism. I want to argue that even this is false: the relevant states need not be pleasant.



3.3 Why even nonreductive hedonism is false 3.3.1



Introduction Reductionist hedonism being false, I shall henceforth assume that the correct ac-



count of happiness incorporates to some extent one or both of the affective state and life satisfaction views. The first thing to notice is that such a theory might more properly be called an affective state or life satisfaction account. Be that as it may, a mental state can only be a kind of pleasure in any sense if one’s being in that state entails that one is hav-



104 ing some sort of characteristic experience, and that that experience is pleasant. Neither life satisfaction nor affective state satisfies these criteria. This ought to be self-evident as regards life satisfaction: that I am satisfied with my life entails nothing at all about my current experience. Life satisfaction can no more be a pleasure than believing that three is a prime number can. Perhaps it does require one to have pleasant experiences at some point—a feeling of well-being, for instance. But this is clearly not sufficient for life satisfaction to yield anything plausibly called hedonism. 3.3.2



The dispositional character of moods Suppose that affective states such as mood are happiness-constitutive. Might these



states be construed as a species of pleasure in our looser sense? This is considerably more plausible than a hedonistic reading of life satisfaction. For one thing, we might reasonably suppose that being in a positive, as opposed to a negative, mood just is to be in a pleasant versus unpleasant mood.90 Yet it fails, for two reasons. First, mood is substantially dispositional, and may occasionally be nonconscious. (Indeed, it is never experiential according to the “pure dispositionalists,” as we may call them.) Consider irritability, which is presumably (un)happiness-constitutive. The problem is that my irritability need not at every moment impinge on my experience. Sometimes we only discover our disagreeable moods when we find ourselves inexplicably lashing out over some trivial offense. No doubt this is often due to inattention or other failures to notice certain aspects of consciousness. But that is not always the case, and at times one experiences nothing untoward until some provocation comes along and generates a disproportionate reaction.



90



This is the standard use of ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ in the psychological literature. For want of a better alternative, I will use these terms differently, so that they do not entail anything about actual pleasantness. I explain later.



105 This seems plain enough as an everyday occurrence, but for our purposes it suffices to note the logical possibility. And surely it is logically possible for a bad mood to recede completely from consciousness: a being who becomes temporarily disposed to experience unusually frequent and intense emotions of anger or sadness is thereby in a negative mood, even if some of that time its consciousness remains unaffected. (This is particularly clear if we suppose that this state usually does have the phenomenal character typical of such moods, and that the underlying psychological processes are the same in either case.) Irritability—inter alia—does not entail the continuous having of certain experiences, nor the having of now-for-now attitudes towards my experiences. Since it is not a type of experience, it is a fortiori not a type of (un)pleasant experience. Nor, of course, are thymic states. 3.3.3



Hedonic inversion: affective states with atypical hedonic properties Even where the relevant affective states do manifest themselves in consciousness,



they need not exhibit the usual hedonic properties: a happiness-constitutive affective state (such as feeling cheerful) need not always be pleasant, and may even be unpleasant. This is clearest on the attitudinal model of pleasure. But is likely to hold as well for any plausible version of the sensation view. Given its overwhelming dominance in recent theorizing, I will focus mainly on the former. A major attraction of this account is that we seem unable to identify any feature that all pleasant experiences share, save the fact that we like or welcome them. In principle, any sensation or feeling can be either pleasant or unpleasant depending on how the subject reacts to it. The sensation one gets when firmly slapped, for instance, is notoriously liable to be taken as a form of enjoyment or suffering depending on one’s predilections and frame of mind. If this is correct, then presumably



106 affective states such as sadness and cheery feelings would be among those feelings that can, at least theoretically, be either pleasant or unpleasant. Yet these states are happinessconstitutive on any credible affectivist account; a sad person is unhappy whether or not she likes how it feels. We would thus be mistaken to classify these states as pleasures of any kind. We need only the logical possibility of, say, sadness being pleasant to sustain the present contention. Perhaps human psychology rules out certain attitudes to certain sorts of experiences.91 While the painful sensation of a loose tooth might be perceived as pleasant or unpleasant in different people and at different times, it is doubtful whether any ordinary human could find much joy in intense nausea. So even if we cannot feel sad without finding it unpleasant, the fact remains that its unpleasantness is only an extrinsic property of the feeling, and depends on whether the subject dislikes it (for its own felt qualities). There is thus no inconsistency in supposing someone to be sad—hence to that extent unhappy—yet enjoying it. Perhaps this will be easier to see if we consider a few cases, some of which are not only logically possible but actually rather common. At least two sorts of example present themselves. First, some people have strange tastes: they like many of the things that ordinary people find disagreeable. For instance, a melancholy person—a Keats, perhaps—might seek comfort in his sorrow, and enjoy wallowing in his own grief. For this sort of individual, his unhappiness is his pleasure (so to speak). No doubt this is somewhat less rapturous a pleasure than that available to normally constituted happy person, but it is a pleasure for him nonetheless.



107 One might come to enjoy sadness not as an adaptive response to an unlucky disposition, but rather as a consequence of an eccentric value system. A hyper-ascetic Puritan or Nietzschean, for instance, or better yet a tortured artist, may well see virtue in unhappiness, thinking happiness fit only for mindless sheep, an inappropriate response to a rotten world, or simply a sign of poor character. In itself this need not affect one’s hedonic dispositions, since one might only disvalue cheery feelings for, say, moral reasons. But a truly committed individual could, with time, come to like, at a very primitive level, feelings of melancholy, while disliking feelings of contentment and cheer—and doing so purely for their felt qualities. The tortured artist, for example, need not derive any pleasure at all from the cheerful affects that so disgust her (feelings brought on, say, by a shamefully maudlin yet inexplicably moving episode of Barney the purple dinosaur). One need not be an eccentric to enjoy negative affects, or dislike positive ones. Probably all of us have such proclivities to some extent. For instance, many of us like the feelings brought on by reading a sad novel. Likewise, we may take considerable pleasure in the fear and anxiety generated by a suspenseful or scary movie. And sometimes a poignant but particularly fitting episode in one’s life—or perhaps a Billie Holiday record—can leave one feeling blue, yet not unpleasantly so. In another sort of case, one may be seething with righteous fury when the object of that anger manages to do something to make one laugh, thereby causing an infuriating breakdown of one’s resolve. At that moment one’s own laughter becomes a source of torment, and a return to anger might be substantially more pleasant. Indeed, anger itself can be pleasant under the right circumstances, a fact no doubt exploited by many demagogues over the ages. Frequently 91



Interestingly, plausible examples of pleasant negative affect are easier to come up with than those of unpleasant positive affect. (Perhaps this merely reflects the smaller number of positive affect terms in our



108 such experiences are bittersweet—pleasant in one respect, unpleasant in another—but often they are simply pleasant or unpleasant without qualification. Just as with physical pleasures and pains, any given affective state is eligible for either enjoyment or suffering. Its hedonic character is not written into it, but depends on how it strikes us. If any of the sorts of affective states in question are happiness-constitutive, then nothing plausibly called hedonism can be true.92 Perhaps it will be objected that the affective states involved in the noneccentric cases, being short-lived, are consequently not happiness-constitutive. My happiness does not depend even a little on whether I am briefly saddened by a film. As noted earlier, we do appear to have considerable leeway in specifying the relevant interval over which a person’s happiness is to be appraised. A question such as “How happy is she at this very moment?” looks to invoke the same happiness concept as do the more typical long-term uses. And here it is perfectly legitimate to answer, “Not very happy at all; she just saw Romeo and Juliet.” This is perfectly compatible with her liking the experience in its entirety. Even if we insist on a minimum length that rules out such cases, one wonders why this should affect the basic point. That sadness is only happiness-constitutive when drawn out over days, say, is orthogonal to the question of whether that state is necessarily un-



language.) 92 Jonathan Schaffer and T. L. S. Sprigge have independently suggested to me that such cases need not be incompatible with subtler forms of hedonism. For pleasures and displeasures might be happinessconstituting by virtue of their contribution to a larger pleasure. Thus anger is unhappiness-constituting because it tends to detract from the overall or long-term quality of one’s hedonic state, however pleasant it may be in itself. (Spinoza says something like this, as Sprigge helpfully pointed out.) Alternatively, it is only the broad or global character of one’s hedonic state that matters. I address a version of the second formulation in the next paragraph. With respect to the first, I would note first that it does not appear to handle all the cases I mentioned. Novel-induced (pleasant) sadness seems unhappiness-constituting even though it may be an unalloyed good with respect to one’s overall or long-term hedonic state. (Though it may render one temporarily vulnerable to increased displeasure at any irritations that may arise.) Second, the proposal seems ad hoc, yielding a highly unnatural (psychological) kind. At any rate, hedonic inversion is just a part of the problem with hedonism; any theory that gets around it still faces the other difficulties



109 pleasant. That the vagaries of human psychology ensure that prolonged sadness is unpleasant—if they do—should not affect the conceptual point, viz. that sadness is not, even inter alia, a kind of pleasure or unpleasure. Or shall we insist that prolonged sadness is not just a drawn-out version of the passing kind, but is rather a different sort of state altogether? Perhaps one will deny that the affective states in question are happinessconstituting, for they are somehow different in the cases of hedonic inversion. We might suppose that the relevant difference lies in their hedonic quality itself, or maybe it is some other property, too subtle to be readily noticed. The latter proposal needs a lot more flesh to pose any real challenge, and it is not at all clear what flesh there could be to add. The former suggestion, on the other hand, could involve either a commitment to the sensation model of pleasure or an insistence that only pleasant affective states can be happinessconstituting. But even the sensation theorist should grant my point: in cases of hedonic inversion, it seems to matter little whether a pleasant instance of sadness differs from an unpleasant one only in terms of an intrinsic hedonic quality—so that they are not, strictly speaking, states of the same kind—or whether they really are the same type of state yet differ in an extrinsic hedonic quality. Qua affective state—qua sadness—there is no reason to posit any difference at all. Yet this is the only respect that matters on the affective state view. One might simply reject the affective state view, embracing instead a mixed account according to which a given affective state can only be happiness-constitutive if it has the usual hedonic quality. But what is the point of doing so? Intuitively, the sadness



noted in this chapter—e.g., the fact that some happiness-constituting states appear not to be experiential at all.



110 felt at reading a tear-jerker would, if suitably extended, yield an unhappy person whether or not she enjoyed feeling that way. She might just like being unhappy. Intuitive considerations aside, the mixed account just seems unmotivated: what do we gain by insisting on a pleasant-affective-state theory? On the face of it, it looks to be an arbitrary conjunction of two different psychological kinds. Moreover, if happiness consists in pleasant affective states, then what are we to say when affect and hedonic quality diverge? Is sadness actually happiness-constituting when pleasant? This just seems incoherent. Yet there seem to be no principled grounds for holding otherwise. We might distinguish the relevant states in the same manner as the affective state theorist (see the next paragraph), and then add that these must actually be pleasant. But why? And what are we to say about affective states that aren’t experiential at all, such as mood bases and purely dispositional moods? I am perfectly content to modify the affective state theory in this manner if there proves to be some grounds for doing so. Nothing crucial hangs on it. But such a move seems only to complicate the theory without producing any significant benefit. It also appears to be counterintuitive: in those cases where the affective state view implies that something increases happiness whilst thereby decreasing the hedonic quality of one’s experience, this seems like just the right result. But such cases have little bearing on the value of happiness for normal people. If the happiness-constitutive affective states need not be pleasant, what distinguishes those that contribute to happiness from those that do not? Perhaps it is just the same thing that distinguishes what Sumner calls pleasure and pains as such: whether they are of the sort that are typically pleasant or unpleasant (1996, pp. 100-2). (The sensation theorist might say: whether they are, irrespective of their hedonic quality, of the sort that



111 typically feel (un)pleasant.) But I think a more promising approach is this: the happinessconstituting (or positive) affective states are those belonging to types that function to respond to favorable events or circumstances, while unhappiness-constituting (or negative) affective states belong to types whose function is to respond to unfavorable events or circumstances. Hedonic inversion arises when affective states do not perform their usual function. Whatever approach we take, on any credible view of happiness it will turn out to be a highly pleasant state in virtually all cases, and certainly all normal ones. There is no need to build pleasantness into the concept itself.



4. Is hedonism preferable on practical or theoretical grounds? 4.1 An objection Hedonism, we have seen, runs afoul of the descriptive adequacy requirement: it does not offer a plausible reconstruction of the ordinary concept of happiness. The hedonist may grant that the folk notion of happiness is not in any credible sense hedonistic, and yet deny that this is a real problem for her: for who cares what the folk concept of happiness is? The notion that that does the important theoretical and practical work is the hedonistic one. Utilitarians, for instance, seem to have little use for an affective state or life satisfaction theory of happiness, since either view will omit many pleasures that plainly contribute to welfare and are morally significant. Moreover, it should be relatively uncontroversial that any value these states have for us is largely if not wholly a matter of their pleasantness. Given all this, why bother with them? Indeed, one might suppose that such views fail to account for the obvious and profound value of happiness, certainly in comparison with a hedonistic theory. Hedonism does the heavy lifting that its alternatives



112 cannot, and is thus the preferred account despite its sometimes counterintuitive consequences. The folk are just wrong. This objection fails, for several reasons. First of all, hedonism does not simply violate a few intuitions about exotic cases: it gets the basic ontological status of happiness wrong. It is not even in the right ballpark. So even if the folk notion of happiness turns out to have no theoretical or practical value at all, we would still have no basis—save a long and inglorious history of error—for calling the hedonistic state happiness. We can call it happiness if we like, but then we can call it platform shoes or silly string or anything else for that matter. We will still have failed to give an account of whatever it is that ordinary people are talking about. Perhaps it is not much worth talking about. But we can only know this if we actually know what happiness is.



4.2 The predictive and explanatory costs of the category mistake More importantly, the hedonistic notion does not appear to be more useful for most practical or theoretical purposes. For one thing, hedonistic happiness cannot fulfill anything like the predictive and explanatory role that happiness intuitively appears to play, and which both the life satisfaction and affective state theories evidently allow. As my discussion of hedonism’s category mistake and the forward-looking character of happiness in sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 suggested, one would have thought that knowing that someone is happy would enable us to predict all sorts of things about her future states and behavior. If I know that Gertrude is happy, then I can reasonably expect her to be a more pleasant and agreeable companion than were she otherwise…disposed? Such predictions seem to carry well into the future, so that Gertrude’s present happiness may warrant ex-



113 pectations of fair companionship a week from now, perhaps even later.93 (Hence, in part, my incorporation of mood base into the affective state theory of happiness.) It certainly looks to predict such a status for the next few hours. Notice that the predictions licensed are very broad-based: they do not depend on the continuation of her present activity or other experience, but cover just about any activity we care to propose. Does Gertrude’s hedonistic happiness—the fact that her experience has been mostly pleasant, that she has mostly been enjoying things—underwrite such expectations? No: at best, it might enable us to reliably predict that she will enjoy the continuation of whatever she has been experiencing—and even then only inasmuch as it is the sort of experience that would not soon grow tiresome. Similarly, the fact that she has been liking, versus disliking, what she has been doing or otherwise experiencing says almost nothing about whether she will prove a more or less agreeable partner at a game of tennis. Yet the fact that she is presently in, or has been in, a very good, versus bad, mood does tell us something about her desirability as a tennis partner for the near future: since moods tend to persist for a while, and since they dispose us to react to situations in characteristic ways, we can expect her to react more favorably to the game than were she now in a bad mood. The predictions become more reliable and far-reaching if we consider mood base as well. Likewise, her being pleased, versus displeased, with her life as a whole would seem to license similar predictions about her future emotions and behavior. It is possible to make similar sorts of predictions using hedonistic happiness, but these will be much weaker and more indirect than those of its rivals. Thus a predominance of pleasure might weakly predict future agreeability via the role of pleasure in



93



For simplicity I focus mainly on prediction, but similar points should apply, mutatis mutandis, for explanation.



114 causing positive moods or life satisfaction, or via its status as an indicator of positive moods and attitudes of life satisfaction. But this is obviously inferior to more direct appeals to the states doing the real work. Indeed, the intuitively correct thing to say about the role of pleasure in this regard is that, in the former case, one’s pleasant experience explains why one is happy, and in the latter (and almost certainly more common) case, one’s being happy explains why one’s experience has been pleasant. Happiness and pleasure appear to stand in a relationship not of reduction, but of mutual explanation. Hedonism obscures this relationship and thus obliterates two perfectly ordinary and seemingly useful forms of explanation. It is not at all clear what, if anything, we would gain in predictive and explanatory power by accepting hedonism over its rivals. We would lose quite a bit. By fixing on a state without sufficient causal depth, hedonism’s category mistake not only makes it implausible as a theory of happiness; it robs the notion of happiness of much of its usefulness.



4.3 Other uses for life satisfaction and thymic state Such considerations indicate that happiness would be a theoretically interesting and practically useful kind on either the life satisfaction or affective state theories. Indeed, they appear to be significant for a variety of reasons other than the explanatory and predictive roles just cited. Take life satisfaction: If we know that someone is highly dissatisfied with her life, then we would expect her to be far more likely to pursue significant changes in her circumstances than were she more favorably disposed towards them. And politicians may be well-advised to attend to major trends in life satisfaction among their constituents. Second, life satisfaction might be thought to play an important role in determining subjects’ hedonic states. Third, life satisfaction might provide a useful indi-



115 cator of subjects’ actual well-being (modulo error due to, e.g., ignorance about one’s situation). Finally, it constitutes an agent’s endorsement (or repudiation) of her circumstances in life, which may in itself be of great import. There are doubtless other reasons for taking an interest in life satisfaction, but it should be clear enough that happiness, so construed, would seem at least prima facie to be an important kind.94 It is worth elaborating on the significance of affectivist happiness as well. As we saw to some extent earlier, knowing that someone’s thymic state is predominantly negative—say, that he is depressed—enables us to predict and explain a variety of things: his hedonic state, his emotional responses to particular events, patterns in the pro- and conattitudes he expresses in various situations, his decisions, the kind of information that tends to grab his attention, the sorts of memories that he tends to recall, his performance on various tasks, certain aspects of his physiology and health (e.g., hypertension, stomach ulcer), and so forth. In short, our thymic states have extremely far-reaching consequences for the character of our lives. They probably comprise the single most important determinant of our hedonic states, likely by a wide margin. If someone’s mood is generally positive and her frame of mind relatively serene, then one wonders how her experience could fail to be largely pleasant. Perhaps she stoically endures chronic and serious pain, but to maintain a truly placid and sunny disposition under such circumstances would require emotional resources not readily summoned for most people. And then we might reasonably suppose that her experience really is pleasant all things considered; though she hardly likes the pain, she pays it little heed. (Notice that we would in any event take her to be 94



Perhaps only prima facie. There are actually a number of serious problems with life satisfaction. For one thing, it is questionable whether most of us even have well-defined attitudes about our lives as a whole (see, for instance, Schwarz and Strack (1999)). This and other difficulties—particularly concerning the ex-



116 happy.) Knowledge of someone’s thymic state confers substantial warrant for conclusions about the basic character of her hedonic state. And this is not based simply on the causal powers of mood states, but also on the fact that they are themselves deeply pleasant (or unpleasant). Affectivist happiness thus looks to be a valuable kind, with genuine predictive and explanatory value.



4.4 Are ascriptions of hedonistic happiness informative? The discussion of the previous two sections focused mainly on the desideratum of causal depth: hedonistic happiness lacks the causal depth of its alternatives, or at least affectivist happiness, and this limits its utility for explanation and prediction. This section and the next will address the question of efficiency: hedonistic happiness does not appear to be a particularly efficient good relative to at least one alternative, affectivist happiness. First, there is good reason to think that ascriptions of hedonistic happiness would, for lay purposes, be comparatively uninformative. Suppose, for instance, that an affective state theory is correct: then, in calling someone unhappy, we would typically be (indirectly) attributing unpleasantness, but unpleasantness of a specifically emotional sort, such as sadness or anxiety. For the hedonist, by contrast, such ascriptions refer indiscriminately to any kind of unpleasant experience. As I noted earlier, this has the unsavory consequence that one might accurately characterize the discomfort of a bad toothache as a form of unhappiness. Quite apart from such worries, such a description is arguably too vague to be of much practical use. Knowing that so-and-so has a toothache, we would rarely if ever report on his condition with a generic ascription of unpleasantness. Rather, we would simply observe what we know specifically to be the case: he has a bad tooth-



tent to which our judgments are faithful to our experience and values—raise questions about whether life



117 ache. Rarely are we in a position to know that someone’s hedonic state has a certain character without knowing whether it is emotional, physical, or otherwise. Given this, it would often if not usually violate the Gricean maxim of informativeness to describe someone simply as in a pleasant or unpleasant state (particularly given the rather glaring differences between emotional and physical unpleasantness). However helpful the hedonistic notion might be for the theorist, it seems to be of comparatively little use for the layperson. This is compounded by the fact that we expect a person’s emotional state to reflect physical discomforts according to their importance to the individual. Ascriptions of affectivist happiness would thus be doubly informative, conveying the specifically emotional character of his displeasure while at the same time tracking (indirectly and roughly) the physical aspects of his condition.95



4.5 The role of happiness in practical deliberation One might still consider hedonistic happiness more important for purposes of deliberation: what should concern agents when making decisions is less how various options will impact on their attitudes towards their lives, or their affective states. What matters is how the options will affect their hedonic states. From a deliberative standpoint, it would appear that hedonistic happiness is still more important than happiness as construed by the alternative theories. Perhaps this is true for some deliberative circumstances. When deciding whether or not to spring for a massage, say, it seems odd to puzzle over whether it will be fulfilling emotionally, or whether it will make me more satisfied with my life. The real question is whether it will feel good, be pleasant, enjoyable,



satisfaction can do the theoretical work often asked of it. I address these questions in the next chapter. 95 However, a possible tu quoque lurks: perhaps ascriptions of affectivist happiness also violate Gricean maxims. This seems unlikely, but I shall not pursue the matter here. In any event, the problem is worse for the hedonist. (Cf. § 3.4 in Chapter 2 for a related discussion.)



118 etc.—or rather, pleasant enough to be worth the money. (On the other hand, it seems more than a little eccentric to worry about whether it will make me happier. Which seems like yet another reason to doubt that hedonism offers a credible reconstruction of happiness.) It is questionable, however, whether the hedonistic notion is more useful for all important deliberative situations, especially the ones in which it is natural to consider questions of happiness. These appear mostly to involve issues with far-reaching implications for the quality of our lives. When deciding on whether to take up or abandon a vocation, for instance, we often consider whether we will be happier in that vocation or some alternative. On the hedonistic theory, this amounts to asking which profession would bring the most favorable balance of pleasure over displeasure. Relative to the alternative theories, is this necessarily the most sensible question to ask? It isn’t a bad question, but there are reasons for thinking that one may actually be better off asking the affective state question: which vocation would make me happier according to the affective state theory?96 For it is plausible that the better option with respect to the affective state question will almost invariably be the better option with respect to the hedonic question. If so, then the real issue between them becomes: which question is easier to answer correctly? I would suggest that the affective state question is. The range of pleasures and displeasures that might result from a career choice is extremely broad and diverse, including innumerable physical, intellectual, and emotional pleasures (both peripheral and central). Trying to get a grip on one’s prospects with respect to these all at once does not seem a simple task in the least. It would hardly be surprising if we tended to overlook or



119 incorrectly weight many of the more important pleasures. But if the affective state theory takes something like the form I discussed earlier, then the relevant states in its case are essentially the class of mood states, broadly construed. Though itself somewhat diverse, this is clearly a narrower and more tractable range of concerns: how will I do with respect to emotional fulfillment, peace of mind, good cheer, high spirits, and perhaps a few other things (which are, I would wager, mostly highly correlated with each other)? The more limited focus is helpful when the options before us are complex and affect our well-being in a broad variety of ways. This is likely to be the case for any of the most important decisions we make in life, at least where well-being—our own or that of others—is a significant consideration. Indeed, it is plausibly the case with respect to most or all of the circumstances in which we ordinarily appeal to questions of happiness. In short, there are good reasons for thinking that affectivist happiness is actually more important, more useful, from the standpoint of practical deliberation than hedonistic happiness. If so, then the affective state notion may well deserve a central place in deliberation, as well as ethical inquiry, whether or not it deserves to be called happiness.97 It certainly is not at all clear that the hedonistic notion ought to occupy a more distinguished position in the pantheon of deliberative goals.



96



It questionable whether the life satisfaction theory fares so well on this count. If it does, this would probably be because of its connection with affective state. For brevity I shall consider only the affective state theory here. 97 This need not be the case given what I have said thus far. Just as hedonic value may not be best promoted by directly pursuing it, so might affectivist happiness not be best promoted by seeking it directly. There is much wisdom in the old saw that one is most likely to attain happiness by not making it the object of one’s every choice. Yet it is doubtful that we ought to ignore it altogether. Quite the contrary: the person who decides on a vocation without any consideration for matters of happiness is more likely than not to be deliberating poorly.



120 4.6 A final objection The fact remains that the value of happiness on the life satisfaction and affective state theories derives primarily from its impact on our hedonic states. Specifically, the best explanation for the premium widely placed on happiness, for either view, is that it would typically be pleasant. Indeed, this apparently must be the case for any plausible account of happiness: ask any lay person why she values happiness so much, and one is liable to receive an incredulous, uncomprehending stare—who could ask such a stupid question?—and the inevitable reply: “because it feels good.” Given this, wouldn’t a hedonistic notion be more useful? Well, no. Happiness would at least appear to be immensely valuable on hedonic grounds given any of these theories. Most people would expect that someone satisfied with his life, or whose thymic state is positive, would be in a pleasant condition. An attribution of either would seem to license an inference of this sort.98 Indeed, a central lesson of this chapter is that seekers of hedonic value cannot simply assume that the psychological kind that realizes this value is the one that most warrants their attention. Pleasure is just too thin a phenomenon, and affixed to too broad a range of states, to serve many of our predictive, deliberative and other needs. It thus lags in causal depth and efficiency.



5. Conclusion: a diagnosis One wonders how so many theorists could have gotten things so seriously wrong. I suspect there are a variety of reasons for this. I will mention two. Most importantly, the hedonistic notion is a theoretically important kind. As I noted earlier, hedonistic theories



98



I think the inference is actually rather weak in the case of life satisfaction, and I argue in the next chapter that the hedonic value of life satisfaction is insufficient to warrant a life satisfaction view of happiness. (Either that or we must accept a value-deflationary conception of happiness.) But appearances are certainly to the contrary, and I stick with them for present purposes. At any rate, I do not think the problem serious enough to give hedonism a leg up on the life satisfaction theory.



121 of well-being are far more plausible than theories that take well-being to consist in affective state or life satisfaction. Perhaps epistemic and communicative constraints, as well as differing predictive and explanatory needs, limit the utility of direct appeals to hedonic state for some lay and theoretical purposes. But value theory need not always be constrained in the same way. All three notions deserve close theoretical attention. Given this, the hedonist’s error is in some ways rather innocuous. In many cases, my arguments show only that theorists misuse the term ‘happiness’ in so describing their subject matter. Hedonistic utilitarians need not change the substance of their theories; they simply ought to change their terminology, or at least qualify their misleading usage.99 Their utilitarianism is not about happiness in any psychological sense, but rather about hedonic state, or simply pleasure. Yet even this “merely verbal” error is not entirely benign. For as a consequence many theorists have badly misconstrued the nature of happiness. Moreover, we may well have failed to develop a correct theory of happiness. I think that we have, and as a result we have yet to understand one of the most widely and strongly desired states known. A second reason for error is the close connection between happiness and pleasure. As noted earlier, any of the three alternatives should yield a strong correlation between happiness and hedonic state. Indeed, the affective state view might even have the result that a predominantly positive hedonic state is both (nomologically) necessary and sufficient for being happy. (This is consistent with a difference in hedonic state being neither necessary nor sufficient for a difference in happiness.) I suspect that the prima facie plausibility of this biconditional has a lot to do with the popularity of hedonism. 99



Similarly, Kahneman’s hedonistic theory of “objective happiness” (1999), while not plausible as a theory of happiness, may nonetheless be an important development for empirical research in the psychology of



122 Third, the attitude model of pleasure lends itself to confusion between pleasure and satisfaction. Thus intuitions favoring a life satisfaction theory might be thought to support hedonism. Consider that we may describe hedonism as taking happiness to be the condition of finding one’s experience of life to be largely agreeable. This claim is susceptible of a couple of different readings: it could mean that the majority of the time one’s experience is agreeable; or it might be taken to mean that one now finds the majority of what one has experienced in life to be agreeable. The former interpretation sees happiness as a function of many particularized, now-for-now attitudes, whereas the latter sees it as a global assessment of one’s life. But this latter reading amounts to a life satisfaction theory; only on the former does the theory count as hedonistic. I take it to be obvious that there is a substantial difference here. A failure to heed linguistic subtleties in this realm can be dangerous, and I suspect that confusion of this sort has led some to find more credibility in hedonism than it merits. Finally, the ambiguity of ‘happiness’ itself may well have led many theorists astray. Given that it has a prudential sense in addition to the psychological one, and given that many people have found welfare hedonism to be plausible, then we should hardly be surprised if some confusion has resulted. For if ‘happiness’ just means a high state of well-being, and if welfare hedonism is correct, then there is indeed a sense in which happiness is hedonistic: happiness consists in having a predominantly positive hedonic state. But this is not the sense of ‘happiness’ that concerns us here. Rather, it is the sense in which an Aristotelian would reply that happiness consists in the attainment of human excellence. Obviously, the current paper is not in the business of attempting to settle this claim. So when utilitarians say that utility consists in happiness, they could either be



well-being.



123 making a tautological claim about the identity of utility and happiness, or they could be saying that well-being consists in psychological happiness. The former is, given the prudential sense of ‘happiness’ (probably the one referred to in “life, liberty, and the pursuit of…”), not very interesting, whereas the latter is not at all obvious. If any psychological state could fully constitute well-being, hedonic state is the most obvious candidate. If we add to this equation the fact that ‘happiness’ does sound much better than ‘pleasure’ as the measure of welfare—in part, no doubt, due to the prudential sense of the former, and also due to the shallow and narrow connotations of the latter—then we should hardly be surprised to find some utilitarians defending a hedonistic conception of (psychological) happiness. After all, no moral theorist wants to be seen as advocating Dorian Gray’s way of life. Hedonism is false. In the next chapter we shall see that the life satisfaction theory probably is as well.
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Chapter 4 Happiness and the Importance of Life Satisfaction I have diligently numbered the days of pure and genuine happiness which have fallen to my lot; they amount to fourteen. Abd-El-Raham (912-961) We are made happy when reason can discover no occasion for it. Henry David Thoreau100 1. Introduction Satisfaction matters, right? Ask just about anyone: it not only matters, it matters a lot. Indeed, this would seem to be among the chief dogmas in our Age of the Consumer. And among satisfactions, what could matter more than satisfaction with one’s life as a whole? It is, after all, one’s life as a whole, and how one feels about it should presumably be important. But it is not. At least, it isn’t that important: life satisfaction isn’t nearly as important as virtually everyone seems to think, as I shall argue in this chapter. In fact, we probably should not concern ourselves much about life satisfaction at all. Still less ought we to think that something as weighty as happiness simply reduces to being satisfied with one’s life. Yet those who don’t think it obvious that happiness reduces to pleasure very often think it obvious that happiness just is being satisfied with one’s life.101 This latter view too is false; and that is the second and primary claim I
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The first quote appears in Chapter 52 of Edward Gibbon’s Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. The second comes from a letter to Emerson’s sister-in-law, Lucy Brown, March 2, 1842. 101 I once thought so. Philosophical proponents of views making life satisfaction central to or exhaustive of happiness appear to include Barrow (1980; 1991), Benditt (1974; 1978), Brandt (1967), Campbell (1973), Montague (1967), Nozick (1989), Rescher (1972; 1980), Sumner (1996), Telfer (1980), and Von Wright (1963). Life satisfaction is central to the theories of well-being or prudential happiness (see § 2.1) of Almeder (2000), Kekes (1982; 1988; 1992), Meynell (1969), Tatarkiewicz (1976), and Thomas (1968), among others. Finally, it plays a prominent role in Lynne McFall’s account of the good life (1989). Casual references elsewhere frequently assume a life satisfaction view. Empirical researchers often equate life satisfaction and happiness, though it is a bit more common for them to equate happiness with affective state or



125 shall defend in this chapter. The argument is essentially as follows. If life satisfaction is valuable, this is because of its connection with our affective states, the satisfaction of our preferences, or both. I examine first the link with affective state. Life satisfaction theorists can secure an adequate connection a priori, by incorporating substantial affective states into the attitude itself. But this requires that we have robust and well-defined attitudes towards our lives, and most people do not. The life satisfaction theory thus violates the ubiquity requirement: this sort of “thick” satisfaction or dissatisfaction is too uncommon to be a major practical concern. We can retreat to a “thin” form of satisfaction that requires only a disposition to form judgments about our lives. But this sort of satisfaction can too easily diverge, sometimes quite radically, from our affective states. Even depressed people can, it seems, be satisfied in this sense. If this is happiness, who needs it? In section five of the paper I set aside worries about ubiquity and cognitiveaffective divergence and consider the link between life satisfaction and the satisfaction of our preferences: perhaps life satisfaction matters as an authoritative verdict on how well our lives are going the way we want them to. Here too the link is deficient: our preferences and experience of life seriously underdetermine the task of evaluating our lives. Most if not all of us could, consistently with our values and desires, come to any number of widely divergent assessments of our lives. Our attitudes towards our lives are, even by our own lights, highly arbitrary. Hence they are not particularly meaningful measures of the extent to which our lives are going well for us. The chapter will conclude with a brief discussion, in sections 6 and 7, of views that identify happiness with some complex state that includes life satisfaction as a part, or



the notion of subjective well-being (in which life satisfaction is central; indeed, researchers often speak of subjective well-being as if it were a kind of life satisfaction). Ruut Veenhoven (1984; 1997) is one of the



126 with some aggregate of satisfactions that may not include a specifically global attitude concerning one’s life.



2. The varieties of satisfaction First consider what life satisfaction is not. Whereas such affective states as moods are typically thought to be objectless, nonintentional states,102 being satisfied with one’s life as a whole is a resolutely intentional state—an attitude whose object is one’s life as a whole. It constitutes a person’s evaluation or appraisal of her life, or some portion thereof.103 Distinguish this attitude from such emotions as feeling satisfied (period), having feelings of satisfaction, or finding something satisfying. For example, the head of a cooking school may have a satisfying meal at the hands of a student whilst being dissatisfied with the meal: perhaps the assignment called for something different. Satisfaction with one’s life is a global attitude that we cannot simply reduce to the aggregate of one’s particular satisfactions and dissatisfactions.104 That I am satisfied with my cheeseburger entails nothing at all about how satisfied I am with my life as a whole. Indeed I may be less satisfied with my life as a consequence of my being pleased with the cheeseburger. Perhaps I am ashamed of myself for indulging in such low pleasures. Similarly, a person might be deeply dissatisfied with important aspects of her life though sat-



more prominent exponents of the life satisfaction view in the social sciences. 102 See, for instance, Lormand (1985; 1996), Griffiths (1997), Ekman and Davidson (1994), and Morris (1999). 103 When I say “life as a whole,” I mean to include all the aspects of one’s life over some period of time, which may or may not be a whole lifetime. Typically, the relevant time frame appears to be “these days.” 104 Some theorists might deny this, as Tatarkiewicz evidently does (1976, p. 9). I address aggregation, for those who find it appealing, in § 7.



127 isfied with her life as a whole: for instance, she may consider it a matter of great fortune merely to be alive and have one’s basic needs met.105 What, exactly, is life satisfaction? Life satisfaction theories come in many varieties, but we need distinguish only two. In its most attractive form, life satisfaction incorporates a large portion of one’s affective state.106 Angus Campbell, a prominent figure in the empirical literature, put the idea nicely when he claimed that: “all the countless experiences people go through from day to day add to…general global feelings of wellbeing” (1981, p. 23). Life satisfaction, that is, is essentially a sense of well-being (or illbeing, as the case may be). One might experience such a state when first falling in love, or on pulling off some great feat. (Or, negatively, after some great failure.) Thus construed, life satisfaction is a profoundly pleasant emotional condition, one of feeling satisfied or pleased with one’s life as a whole. One is not simply in a positive emotional state that accompanies the attitude; rather, one’s positive affect is part of the attitude. Such a state clearly has great prudential value. And the idea that one might be happy by virtue of being in such a state holds considerable intuitive appeal. As a theory of happiness, this sort of view is at least prima facie promising. I shall call life satisfaction, thus understood, “thick” satisfaction. We can also conceive of life satisfaction more austerely, in a “thin” manner. This sort of satisfaction needn’t involve much if any affect. Rather, it suffices for being satisfied merely that one be disposed to make favorable judgments about one’s life as a



105



Life satisfaction theorists can restrict their accounts to rule out such cases as genuine instances of life satisfaction. But the more constraints we put on the psychology, the more likely we are to run afoul of the ubiquity constraint. 106 I am grateful to Ruth Chang for helping me to realize the importance of this view.



128 whole.107 Obviously, it is at least logically possible to have such a disposition without being in any particular affective state, save perhaps when actually making judgements. Because of this, the thin view is less appealing than the thick one. (Though it is arguably a more natural reading of the idea of being satisfied or pleased with one’s life. Compare this with the idea of being satisfied with something else, say one’s car. Need one feel any particular way to be satisfied with one’s car, even while not thinking about it? Of course not. So why should being satisfied with one’s life be any different?108)



3. The trouble with thick satisfaction: judgment instability Suppose that most individuals did in fact have attitudes of thick satisfaction most of the time. If this were the case, then we would expect most subjects to base their reports of life satisfaction on these attitudes. So, if you ask people how satisfied they are with their lives, they will typically answer by simply reporting on how they in fact feel about their lives—an easy task. Someone with a determinate sense of ill- or well-being presumably will not find herself at sea when asked about life satisfaction. She certainly won’t have to fabricate something on the spot (barring, perhaps, unusual psychological difficulties). Consider those moments when we clearly do possess such attitudes, as when basking in the glow of one’s great fortune after having just attained a central life goal. Responding to questions about life satisfaction is a trivial matter at such times: simply tell them how you feel, what’s on your mind. How could any normal individual possibly have 107



It is not always easy to pin theorists down on the question of thickness, but advocates of thin views appear to at least include Benditt (1974; 1978) and Von Wright (1963). Thick views, by contrast, likely include those of Almeder (2000), Barrow (1980; 1991), Kekes (1982; 1988; 1992), Nozick (1989), and perhaps Tatarkiewicz (1976). (Though Almeder, Kekes and Tatarkiewicz use ‘happiness’ in the prudential sense, they appear to construe the attitude in a thick manner. Inasmuch as Tatarkiewicz does not require a global attitude, his view does not plausibly concern life satisfaction in the usual sense.) Subjective wellbeing is often described along the lines of thick satisfaction.



129 any difficulty doing so? (There are of course questions about whether one would want to proffer a sincere report. But there should be no question about one’s ability to do so if one wishes.) In short, it is not at all clear what it could possibly mean for subject to have attitudes of thick satisfaction—a sense of ill- or well-being—while normally being unable to report accurately on them. Where such attitudes exist, then self-reports should, for the most part, straightforwardly express them. The problem is, self-reports of life satisfaction typically are not straightforward expressions of such attitudes. This is because those attitudes mostly do not exist. When asked about life satisfaction, subjects usually do not report on pre-existing attitudes. They make something up. This is no easy task, and the results are not terribly impressive. A survey of undergraduates, for instance, found that students’ reported life satisfaction is normally unrelated to the frequency with which they date (Strack, Martin et al. 1988). This is a little surprising, since it seems as though they think of little else. If, however, students are asked about dating frequency before the life satisfaction question—thus raising the accessibility of that information—the correlation rises dramatically, from -.12 to .66. If the love lives of those who are presumably near-obsessed with such things don’t enter into their judgments of life satisfaction, one wonders what does get consideration. At any rate, the dramatic change indicates that this factor is very important to them, yet they still fail to take it into account unless primed by prior questioning. This is just one example of a general phenomenon: people consider only a small portion of the relevant information in forming judgments of life satisfaction, namely whatever is most readily accessible to memory. 108



Actually, thin satisfaction is a little too thin to be very plausible, since it requires only a disposition to form judgments of a certain sort. But it is closer to the ordinary notion of satisfaction than thick satisfaction



130 As a result, judgments of life satisfaction are highly sensitive to transient contextual factors that affect the information that is most accessible (as well as subjects’ moods among other things). For instance, finding a dime or being given a candy bar shortly prior to questioning can significantly influence people’s appraisals of their lives. Similarly, a sunny versus rainy day, a major victory or loss for the local sports franchise, or a somewhat unpleasant testing room can all make substantial differences in how people judge the quality of their lives as a whole—in the case of weather, an average of two points on a ten-point scale (Schwarz and Strack 1991; 1999).109 Some aspects of context can have a major impact on life assessments by changing the standards we use. Judgments made in the presence of a handicapped confederate who is not privy to one’s response, for example, will be higher than those made in a neutral context: the perceived misfortune of the confederate causes subjects to rate themselves as quite fortunate by comparison. The same effect occurs if questioning takes place after subjects hear a description of past hardships endured by members of their hometowns (Schwarz and Strack 1991; 1999). As a result of this sensitivity to context, judgments of life satisfaction exhibit low test-retest reliabilities, with responses at the beginning and end of a one-hour interview reputedly correlating at only .40 to .60 (Schwarz and Strack 1991; 1999). Judgments of life satisfaction are, in short, highly labile. This is presumably because there is no preexisting attitude underlying such judgments. Instead of tapping into such an attitude, judgments are “best considered constructions in response to particular questions posed at a particular time” (Schwarz and Strack 1999, p. 28). Generalizing from the experimental setting, we may say that they are constructed on the fly whenever, for whatever reason,



is.



131 we see fit to render such assessments. Here’s how we do it according to Norbert Schwarz and Fritz Strack: If respondents are asked to report their happiness and satisfaction with their “life as a whole”, they are likely to base their judgment on their current affective state, which greatly simplifies the judgmental task. If the informational value of their affective state is discredited, or if their affective state is not pronounced and other information is more salient, they are likely to use a comparison strategy. (Schwarz and Strack 1999, p. 27) The “comparison strategy” is simply to form a judgment based on whatever information comes most readily to mind, using whatever standard of comparison seems most natural at the moment (as in the case of the handicapped confederate). One could reasonably conclude from all this that, for most people most of the time, there is no fact of the matter about whether, and to what extent, they are satisfied with their lives. Not even roughly, for the concept of life satisfaction does not apply to them. There is at most a frail, easily waylaid disposition to fabricate judgments of certain sorts. If this is correct—and I am inclined to think it is—then any credible life satisfaction theory of happiness will violate the ubiquity constraint. Such theories would have the unpalatable consequence that happiness, unhappiness, and everything in between are relatively exotic, the exception rather than the rule. They exist, but arise infrequently enough that they are not worth serious attention. (Compare the idea of healthiness.) There would be little point in trying to determine which of our options in life will make us happier. Or in asking whether someone is happy in his job or marriage. Nor should policymakers concern themselves much with the happiness of their constituencies.
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The articles cited provide excellent overviews of the literature on this subject. For brevity I refer mostly to them.



132 It will not do to object that happiness is often thought to be elusive. The problem is not that some high degree of happiness is elusive, but rather that happiness, unhappiness and everything in between is elusive on this view. Even if true happiness is not a realistic goal for us, we might still have hoped that we could do better or worse with respect to happiness and unhappiness. We usually cannot if the thick satisfaction view is correct. This is a result we should resist if at all possible. (Then again, perhaps Abd-ElRaham would find it comforting to learn that his fourteen days of happiness may have been offset by not many more days of unhappiness!) The fact that something is not ubiquitous does not, of course, entail that it isn’t important. Maybe it’s an ideal towards which we should strive, or otherwise holds special significance. But thick satisfaction looks to be pretty distant from the ideal of ubiquity, and there seems little reason to suppose that it occurs reliably enough, and in the right situations, to comprise a particularly important ideal. (Does it arise consistently and lastingly whenever things are going distinctly well or poorly for a person? Not likely; the instabilities appear to be pretty general. There is no evidence that lasting states of thick satisfaction constitute a norm for any important class of individuals.) Moreover, the arguments in sections 4 and 5 will raise serious doubts about the extent to which thick satisfaction matters beyond its status as a positive affective state. Maybe thick satisfaction does arise often enough, at least in certain circumstances, to hold some philosophical interest. I shall leave it to the advocates of such views to show that it holds enough interest, of the right sort, to vindicate a thick satisfaction theory of happiness, or even make it an important practical concern.



133 Perhaps I have misinterpreted the data: maybe people generally do have welldefined attitudes in spite of the results just discussed. Many empirical researchers do indeed believe that the sorts of context effects noted above are mere “noise” or random error reflecting unusual circumstances that cause people to render unusual judgments.110 For instance, self-reports tend to be quite consistent over time, with high two-month testretest reliabilities. Similarly, different instruments tend to produce pretty much the same results over large populations. And a number of researchers have pointed out that the context sensitivities tend to wash out over large groups. Moreover, self-reports correlate somewhat strongly with other relevant quantities such as reports of affect. Contrary to my claims, one might argue, people do have stable attitudes towards their lives; it’s just that reports of these attitudes can be affected by context. Reports of life satisfaction may indeed have desirable psychometric properties that make them worth measuring, if for no other reason than that they might serve as a cheap way of indirectly measuring other quantities with which they correlate. The problem is that the data taken to support the stable attitudes hypothesis don’t: the fact that judgments are consistent over the long term may reflect only that we have consistent methods of fabricating them. We might base them on information that tends to be consistent over time, such as immediate affect. Or we might use consistent rules—e.g., “Barring obvious major problems or good fortune, always conclude ‘pretty satisfied.’” Consistency is not the same thing as stability. Inasmuch as subjects do tend to base their judgments on their immediate affective states, and insofar as these states tend to be consistent over time—say, because they are related to temperament—we should expect this kind of consistency even though no attitudes exist. And obviously the fact that life satisfaction judg110



Myers (1992); Diener (1994); Argyle (1996); Diener, Suh et al. (1999).



134 ments correlate strongly with affect is perfectly consistent with the nonexistence of stable attitudes. If reports are based on affect, then of course they will correlate with it. Other interpretations of the data are of course possible. But the most natural interpretation is not that we have stable attitudes but report on them differently in different contexts. (A plainly artificial suggestion.) Nor that we have well-defined but labile attitudes that change constantly with the context. (Sounds like a lot of work. Why bother?) Nor that we have stable attitudes that are somehow “thrown off” in certain contexts. (What, and insist that experiencing a sunny versus rainy day, finding a dime, thinking about one’s love life, or seeing a handicapped person constitutes an anomalous context? What would be a normal context?) The most natural interpretation is that we simply make something up when called upon to report how satisfied we are with our lives. Indeed, even friends of life satisfaction seem willing to grant this much (e.g., Diener (1994)111). But how could on-the-spot construction possibly be consistent with the idea that people normally have well-defined attitudes? Perhaps the attitudes are supposed typically to be introspectively inaccessible. This is pretty strained. More likely, those who would try to reconcile on-the-fly fabrication with the ubiquity of life satisfaction are supposing either that life satisfaction is thin, or that affect alone is sufficient for having an attitude. Feeling good, for instance, necessarily involves having a favorable attitude towards one’s life as a whole. This sort of view is rankly implausible, and I shall have little to say about it. But note just one of its problems: sometimes we find ourselves in good or bad moods for what we recognize to be stupid or trivial reasons. Someone might have a stably favorable attitude towards his life whilst being



111



Diener considers life satisfaction an important aspect of well-being, but he does not identify it with happiness.



135 temporarily in a bad mood over some minor event. The mood is irrelevant to his life satisfaction precisely because he recognizes it to be a momentary response to a trifling matter. Feeling good or bad is, in itself, orthogonal to the question of how one feels about one’s life as a whole. I shall turn shortly to the idea of thin satisfaction. Someone might object that the rarity of life satisfaction is no reason not to pursue it; indeed, perhaps the foregoing considerations indicate more than anything that we need to cultivate a more reflective mindset, so that people will come to have stable attitudes towards their lives. I shall not attempt a complete rebuttal of this objection here. But notice that, if the idea is to rescue the life satisfaction theory of happiness, this amounts to the suggestion that we ought to manufacture, not just happiness, but unhappiness as well. (Or shall we suppose that a kind of pan-Panglossianism should prevail?) More importantly, the objection concedes that life satisfaction accounts only fulfill ubiquity in certain idealized societies—societies that may indeed be impossible if judgment instability turns out to be intractable (barring brainwashing and the like). Recall the case of choosing a vocation: never mind that one’s experience in one occupation would be vastly more pleasant than that in the other. The choice would still be indifferent with respect to happiness unless one successfully undertakes to cultivate stable attitudes towards one’s life as a whole. What a strange result. It is clear that the role of happiness in practical deliberation would be radically different, and substantially reduced, from anything we could have expected. Short of demonstrating that the alternative theories are in even worse shape, the life satisfaction theorist has one recourse: relax the constraints on what it takes to qualify as having an attitude of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with one’s life as a whole. A lot.



136 Indeed, the only real option is to suppose that merely having a disposition—however fragile—to render favorable judgments about one’s life suffices for having the requisite attitude. So long as people are usually willing to make judgments about the satisfactoriness of their lives, this sort of theory can avoid flouting the ubiquity constraint. This is what I called “thin” satisfaction, and for good reason. It is, after all, pretty thin. Gone is most or all of the affective aspect of what was a sense of well-being, and which is now no “sense” at all but merely a disposition to judge. Inasmuch as thin satisfaction connects with significant affect at all, it does so only causally or by correlation.112



4. The trouble with thin satisfaction 4.1 The value of satisfaction The first problem with thin satisfaction is that it requires a very liberal policy for ascribing attitudes. Indeed, on this sort of view anyone willing to come up with a judgment about something counts as having an attitude about it, even if they have never thought about it. Someone of sufficiently loose epistemic morals, being prepared to offer an opinion on anything at all, would thus qualify as already having attitudes towards everything. This might seem a bit too liberal a policy. Moreover, the problem of judgment lability indicates that such “attitudes” are highly variable, changing constantly with context and mood. Whether or not we count as having attitudes towards our lives, we do not, for the most part, have stable attitudes. Among other things, this raises serious questions about the causal efficacy of life satisfaction. What’s only barely there is unlikely to make



112



Actually, a mere disposition might be sufficient for satisfaction even though satisfaction sometimes gets just as thick as thick satisfaction. But this makes no difference here, since we need satisfaction to be thin most of the time.



137 much of a difference to our lives whatever we want to call it. Thin satisfaction thus appears to fail the causal depth requirement. But the most serious problem with thin satisfaction is just that it isn’t very valuable; it flouts the prudential value requirement. To see the difficulty, consider why one might think life satisfaction to be valuable. The most obvious reason is hedonic: life satisfaction is (prudentially) desirable, if it is desirable, mainly because it presumably feels good to be satisfied with one’s life.113 It is ostensibly a far more pleasant condition than being dissatisfied; hence its value. And certainly this seems to be why happiness is so treasured. Ask people what’s so good about being happy, and they are liable to think the answer so obvious as to make the inquirer’s motivation for asking seem incomprehensible: “What kind of question is that? It just feels good.” Perhaps life satisfaction has value for reasons other than its pleasantness. We should not confuse this state with that of actually leading a life that satisfies one’s standards. A brain in a vat might be just as satisfied with its life as anyone, though the recognition of its predicament would drive it to despair. In fact, one could consistently maintain that life satisfaction is mostly worthless while holding some sort of preference satisfaction theory of well-being. We naturally take life satisfaction to be largely grounded in reality, and this association with the actual satisfaction of our preferences may lead us to inflate its importance. Though it might be considered significant as an indicator of preference satisfaction, this is nothing like the sort of value that happiness is thought to have. On the other hand, perhaps life satisfaction is valuable, not in itself, but as a contributor to a complex value that includes actual preference satisfaction. Thus what we



138 value is not life satisfaction alone but simply as a necessary part of getting what you want in life and realizing it, or of enjoying the fact that things are going well for you. Similarly, perhaps life satisfaction has great value, but this is conditioned on the actual satisfaction of one’s (perhaps optimized or somehow fitting) preferences. These are interesting and attractive proposals, and I shall return to them in § 5. It is questionable, however, whether this is the right sort of value for happiness. Isn’t a brain in a vat in some sense better off for being happy? If you’ve got be a brain in a vat, wouldn’t you much rather be a happy brain than an unhappy one? If you’re going to be deceived, you might as well enjoy it. The current proposals seem unable to make sense of this value. We might think of life satisfaction as constituting a person’s endorsement of her circumstances, and think such actual endorsement important. On the other hand, we seem to value such judgments not, primarily, for what they add to our own lives, but rather from a third person perspective: attitudes of life satisfaction in others may constitute approval of the job we’re doing as parents, caregivers, or politicians. Again, the value conferred on happiness is not the right kind. But a similar proposal seems to explain a lot of the appeal of life satisfaction— especially as opposed to, say, hedonism: for we may value having attitudes towards our lives as an exercise of our rational faculties. The idea is that we should not go through life mindlessly, with no consideration for the big picture. We thus need to step back and consider how our lives look to us, not moment by moment, but taken as a whole. One might consider such appraisals to be an essential part of leading an examined, or even recognizably human, life. I shall argue in § 5.4 that such claims are inflated, but suppose for 113



Actually, it seems to me more plausible that life satisfaction should be valuable mainly because it ostensibly increases one’s likelihood of being happy, where happiness is understood along the lines of the



139 the moment that they are correct. The problem is that the value in question here does not appear to be prudential. In any case, the proposal fails to distinguish the value of satisfaction from that of dissatisfaction. For both states equally instantiate the value in question—viz., the exercise of reason. This is obviously not the result we need. Perhaps the life satisfaction theorist can take this value as the basis for some other value that does show satisfaction to fulfill the prudential value requirement. However, I think we can give a positive argument that life satisfaction has little (nonhedonic) prudential value. The best reason for thinking so is that we sometimes alter our attitudes towards our lives quite radically without any great cost or benefit beyond, perhaps, the hedonic. For it can be useful to change one’s attitude merely by changing the standards one uses to appraise one’s life. When feeling disappointed about how things are going for you, for instance, you might decide to lift your spirits a bit by changing the way you look at things—say, by evaluating your life not in comparison with some lofty goal you’ve set, but in comparison with (say) a victim of bone cancer. The change in standard may yield a tremendous change in one’s attitude towards one’s life. But is one much better off thereby? Even apart from any hedonic boost that might accompany the change in attitude? Or consider someone who is quite pleased with how things have been going for her. To ward off complacency, she might choose to evaluate her life according to far more stringent standards—say, in comparison with some highly successful peer. She thus shifts from being highly pleased to being greatly displeased with her life. Is this necessarily a great loss in well-being? Even setting aside any hedonic decline? For that matter, has she necessarily made a great sacrifice in happiness? Or anything important?



affective state theory.



140 The answer to these questions seems pretty clearly to be “no.” My point is not that such changes are neutral with respect to welfare, but only that they are scarcely as significant for welfare as they ought to be if we are to identify happiness with satisfaction. (Contrast the prudential impact of a shift from joy to depression, or vice-versa.) Whatever prudential impact they have is largely hedonic, and even then it appears to be rather limited (see § 4.2 and 4.3 for more on this). That is, after all, why we sometimes manipulate our attitudes to motivate ourselves. We do so precisely because it is a relatively cheap way to get results—precisely because, that is, the attitudes themselves aren’t all that important.114 I shall return to these matters in § 5.



4.2 The problem of cognitive-affective divergence 4.2.1



Introduction So life satisfaction appears to be prudentially valuable, if valuable at all, mainly



for hedonic reasons—mainly, that is, because of its connection with subjects’ affective states (which are presumably the main arbiters of hedonic value). Thick satisfaction secures an adequate connection by incorporating the relevant affect into the attitude itself. Thin satisfaction forgoes this option, and must make do with a causal, or perhaps correlational, connection. This connection had better be pretty strong if thin satisfaction is to satisfy the value requirement. In particular, there had better not be too much divergence between people’s attitudes and their affective states. Positive affective states should reliably accompany positive attitudes, and negative affective states should reliably accompany negative attitudes. The correlation should be strong enough to enable thin satisfaction to satisfy the prudential value constraint. 114



In the case of motivation, the major value actually appears to concern the achievement of one’s goals.



141 There are two sorts of connection worth considering. Most important—indeed, perhaps the only one of any importance—is the role of life satisfaction in causing the appropriate affective states. But we might wish to be expansive in our understanding of value and consider also the role of affective states in causing life satisfaction. In this direction it is not the life satisfaction itself that is valuable, but rather only the state that it indicates. Still we might well consider it highly desirable to be satisfied with one’s life as a consequence of its role as an indicator, at least in a loose manner of speaking: one will only be satisfied with one’s life when one’s affective state is positive. This is awfully thin, but perhaps it is a sufficient connection with value to sustain the life satisfaction view.115 4.2.2



The impact of attitude on affective state The trouble is, there are any number of ways in which attitude and affect can



come unglued, in both directions. Of primary significance is the fact that life satisfaction need not impact greatly on our affective states. An example may help to illustrate the problem, and show just how little it can matter whether we are satisfied with our lives. Consider the case of Anne, a woman whose aspirations in life have largely been thwarted. Yet her setbacks do not get her down: she is in high spirits, worries little about her troubles, is quick to laugh and slow to become sad or angry, and so forth. At the same time, Anne is no Dr. Pangloss: she fully realizes that life isn’t going at all the way she would like it to, and would prefer that things had gone quite differently in her life. Moreover, she sees little prospect for improvement. She is, in short, dissatisfied with her life, and



This is indeed part of satisfaction’s value, but the point should not affect my argument. 115 If this might be value enough, then why not consider satisfaction valuable as a correlate of actual desire satisfaction? I rather doubt it is value enough, but even if it is, the problem of cognitive-affective diver-



142 her judgments clearly reflect this attitude. But she does not dwell on the fact, and when she does think about it she feels less saddened or frustrated than simply resigned—“Oh well, that’s life.” She might even find some humor in the absurdity of it all. There is nothing bizarre or shameful about this behavior; indeed, her equanimity seems rather admirable. In short, the impact of our attitudes on our affective states can vary greatly, depending partly on the extent to which we focus on our problems, and partly on the extent to which such reflection gets to us.116 (And does Anne seem much the worse for her attitude of dissatisfaction?) Cases of serious divergence such as Anne’s not only raise worries about the value of thin satisfaction; they also undermine the descriptive adequacy of the theory.117 For instance, the life satisfaction theory holds that Anne is unhappy. Yet Anne’s tranquility and high spirits belie this characterization. Shortly we shall see that even sufferers of depression, who would seem to be unhappy if anyone is, can apparently be satisfied with their lives. To claim that depressives can be happy in any important sense strikes me as grossly counterintuitive. We must take intuitions with a grain of salt in this domain, but these are rather mundane cases and the flouting of intuition is pretty severe. At some juncture one has to wonder whether the theory just misses the point.118



gence should be matched by a similar divergence between attitude and actual desire satisfaction. See also § 5. 116 I am not claiming that just any attitude is compatible with any affective state; a Job’s dissatisfactions, for instance, could hardly fail to move any normally constituted individual. My point is just that a negative evaluation of one’s life can fail to have a seriously adverse impact on one’s affective state, and that such cases are not particularly exotic. 117 Descriptive adequacy is also a problem for thick satisfaction: by violating ubiquity, this view is strongly counterintuitive. For instance, it implies that most people could not possibly become more or less happy than they are, any more than they can become more or less benevolent monarchs: for the concept of happiness, like that of being a more or less benevolent monarch, does not apply to most people. 118 Thomas L. Carson has stressed the counterintuitive consequences of divergence (1978; 1981).



143 4.2.3



Atypical values and standards What about the other direction? How might life satisfaction fail to closely reflect



individual’s affective states? This can happen for two sorts of reasons: because the individual has (for us) unusual values or standards, or because her judgments about her life fail to adequately reflect her values and affective experience. Let’s start with values. To begin with, some people just don’t care much about their affective states, and even disvalue positive affect. Less individualistic cultures, for instance, tend to place less importance on emotional states to the extent that communal concerns are rated more significant than personal ones. Indeed, Chinese subjects in one study rated positive affect as only a little more desirable than negative, and judged the ideal level of life satisfaction to be about neutral—neither satisfied nor dissatisfied!119 As a consequence, judgments of life satisfaction in what are called “collectivist” cultures draw less on affective state than judgments in individualistic cultures, and in some countries may not correlate with negative affect at all (Suh, Diener et al. 1998). Europeans are notoriously reputed to be suspicious of happy people; in fact one prominent researcher from the Netherlands felt it worthwhile to publish a book with the provocative title How Harmful Is Happiness? a few years back (Veenhoven 1989). For that matter, it is not clear that many people even in the United States placed much importance on, much less paid significant attention to, their affective states until comparatively recently.120 The question of standards concerns the degree of value attainment that counts as satisfactory to an individual. The most obvious sorts of standards are those set by an indi-
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(Diener and Suh 1999). I have been told that my relations of a few generations back would not have understood an inquiry into their emotional states, much less figured them prominently in their assessments of their lives. I do not know whether this is true, but the preoccupation of present-day Americans with their feelings is surely more pronounced than it was in the pre-war years.
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144 vidual’s expectations and goals. But these can vary almost without limit: some people’s expectations or goals are exceptionally modest, while others have very high or downright unreasonable expectations. Consider an individual who expects little from life; someone who has been chronically depressed for many years—so long that she has forgotten what it is like not to be depressed. This person may well be quite satisfied with her life. We would certainly not expect it, but we should not be shocked either. When a good day for you is one of only slight melancholy, you are apt to set your standards down a few notches. People tend to adapt to their circumstances, and when circumstances are unfavorable it may not only be natural, but even wise, to adopt modest standards. Thus one spares oneself the additional miseries of failure when the probability of success is remote.121 Other people have extremely high standards, so that they are never satisfied with their circumstances. This kind of restless soul is always striving to do better, never allowing herself the luxury of self-approval. Though probably not the best recipe for happiness, this type of approach is often compatible with, even conducive to, an emotionally fulfilling existence. For such a person need not let her dissatisfaction get her down; rather, it spurs her on to greater achievements. In the process, her activities may yield great pleasure and considerable emotional fulfillment. Some people just have unreasonable standards, thinking themselves in need of all manner of things that have little to do with their well-being. Children, for instance: I recently heard a researcher joke about his teenage daughter’s dismal assessment of her life 121



A recent discussion of adaptation appears in Frederick and Loewenstein (1999). See also Diener et al. (1999) and Kahneman (1999). See also discussions of problems posed by “happy slave” and “sour grapes” cases for matters of welfare (e.g., (Elster 1983; Sen 1984)). Notice that adaptation can occur in many ways,



145 in a survey; when asked why, she complained that she was the only kid without cable TV at home.122 There is no reason to think that children’s—or adults’—appraisals of their lives always draw on reasonable standards. That blue-colored Game Boy may loom large in the priorities of some, but it is doubtful that their emotional well-being hangs on getting one.123 Indeed, one wonders why anybody should particularly care whether kids are satisfied with their lives. (Or, for that matter, adults.) Maybe dissatisfaction—particularly in a materialistic, advertising-rich society like our own—is a sign that parents, teachers, etc. are doing something right.124 Sometimes individuals appraise their lives by standards other than those set by their expectations and goals. Thus we might judge our circumstances by reference to those who are worst-off, or in comparison with our peers, or with the best-off, or with the best or worst we have experienced in the past, and so on. The depressed individual who takes a homeless person with bone cancer as her reference point may well take a favorable attitude towards her own life. Again, life satisfaction and affective state can diverge radically, leading to wildly implausible ascriptions of happiness and unhappiness in relatively ordinary cases and further undermining the connection between life satisfaction and value.



and that adjusting one’s standards for evaluation is not the same as changing one’s preferences. You still have the same preferences; you’re just willing to be satisfied with a lower degree of their satisfaction. 122 Actually, the researcher explained that her judgment was likely due to upset over a recent move rather than her stated reason. This seems plausible enough, but it is clear at any rate that children sometimes have unreasonable notions about what is important to their lives. 123 The example refers to the subject of a sinister ad campaign which insinuated that children’s popularity may hinge on possessing the “new” version of the game—distinguished from the old solely by its “iceblue” color. 124 Though recall my earlier remarks about the potential value of life satisfaction as a kind of endorsement. The question is whether children’s endorsement of their parents’ (and other caretakers’) efforts carries much weight. This is fairly dubious as well, although I fear that its perceived significance is growing rapidly.



146 4.2.4



Human cognitive limitations and the problem of affective ignorance How might subjects’ judgments fail to adequately reflect their experience and



values? This should be fairly obvious from the earlier discussion of judgment instability: life satisfaction, we saw, is in most cases a flimsy and evanescent thing if it is anything at all. Our judgments about our lives are constructed on the fly, based on the little information that comes readily to mind. For the most part, people rely on their immediate affective states. Such judgments are not likely to be particularly faithful to either subjects’ experience or values, except crudely—inasmuch as our immediate affective states, and the comparisons we tend to make, serve as accurate barometers of such things.125 For this reason, some researchers such as Schwarz and Strack, and particularly Daniel Kahneman, advocate replacing—inasmuch as practicality allows—life satisfaction and similar global attitudes as the measure of subjective quality of life with assessments of immediate experience (e.g., “experience sampling”, which involves obtaining many reports of current hedonic state from an individual over time, say by paging her periodically as she goes about her daily life).126 Whatever their utility for empirical research concerning trends across large samples, global judgments are clearly problematical on an individual basis. That so-and-so judges his life favorably may simply reflect the fact that he feels good at the moment (or thinks he does). We need not enumerate all the ways in which human cognitive limitations can result in divergence. However, it is worth noting some of the less obvious ways in which this can happen, since one might well think that we are at least good judges of how we feel now, and of how we felt in the recent past. But there are several important ways in 125



Notice that the role of affective state in forming judgments of life satisfaction indicates an important source of convergence between affective state and life satisfaction. I suspect that this phenomenon accounts for much, perhaps most, of whatever utility life satisfaction judgments have for studying quality of life.



147 which we can be ignorant of or mistaken about past and even present affective states— even with respect to their felt quality. I shall call this phenomenon affective ignorance. Recall the fact that people sometimes adapt to their circumstances by altering their standards. Adaptation does not occur only through the adjustment of standards, but also—among other things—due to the fact that we tend to get used to the more stable aspects of our situations. Novelties quickly become old news and lose their grip on our attention. Paraplegics eventually start thinking about things other than their injuries, and lottery winners quickly adjust to their no-longer-newfound wealth, focusing their thoughts on other things. Similarly, we should expect many of the victims of chronic stress, anxiety, or depression to eventually notice the relevant affective states less—and perhaps not notice them at all, particularly if the affects are not too intense and the onset is sufficiently gradual. A persistent low-grade anxiety may with time fade into the phenomenal background and cease to inform our assessments of our lives unless something (say, a sudden change in that state) calls our attention to it. This would be analogous to the experience of an unpleasant but steady noise that persists for days—say, a bad bearing in a refrigerator. One might cease to notice it until the sound changes or stops: “Wow, that shrieking was horrible, and I didn’t even realize it was going on until the compressor shut off. No wonder I have a headache.” Researchers have in fact found that persistent and unvarying noise gradually fades from awareness even as blood pressure levels, raised by the onset of the sound, remain elevated.127 A plausible conjecture is that the experi126



On experience sampling, see Stone, Shiffman and DeVries (1999) and Kahneman (1999). (Glass, Singer et al. 1977). Consider also the experience of a dull persistent pain. Frederick and Loewenstein report that noise is actually one of the things to which people do not seem to adapt (1999). This seems plausible for many cases, and Glass et al. do report that conscious irritation increases if the noise is intermittent. But the just-cited results, as well as anecdotal evidence, strongly suggest that adaptation to steady noise can occur. Also, notice that adaptation can be physiological: in at least that sense, people do not seem to adapt even to unvarying noise. Frederick and Loewenstein also express skepticism about 127



148 ence of these subjects is hedonically worse than before the noise began, but they no longer notice the unpleasantness.128 There is also reason to posit limits to our introspective access even to affective states to which we have not adapted. A variety of studies have found restrictions that may well apply to affective experience.129 One suggestive study compared self-reports of emotion with autonomic nervous system (ANS) activity patterns among American and Indonesian (specifically, Minangkabau) subjects after they had been instructed to engage in various emotional expressions such as smiling and frowning (Levenson, Ekman et al. 1992). Only the American subjects reported experiencing the corresponding emotions, even though ANS profiles were the same between the two groups. The Minangkabau apparently were unable to identify their emotional experiences in the absence of the usual external cues (recall the earlier remarks about collectivist cultures). Another study had sufferers of a spider phobia engage in a series of increasingly difficult interactions with spiders, from walking towards a spider in a jar to letting it walk on their hands (Arntz 1993). Those who received naltrexone, an opioid antagonist, refused to proceed with the tasks at a significantly earlier stage than those who received a placebo, indicating an enhanced fear response. Yet self-reports of fear in both groups were essentially the same at



adapting to depression and pain qua unpleasant experience, but they do not address the (admittedly difficult) questions raised here. 128 Can a state be unpleasant (or pleasant) if we fail to notice it? This is a problematical notion given that unpleasantness is typically defined in terms of our aversive reactions to stimuli. Perhaps we have unconscious (in some sense) reactions of this nature. If the present conjecture is correct, then something phenomenally salient must be going on without our recognition. Either the standard definition of pleasure is wrong, or we can fail to notice that the relevant appraisals are occurring. See the following footnote for some references that may pertain to this question. 129 For a provocative discussion of just how limited introspection can be, see the classic paper by Nisbett and Wilson (1978). Of more direct relevance is a fascinating discussion of affect-related research by Berridge (1999). See also Kahneman (1999). Robert Zajonc and his colleagues have performed a number of interesting studies (1980; 1994).



149 all stages, suggesting that naltrexone recipients experienced heightened fear but failed to notice it. None of the studies conducted to date are conclusive, since it is always possible that a given discrepancy between self-report and other indicators reflects truly unconscious processes or lapses in memory rather than unrecognized experiential processes. The results are highly suggestive, however, and other considerations mentioned above and below provide independent reasons for positing limits to introspection of even current phenomenally salient affective states. The alternative is to insist that all normal individuals are equally perceptive, indeed infallible, judges of their immediate experience. Given what we know about human cognition, it would be remarkable if this were true. Far more likely is that we sometimes notice certain affective states only to the extent that we are attuned to them, and this may vary substantially across cultures and individuals. It may be that experiential qualities are always open to introspection in principle, given appropriately directed attention and sufficiently refined sensibilities. Perhaps certain Buddhist monks and other practitioners of introspective disciplines are, or can be, infallible judges of such things. But this is a far cry from the dubious notion that such talents obtain in the general case. Consider, for instance, that sometimes we only learn of our anxiety or negative moods second-hand, through observant friends and family members. Alternatively, physical symptoms concerning muscle tension, headaches, gastric upset, and bowel movements may alert us to emotional distress that would otherwise have eluded us. And many of us have experienced those all-too-brief moments when we are blessed with feelings of profound contentment and joy that jarringly remind us of just how distant our or-



150 dinary emotional lives are from what we are capable of—and just how oblivious we normally are to that distance. (Imagine the reaction of an overworked attorney who spends several blissful weeks on a Caribbean island. She might discover that what had always seemed a rewarding way of life is in fact harried, lonely and joyless.) Self-ignorance of this last sort may result from limitations in the range of salient alternatives that come readily to mind as well from failures to notice the relevant affective states. If one’s experience has been relatively narrow—recall the chronic depressive—then that person’s “good mood” may be another’s bad one. That is, different people may appraise their affective states using quite different scales, and adaptation may involve the shifting of scales to reflect one’s recent experience (“scale norming”). Insofar as this experience is limited, we can expect some ignorance about one’s affective states to arise—viz., ignorance about their quality compared to other possibilities—compounding that generated by the limits of attention. A final form of affective ignorance derives from the imperfect workings of human memory: our recall of the felt quality of past experiences is far from perfect, and is in fact subject to fairly serious errors. For instance, the remembered quality of even a recent experience is strongly biased by the nature of its peak moment—where the intensity was greatest—and by its ending. Indeed, such “peak-end” effects, as they are called, can cause people to form preferences for less pleasant experiences over more pleasant ones (1999; Kahneman, Fredrickson et al. 1993). For instance, doctors can improve the remembered quality of a painful medical procedure by extending the procedure, but with a slightly less painful coda—that is, by adding more pain! A corollary of the peak-end effect is that people’s memories of hedonically salient experiences tend to disregard the



151 length of the episode—“duration neglect.” Thus Schwarz and Strack suggest that three years of economic hardship may not seem much worse in retrospect than one year if the peaks and ends are about the same (1999). Another striking finding indicates that many individuals diagnosed with depression forget about it not long after the episode passes. In one study, 37 percent of depressed subjects denied having been depressed when interviewed six years later (Warshaw, Klerman et al. 1991). Interestingly, subjects with the most recent depression exhibited the worst recall. From a hedonic standpoint, this is a bit like forgetting that one had cancer. Possibly affective ignorance explains in part the failure of self-reports of life satisfaction in the United States and other countries to change significantly in recent decades despite the widespread perception of an increase in stress and anxiety (Myers 1992; Myers 2000). People’s affective states might have worsened (or improved) in important ways, but perhaps processes of adaptation, resulting in affective ignorance among other things, have rendered such changes moot to our life assessments. Such adaptation occurs in many other domains—why not here? This is a particularly difficult form of divergence to study—how do we tell whether someone is accurately reporting the phenomenal quality of her experience?—but it may also be the most troubling kind. My suspicion is that such effects result in a great deal of divergence among many, perhaps even most, people. If this is correct, then many of us are seriously mistaken about the hedonic quality of our lives. 4.2.5



Bias and oversight One need not be particularly ignorant of one’s affective state to fail to take ade-



quate account of it in assessing one’s life—one might simply overlook it. Someone ob-



152 sessed with status and accumulating material goods may value pleasure as much as anyone, and may also be aware of his affective state; yet when evaluating his life, he neglects to consider it, focusing instead on such external circumstances as the extent to which he has attained his goals. (This may actually be a very common phenomenon in an achievement-oriented society like our own—possibly with the interesting consequence that the emotional states on which we place such a high premium get underrepresented in comparison with their value to us.) As I noted earlier, we can hardly consider all the relevant information in appraising our lives, and there is no reason to think that affective states cannot be among the factors we overlook. Biases arise both in interpreting information and in selecting information for consideration in forming the judgment. Certain personality types involve biases of both sorts. For instance, some people are kvetches: they like to complain. Where others see the glass as half full, they see it as half-empty. Anyone who has spent much time in the New York City environs has doubtless encountered no end of such individuals. This sort of attitude seems unlikely to improve one’s prospects for happiness on any theory (though perhaps there is something cathartic about it); but neither is it incompatible with happiness. A kvetch might nonetheless be energetic, confident, relaxed, upbeat and cheerful—just don’t ask how he’s doing: “What, are you kidding? Don’t even get me started…” This need not be a front or an act; he may, like Anne, simply be the sort of person who does not let his dissatisfactions get him down. Which is a good thing, because it takes a lot to satisfy him. Though not satisfied with his life, he appears to be quite happy. And though he might be even happier were his attitude not so negative, it hardly seems as if his dissatisfaction undermines his welfare, or has any seriously deleterious effect. On the con-



153 trary: maybe he enjoys complaining; finding fault with virtually everything, and doing so as colorfully as possible, may be something of a sport to him. Perhaps the best advice one could offer him is to keep complaining: it works. A rather different sort of individual, the Pollyanna or Pangloss, seems to notice only the good things in life, and insists on putting a positive spin on just about everything else. “Wonderful!” he invariably replies when asked to assess his life, marriage, car, whatever. Never mind how trying or otherwise disagreeable his experience is, he is going to make the best of it. Such persons often benefit greatly from this kind of boundless optimism, annoying though it may be to the rest of us. But they needn’t be happy in any credible sense, however sincere their giddy proclamations might be. Indeed, a plausible conjecture is that such optimism often arises as a defense mechanism for coping with an otherwise intolerable existence. Doubtless some of those who make a point of noting how happy, satisfied, etc. they are, are actually miserable people doing what they can to comfort themselves. Like kvetches, Pollyannas’ attitudes towards their lives may reflect significant biases in how they select and interpret the facts on which they base their judgments. Often this will result in judgments that poorly reflect their affective experience and the value such experience has for them.130 A final source of bias results form the fact that the affective impact of an event is not always proportional to the value we place on it: it is very often the little things that get us down or lift our spirits—a song, an odor, the weather, a small gesture of good will,



130



Notice that the same processes can lead to divergence between life satisfaction and one’s objective conditions as well as one’s affective states. In fact, some researchers estimate that objective conditions account for no more than ten or twenty percent of the variance in life satisfaction reports, raising doubts about the extent to which our judgments are responsive to our situations in general. (See Diener et al. (1999) for references.)



154 getting cut off in traffic, etc.131 In fact, major achievements and other significant events tend to have surprisingly little to do with it (except during a brief period, usually no more than three or four months, following the event) (Suh, Diener et al. 1996).132 Given the role of transitory affective states in driving life satisfaction judgments, this has the peculiar result that our attitudes towards our lives are often driven by things we scarcely care about: having recently found a stray dime may well count for more than, say, my striking it rich six months ago. This is not at all like the philosopher’s image of Rational Man surveying the sweep of his life and, noting the extent to which his Plan of Life is or is not panning out, rendering a solid and authoritative verdict—accompanied of course by just the right feelings. The image that comes to mind is not quite so regal.



4.3 The extent and implications of cognitive-affective divergence Considering all the different, and not particularly exotic, ways in which affect and life satisfaction can come apart, it may be surprising that they coincide as much as they seem to. In fact, the two factors are believed to correlate fairly strongly in Western societies, but not so strongly that they cannot diverge significantly. (Research instruments in this area are still rather crude, however.) One study found that daily reports of mood correlated at about 0.66 with reports of life satisfaction using the popular Delighted-Terrible (D-T) scale (Sandvik, Diener et al. 1993).133 Other research has found comparable or
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For a review of various causes of mood, see Wilson (1989). See also Schwarz and Strack’s discussion of contextual effects on mood (1999). 132 Following psychological researchers such as Paul Ekman and Robert Zajonc, Paul Griffiths has recently argued that the “basic emotions” such as fear, sadness, joy, anger, disgust and surprise are substantially modularized, operating somewhat independently of higher cognitive processes (Griffiths 1997, chapter 4). Thus, for instance, spiders can trigger intense fear despite a firm belief that they are harmless (see LeDoux and Armony (1999) for a current summary of research on fear in particular). This suggests that we should expect our affective states to reflect our values only to a limited extent. We should thus expect some divergence, given simply the way emotions work. 133 Note that this scale, which asks subjects how they feel about their lives and uses affectively charged response labels, elicits a greater focus on affective state than some other scales (Diener 1994, p. 104).



155 weaker results. Moreover, different types of affect may correlate differently with life satisfaction. A recent study, for example, found that anxiety and tension correlated with life satisfaction at only -0.17, whereas feelings of depression and dejection correlated much more strongly, at -0.46 (Pilcher 1998). Among other things, this suggests that individuals’ life satisfaction judgments may not adequately account for anxiety and tension, probably through oversight. Bear in mind that this research is largely based on self-reports of affective state. If affective ignorance is at all prevalent, the actual correlation may be substantially weaker.134 Self-reports show much weaker correlations in some other cultures. For instance, Suh et al. found in one cross-national study that the correlation of life satisfaction with positive affect ranged from .09 (India) to .45 (West Germany), and that with negative affect ranged from –.11 (Nigeria) to –.42 (Finland) (Suh, Diener et al. 1998). A second study found no significant correlation with negative affect in some “collectivist” countries such as China. But even the stronger correlations found in Western societies are consistent with substantial divergence. The picture gets worse if we look at the bottom end of the scale: Few people— just three percent in one oft-cited study involving a seven-item scale of smiling-tofrowning faces—rate their lives negatively, and the percentage of people giving their lives the most negative rating in this study was: zero (Andrews and Withey 1976). About 93 percent of subjects assessed their lives favorably (Figure 1, below).
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It also does not distinguish between central and peripheral affective states. How this might affect the validity of the results for our purposes is not clear, but it seems likely that reports primarily assess central affective states (though notice that affective ignorance may largely concern central affective states).
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Figure 1. Taken from Myers (2000).



These remarkable results are not unusual. The chart below summarizes self-reports of life satisfaction and happiness135 across 916 surveys, totaling 1.1 million people in 45 countries (Figure 2):



135



Self-reports of happiness do correlate somewhat more strongly with affective state than those of life satisfaction, but they appear to be very similar otherwise. Hence the combination of results in this chart.
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Figure 2. Taken from Myers (2000). Could unhappiness truly be such a rarity? This is manifestly implausible given rates of mental illness alone: even one of the more conservative estimates holds that about two percent of people suffer from either major depression or bipolar disorder at any given time.136 A recent text puts the rate of major depression for American adults as high as eleven percent (Preskorn 1999). And the National Institute of Mental Health makes a widely cited estimate that around 19 million adult Americans, or at least ten percent, suf-



158 fer from depressive illnesses each year (1999).137 The average untreated episode is reputed to last about six months. Notice that even if more liberal estimates are too liberal in ascribing depression, they are plausibly measuring some kind of extreme unhappiness. All this suggests that the rate of depression at any given moment is, at best, somewhere around the rate of reported dissatisfaction. Perhaps higher. Never mind other mental illnesses such anxiety disorders. Presumably some unhappy people are not clinically depressed or otherwise mentally ill. Most of them, one should think. People may be happier than we think—in fact, existing measures do indicate that a moderate predominance of positive affect is the norm138—but it would be incredible if unhappiness were that unusual. This is bolstered by the fact that most people appear to be Pollyannas: people consistently exhibit positive biases in memory and judgment, so that it is plausible that most individuals’ life satisfaction judgments overstate their experienced quality of life, including the quality of their affective states, to some degree.139 Lykken and Tellegen, for instance, found that over 86 percent of subjects rated themselves more “happy and contented” than about two-thirds of people (1996). There is more direct evidence that people are not quite so happy, however satisfied with their lives they may be. For instance, a study of 188 European subjects of varied backgrounds used on-line reports of affect gathered over a month through experience sampling (six reports per day per subject). The study found that either sadness, fear or
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(National Advisory Mental Health Council 1993). Finally, a recent Surgeon General’s report cites one-year prevalence figures for major depressive episodes from two major studies; one puts the figure at 6.5 percent (Epidemiologic Catchment Area (ECA) study), while the other claims 10.1 percent (National Comorbidity Survey (NCS)) (Satcher 1999). 138 (Diener and Diener 1996). In fact, all measures tried thus far have yielded similar results. This includes experience sampling, reports of friends and family, frequency of smiling, ability to recall positive versus negative events, and various physiological measures (Diener, Suh et al. 1997). 139 For discussion and references, see Headey and Wearing (1992), Cummins (1995), Diener and Diener (1996, p. 183), Argyle (1996, pp. 23-4), and Taylor and Brown (1988). 137



159 anger were reported 22 percent of the time (Brandstatter 1991). If these reports are accurate, the average participant experienced these emotions close to a quarter of the time.140 How happy can someone who spends several hours a day being sad, angry or afraid really be?141 If we add feelings of fatigue to the list, the frequency of negative emotions rises to 34 percent. Wolfgang Glatzer cites the notorious independence of positive and negative affect—the two factors correlate weakly—and points out that high satisfaction can coexist with significant levels of negative affect (1991, p. 264).142 In a pair of studies, he discovered that 42 to 49 percent of those rating themselves as “completely satisfied” also reported significant symptoms of anxiety and related forms of distress.143 And six to seven percent of the completely satisfied reported that they were “usually unhappy or depressed.” The possibility that affect and satisfaction can systematically diverge to a great extent was raised in Campbell et al. (1976), and Aubrey McKennell distinguished four types of people based on this observation (1978): the satisfied and happy (“achievers”), the satisfied and unhappy (“resigners”), the dissatisfied and happy (“aspirers”), and the dissatisfied and unhappy (“frustrated”). (Here ‘happy’ is construed on an affective state 140



And if the reports aren’t accurate, it is probably because they understate the incidence of these emotions. False negatives almost certainly outnumber false positives in this realm. However, note that subjects were asked at each moment to describe how they felt. A report of, say, sadness, typically means that the subject considers this the best description of how he or she feels at the moment. It need not mean that the emotion is especially pronounced. 141 This consideration strongly suggests that a mere predominance of positive affective states is not sufficient for anything plausibly called happiness. Apparently, happiness rules out even substantial minorities of negative affect. If this is correct, then the degree of cognitive-affective divergence needed to generate counterexamples to the life satisfaction theory is significantly reduced, and the number of pedestrian counterexamples that arise will multiply accordingly. Indeed, the data just cited suggest that most people might be counterexamples to the theory! 142 The relative independence of positive and negative affect was first noted by Bradburn and Caplovitz (1965). Its extent is a matter of ongoing debate. See also Diener and Emmons (1984). Lucas, Diener and Suh found that life satisfaction correlates somewhat more strongly with positive than negative affect (1996).



160 model.) The example of Anne described earlier would illustrate an aspirer (though this is not the best term for her). Perhaps in support of the Pollyanna hypothesis, Alex Michalos found almost no aspirers in a subsequent study (two out of 348 subjects), but a significant number of resigners (52, or almost 15%) (1980). The framework itself presupposes the possibility of serious divergence, and the results indicate that it is not at all uncommon.144 In a different study, moreover, reported happiness and several prominent measures of depression were negatively correlated at as little as -.38.145 Since self-reports of happiness differ from those of life satisfaction—with which they correlate strongly—mainly in being based more firmly in affective state, the correlations for life satisfaction should be even weaker.146 Worse, the very measures of depression against which self-reports of happiness can perform so poorly may themselves considerably underestimate rates of depression and other forms of mental distress. These instruments themselves rely on subject’s selfreports about various questions that are transparently aimed at assessing mental health, and hence may be subject, to a lesser extent, to many of the same sources of error that we find with life satisfaction judgments. A series of three studies comparing such instruments with the judgments of clinicians and physiological measures—heart rate and systolic blood pressure reactions to various psychological stressors such as counting backwards—found that a majority of those rated healthy by the scales were deemed to be dis-
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E.g., the two studies found 37 and 46 percent reporting “frequent spells of complete exhaustion or fatigue.” 144 See also Andrews and McKennell (1980), McKennell and Andrews (1980), and De Haes, Pennink et al. (1987). 145 Fordyce (1988a). This figure involves the popular MMPI scale. Others correlated at -.54, -.65, -.79, .73, and -.66. 146 The Michalos results also probably understate the extent of divergence, as they rely on self-reports of happiness.



161 tressed—as opposed to mentally healthy—in clinical evaluation.147 In one of the studies, for instance, 16 of 74 subjects were rated healthy by both the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) and clinical evaluation, whereas 21 of those rated healthy by the BDI were judged distressed by clinicians.148 Referred to as “defensive deniers,” the latter group of individuals also exhibited much higher coronary reactivity in response to stressors than those rated healthy by the standard scales and clinicians, and as much as double the reactivity of those rated as distressed by both other measures! They also scored higher in verbal defensiveness during the psychological stress tests, and panels of undergraduates offered evaluations of the subjects that were similar to those of the clinicians. (The proffered explanation, corroborated by other studies, is that suppressing and concealing mental distress is costly, both psychologically and physically.) It is possible both that the clinicians overestimated distress and that some of the less extreme cases of distress might qualify as happy, or at least not unhappy.149 (On the other hand, maybe some of those deemed healthy are unhappy.) But the corroboration from the physiological data, along with the highly negative appraisals for some of those classified as defensive deniers, strongly indicates that some, and possibly even most, of those rated as healthy by the self-report-based scales have serious deficiencies in their affective conditions. To the extent that such defensive deniers are satisfied with their lives—a likely prospect for some of them at least—there will be a quite radical divergence between life satisfaction and affective state. Indeed, the physiological data suggests



147



(Shedler, Mayman et al. 1993). Clinical evaluations were based on subjects’ descriptions of various memories. 148 Incidentally, BDI correlated with self-reported happiness at –0.54 in the Fordyce study (1988b). 149 For instance, someone with a traumatic childhood may be happy but susceptible to extreme distress when made to reflect on the past (though some might argue that such individuals aren’t really happy—see my discussion of fragile happiness in Chapter 5).



162 that the most distressed individuals tend to be defensive deniers. This in turn suggests that those who are most unhappy, both intuitively and according to the affective state theory, may well be satisfied with their lives. This certainly seems possible for some cases. As I noted earlier, we have all known miserable people who insisted that they were really quite happy. In fact, we may well take someone’s conspicuous proclamations of happiness as evidence that something is wrong: how many truly happy people go out of their way to call attention to it? Evidently, some people are at least thinly satisfied with their lives despite being unhappy by anyone’s lights. Indeed, it is very likely that some such people are actually depressed. Bear in mind that I am not arguing for a radical separation of cognition and affect, as if our affective states have nothing at all to do with our cognitive states (or viceversa). The foregoing is perfectly consistent with cognitive theories of emotion, and with the idea that affect typically occurs as a part of cognitively laden emotional states. (Recall, however, that moods are not, or not always, intentional states, though they are plausibly caused by intentional states in the general case.) The point is just that the relationship between affective state and a certain kind of cognitive state—that of relatively globalized appraisals—is extremely complex, and much looser than the relation needed for thin satisfaction to satisfy the prudential value requirement—or even, it seems, to be an important concern at all. Even here my thesis is consistent with the idea that such attitudes are strongly correlated with affective state. The problem is that they are not correlated strongly enough or in the right way.150
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Theodore Benditt has argued that to be happy is just to be disposed to feel satisfied with one’s life when contemplating it (1974; 1978). Supporters of such a view might argue that serious divergence will be extremely rare or nonexistent with this kind of satisfaction. The sorts of divergence documented here thus don’t count: for the judgments of life satisfaction in cases of divergence don’t involve the right sort of feel-



163 It is worth remarking that cognitive-affective divergence also poses difficulties for thick satisfaction. For this state requires a close fit between subjects’ cognitive and affective states. Where such a fit is lacking, then so, we may conclude, is thick satisfaction. Similarly, hybrid views incorporating life satisfaction as one of two or more components of happiness face the problem of what to say when the life satisfaction component points in one direction while (say) the hedonic or affective component points in the other. And would such a hybrid be useful?



5. A deeper worry: the problem of task indeterminacy 5.1 Standards Back to the question of value, with a bit of review. Consider why, apart from hedonic reasons, we might consider our attitudes towards our lives to be significant (prudentially or otherwise): because they ostensibly constitute our authoritative verdicts about how well our lives, as we experience them, live up to our standards. A favorable attitude means that, barring serious ignorance of your conditions, your life is going well enough by your standards. The appeal of this idea should be fairly obvious, given the popularity of various types of preference satisfaction theories of well-being: our lives go well for us if they meet our own standards for a good life. What better measure of this than the subject herself? Add the reasonable proviso that the subject’s verdict be appropriately grounded—e.g., in reality, and in values that are truly her own—and we have a very at-



ing; they are, perhaps, too intellectualized to count. (And Benditt has rejected the idea that serious divergence is much more than a logical possibility.) This move strikes me as psychologically implausible: why can’t even a (mildly?) depressed individual sincerely feel good about his life while contemplating it? Perhaps he considers merely being alive to be a great blessing. Indeed, maybe one way to combat depression is to step back and look at the big picture: from a broader perspective, one’s current woes may seem relatively unimportant, and such a realization may be very comforting. At any rate, this objection runs afoul of the ubiquity constraint inasmuch as it relies on the claim that people often fail to have attitudes towards their lives. Yet if it doesn’t make this claim, then divergence presumably remains a serious problem.



164 tractive criterion of well-being.151 (Among other virtues, this criterion nicely avoids difficulties with traditional preference-based theories regarding the satisfaction of preferences concerning things far removed from, and seemingly irrelevant to, the subject’s life.152 Here only what affects you affects your well-being.) Life satisfaction, thus construed, is a central aspect of well-being. But whatever one’s favorite account of well-being, it is fairly natural to suppose that life satisfaction has great value due to its connection with the extent to which our lives go the way we want them to. It is the measure of whether our standards are met. This, of course, works only if we have standards to be met. Unfortunately, we typically do not—at least, we do not have stable and well-defined standards that we apply consistently in evaluating our lives. Worse, there is no reason to think that any set of standards could qualify as authoritative, as the agent’s “true” standards. For these and other reasons, the task of evaluating one’s life is seriously underdetermined, hence substantially arbitrary. Call this the problem of task indeterminacy. I hinted at this difficulty in our earlier discussion of value, but it is worth saying more about it. For the problem is rather serious. Let’s be sporting and assume what is almost certainly false: that most people have a well-defined set of preferences that enables us to rank any given state of affairs as more, less, or equivalently preferable relative to any other state of affairs.153 Whatever happens in a person’s life, there will be a fact of the matter about how fully his prefer151



This is essentially Sumner’s theory of welfare (1996). As Sumner points out. See, for instance, Parfit’s “stranger on a train” example (1984). 153 We can qualify this in various ways, but precision isn’t necessary. We can, for instance, limit the range of states of affairs in question to nomologically possible states, states that are realistic possibilities for the subject, etc. And we can set aside worries about irrelevant “stranger on a train” preferences. For an overview of the classic psychological literature showing, among other things, that our preferences are often unstable and easily reversed, see Slovic (1990). 152



165 ences are being satisfied. Assuming that he knows how things are in his life, will his preference ordering determine how satisfied he will, or ought to, be? No: he still needs some conception of how much preference satisfaction is good enough. He needs a standard for what shall count as a satisfactory, unsatisfactory, wonderful… life. Very well, one might say: let’s refer to whatever standard is his. If this individual is like most of us, however, we won’t find any such standard. When evaluating our lives we apply a variety of standards, differing in the ones we use from occasion to occasion, and perhaps using more than one at a time.154 Recall the impact of seeing a handicapped individual on the standards people apply to their judgments. There is nothing exceptional about such cases: we are all familiar with the tendency we have to waver, over time, between appraising our circumstances by comparison with the least fortunate or with certain of our peers, or with the most fortunate: compared to A things might be going swimmingly, but compared to B—or one’s hopes, aspirations, expectations, past experience, etc.—one’s situation might be downright pathetic.155 Perhaps there is some fact of the matter about which standards we ought to use, and the wiser folk among us apply those. The problem is that many of the standards we use seem to be perfectly respectable. Maybe we should use all of them at once. But how then ought we to sum the results, which are liable to range from awful to great? The right answer seems to be that there simply is no principled means of arriving at a global judgment in this manner. Inasmuch 154



For discussion of the standards people typically use in formulating judgments about their lives, see Alex Michalos’s Multiple Discrepancies Theory (1985). He argues that much of the variance in life satisfaction judgments can be explained by reference to the use of seven different standards. 155 The standard we actually employ need not itself correspond to the “good enough” point on the scale of satisfactoriness. Using a homeless cancer victim as one’s standard, for instance, does not commit us to claiming that that individual’s condition is satisfactory. But it does set the bar pretty low. How low is an



166 as we have conceptions of the good life, this may provide some guidance, but surely such notions will either be too programmatic and vague to be very helpful, or too partial to one or another of the reasonable standards before us. Should I rate my life in comparison with the cancer-stricken homeless man, or should I instead appraise it according to some ambitious but attainable set of aspirations? Both, it would seem: when feeling glum or selfpitying, the former standards can be quite helpful in comforting me and making me count my blessings. Other times I should adopt the more rigorous standards, partly because they reflect where I want to be; and partly because using them will motivate me to do better. Research indicates that people do adjust their standards in this manner (Diener, Suh et al. 1999), and who can blame them? In other words, it seems perfectly rational and even advisable to use different standards at different times: we shouldn’t have stable attitudes towards our lives—if we have any at all—but vary them as our needs dictate.156 While it is possible to commit oneself firmly to the use of a particular standard—say, one’s expectations—it is hard to see what one might stand to gain from such a move. And can this sort of fiat confer any special authority on that standard? Would judgments using this standard thereby be more authentic, or otherwise authoritative, than judgments using some other reasonable standard, such as one’s aspirations? It is hard to see why. At any rate, most people apparently do not, and need not, restrict themselves to the use of any particular standard.157 So the question is probably moot.



interesting empirical question. Strictly speaking, what I am calling a standard is really a reference point or baseline that inclines us to use certain standards rather than others. 156 Along these lines, Schwarz and Strack (1999) discuss four different purposes for which individuals select comparison standards: self-assessment, self-enhancement (i.e., comforting), self-improvement (motivating), and affiliation (building emotional connections with others). Different strategies will be appropriate at different times. 157 To be sure, we do have reasonably well-defined standards for some things. A surgeon is not likely to be satisfied with a dull scalpel. Lives, and even major aspects of lives, are not so simple.



167 Even those who have relatively well-defined notions of what a good life for them would be like should wonder whether those ideals, and those alone, should inform their appraisals. If someone falls far short of his aspirations and leads a life that is not good by those standards, should he then conclude that his life is not at all satisfactory? In light of all those whose fortunes are so much worse than his, would this be a morally defensible judgment? There seems to be something a bit shameful, perhaps ungrateful, in the specter of someone whose needs are met rating his life poorly. (This might explain in part the rarity with which people report negative life satisfaction.) More to the point, even having a definite conception of the good life fails to resolve the problem of what standards to apply in appraising one’s life.



5.2 Time frame The arbitrariness of the standards we use is not the only source of task indeterminacy. A second source concerns the time frame one should use in formulating a judgment about how one’s life is going: The present day? Week? Month? Year? “Nowadays”? One’s adulthood? Since one got married? One’s whole life up to this point? The present “chapter” of one’s life? If so, according to what narrative, what way of telling the story of one’s life? (There will surely be more than one.) Some of these time frames are clearly more popular than others, but we do not simply confine ourselves to just one. Sometimes we might find it useful to rate our lives “these days” so as to compare them with our lives at some juncture in the past. Other times—particularly in our latter years—we may wish to assess the whole of our lives up to the present. There looks to be no principled grounds for fixing on just one of these time frames over the others (save, perhaps, as the needs of the moment dictate). They are all legitimate. We could distinguish different varieties of



168 life satisfaction based on different time frames. Nozick, for instance, distinguishes “feeling that your life is good now” from “being satisfied with your life as a whole,” where the latter refers to the entire span of one’s life (1989). But even the first notion, as Nozick points out, permits a wide range of temporal variation. Our problem crops up all over again. And which is the more important notion? Which ought to be the concern of public policy? Satisfaction with one’s life today? This year? Perhaps we should simply allow subjects to use whatever time frame seems natural. But can we meaningfully compare my spontaneous judgment of dissatisfaction (with my life this week) with your judgment of satisfaction (with your life this year)? Perhaps our judgments would converge if we fixed on the same period of time. An unseemly proliferation of happinesses looms. And they are all liable to yield different answers, often quite substantially. In fact, the impact of a given event on one’s judgment can depend on what time frame one uses. A negative event that falls within the time frame will tend to effect one’s judgment congruently. Limit the time frame so that it begins after the event, however, and it will tend to have the opposite effect on one’s judgment: in comparison with a past that includes the offending event, the present will look somewhat rosier (Schwarz and Strack 1991; 1999). This has the interesting consequence that the bad things in life can actually make us more satisfied with our lives to the extent that we associate them with the past rather than the present.158 Conversely for the good things.



158



Schwarz and Strack cite research indicating that childhood and adolescent suffering correlates positively with life satisfaction among U.S. seniors (1999). In fact, the research merely echoes ancient wisdom: Jon Elster cites the Sentences, a collection of proverbial sayings by Publilius Syrus: “The remembrance of past perils is pleasant,” and “Past happiness augments present misery” (Elster 1999, p. 23).



169 5.3 Incommensurability I have thus far assumed that our preferences are well-enough defined to determine a precise answer to the question of how extensively our lives satisfy them. But this is implausible. Of particular concern is the fact that global appraisals require us to sum over all manner of disparate, manifestly incommensurable aspects of our lives.159 For most of us, life is an intricate and confounding mixture of good and bad, pleasing and disappointing. A given individual’s personal relationships might be great but for the fact that she lives far from her friends and family and sees them rarely. Her car gives her no end of troubles; yet she is financially secure and her work is going quite well; but then again, she has a moderately painful chronic backache; on the other hand, she is in fairly good spirits, and less stressed out than most people she knows; finally, her living circumstances prevent her from pursuing a cherished hobby. Questions about standards and time frames aside, how ought she to go about evaluating her life? If she is fully aware of the task before her, she should probably conclude that she hasn’t the slightest idea. I haven’t. Perhaps she can get this close: not great, but not too bad either, and things could be a lot worse. Default to: pretty good—say, about halfway between neutral and optimal. (One wonders to what extent such reasoning explains the tendency of national averages to converge on this response.160) But this is just to make something up in the absence of a principled means of deciding. Unless one’s life is clearly dominated by positives or negatives, the difficulty of summing over such disparate and hard-to-quantify aspects of life makes the task impossi-



159



I am not claiming that the different aspects of our lives are completely incomparable, though perhaps they can be. Just that they are often difficult to compare at all, and impossible to compare in precise cardinal terms. 160 (Cummins 1995; Cummins 1998). It would be interesting to see if people’s judgments about other matters that present similar difficulties—e.g., rating how their countries are doing—fit the same pattern.



170 ble to perform in any but the crudest and most arbitrary of manners. My point here is not that the job is complex and difficult; we already knew that. Rather, the problem is that there appears to be no fact of the matter about how most of us ought to add up the various ups and downs of our lives. (This point is not uncontroversial, but it seems highly plausible.) Not that anything goes; just that many of the things that matter in life permit only the roughest of comparisons—too rough, it seems, for the purpose of meaningfully summing up a typical person’s life in a single judgment.



5.4 Summary These difficulties indicate that our values, desires, and experience of life substantially underdetermine the task of rating our lives.161 Our evaluations of our lives are therefore highly arbitrary even by our own lights, though of course we needn’t recognize this. Many, perhaps most, people who are reasonably and authentically satisfied could just as reasonably and authentically be dissatisfied with their lives. One might as well flip a coin to determine which. In reality, the decision typically appears to rest on subjects’ immediate practical demands or simply their momentary whims or habits of thought. This raises pressing questions about why we ought to take attitudes of life satisfaction seriously at all, save perhaps as tools for manipulating our emotions. This is no small worry. We have supposed life satisfaction to be important through its connection to preference satisfaction. But problems of task indeterminacy show that a given level of preference satisfaction can support a wide range of attitudes, often both positive and negative, towards one’s life. Indeed, it is quite possible to be more satisfied with a lesser degree of preference satisfaction than a higher one. You might



171 well be more satisfied on some occasions when things are going worse—for you—than on others when they are going better. This is not only possible, but probably very common. Consider, for instance, that a major survey of African Americans found stagnation or decline in objective indicators of well-being between 1980 and 1992, and self-reports of happiness likewise showed a decline.162 Reported life satisfaction, however, improved significantly over that period, apparently due to the operation of a coping mechanism (Adams 1997). Whatever the significance of life satisfaction, it can hardly be that important as a verdict on how well our lives are going for us: its connection with such facts is simply too remote, too tenuous and unreliable. The problem is not psychological, but inherent in the nature of the enterprise. It is tempting to wonder why we need to be in the business of making global assessments of our lives at all. The problem is not just with human cognitive limitations, but with the fundamental absurdity of the task, like trying to rate the goodness of a whole country. It is surely necessary to render judgments about particular aspects of our lives using particular standards as the circumstances dictate. But such appraisals are, in the general case, best viewed as quite restricted in nature: not how satisfactory one’s life is simpliciter, but simply in certain respects and in comparison with one of many valid reference points. Limited judgments like this are a far cry from attempting to render a final verdict on one’s life, not simply compared to an arbitrary reference point, but period.163 When asked to do this, a thoughtful person may be excused if she finds herself at sea. 161



I am not claiming that there is no determinate fact of the matter about whether one’s life is a good one. Perhaps there is. But this is a different question. Someone with high standards, for instance, might reasonably and authentically be dissatisfied with a “merely” good life. 162 Though hardly infallible and indeed subject to most of the difficulties that afflict life satisfaction judgments, self-reports of happiness do adhere more closely to affective state. 163 They can also respect the importance of assessing events not just singly but more holistically, as they relate to other events and as they occur in patterns of events that may span an entire life.



172 One naturally wants to know, relative to what? By what standard? Over what time frame? And how are we to add up all the disparate elements of our lives?164 We do need to look over our lives from various perspectives, some more detached and global than others. But the idea that one perspective has supreme authority is an illusion. The idea that we normally inhabit such a perspective—the idea that we typically have authoritative attitudes towards our lives—is a very dangerous illusion. Why should life satisfaction seem to be so important? I suspect that its perceived value depends substantially on misunderstanding the implications of a different value claim. We quite reasonably want things to be going well for us in fact, and we want to be aware of this.165 We don’t want our lives to be going well unbeknownst to us, even assuming such a thing were possible. Suppose this value claim is correct. Does it entail that we should want to be satisfied with our lives? No: nothing I have said in this chapter challenges the correctness the idea that it matters whether our lives go well for us and we are in an important sense aware of the fact. (Though my arguments do raise doubts about the extent to which we have well-defined standards.) We don’t need global attitudes to have such knowledge. We need only know in each case, for enough of our important preferences, that the preference is satisfied. One needs, for instance, to know that one’s friends are genuine and faithful, that one’s bank account is not empty, that one’s work is 164



The skepticism defended here may seem inconsistent with my remarks about the utility of life satisfaction judgments in motivating and comforting us. But consider someone who has recently been laid off from his job. He may well wish to ameliorate his distress by rating his problems in comparison with those of a bone cancer victim. He could do so in at least two different ways: by judging his life in this manner; or by appraising his current difficulties this way: being laid off may be bad, but it sure beats cancer. Though I did focus on the former case, I see no reason why we need to use life satisfaction judgments to perform these functions. In fact, we probably don’t: the strategy presumably works not by changing how we view our lives as a whole, but rather by altering the way we perceive our problems (or blessings). This seems more efficient anyway. Even if we did need attitudes of life satisfaction to do the job, this would clearly be an ignominious fate for so esteemed a condition.



173 indeed well done, and so on.166 On need not, in addition to all this, have some attitude to the effect that one’s life as a whole is going well (is satisfactory, or whatever). The nonglobal knowledge is enough so far as the basic value claim goes. Exercise for the reader: Explain why thick satisfaction is valuable qua attitude— and not merely or primarily qua affective state. Thick satisfaction is prudentially quite valuable, even if too rare to be an important practical concern. One might think it specifically valuable as the emotional state that reflects one’s awareness of good fortune or great success. But we don’t need to experience thick satisfaction to be in a positive affective state that reflects good fortune or success. Indeed, most such states probably do not involve thick satisfaction. At any rate, the evaluation involved in thick satisfaction is subject to all the arbitrariness that task indeterminacy brings, and may not reflect particularly favorable circumstances. So why take thick satisfaction seriously as much more than a pleasant emotional condition? Mill told us that it is better to be a Socrates dissatisfied than a fool satisfied. But then, it may be little worse to be a Socrates dissatisfied than a Socrates satisfied.



6. Subjective well-being and other hybrids Perhaps life satisfaction, though not exhaustive of happiness, nonetheless has some role to play in our best theory of happiness. As the preceding paragraph suggests, thick satisfaction can indeed be happiness-constituting even on an affective state view. But this is just because thick satisfaction is a pronounced and deep affective state, not because it involves an appraisal of one’s life as a whole. What about hybrid views, such as
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See Griffin (1986) and Sumner (1996) on what Griffin calls the “experience requirement” (which he rejects, but Sumner accepts, as a constraint on theories of well-being). 166 Notice that such knowledge does not itself amount to being satisfied with anything. The exact relation between satisfaction and knowledge of preference satisfaction is an interesting question.



174 subjective well-being, that incorporate life satisfaction specifically qua attitude? Subjective well-being accounts construe happiness as a complex state involving life satisfaction along with either hedonic or affective state, and perhaps also various particular or domain satisfactions.167 Such views face at least three problems. First, they are questionable on grounds of descriptive adequacy. On the one hand, suppose that just one factor is needed for happiness; thus merely being satisfied with one’s life is sufficient for being happy. But where there is sufficient divergence from affect—recall the satisfied depressive—we get ascriptions of happiness that strike us as patently false. Suppose, on the other hand, that happiness requires all factors to be positive, and unhappiness requires all to be negative. Yet it is quite plausible that someone might be happy though not satisfied, or even dissatisfied, with his life: recall the stoic Anne, who does not let her disappointments get her down in the least. Even more credible is the idea that someone can be unhappy though satisfied or even pleased with his life (e.g., a satisfied depressive or tortured artist).168 Second, subjective well-being is inefficient compared with affective state. Instead of requiring us to consider only subjects’ basic emotional or mood states, subjective wellbeing requires us to track a lot more (especially if it incorporates hedonic rather than affective state—see my remarks on the inefficiency of hedonism in the previous chapter). Subjective well-being had better be a lot more valuable, or otherwise significant for pedestrian practical concerns, to warrant a focus on it rather than affective state. But if, as I 167



Theorists who employ the notion of subjective well-being need not, and often do not, identify it with happiness. Sumner (1996) appears to hold something like this sort of view, though he calls his account a life satisfaction theory. On the notion of subjective well-being in empirical research see (Diener 1994; Diener and Diener 1998; Diener, Suh et al. 1997; Diener, Suh et al. 1999). Like many researchers, Diener often uses ‘happiness’ and ‘subjective well-being’ interchangeably, but he is not especially committed to the identification.



175 shall suggest in Chapter 7, affective state tracks well-being closely enough even to serve as a proxy for well-being in many cases, then it is dubious whether subjective well-being could have much to add. (Especially considering the fact that life satisfaction is the most prominent addition it makes. Moreover, those cases in which affective state does diverge significantly from well-being, such as adaptation to deprivation, should be cases in which subjective well-being fares little better.) Third and most important, subjective well-being and other hybrids appear to fare poorly with respect to the principled unity requirement, at least for the practical purposes of laypersons. The problem is this: the components of subjective well-being are significant to us for very different reasons, and to very different degrees. Yet the prevalence of cognitive-affective divergence indicates that they can diverge quite easily. It makes a big difference whether Lucia’s being happier than Carlos means that she is more satisfied with her life, or whether it means that her emotional state is more positive than his. Indeed, if the arguments in this chapter are correct, only the latter possibility is unequivocally important, and the former possibility matters mainly for its connection with the latter. The difference is all the more acute if we suppose, as we should, that the life satisfaction component of any reasonable hybrid is thin. (Otherwise a major component of the hybrid will not even be defined in most cases. Then why include it?) In short, subjective well-being and similar hybrids make happiness ascriptions comparatively uninformative: it simply isn’t very helpful to say that A is happier than B if this means only that A is more satisfied with his or her life, in a more positive affective state, or both. Subjective well-being conjoins something that matters a great deal with something that apparently



168



This proposal also faces problems related to divergence: what do we say when, as often happens, different factors point in different directions?



176 does not. From the practical standpoint of laypersons reasoning about happiness, subjective well-being seems an unprincipled, unhelpful, and unnatural conjunction of different kinds. This by no means implies that subjective well-being or other hybrids have no use. As I noted in Chapter 2, principled unity is an interest-relative notion. Subjective wellbeing may indeed be a perfectly respectable and principled kind from other perspectives, notably theoretical ones. Thus it may be useful for ethical theorists or quality of life researchers to employ a notion that encompasses all aspects of experienced quality of life, or all mental states that contribute to well-being. We may also want to use ‘subjective well-being’ as a blanket term covering the domain of psychological kinds that pertain to experienced quality of life. In the best recent philosophical discussion of happiness, L. W. Sumner has argued that welfare consists in what he calls “authentic happiness” (1996). The idea is roughly that what centrally matters for well-being is our experience of life—viz., whether we experience our lives as favorable or unfavorable: whether we are happy according to a type of subjective well-being theory. But this is conditioned on being reasonably well-informed about the conditions of our lives, and on our evaluations reflecting values that are truly ours (and not, say, manipulated by others). Given this view, a subjective well-being account of happiness makes sense: some sort of subjective well-being view does seem to be necessary if our interest is in exhaustively specifying the experienced quality of our lives. But this is a theoretical interest that laypersons pursuing happiness need not, and evidently do not, share. Sumner’s account of well-being has a lot of appeal and marks an important advance in the debate—which is probably all that really matters for his purposes—but I am inclined to believe that the conception of happiness it



177 incorporates is not, qua conception of happiness, satisfactory. (Though it is likely the strongest competitor to the affective state view.)



7. Aggregative satisfaction Thus far we have only considered views on which life satisfaction somehow incorporates a global opinion about one’s life as a whole. The assumption is, reasonably enough, that to have an attitude towards one’s life one ought at least to have an opinion about it. I don’t see how anything deserving the name ‘life satisfaction’ could fail to meet this rather undemanding requirement. And as we saw earlier, the restriction is not at all arbitrary or merely verbal: life satisfaction is importantly a global verdict on one’s life; it is supposed to be the final arbiter of whether your life is going well for you or not. It ostensibly brings your priorities directly to bear on the varied aspects of your life and binds them together in a uniquely authoritative verdict. Thus we get a view of the big picture, and avoid reducing our lives to a series of disconnected episodes. And we let the subject decide how it all adds up: the subject’s own values determine not only the individual quality of each aspect of her life, but also the overall quality of the whole. Drop the global opinion in favor of more particularized ones, and we lose the broad perspective. More importantly, we lose an important dimension of subjectivity: somebody— perhaps even the subject himself—must add it all up for him, presumably imposing some standard, one-size-fits-all scheme for aggregating the assorted bits. It is difficult to see how any scheme can possibly fail to be arbitrary (recall, just for starters, the problem of incommensurability). It certainly won’t reflect the subject’s priorities, or else we wouldn’t have the task indeterminacy problem. Finally, what are we to say when a subject does have a global attitude that conflicts with the results of our aggregation? If we



178 disregard the latter here, then why should we consider it an adequate substitute for a global attitude in other cases?169 This much granted, the fact remains that we apparently aren’t entitled to posit global opinions of the sort that anyone should much care about. So perhaps we should consider views that don’t require a global opinion, views that instead identify happiness with some aggregate of subjects’ non-global attitudes towards the things in their lives. Call this aggregative satisfaction. This sort of view looks unpromising already, but it does appear to have some foundation in commonsense psychology. Thus we talk of someone’s being generally contented, or discontented, or satisfied or pleased in general with things in her life. Such talk does not seem to require that the subject have a specifically global opinion about her life. It appears rather to summarize the general tenor of the subject’s state of mind, signaling the extent to which she has important satisfactions or dissatisfactions. I shall consider three versions of this view in turn. Because all of them face the serious problems inherent in aggregation that I already mentioned, the discussion will be a bit cursory. I will not try to prove them unworkable, only to indicate the gravity of the difficulties facing them.



7.1 Domain satisfactions To begin with, we can aggregate subjects’ attitudes towards the things they regard as important. Following the psychological literature, I will refer to these things as domains: major aspects of our lives. We aggregate domain satisfactions. Here we consider the extent to which people are satisfied with their jobs, marriages, friendships, leisure activities, income, progress towards important goals, dating frequency, and so on. The exact
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Sumner, among others, makes some similar points (1996, p. 148; 2000, p. 14).



179 content of the list is liable to vary from one individual to the next. Different people have different goals, and value different things. This view inherits the defects of both global and aggregative satisfaction. For what it aggregates is simply a bunch of attitudes that are, in form, just like global life attitudes. Thus it is questionable whether the relevant attitudes are even defined in all the domains important to a given subject. We should hardly be surprised to find that judgment instabilities infect reports of leisure or work satisfaction. (Do most people really have stable opinions about the satisfactoriness of their leisure activities?) Though this is probably less severe in the domain than in the global case, any problems are magnified by the number of attitudes required. Can we plausibly say that someone is generally satisfied with the important things in his life if he lacks any attitude at all towards some of the most important things? And how seriously should we take the aggregate of labile attitudes? Cognitive-affective divergence also threatens, though perhaps to a lesser extent: if a depressed individual judges his life favorably, why shouldn’t he judge most of the important aspects of his life favorably? What if he is only depressed about his job, but is otherwise satisfied? Maybe just one or two negatives can undermine a positive aggregate, but then we should wonder how many people are going to wind up happy on such an account. (I shall consider a related proposal momentarily.) Perhaps the most serious problem this view inherits from the global view is task indeterminacy: again, our preferences with regard to the important things in our lives will seriously underdetermine how we ought to rate them. Moreover, there seems no way of ensuring uniformity in the way we resolve this indeterminacy: for instance, a choice of standard for rating one’s job—say, the situations of one’s officemates—will not dictate



180 which standard to use in rating one’s leisure activities. We will thus be aggregating a number of variously arbitrary attitudes. The connection between the resulting aggregate and the subject’s values will, as a result, be unclear.



7.2 Particularized active satisfactions More promising in some ways is to focus not on relatively abstract evaluations but on subjects’ strongly felt desires, likes and dislikes. Someone who desperately wishes to get out of a marriage, hates his job with a passion, and otherwise seriously dislikes and wants to change important parts of his life, is not someone whom we would call satisfied—or, for that matter, happy. Conversely, someone who wants nothing more than to be doing what she is doing, living where and with whom she is living… certainly seems to be satisfied in some sense, not to mention happy.170 Never mind whether these individuals have stable global attitudes of life satisfaction. This idea is roughly that of contentment: a natural thought is that to be contented is, at least, to lack any pressing desires to change, or dislikes concerning, important aspects of one’s life. Discontentment, by contrast, consists in having just such desires and dislikes. Call these particularized (as opposed to global or domain) active satisfactions and dissatisfactions. This proposal benefits by reducing the difficulties of aggregation: here we just look of the presence of affectively prominent satisfactions and dissatisfactions. Perhaps these must also concern things that the subject considers to be especially important, but someone completely obsessed with changing what she acknowledges to be a minor aspect of her life appears to be just as discontented as if the object of her fixation were something she believed important. We plausibly do have an interest in identifying the extent to



181 which people have active satisfactions and dissatisfactions: the present concept of satisfaction is a legitimate and worthwhile notion. We can even, if we want, call it a kind of happiness. But what makes this notion more tractable than its relatives is precisely what limits its significance. We skirt worries about aggregation only omitting crucial aspects of the subjective point of view. In short, we may have all manner of quite serious satisfactions and dissatisfactions that aren’t active, that don’t weigh constantly on our minds. Indeed, if we are normal and sane, we will have plenty of such attitudes. Many of our greatest dissatisfactions in life—e.g., dead friends and relatives, past mistakes and failures, missed opportunities, sacrifices made, even current poverty—are not objects of current concern, or aren’t things we can do anything about. Some of the worst things in life just aren’t worth worrying about. And many of the best things we take for granted or, at any rate, cannot afford constantly to dwell upon. Our active satisfactions and dissatisfactions typically relate only to current concerns—things that demand a response—and not all of those either. In short, the present notion of satisfaction is not a measure of how well our lives are going for us, but merely of the things that are most strongly on our minds. Qua evaluation, it lacks anything like the scope, and hence importance, that makes life satisfaction seem like such an appealing ideal. Perhaps it is important qua affective or motivational state. Its motivational salience surely explains a lot of our interest in the notion. But it is hard to imagine how that could explain why we prize happiness the way we do. Qua affective state, this kind of satisfaction is also significant: someone who is seriously dissatisfied in this sense proba-
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This corresponds roughly to Nozick’s second sense of ‘happy’: feeling that your life is good now (1989).



182 bly will not be in an especially positive emotional condition. Indeed, I would suggest that this is precisely why we find it natural to characterize people thus satisfied as happy. But if this is why we care about this kind of satisfaction, then why not simply go in for an affective state theory? That way we get a much more complete picture of subjects’ affective states, including, e.g., moods and other affective states that aren’t involved in major satisfactions or dissatisfactions. Finally, notice that this sort of satisfaction is primarily negative. People frequently obsess over problems; they rarely fixate on the good things in life.171 Though we certainly do experience various moments of being actively pleased with things, or consciously wanting nothing more than to be doing what we are doing right now, these tend to be just that: moments. While the present notion of satisfaction seems to allow for higher highs than that of contentment, it will for the most part share in the liabilities of contentment as an ideal: it simply isn’t very ambitious. Like contentment, most cases of happiness will prove to be little more than the absence of serious dissatisfactions. Either that or happiness will be a rare and fleeting phenomenon indeed.



7.3 Particularized passive satisfactions So much for emotionalizing satisfaction. If we are to identify happiness with some kind of satisfaction, we shall need to stick to versions that can function as more or less comprehensive evaluations of the various aspects of our lives. The only remaining option, it seems, is to retain the focus on particularized, rather than global or domain, sat-
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Consider the case of Santiago, Hemingway’s fisherman in The Old Man and the Sea. As I discuss in Chapter 6, the unreflective Santiago is clearly a happy man. Perhaps he is also satisfied with his life, though he seems likely to be among those without any real opinion on the matter at all. But it would be a stretch to describe him as actively pleased with his life, or with things in it. He is too caught up in living to think about such things. Indeed, that is probably a main point of the story. Cf., in this connection, the notion of flow (Csikszentmihalyi 1990).



183 isfactions, but drop the requirement that these satisfactions be active. Call these particularized passive satisfactions. We now aggregate the totality of subjects’ various likes, dislikes, and desires concerning things in their lives, whether these are emotionally or motivationally salient or not. Difficulties of aggregation return with a vengeance: instead of my overall evaluation of my job, for instance, we count my being pleased at getting a raise, displeased at getting a smaller raise than Rodriguez, pleased about the view from my office window, annoyed about the flickering light in my office, pleased that it doesn’t flicker as badly as those of my colleagues, glad that they added fresher tomatoes to the salad bar at the cafeteria… and so on, ad nauseum. It is not at all apparent how we are supposed to arrive at a meaningful summary of the totality of such attitudes. What is the general tenor of Greta’s likes and dislikes concerning the varied things in her life? Positive, neutral, or negative? If positive, how positive? Positive enough that she qualifies as happy? Happier than last year? How do we even enumerate a person’s likes and dislikes? Perhaps a resourceful life satisfaction theorist can find a credible means of answering such questions. But the prospects don’t look good from here. (And don’t just focus on the easy cases: people whose lives are patently wonderful or awful. Look at the usual case, with all its ups and downs.) A further difficulty might arise concerning the fact that this view gives full weight to satisfactions that never enter the subject’s mind: an important regret, for instance, may have been causally inert for twenty years, having no bearing whatsoever on the subject’s affects or motivations. Yet it may be just as relevant to her happiness, on this view, as an equally major regret that has been weighing heavily on her mind for months. This is a bit worrisome—certainly with respect to the causal



184 depth requirement. Finally, one wonders how useful the notion of satisfaction, thus understood, would be. How would we determine how satisfied someone is in this sense? There is an awful lot of psychological ground to cover. Maybe it would just be easier largely to bypass the attitudes and mostly look at how things have, in fact, been going relative to what we believe the individual wants. But life satisfaction seems to be significant in part because it ostensibly supplies us with a conveniently compact, accessible and authoritative verdict on the subject’s life. Satisfaction of this sort seems baffling more than informative.



8. Conclusion We cannot rule out that satisfaction or hybrid theorists will find some way around the problems noted in this chapter. But as things now stand, the life satisfaction theory and its close relatives seem very unlikely to yield a philosophically primary notion of happiness—or even, for that matter, an important secondary notion. The alternatives would have to be even worse, and then we should conclude that happiness just isn’t a major life concern. Attitudes of life satisfaction may have some place in the inventory of desirable mental states—e.g., as devices for motivating and comforting us—but nothing like the place we normally reserve for happiness. In what remains of this chapter I shall assume that some sort of affective state theory of happiness is correct. It would make little difference if we assumed hedonism instead. The conclusions for which I have argued are significant for at least three reasons. First, it matters a great deal what we think happiness is, simply because we attach enormous value to it and different conceptions of happiness can lead us to pursue very different things in life. Someone who thinks that happiness is a matter of being satisfied with



185 one’s life may well conclude that she will be happy so long as she gets whatever she happens to want in life and is glad that she got it. As we have seen, however, this belief may in many cases be dangerously mistaken. People tend in the long run to be satisfied with their lives come what may,172 and it is plausible that they are often satisfied even when not happy. Similarly, a person may think she’s happy even when she is not. Moreover, someone who holds this sort of view may be less discriminating in selecting his ends, choosing to pursue whatever he happens to want. After all, if one’s aim is to be satisfied with what one has, the most obvious indicator of what that is will be whatever one wants. (Or so people may think.) By contrast, someone who takes happiness to consist in affective state may well attend more carefully to such matters as her moods, anxiety level, etc., and to some extent make choices that better suit her affective nature. Mistaken belief in the life satisfaction theory can seriously hinder our happiness, detracting significantly from our quality of life. (Recall the tale from the end of Chapter 1.) It can also have undesirable ramifications for public policy: consider again the aforementioned study of African-American attitudes and living conditions over the 1980s. Objective living conditions and self-reported happiness both worsened over that period, whereas reported life satisfaction improved. While the life satisfaction data themselves are interesting, policymakers would be badly misguided to take them seriously as indicators of experienced quality of life given the other results. The potential consequences of such an error would be hard to overstate. There might be good reasons for gathering data on life satisfaction, perhaps as a cheap way of getting at more important but harder to measure variables. (Maybe it correlates better than other measures with ac-
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For recent discussion, see Veenhoven (1994), Myers and Diener (1995), Diener et al. (1999), and Argyle (1996).



186 tual preference satisfaction.) But we ought to exercise caution in how we interpret such information. Where possible, researchers should probably focus their attention on more direct measures of important quantities such as affective state. Second, some deep-rooted assumptions about the relation between cognition and affect have turned out to be seriously mistaken. Our judgments about the quality of our own lives turn out not to have nearly the authority we tend to think they do. Indeed, they are often badly unfaithful to our experience, values and standards (such as they are). We are not, in other words, the authoritative judges about our lives, or even our experience, that we typically take ourselves to be. Far from it. Nor do we normally possess any sense of ill- or well-being into which self-reports might tap. Partly as a result of these concerns, our affective states and our attitudes towards our lives—inasmuch as we have any—often diverge, sometimes radically. And our judgments about our own happiness are highly fallible, even on an affective state or hedonistic account. Thinking you’re happy doesn’t mean that you are. Everyone thinks they are happy.173 Moreover, the state of being satisfied with one’s life is often rather different from what we would expect, and sometimes is not a desirable or even pleasant condition at all (on a thin conception). These conclusions suggest that some revision of our self-image may be in order: the traditional view of the human as rational animal appears in one important respect to be something of a myth. What makes most happy lives worthwhile from the inside is not the subjects’ authoritative verdicts. Indeed, our global appraisals of our lives usually amount to no more than highly fallible and somewhat arbitrary guesses, and derive largely from how we happen to feel at the moment. Not so much of an advance over the dumber brutes, one would think.



187 Third, it turns out that life satisfaction does not play the role in determining our quality of life that we typically think it does. Quite apart from the question of happiness, we have seen that life satisfaction is not nearly as important as we tend to assume. It is also far less stable and well-defined a state in most people than one would expect. If the reader still wants to construe happiness according to the life satisfaction theory, fine: I have little interest in fighting over the word. We’ll adopt instead a highly deflationary view of the importance of happiness, and fix in our minds something quite different from happiness as one of our chief prudential goals instead. Either way, we would be well advised to conceive of the good life rather differently from what has become customary in recent decades. For there is a lot more to life than being a satisfied customer. Just about everything, it appears.
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Well, just about. See Figures one and two.
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Chapter 5 A Theory of Happiness (and Maybe Depression) There is that in me—I do not know what it is—but I know it is in me . . . I do not know it—it is without name—it is a word unsaid, It is not in any dictionary, utterance, symbol . . . Do you see O my brothers and sisters? It is not chaos or death—it is form, union, plan—it is eternal life—it is Happiness. Walt Whitman174 1. Introduction Our aim is mostly to learn something about the nature of happiness, but consider first a rather less salubrious condition of the mind: depression. What kind of a state is depression? A “mood state,” it is sometimes said, and this seems plausible enough as far as it goes. But what kind of mood state is it? A mood? No: To suffer from depression is not merely to experience a kind of bad mood. Depression lasts days, months, sometimes years, and over that time a depressed individual may experience any number of distinct moods, not all of them bad. (Indeed, depression sometimes involves lability of mood (Parkinson, Totterdell et al. 1996, p. 109).) Whatever depression is, it must be a longer-lived condition than a mood. Perhaps it must also be deeper, in some sense. And it will not do simply to call it a disorder, since its less severe manifestations are not disordered. (There is, in most cases, nothing pathological about the temporary depression that follows the death of a loved one.) At any rate, this just dodges the ontological worry even when depression is disordered: what kind of state is it, such that it is a disordered example of such a state? Unlike such conditions as



189 phobias and bipolar disorder, we cannot analyze it away as a disposition to experience certain psychological states from time to time; it appears rather to be some sort of occurrent psychological phenomenon in itself. To know that someone is depressed is to know something about how her emotional life is, not simply how it is prone to be at times. There looks to be no place in our emotional taxonomy for depression. We have the categories of emotion, mood, trait, and others, but to my knowledge there is no currently recognized category into which depression fits. I suggest, tentatively, that we refer to the unnamed category to which it belongs as that of thymic states, from the Greek for the aspect of the soul involved in emotion (thymos). Further discussion of this move will follow in due course. The question arises whether there might be other thymic states. Of particular interest is the possibility that depression has more agreeable counterparts. I think that it has at least one: happiness. In what follows I shall outline and defend a theory of happiness so construed. Loosely speaking, happiness consists in having a sufficiently positive emotional state in its deeper respects—or, more precisely, a sufficiently positive thymic state. Since this part of the emotional realm is so difficult and so poorly understood, the prospects for arriving at a final theory right out of the gate are dim. Consider this an exploratory inquiry.



2. Preliminaries I began this chapter with the topic of depression because we at least have a vague intuitive grip on what depression is, and it is plausible that something definite answers unambiguously to the name. With happiness, by contrast, we are not at all sure that there
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From “Song of Myself,” in Leaves of Grass.



190 is anything definite to which the term refers, even ambiguously. The term is certainly ambiguous, as we have seen. Be that as it may, we can distinguish a common, indeed dominant, sense of ‘happiness’ corresponding to the state that interests us here. To clarify what I’m after and refresh the reader, I shall repeat the litany of paradigm cases cited in Chapter 2. Consider first the fact that someone might, over a period of time, be depressed, despondent, beset with anxiety, “stressed out”, seething with rage, overwhelmed by fear, worried sick, alienated, heartbroken, grief-stricken, lonely, in low spirits, burdened with shame, overcome with boredom, deeply dissatisfied with life, haunted by a sense of dread or by feelings of emptiness, or simply be melancholy. A more fortunate individual might, by contrast, be in high spirits, joyful, exhilarated, elated, jubilant, carefree, deeply contented, at peace, deeply satisfied or pleased with her life, or blessed with a profound sense of fulfillment or well-being. Persons of the former sort we naturally deem unhappy, while those of the latter we call happy. I believe a single account can do justice to these cases.



3. The affective state theory 3.1 A first approximation What is it that makes the paradigm cases instances of happiness?175 The most obvious feature they share is their emotionality. Though highly pleasant, the pleasures involved are specifically emotional, and not (say) sensory pleasures. Attitudes of life satisfaction are prominent in some of the cases, but have little to do with most of them. I propose, as a rough first approximation, that for a person to be happy is for her to be in a sufficiently positive, versus negative, emotional or affective state. (For various reasons—
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For brevity, I shall usually omit mention of unhappiness and restrict discussion to happiness.



191 partly to avoid confusion with life satisfaction views—I shall generally use the terminology of affective rather than emotional states, and refer to the current theory as an affective state view. Little of substance hangs on the matter, however.) This formulation is extremely vague, so we need to make a number of refinements.



3.2 Central versus peripheral affective states 3.2.1



Not all affective states count Though I am unaware of any philosophical proponents of an affective state the-



ory, empirical researchers often appear to equate happiness with affective state.176 Those who do so seem to take an inclusive view of the relevant affective states: all affective states count. And because they evidently do not distinguish hedonic and affective state, it looks as though they take all pleasures to count as well. As I explained in Chapter 3, the latter move is mistaken. The inclusion of all affective states as such also looks to be ill-advised. Consider the mild annoyance one might experience on accidentally dropping a letter while bringing in the mail. The reaction is certainly affective, but it is mild, superficial, and transient. Similarly, imagine one’s pleasure at correctly guessing a simple word in a crossword puzzle. Or one’s barely perceptible displeasure at seeing a garishly painted house while driving. We undergo countless minor episodes like these throughout each day, and they surely comprise the great majority of the affective states we experience. They also appear to be orthogonal to the question of how happy one is. Though one is irritated at having to stop and pick up the dropped letter, we would not conclude from this that one’s happiness is thereby diminished, even for a moment. One is just as happy as one was to begin with.
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Cf., for instance, Cummins (1998), who points out the frequency of this practice.



192 Might the brief duration of the event be misleading our intuitions here? Not likely: it is not just that any particular minor emotion is irrelevant, but even the whole pattern of such emotions over time appears to be. We would certainly expect that someone who underwent an unrelenting succession of minor irritations would not be very happy at the end of it all, but this expectation is based not on the aggregation of particular emotions but rather on the likely effect of these emotions on some deeper aspect of one’s psychology: one’s mood, perhaps inter alia. Maybe the petty character of these emotions leads us astray. That is, perhaps they do impact on our happiness, but so insubstantially that our intuitions fail to register the difference. Yet consider that even the slightest change in one’s mood over time plausibly amounts to a difference in happiness. Something that lastingly elevates one’s mood, however little, makes one that much happier.177 Our intuitions about happiness thus do not appear to be insensitive to small differences. To be sure, such intuitions as these are not so strong as to be irresistible, and some readers might not share them at all. We must use special caution in drawing conclusions based on such intuitions given the extraordinary degree of confusion surrounding lay conceptions of happiness. We shall see, however, that there are principled grounds as well for placing restrictions on the range of affective states that count towards happiness. 3.2.2



Centrality and emotional disposition What of the affective states that matter? How are we to distinguish them? Lay



practice interestingly recognizes a distinction concerning the depth or centrality of affect. This distinction comes up in a variety of ways. Sometimes we are quite direct about it,



193 noting how deeply something touched us, the depth or profundity of emotion it aroused, etc. We also use broadly anatomical metaphors, ranging from the viscerality of “gutwrenching,” upwards to “heart-rending”, all the way to the ethereality of impacts on one’s spirit or soul (e.g., “soul-crushing”).178 The most interesting class of metaphors used to make the distinction hint at a difference between affective states that do, and do not, constitute a change in the person herself. Thus do we talk of something’s not just amusing or annoying you, but “getting to you,” “bringing you down,” “lifting you up,” “moving” you, and so forth. Conversely, something might just “bounce right off you”: whatever emotional reaction you have is small, swift, and quickly forgotten. This sort of language is not careless metaphor; it signifies a genuine, and important, distinction in our emotional lives. I propose to call the deeper sort of affective states central, the shallower ones peripheral. This way of putting things gibes nicely with the idea that some affects hit closer to home, so to speak, than others—they constitute in some sense changes in us, and are not just things that happen to us. This is because the central affective states concern an individual’s disposition, and while they last amount to what are much like short-lived alterations in one’s temperament, or personality. For example: To be in an irritable mood is surely to be, for its duration, less happy than one would otherwise be. For something to cause such a mood is one way for it to get to one. And to be irritable is in some sense to be (to be like, to take on the persona of?) a certain sort of person for that time: a crank, a sorehead, an ill-tempered grouch.
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At least, insofar as mood has anything at all to do with happiness. Those whose intuitions favor the life satisfaction theory may not agree. We shall see later that the affective state view is preferable quite apart from intuitive considerations. 178 Thus did the musician Bob Marley implore a lover to “satisfy my soul.”



194 More generally, I propose that central affective states dispose subjects to experience certain emotions rather than others. While in a depressed mood, for instance, an individual will likely find little pleasure in what happens, will tend to look on the dark side of things, and will more likely be saddened by negative events.179 The elated person, by contrast, will exhibit the opposite tendencies. And someone afflicted by anxiety will tend to multiply and exaggerate potential threats, experience greater upset at setbacks, and be more prone to experience fear and perhaps anger. Whereas a more serene individual will tend to take things in stride, see fewer causes for anxiety, worry less about perceived threats, etc. All of these examples involve affective states that are clearly central or deep if any are, and such states are manifestly of direct relevance to the question of how happy one is. Notice also that all of these states permit a natural extension in terms of personality traits: thus we have depressive, anxious, serene, and joyful or cheerful (or, for that matter, happy) personalities. We do not speak of annoyed or amused personalities. Finally, contrast these states with the clearly peripheral ones: neither the mild irritation expressed at dropping the letter nor the trivial pleasure felt at solving a minor part of a puzzle or seeing a pretty house have any (immediate) impact whatsoever on what other emotions one is likely to experience. At best, such emotions might cause other affective states that do comprise one’s emotional disposition—e.g., by causing one to be in a good or bad mood. But this is importantly different from the impact of central affective states: part of what it is to be in a depressed, elated, or serene mood is to have certain emotional dispositions. The relation is constitutive, not causal.
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Depressed and sad moods, though related, are not the same thing. Depression involves a kind of psychic lethargy or inactivity. It arguably contrasts most clearly with states of high energy, or maybe high spirits, versus joy or elation. Thanks to Rob Woolfolk for alerting me to the distinction.



195 3.2.3



Other aspects of centrality Besides their dispositionality, we can identify at least four other hallmarks of cen-



tral affective states. First, and partly as a consequence of their dispositionality, they are productive: they have many causal consequences—generating other affective states, initiating various physiological changes, biasing cognition and behavior, etc. Second, such states tend to be persistent: when they occur, they generally last a while. Third, the relevant affective states are often pervasive: they are frequently diffuse and nonspecific in character, tending to permeate the whole of consciousness, and serving to set the tone thereof. They are often said to color our experience of life. (This feature no doubt accounts in part for the productivity of central affective states.) Finally, they tend to be profound: that is, they are phenomenally (i.e., felt as) deep, and often visceral in feel. This seems to be part of what we have in mind when we speak of something’s “getting to” us, bringing us down, or lifting our spirits, or bringing about a deep sense of joy, contentment, sadness, anxiety, etc. It is perhaps the dimension that most motivates talk of happiness as a condition of the soul or spirit. Contrast such states with that of orgasm: while manifestly intense, this state may not always feel particularly deep or emotionally profound, but rather strike us as a relatively superficial pleasure that fails to move us. (Thus we should not confuse centrality with intensity.) Likewise, one’s passing annoyance at a child’s spilled drink certainly appears to be affective, but it is hardly profound. To the extent that an affective state manifests some or all of these five characteristics—particularly dispositionality—it is a central affective state. Insofar as it lacks them, it is peripheral. This is rather vague, but it seems pointless to seek complete precision absent further guidance from scientific research into the psychology, neurophysiology, and evolutionary history of emotional states. Armchair theorizing can only take us so far, and



196 scientific theorizing about these matters is still in its early stages. The foregoing should be precise enough for our purposes. 3.2.4



Central affective states and mood It is revealing that every example of a central affective state described above in-



volves a mood, or something plausibly characterized as such. In fact, I shall conjecture that all central affective states are in some sense mood states, and vice-versa. But only “in some sense”: some emotions are not plausibly viewed as moods, yet are clearly central: for instance, the emotion of joy one experiences on hearing good news, and that of grief felt on learning of a loved one’s passing. These emotions certainly manifest the characteristics of central affective states, and we should include them as such. Moreover, they are plausibly happiness-constitutive. And yet, while not moods, they do appear to be mood-constituting: during the episode of joy one’s mood is certainly elevated—how could joy not involve an elevated mood?—and during grief it is sad or depressed. Such peripheral affects as a passing annoyance, by contrast, look to have no direct impact on one’s mood at all. (This is very much like the point made earlier about the nondispositionality of peripheral affective states.) At the same time, it is plausible that all moods and mood-constituting emotions are central. Thus we find, apparently, that all central affective states are either moods or mood-constituting emotions, and vice-versa. This conjecture may not survive further investigation. Some of what I would classify as central affective states may not fit the mood picture so well: anxiety, relaxation, contentment or tranquility, feeling stressed, boredom, the listlessness or lethargy that characterizes depression (and the sense of energy or vigor or “being alive” with which it contrasts), the sense of emotional compression or “smallness” that often afflicts those



197 caught up in a meaningless rat race, and the sense of “flow” that comes with losing oneself in challenging activities such as sailing a boat.180 All of these seem to be affective phenomena, and they appear to be central (and relevant to the question of happiness). Consider that they all dispose us to experience certain emotions more, others less. They are also pervasive, productive, persistent, and in some sense profound. Whether these are truly mood phenomena will depend ultimately on our best theory of moods.181



3.3 Mood bases 3.3.1



The importance of mood propensities We have thus far refined our affective state theory of happiness into a central af-



fective state theory: to be happy is for one’s central affective states—one’s moods and mood-constituting emotions182—to exhibit a sufficiently favorable balance of positive over negative.183 Perhaps this is all we need. But the story still seems incomplete: happiness, at least in its prototypical instances, appears to involve something deeper and more continuous. As things stand now, happiness is a simple function of one’s aggregated particular moods and mood-constituting emotions. Nothing at all, as far as happiness goes, connects the various moods with each other. The theory thus fails to distinguish cases in which a predominance of positive mood results purely from a fortunate confluence of positive events from cases in which this results from an underlying endogenous condi-
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I owe the example to Jerry Fodor (though he may not endorse the use to which I am putting it). The term ‘flow’ comes from Csikszentmihalyi (1990). 181 Recent philosophical accounts of mood appear in Lormand (1985; 1996), Griffiths (1997). I largely agree with these authors about the dispositionality and objectless character of mood, but I differ in holding that moods typically have non-dispositional, phenomenal aspects. See also Armon-Jones (1991). For overviews of scientific work on moods, see Ekman and Davidson (1994), Frijda (1993), Morris (1999), and Parkinson et al. (1996). 182 For brevity, I shall often assimilate the mood-constituting emotions to moods, mentioning only the latter. 183 I shall have more to say about the nature of the balance, and the meanings of ‘positive’ and ‘negative’, later.



198 tion. Yet it is natural to think of happiness as a lasting condition. Indeed, we might want to explain a given individual’s predominance of positive mood as a consequence of his being happy—as opposed to, say, the result of a series of congenial events. And one of the benefits of being happy is not just that one happens to experience a lot of positive moods, but that one tends to, is prone to, experience such moods. Negative events are therefore less likely to generate bad moods. When a bad mood does come along, the happy individual can expect a quicker return to good spirits than someone who is not happy. The happy person thus exhibits a highly desirable kind of emotional resilience. This propensity to experience certain moods also enables us to predict the moods of happy individuals; thus are we more eager to make plans to visit with friends we know to be happy than with those who are not. And the knowledge that some activity will not merely be pleasant but actually make one happier warrants the prediction that its hedonic payoff will extend well beyond the time of the activity itself. Happiness, then, appears to involve not just subjects’ moods, but also their dispositions to experience moods.184 The point is clearer in the case of depression, which is presumably not just a bad mood, nor a series of bad moods, but rather a type of psychological state that is most naturally, if vaguely, described as a condition. In typical instances of depression, it is not simply the case that one happens to be in a depressed mood a lot of the time, as if it were a coincidence that one’s low mood today mirrors that of yesterday. (Maybe each day began with a separate piece of bad news.) Something deeper is happening. Thus the depressed individual’s present good cheer is tarnished by the knowledge that it will soon give way to despair, as if some hidden force is dragging
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And other central affective states, for that matter. I do not expect every reader to be convinced just yet. If not, read on and see how it all hangs together. See also the discussion of “present-anchoring” in § 3.4.6.



199 one’s spirits ineluctably downward.185 This sort of phenomenon is quite common with depression, whose sufferers often experience diurnal cycles in their moods. And most if not all people experience daily, weekly, and perhaps longer cycles in mood.186 In fact, the existence of daily, weekly, and other mood cycles, along with the fact that these can vary with the circumstances, may be the most obvious evidence in the literature for the existence of variable mood propensities. Though I am unaware of any explicit discussions of mood propensities among philosophers or empirical researchers, discussions of mood dynamics often rely tacitly on something like this notion. After all, no one is supposing that moods are rigidly fixed by cycles; rather, our dispositions to experience various moods evolve in cyclical fashion. Dynamical systems approaches to mood, for instance, conceive of an individual’s mood state as a point in a multidimensional state space, where each dimension represents a variable parameter. Certain points or regions in these spaces are attractors—configurations towards which subjects’ mood states naturally tend to gravitate. (E.g., the attractor for a depressed individual’s mood state will be somewhere in the region of depressed mood.) Moods can deviate from this configuration in response to particular events, but over time they will tend to converge on it. If you want to know what an individual’s mood propensity is, you consult the shape of her (mood) state space: where are the attractors? As her mood propensity varies—as it surely will—so will the location of the attractors.187 We should not restrict our talk of mood
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For a bracing account of the experience of depression, especially this aspect of it, see Styron (1992). See Chapter 5 of Parkinson et al. (1996) for discussion and references. This chapter also has a useful discussion of the issues covered in the next paragraph. 187 This is oversimplified in various ways. For one thing, some “stable” configurations might involve continuous change in mood. (Perhaps a circadian rhythm in mood.) In such cases there will be a continuously varying short-term propensity, as well as a longer-term propensity for one’s moods to cycle in that fashion. The relevant attractor (e.g., a closed loop) will depict the long-term propensity, whereas the immediate propensity will be a function of the system’s current location in the attractor basin. Mood propensities can be many-layered things, with various short-term propensities layered atop “deeper,” longer-term ones. Second, 186



200 states to particular moods alone; by adding mood propensities to the picture, we broaden our focus to incorporate the dynamical tendencies of our mood states—the geography of the mood system—as well. A mood propensity in the present sense is generalized: it involves a tendency to experience positive moods quite generally. It is not object-specific: it does not, in other words, involve a disposition to experience positive moods only in response to a particular object or event, or class thereof. Thus it is irrelevant to questions of happiness that one is specifically disposed towards cheerful moods while writing poetry, or when in the presence of one’s dog. Rather, one must be disposed to experience such moods in an extremely wide range of circumstances. There is no question that individuals have variable mood propensities. Or shall we insist that one’s propensity to experience joy, anxiety, sadness, depressed mood, and so forth never varies? Or that when it does, we can always explain it purely in terms of other moods or changes in temperament? Sometimes one’s threshold for anxiety drops—one is primed for it—and any setback will trigger it. Other times one simply has a spontaneous propensity for experiencing anxiety. We could say the same for the other central affective states. These things happen. Whatever we conclude about the precise nature of mood propensities and their role in happiness, we cannot deny that they exist. 3.3.2



From mood propensities to mood bases We might directly include the mood propensity itself as a constituent of happi-



ness. However, we may wish to identify this aspect of happiness instead with the intrinsic state that grounds the disposition (or some relevant part of it). Such a move seems both



don’t be fooled by the technical jargon: we currently have no idea how to define the relevant state space; we don’t even know exactly what system we are “modeling,” much less how it works. Still, this framework



201 ontologically “neater” and more in keeping with the idea of happiness as an underlying condition that (inter alia) disposes one to experience certain moods. It also enables us to be more restrictive: people can be disposed to experience certain moods not for emotional reasons, but simply because, e.g., they are in chronic pain, or their body temperature is elevated. We probably do not want to say that someone can be unhappy by virtue of the fact she is disposed towards negative affect, when the basis for this propensity is simply an uncomfortable fever.188 In a nutshell, some endogenous conditions are not emotional, but they may cause us to experience certain moods in just the same way that external conditions can: as sources of persistent stimuli. By focusing on the bases for our mood propensities, we can discriminate relevant from irrelevant bases and propensities. (We could talk in terms of emotionally-based mood propensities, but this would be inelegant.) For want of a better name, I shall simply call this state a mood base.189 Mood base is not to be confused with temperament, which is a subject’s more or less permanent mood disposition; but notice that variations in mood base roughly, though not literally, amount to temporary variations in temperament (and in a deeper and more lasting sense than moods do). One’s mood base changes when, for instance, serotonin levels rise after taking Prozac. (Antidepressants like Prozac do not, after all, straightforwardly determine one’s moods, even when they work. Rather, they alter one’s disposition to experience various moods.) Certain attitudes—e.g., of self-esteem or life satisfaction—might also



arguably affords a useful way of thinking about affective propensities. 188 It may well be that a fever’s impact on mood is typically indirect, mediated by mood regulation mechanisms. But I am considering the case, which is at least conceivable, where the proximate basis for a person’s mood propensity is a fever. 189 The use of this term, as with ‘mood propensity’, is predicated on the—possibly false—assumption that central affective states are wholly mood phenomena.



202 contribute to a person’s mood base.190 As these remarks indicate, the idea of a mood base does not presuppose that there is a specific mechanism dedicated to regulating individuals’ moods. It is instead a functional notion: a subject’s mood base is whatever fills the functional role of disposing that individual to experience some moods more than others. This might include an extremely broad range of states, from neurochemical to intentional states. Then again, it might not. As I noted above, there are tough questions about just what to include in mood bases. And the range of possible realizers just noted may seem too diverse. We may want to be more restrictive. For instance, perhaps there are mechanisms that function specifically to regulate our mood propensities—“thymostats,” so to speak. Introspection suggests that such devices may indeed exist: often we find ourselves inexplicably primed for moods of a certain sort. Thus one might be generally in decent spirits with the belief that things are going well, except that relatively minor setbacks are unusually liable to trigger bouts of anxious or depressed mood. At such times it is as if a physical switch in one’s brain has been set to the wrong position.191 And Parkinson et al. mention an “internal pacemaker” that maintains circadian rhythms in mood (1996, p. 115).192 If something like thymostats exist, we may want to consider restricting mood bases to those. I shall not try to resolve the matter here.
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This might seem to favor the life satisfaction view. However, in such cases life satisfaction counts not qua life satisfaction—qua global attitude towards one’s life as a whole—but only qua determinant of mood. 191 This is different from being in a negative mood to begin with. It’s not that you are irritable in some sense and this makes you prone to anxiety or depression. Rather, you are in a perfectly good mood, but a fragile one, as you are primed for certain negative moods. 192 They later express skepticism in what amounts to the idea of an all-purpose thymostat, noting that mood is not a unitary phenomenon and is thus unlikely to be regulated by a single mechanism (p. 205). I agree: if there are any thymostats, there are probably a number of them, each governing a certain aspect of our mood states. And some of them, such as the “circadian pacemaker,” probably govern other processes as well.



203 Besides its evident utility in explicating the notions of happiness and depression, the idea of a mood base appears to be an important one. One use for a variable mood base is as a catalyst for either changing or adapting to broad features of one’s environment or niche, essentially by varying one’s temperament. For instance, an individual who is in a position of social dominance may want to be more confident, extroverted, and prone to positive moods than someone who has lost social status and needs to reassess his strategy while avoiding even more serious losses through fruitless efforts to reassert his former status.193 Alternatively, it may be adaptive to alter one’s mood cycles to match or complement those of the people around one, or to facilitate a change in lifestyle or schedule (Parkinson, Totterdell et al. 1996). There is no way of accounting for such phenomena in terms of moods, nor does it look as though any other notion will do the work. 3.3.3



Emotions, moods, and mood bases compared Let’s consider in a bit more detail the potential utility of mood bases, particularly



in relation to moods and emotions. Imagine what would constitute an appropriate response to a minor affront, say a family member swiping a bit of food from one’s plate at mealtime. Here a swift display of annoyance may be warranted as a means of discouraging future behavior of that sort; but it would do little good to let it sour the whole evening, or to hold a lasting grudge against the offender. (To let it get to you, we might say.) The brief display is sufficient, and all parties are better off if the incident is quickly forgotten and followed immediately by a return to the usual conviviality. Now consider a rather more serious offense such as a spouse’s deeply hurtful remark that demands a sin-
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Cf. research on the connection between serotonin levels in vervet monkeys and social dominance—e.g., (Raleigh, McGuire et al. 1991). Such examples suggest that we could indeed have evolved mechanisms for regulating mood. I discuss such matters a bit further in the next section. See also evolutionary theories of depression, e.g. Nesse (2000).



204 cere and extended display of contrition to reassure the victim that the relationship is sound (and, at any rate, to restore balance to the relationship). Here a more lasting response makes sense, one that will communicate the seriousness of the injury, ensure that the offender doesn’t get off easily, and be sufficiently unpleasant to extract the necessary amends. One therefore should, and will, become deeply angered and saddened, and will surely fall into a bad mood, at least until one’s partner makes the right gestures. Here, in other words, it makes sense for the offense to get to you, get you down, impact on your mood. Whereas the petty theft provoked only a peripheral affective response, the hurtful remark prompts a central response involving moods and mood-constituting emotions. The peripheral affects make sense when the relevant stimulus is short-lived, or more to the point, requires a short-lived and focused response. The central affective states, however, should arise only in response to events that are relatively extended or otherwise require an extended or broad-based reaction.194 Sometimes we must respond not just to particular events but rather to broad, lasting and potentially static features of our circumstances. Suppose, for instance, that one marries with great expectations only to find oneself in an exploitative relationship: one’s spouse turns out to be abusive, uncaring and unfaithful.195 What is the proper response to such a predicament? Shall you retain your typically cheerful demeanor, reacting to each affront only as it comes, on an emotion-by-emotion, mood-by-mood basis? This might be a reasonable starting strategy: after all, it might work, and there’s no point in reacting any more strongly than is needed to produce the desired results. But it often happens that such
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The elicitors need not be major events. A series of minor irritations may also generate a central response, and quite rightly: they may indicate a hostile environment. 195 This example is inspired by evolutionary theories of depression, particularly that of Watson and Andrews (unpublished ms). For a general discussion of evolutionary issues in happiness, see Buss (2000).



205 attempts fail, and then what? At such a juncture one must either terminate the relationship and move on, or—since that option is usually costly and often infeasible—do whatever one can to force a fundamental reorientation of the relationship. Since literal coercion is rarely if ever an option in these circumstances, one promising strategy would be to make oneself as unpleasant to be around as possible, preferably in a manner that is liable to arouse sympathy rather than anger, hatred or contempt. An (apparently?) involuntary but reversible change in personality might do the trick: no longer married to a pleasantly cheerful and solicitous spouse, the abusive philanderer finds himself wedded instead to a pathetically morose, withdrawn, listless and generally useless depressive who is miserable to be around.196 If she is lucky, he will eventually feel sorry for her, maybe guilty, and at any rate willing to make serious changes to remedy the situation, even if only to make his own life tolerable. She may also find allies in the community who take pity on her and pressure him to do as he ought. If successful, she will have managed to effect basic changes in the structure of her environment—in her niche, as it is sometimes put—not via particular emotions or moods, which are too brief, but through a lasting yet nonpermanent alteration in her temperament—or rather, in her mood base. I want to suggest that it is in fact adaptive for individuals to respond emotionally to events in something roughly like these ways; moreover, that the peripheral and central affective states and mood bases have different functions corresponding to each class of circumstances.197 (In this relatively weak sense: when functioning properly, our emo-
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I am not suggesting in this section that individuals consciously strategize about their emotional responses. This section is intended only to illustrate how different sorts of emotional responses could be adaptive or otherwise useful. 197 Notice that the fact that a given affective state is responding to circumstances of a certain sort does not mean that the state has intentional content. Moods are objectless despite functioning to respond to things (Ekman and Davidson 1994; Griffiths 1997; Lormand 1985; 1996).



206 tional states will tend to work in this manner. I am not claiming that there are three discrete emotional mechanisms, each of which was designed by natural selection solely for the purpose described here.) Thus the function of peripheral affect is to respond to what we might refer to as peripheral concerns. Central affective states and mood bases, by contrast, function to respond to what we may call situational concerns. Such concerns arise when events indicate that one’s situation is favorable or otherwise, thus warranting a broad-based and lasting response.198 (“Broad-based” in the sense that many resources are brought to bear—full attention, physiological mobilization, etc. Terror involves a broadbased response in this sense.) Peripheral affects typically occur in response to a favorable or unfavorable event that does not itself indicate the quality of one’s situation (and thus does not warrant any far-reaching or lasting response or change in one’s propensity to react to other events). We can thus respond in an offhand manner, as the matter is merely a peripheral concern. We can distinguish two types of response to situational concerns. A strategic response is just that: a change in general strategy, in one’s general emotional and behavioral propensities—a change in personality, loosely speaking. This makes sense when we are talking about niche changes, for instance. (E.g., a professional musician’s string of bad performances may indicate the need for a new approach, or even to find a new line of
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What is meant here by ‘situation’? Good question; I mostly defer to our intuitive understanding of the notion. Note that one’s situation can go bad for a very specific reason—e.g., a large rock falling towards one. The character of one’s situation appears to be a matter of two things: highly significant features, and widespread features. A falling rock is significant but not widespread, and we characterize the potential victim’s situation as highly precarious. And then there are those days when nothing seems to go right—none of them major, but together adding up to a very taxing situation. Dropping a letter while bringing in the mail, by contrast, has no real bearing on the character of one’s situation—it is a peripheral concern, and thus warrants no more than a peripheral response. The relevant features of one’s situation need not be external or physical; one’s situation might be negative in the present sense if one lacks internal resources to deal with some important concern (Morris 1999), or even if one has done something wrong (thus upsetting one’s “moral balance sheet,” so to speak).



207 work.) Whereas a tactical response makes sense when one’s general circumstances in life are unchanged, but the current situation warrants a significant emotional response. (E.g., a single awful performance.) Central affective states furnish tactical responses to situational concerns that do not involve our general life circumstances. By contrast, changes in mood base tend to respond strategically to situational concerns that do ramify over our general life circumstances. Or so I am suggesting. Call it a conjecture. All this is very crude and speculative, and no doubt inaccurate or overly simplistic in various details. But it should at least prove sufficient for current purposes, which are to explain why we might be concerned with the particular states involved in happiness. We shall return to this question momentarily. To sum up: peripheral affects, central affective states, and mood bases form a hierarchy of emotional responses to increasingly serious, pervasive and/or lasting events and features of the environment, or more precisely to events and features of the environment that require increasingly sustained and/or broad-based emotional responses. Beyond mood base, we can think of an individual’s temperament (with respect to mood states) as equivalent to her characteristic mood propensity, and hence as a function of her characteristic mood base. The highly publicized idea that people have a happiness “set point”— a certain level of happiness to which a given individual naturally tends to gravitate, may also be put in terms of individuals’ characteristic mood propensities and bases.199 One’s mood base defines a baseline mood level—the mood state one tends to experience in evaluatively neutral, or perhaps normal, circumstances.200 Fluctuations in mood base can
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On set points, see Headey and Wearing (1989; 1992) and Diener and Lucas (1999). The notion of a baseline, as well as that of a set point, needs work. What is meant by ‘normal’? And are circumstances ever evaluatively neutral? Research suggests that we evaluate virtually everything we ex200



208 thus function as temporary alterations in set point and temperament.201 Strictly speaking, set point and temperament do not change during such fluctuations, but that is the practical outcome for all intents and purposes.



3.4 Completing the account 3.4.1



The relevance of both mood base and central affective states We are finally in a position to say just what sort of affective states go into the



constitution of happiness. Can we restrict ourselves to mood base alone? No: it would be obtuse to call someone happy whose mood base is, and remains, quite elevated but whose moods are largely negative due to an unfortunate sequence of events. He is happier than he otherwise would be, but he is not happy. Similarly, a generally dour individual whose ongoing good fortune has left her in high spirits for a sufficiently long period of time would seem to be happy even if her mood base is negative. Again, though she is less happy than were her affective propensities more agreeable—after all, the slightest setback could plunge her into despair—she is happy all the same. But such cases as these are surely the exception rather than the rule: it is doubtful that anyone can remain in high spirits for long whilst continuing to be disposed towards negative moods. Were this to happen to someone suffering depression—if indeed it can happen—we would reasonably suppose that the depression has lifted, when in fact the individual has simply been lucky enough to find an extraordinarily extended respite. Any lapse in his good fortune will



perience either positively or negatively (Bargh 1997; Zajonc 1997). It is quite possible that the idea of a set point admits of no precise explication, or can only be defined relative to a type of environment. 201 The set point aspect of this claim applies only to a certain subset of mood base changes, hence the “can”. For some aspects of one’s mood base affect only one’s moods in (certain sorts of) positive or negative circumstances. Thus might one’s mood be slightly positive in neutral situations, but unusually anxious in even mildly stressful situations. If this tendency is sufficiently prolonged to qualify as a character trait, then it comprises an aspect of one’s temperament. But the anxious tendency may or may not comprise an aspect of one’s set point, depending on how exactly we understand the notion of a set point



209 quickly reveal his true condition.202 Perhaps we should distinguish two different forms of happiness: one in which the predominance of positive moods results partly from a positive mood base, and a rarer, less stable one in which the predominance occurs despite a negative (or perhaps neutral) mood base. We might refer to these forms as robust and fragile happiness, respectively. To summarize the account thus far: happiness consists partly in having a positive mood base and partly in having a sufficiently positive balance of positive versus negative central affective states. While the latter is necessary for happiness (and perhaps sufficient for a fragile variety of happiness), the former may only be necessary for robust happiness. One might suspect that here we have merely an unprincipled conjunction of distinct states cobbled together in a manner that conveniently fits whatever intuitions we happens to have. But this conjunction is not unprincipled: for the components of happiness together play a central role in fixing a subject’s emotional disposition, or rather her generalized emotional disposition.203 If you know how happy or unhappy S is, you know S’s generalized emotional disposition. While mood base contributes an individual’s disposition to experience various moods, the moods and mood-constituting emotions themselves contribute her disposition to experience various emotions, including peripheral affects. The relevant emotional disposition is generalized because, as noted earlier with re202



This points to a possible disanalogy between happiness and depression, at least as ordinarily conceived. I have been suggesting that happiness requires a favorable balance of moods, whereas it looks here as though one’s depression might continue even in the absence of depressed moods (during a respite). Another apparent difference is that it is natural to speak of “episodes” of depression but not happiness. Finally, evolutionary theories of depression take it to be a highly coordinated emotional response that evolved to deal with specific sorts of problems. Happiness does not appear to be like this, at least not in all cases. I suspect that the first two disanalogies stem from conceiving of depression as a disease, which it sometimes is not. The last is more worrisome, but it seems plausible that, like happiness, not all cases of depression fit the evolutionary model. In any case, the putative fact that depression and happiness are dissimilar on one taxonomy does not entail that they are not on all fours with respect to the present taxonomy—that they are not both thymic states. These anomalies deserve further investigation.



210 spect to mood propensities, many emotional dispositions—e.g., those involved in a subject’s various likes and dislikes—are object-specific and clearly irrelevant to the question of how happy a person is. That so-and-so is a racist, or loves cats, tells us nothing about his happiness. Instead, the emotional dispositions that matter are object-neutral: they do not take or depend on any particular object (or event) or class thereof, but are instead completely generalized dispositions to experience emotions—fear, anger, joy, etc. Recall my suggestion that central affective states and mood base both function to respond to situational (vs. peripheral) concerns. This is substantially how they do it: by governing our dispositions to respond emotionally to things. They dispose us to experience appropriate emotions, depending on whether circumstances are favorable or unfavorable (and how). In a threat-rich environment, for instance, it makes sense to be primed for fear, anger and the like; where threats are few and far between, a hair-trigger propensity for such emotions is liable to undermine the peace, and at any rate prevents one from fully exploiting the opportunities available. Peripheral affects do not play any such role; indeed, they are substantially what central affective states and mood base are supposed to govern. There is an additional reason for conjoining central affective states and mood bases in happiness: doing so affords a useful way of looking at our emotional states. Suppose we wish to assess the general character of someone’s central affective states over time. We notice patterns in the states that occur—e.g., a high incidence of anxious and depressed moods. What explains these patterns? We can to some extent appeal to matters of temperament, as well as environmental factors. But if my arguments are correct, these
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The dispositional role of these states is not limited to emotions. Central affective states, for instance, govern not only our emotional responses, but also, e.g., perceptual processes.



211 factors cannot tell the whole story: for among the relevant variables here is the subject’s propensity to experience certain central affective states, which in turn is a function of her mood base. Adding mood base to the picture, we can see that the pattern of a person’s central affective states does not merely reflect a sequence of piecemeal responses to particular events governed only by her temperament. Particular central affective states do not always, or even usually, erupt in isolation from each other; they are, rather, embedded in more or less coherent emotional conditions. (We may want to regard these conditions as syndromes, depending on just how coherent they are and on what exactly qualifies as a syndrome.) These involve both mood bases and central affective states. What I am suggesting is that happiness, unhappiness, depression, and related states are conditions or syndromes of this sort. Not that anyone has actually claimed that our emotions and moods always erupt in piecemeal fashion, with no underlying condition to explain their occurrence. But no one to my knowledge has noted the existence of emotional conditions of this nature, and the extent to which particular emotional states may be embedded in such conditions. (Although the theories of mood dynamics mentioned earlier may do so tacitly.) Existing accounts thus leave us with an overly atomistic view of emotions and moods. Why should we concern ourselves with conditions of this nature? Besides the considerations already mentioned, there are several reasons. First, they are themselves highly pleasant (or unpleasant, as the case may be). Second, they surely comprise the single most influential endogenous determinant of a subject’s hedonic state. Given a sufficiently pronounced disposition to experience positive moods and emotions, and a sufficiently weak disposition to experience negative ones, an individual’s experience is virtu-



212 ally guaranteed to be pleasant, indeed very much so. (Possibly to the extent that happiness is nomologically necessary and sufficient for leading an existence that is, on the whole, pleasant.) Events are more likely to be perceived as positive than negative, and when they are negative, their impact on one’s hedonic state is minimal. When positive, on the other hand, their hedonic impact is much more pronounced. Obviously, this is a highly desirable state of affairs. Notice the difference between happiness so conceived and hedonistic happiness: both are highly pleasant states, but the latter stops there. Affective state happiness goes further: not only is it pleasant, it also sets you up for more pleasure. Conversely, unhappiness is both unpleasant and sets one up for further unpleasant experiences. Third, the states involved in happiness have far-reaching effects on how we confront the world and react to things in our lives. Indeed, how happy one tends to be is an important aspect of one’s personality. Happiness is also, among other things, a powerful predictor and explainer of subjects’ moods, emotions, and patterns thereof. Knowing that someone is happy tells us a lot about how he is liable to (affectively) react to various circumstances. After the fact, it enables us to explain his affectively charged reactions (to the extent that simple knowledge of his likes and dislikes cannot do so). Such information is patently useful; indeed, it is one of the most important things we can know about a person.204 Peripheral affective states can occupy none of these roles. Fourth, their role in responding to situational concerns suggests that these conditions should function in much the way that attitudes of life satisfaction are believed to: they should provide global indications of how favorable or unfavorable one’s circum-



213 stances are from the subjective point of view. (If the arguments I have made in Chapter 4 about life satisfaction are correct, they may do so better than life satisfaction.205) When things are generally going well, the relevant states will tend to be largely positive. When things are going poorly, they will tend towards the negative. I suspect that much of the appeal of life satisfaction theories of happiness derives from an overly atomistic understanding of affective states: if such states are merely piecemeal responses to particular events as they occur, with no real connection to the broader circumstances of one’s life, then we may indeed wish to supplement them with the kind of global appraisals involved in life satisfaction. But perhaps our deeper emotional states are sufficiently globalized already due to the role of mood base in reflecting broader concerns. 3.4.2



Happiness as a thymic state Repeated references to the conjunction of central affective states and mood bases,



or more generically to conditions or syndromes involving these states, are growing tiresome. We need a name for these things. What are we to call such conditions as happiness, unhappiness, and depression? As we saw earlier with the case of depression, there does not appear to be any currently defined category to which we can assimilate these states. Thus I suggested that we refer to happiness—along with depression, unhappiness, etc.— as a thymic state (a “state of the soul,” so to speak). This term has several advantages over such alternatives as ‘mood state’ (besides the already-mentioned vagueness of ‘mood state’). First, the states involved in happiness go well beyond, and much deeper 204



Because of the role of mood states in biasing cognition and such physiological parameters as ANS arousal, happiness also licenses predictions and explanations of these phenomena, though it does not necessarily do so qua determinant of emotional disposition. 205 An interesting question concerns the extent to which our mood-related states might register important concerns that our higher cognitive processes fail to notice at all. A recent story in the New York Times, for instance, related the case (due to Randolph Nesse) of an aspiring musician whose seemingly inexplicable



214 than, the ordinary—and quite narrow—understanding of moods; happiness is not simply a matter of being in predominantly good versus bad moods as we normally think of them. (Recall my discussion of central affective states that do not obviously involve mood in § 3.2.4.) And of course happiness incorporates mood bases, which are not (as such) moods at all;206 and mood-constituting emotions, which are not moods strictly speaking. The language of moods is, then, misleading. Second, moods are still poorly understood. Our best theory of moods and other mood states—if there are any—may construe them more narrowly than would suit our purposes here. (Recall that my identification of central affective states with the class of moods and mood-constituting emotions is only conjectural.) The present theory of happiness should stand on its own, and not be tied to a particular conception of moods. Third, ‘thymic state’ connects with existing usage among psychologists, who distinguish such conditions as dysthymia, cyclothymia and euthymia, and employ the Greek root elsewhere, as in the “hyperthymic” condition of mania. (I shall not pursue the interesting question of whether any of these conditions may themselves be thymic states.) For these and other reasons it would be useful to introduce a new term to denote the class of emotional states involved in happiness. Thymic states fill a troubling gap in the existing taxonomy of emotional states. A prominent recent textbook on emotions, for instance, distinguishes various emotional categories and depicts them in a diagram according to their typical duration (Oatley and Jenkins (1996); see Figure 1, below).



chronic depression lifted only when she realized that she lacked musical talent and quit her training to pursue more suitable activities.
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Figure 1: A diagram of emotional states from Oatley and Jenkins (1996). Notice what appears between the categories of mood and personality trait: emotional disorders. It is not clear whether emotional disorders belong in the chart at all, or whether they form a single category of the right sort for this depiction (should depression be lumped together with phobias?). More worrisome is that the diagram, reflecting current practice, recognizes no non-disordered emotional phenomena that are longer lasting than moods and yet less permanent than traits. What about non-disordered depression, for starters? Moreover, it supposes that moods sometimes last for months. This is implausible. Do particular moods often persist through sleep? Possibly, but one wonders whether the authors have failed to distinguish a period in which a kind of mood predominates from one in which a single mood token persists, uninterrupted, for weeks or months. I suggest that we add to the diagram, in roughly207 the region occupied by emotional disorders, the category of thymic states. Thus we incorporate into our taxonomy those relatively prolonged states exhibiting a predominance of moods of certain sorts, where this is 206



Indeed, even ‘mood base’ may be a bit of a misnomer, since it disposes one to experience not just moods but mood-constituting emotions (and other central affective states if there are any). Perhaps ‘thymic base’ would be preferable.



216 subserved by some condition that disposes one to experience such moods. And we do not assume that such states are invariably going to be disordered. We often use certain mentalistic expressions like ‘mood’ in two closely related but distinct ways: ‘mood’ can refer to a particular mental state type or token—e.g., “Jenny is in an anxious mood”—or to a broad aspect of an individual’s psychological condition—e.g., “Angelo’s mood is generally upbeat, but he is a little anxious.” Likewise, we can use ‘thymic state’ to denote either a particular mentalistic state or condition, as above, or an aspect of a subject’s psychological condition. (I often use ‘mentalistic state’ to characterize this state because it is a bit unnatural to describe thymic states as mental states—partly, no doubt, because they count particular mental states as their constituents. For this reason we might want to refer to thymic states instead as thymic conditions, or perhaps something else.) To be happy, we may say, is for one’s thymic state to be sufficiently positive. And for something to make a difference in one’s happiness is for it to affect one’s thymic state. What does not impact on our thymic states, then, makes no difference in how happy we are. Thus construed, an individual’s thymic state is equivalent to her mood base taken together with her central affective states (i.e., her moods and mood-constituting emotions). It is a person’s total affective state minus her peripheral affective states.208
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We may want to allow for a briefer minimum. Incidentally, my point here is not to criticize Oatley and Jenkins in particular. The view in question is not merely their own, but appears to be quite widespread. 208 We might wish to simplify our vocabulary by referring to central vs. peripheral affect as “thymic” vs. “non-thymic” affect. Similarly, pleasures involving central affective states might be called thymic pleasures, whereas other pleasures are non-thymic. This move may be less appealing if the central/peripheral distinction proves to be merely a matter of degree (see § 3.4.7).



217 3.4.3



What happiness is To be happy is for one’s thymic state to exhibit a sufficiently favorable balance of



positive over negative.209 Or, equivalently, happiness is a type of thymic state consisting partly in a mood base that exhibits a sufficiently favorable balance of positive over negative, and partly in a sufficiently favorable balance of positive over negative central affective states. To be happy over an interval of time is for one’s thymic state during that interval to be sufficiently positive, on balance, for a sufficient proportion of the time. Or: to be happy over an interval of time is to experience a sufficient predominance of positive thymic states over that time. Obviously, we shall need further explanation of these formulae. 3.4.4



The meaning of ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ What is meant by ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ in this theory? A natural suggestion is



simply to identify positive and negative with pleasant and unpleasant affective states, respectively. This is clearly the usual, if not universal, practice among psychologists. For our purposes, however, this simple identification will not do. As I argued at greater length in Chapter 3, affective states of the same type usually, but do not always, have the same hedonic properties. Just as one might find a painful sensation—say, sore legs after a workout—pleasant, so is it possible to find pleasure in anger, fear, and even sadness— say, while reading a tragedy. Conversely, a tortured artist may find cheery feelings, particularly in certain circumstances, unequivocally unpleasant. Yet anger, fear and sadness look to be unhappiness-constituting whether or not they are pleasant. Conversely for happy feelings. And there is little point in stipulating that the relevant affective states



218 have certain hedonic qualities; qua affective state, sadness is sadness whether one likes how it feels or not. And maybe some people just don’t like how it feels to be happy, and take more pleasure from a moderate dose of melancholy. Piling on hedonic requirements is arbitrary, accomplishes little, and just muddies the waters. There are obviously limits to the extent that hedonically atypical affective states occur, so happiness will lose little of its appeal if we incorporate them into our account of happiness. And what appeal it does lose intuitively makes sense: where happiness lacks its usual value for hedonic reasons, this will be due either to eccentric or perverse tastes or to circumstances that are clearly exceptional in hedonic respects. Notice also that it is doubtful that human psychology permits many of us to find pleasure in extended anger, fear, sadness, etc. So most cases of (what we may call) hedonic inversion will at any rate be brief and of little consequence. Hedonic inversion is one of at least three reasons for not considering the present account a form of hedonism: when experienced, happiness-constituting states may not be pleasant. The second reason is that moods are sometimes purely dispositional and thus are not always experiential (e.g., an irritable mood). Third, mood bases are purely dispositional. (See Chapter 3 for further discussion of these points.) I suggested earlier that thymic states function to respond to favorable or unfavorable situations. Following this, a natural proposal is that positive affective states are those whose function is to respond to favorable circumstances or events, whereas negative affective states are those belonging to a type whose function is to respond to unfavorable circumstances or events. Thus the functions of fear, anger, sadness and the like are to provide and govern responses to negative events and situations of various sorts. Similarly, mutatis mutandis, for joy, elation, contentment, tranquility, good cheer, high spirits, 209



“Favorable” here simply means “weighted towards the positive.”



219 and so forth. But like many things, states such as fear need not always do what they were designed to do. Sometimes they work differently, as when we enjoy the harmless frights of a scary movie. Thus we get hedonic inversion. What of mood base? A given constituent of a subject’s mood base is happinessconstituting iff, and to the extent that, it disposes the subject to experience positive central affective states (moods and mood-constituting emotions), and does so generally (i.e., in an object-independent fashion). A subject’s mood base is positive to the extent that it disposes the subject to experience positive central affective states, and negative to the extent that it disposes the subject to experience negative central affective states. 3.4.5



The balance of positive versus negative affective states What of the balance required for being happy? Though significant, this is not as



important a question as one might have thought. Subjects’ thymic states over time tend to be highly complex, involving a wide range of affective states that are not easily compared. How, for instance, shall we add a certain duration and intensity of anxiety (whatever that means) to another duration and intensity of joy (whatever that means)? And then how do we figure in a given mood base level?210 We cannot reasonably expect to find a precise and principled means of doing so. At best we can achieve a rough ordering of thymic states, with no definite point that we can label as consisting in an equal balance of positive and negative affective states. This raises difficulties for empirical research, where we would like some means of quantifying levels of happiness. Yet the problem is not nearly so acute as it might appear: while it can be important to know whether a given
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Notice, incidentally, that mood base already contributes to happiness via the moods that it biases. It is a bit unclear how exactly it contributes to happiness beyond this. For that matter, we have yet to see an exact specification of what mood base is, and precisely what is meant by the notion of different levels of mood base. Consider these questions fodder for future work.



220 individual or group qualifies as happy—and very often there will be a definite fact of the matter—what is most important for practical purposes is knowing to what extent, and in what respects, one is more or less happy than one might be; what sorts of things tend to make one more or less happy (and in what respects); and what can be done to make one happier (and, again, in what respects). These are clearly tractable questions, and where incommensurability causes trouble we can focus on the particulars. For instance, perhaps we will discover that French people are less prone than Americans to experience such positive moods as joyfulness and its less giddy cousins, yet also less acquainted with stress and anxiety. Depending on the results, there may be no saying who is happier, but we could at least say that Americans are happier than the French in one respect while less happy in another. We could then investigate the likely causes of these differences as well as possible actions and policies that might increase happiness among both Americans and the French. None of this hangs on the ability to answer the question of whether or not either Americans or the French are happy, unhappy, or neither. This is not to say that it would not be significant to learn that, say, Americans are generally unhappy. Such a discovery would surely be important and striking.211 But it is not even remotely essential to the value of studying happiness that we be able to make such determinations in every, or even any, case. Still, there is at least a vague fact of the matter concerning the boundaries between happiness, unhappiness, and what falls in between: some people are clearly happy, while others manifestly unhappy. Where might the boundary delimiting happiness fall? The most obvious answer, and the one embraced by empirical researchers, is that of equality:
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Particularly given the common view among empirical researchers that most Americans, and most individuals in all but the poorest countries, are happy (Diener and Diener 1996).



221 in the terms of the present theory, to be happy is for one’s thymic state to be predominantly positive. Someone whose thymic state consists of roughly equal parts positive and negative is neither happy nor unhappy. The unhappy person, naturally enough, is one whose thymic state is predominantly negative. Is this breakdown so obviously correct? Suppose someone prone to severe mood swings experienced mildly positive affective states 51 percent of the time and wildly negative states—fear, depression, anxiety, anger—the remainder of the time. Surely we would not deem happy someone who is miserable almost half the time. (Would you want to be in such a person’s shoes?) Indeed, this judgment persists even if we suppose that the positive states are just as intense as the negative ones, or even more intense. Being happy thus looks to rule out experiencing strongly negative affective states on a very frequent basis. How frequent? This is not at all clear, but consider one study’s finding that European subjects reported feeling either sadness, fear or anger 22 percent of the time, while also reporting joy for the same percentage and contentment for another 26 percent of the time (Brandstatter 1991). Suppose these figures are accurate (the joy figure seems high, but this may reflect a shortage of less extreme terms): though this study confirmed the standard finding that positive affective states predominate in most people, just how happy can someone really be who spends several hours a day being sad, angry or afraid? Perhaps a sufficiently positive mood base can yield a plausible ascription of happiness to such an individual—maybe he is a waiter who, though harried during peak work hours, is generally contented, relaxed and in good spirits. But in general, it looks as though even a minority of negative affect can suffice to undermine happiness.212 (Compare the notion of
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Interestingly, it is not even clear that a prominent minority of unpleasant experience could not cause us to appraise our experience as, on the whole, predominantly unpleasant. This may connect with Kahneman



222 health: am I healthy so long as most of my body is working okay? This would be good news for heart patients!) Partly for this reason I believe the correct cutoff for happiness to be something like this: one is happy iff one’s thymic state is predominantly positive and free of serious emotional distress. By ‘serious emotional distress’, I mean intense and/or persistent negative affect that is significant enough to be noteworthy from a relatively long-term perspective (e.g., “these days”). This, if correct, could have important implications. It could mean, for example, that the common view among empirical researchers that most people are happy is false. Indeed, the very data that have been taken to support this claim might instead show the opposite. But these questions are too complex to fully resolve here. I shall take them up in greater detail elsewhere. 3.4.6



The temporal scope of happiness ascriptions I claimed that happiness and unhappiness tend to be lasting conditions. However,



the time frame over which we can assess happiness is arbitrary. We can meaningfully consider whether someone was happy at a given moment, during a certain period, or over a whole lifetime. Still, our ascriptive practices do privilege some time frames over others—e.g., “these days.” They also have some interesting properties that lend support to the present account. (I discussed these in Chapter 3, but it is worth briefly recounting them here.) For example: ask someone who has just gotten a flat tire if he is happy and he may correctly observe that, yes, he is happy—nowadays—but not right now, for he’s in a foul mood. Now consider a parent who has just learned of a child’s sudden death. Up until this moment she may have been the happiest person around. But not now. In an instant



et al.’s work on peak-end effects and the remembered quality of experience (viz., that retrospective evaluations are dominated by peak intensities and endings) (Kahneman, Fredrickson et al. 1993; Kahneman



223 she has passed from great happiness to the profoundest unhappiness. Thus we might say that she was happy, but is now quite the reverse. In both cases an individual’s thymic state has been positive until the present moment, and our ascriptions address the change. Yet in the first case the primary judgment ascribes happiness, whereas in the second it attributes unhappiness. (In both cases we note the recent shift.) What gives? The most plausible explanation, I think, is that in the first case the subject’s mood base remains as it was; whereas in the second the mood base is radically changed. In short, our judgments follow the present mood base: they are what we might call present-anchored, where mood base performs the anchoring. Where current moods depart from those of the recent past, we look elsewhere—deeper—to discern whether or not the individual is happy. This makes sense: when interested in questions of happiness we are typically interested in a person’s basic frame of mind, not simply the immediate mood. Moreover, we do not just want a history of an individual’s recent mental states; even when appraising happiness “these days,” we want to know how things are now. Since our basic emotional conditions tend to be fairly stable over time, such information enables us to make useful predictions about the happy or unhappy person’s experience, emotions and behavior for the near future. (E.g., if happy, one’s experience will more likely be pleasant than otherwise.) Happiness is thus a forward-looking, and not merely backward-looking, matter. It is questionable whether hedonistic or life satisfaction theories, which do not distinguish deeper and shallower aspects of happiness, can account for these phenomena.



1999).



224 3.4.7



The central/peripheral distinction revisited A reasonable question arises concerning whether the distinction I have made be-



tween central and peripheral affective states corresponds to a genuine and sharp distinction to be found in human psychology. I suspect that it does. However, it may turn out that the difference is merely one of degree: perhaps there is no sharp distinction between central and peripheral affective states, and all affective states have, to some degree or other, the features of central affective states. For example, it may be that even paradigmatic cases of peripheral affects involve subjects’ emotional dispositions to some degree, however slightly. If so, then there may also be no clear-cut distinction between the things that get to you and those that do not, nor between affective states that are moodconstituting and those that are not. If all this is correct, it would still be useful to make the distinction, and we would have two options concerning its use. First, we could say that the boundary between central and peripheral affective states is real but vague. That is, most affective states will be clearly either central or peripheral—or, alternatively, thymic state-constituting or not—while some will be difficult to classify or simply indeterminate as to their nature. Second, we could hold that there is not even a vague boundary; rather, the difference really is merely one of degree. Here the most natural move would be to count all affective states as thymic state-constituting (and hence happiness-constituting), and weight them according to their degree of centrality. Depending on the weighting used, the contribution to happiness of the most peripheral affects could turn out to be vanishingly small and thus, for all intents and purposes, null.



225 (Some sort of centrality-based weighting would be desirable even if we retain a firm distinction, but that is a bit of refinement best left for another paper.213) Notice that the second, more inclusive option would essentially negate my earlier claim about the irrelevance of certain affects to happiness. And for just the reasons given in support of that claim, this option seems implausible. (Note that, if the central/peripheral distinction does indeed correspond to the mood/non-mood state distinction, then this would also mean, dubiously, that all affect is to some extent moodconstituting.) At any rate, the practical importance of this worry will likely turn out to be nil if the relevance of comparatively peripheral affects is sufficiently minor; and the considerations that militate in favor of their outright irrelevance indicate that this would indeed be the case. What does not look to be a live option is peripheral affect’s having any significant role to play in happiness. Some readers might wonder what we gain by excluding peripheral affects from the theory: aren’t they going to be unimportant on anyone’s view? Even if this were so, we would still gain in efficiency from the narrower focus. At any rate, it isn’t so—not for the hedonist, among others. For some peripheral affects are very pleasant, and certainly more intense than many central affective states: e.g., the pleasures of orgasm. (This is not merely an intense sensation; it is also intensely pleasant, and this aspect surely involves strong affect.) Indeed, one might critique modern society for an excessive focus on the peripheral pleasures of amusement and comfort. Perhaps this has come at the expense of a proper attention to the more central, emotionally fulfilling pleasures of social interac-
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This sort of weighting might sustain the viability of one usage of ‘thymic state’ (as in “Ned’s thymic state”) even if there are no affective states it completely excludes. At any rate, it may be useful to have a more specific term than our existing vocabulary allows. The other use of ‘thymic state’ (as in “happiness is a thymic state”) should retain its utility whether or not it excludes peripheral affective states.



226 tion and challenging, but sometimes peripherally unpleasant, activities.214 In excluding peripheral affect we exclude something significant: we are not merely setting aside something that would have been ignored in any event.



4. Two objections 4.1 Mania The present theory might be thought to ascribe happiness, implausibly, to sufferers of mania. The precise relationship between mania and happiness is an interesting one that I shall not investigate fully here, but it does not appear to pose any insuperable difficulties for my account. To begin with, there is nothing untoward about allowing for the possibility of pathological happiness: again, the happiness concept that interests us here is a largely or wholly nonevaluative psychological notion. And there is no impropriety in supposing that someone might suffer the greatest of misfortunes yet be perfectly happy. Should one’s affective response to the tragedy—say, the sudden loss of one’s whole family—be sufficiently inappropriate, we may well characterize this happiness as pathological. In fact, psychologists do classify a lasting failure to properly grieve as a sign of mental illness. Sometimes happiness might be reasonable, but one might become too happy for one’s own good: a profound sense of well-being may shade into euphoric overconfidence and a sense of invulnerability, disposing one to engage in risky or obnoxious behavior. Mania often does take such a form; hence the reluctance of many sufferers to seek or accept help. To the extent that a given case of mania is like this, we should grant that the individual is happy. But notice that this state is hardly unpleasant; it is simply unfitting
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Cf. Mill’s doctrine of qualitative hedonism (1979), as well as Scitovsky (1976).



227 and dangerous. There is such a thing as being too happy, and mania is one way this can happen. Mania is not always fun. Apart from its troublesome consequences, it frequently involves extreme irritability, agitation, and paranoia. Obviously, the affective state theory is not committed to holding that individuals in the grip of such states are happy. Quite the contrary. It is no part of the affective state theory that a thymic state that is elevated in any respect whatsoever shall count as happy, or even happier, as a result. It depends on the character of the elevation. And sometimes it is precisely in the absence of elevated mood states that our happiness consists—viz., peace of mind, serenity, contentment.



4.2 Fragile happiness Happiness can be unstable or fragile in two ways. We saw one of these earlier: a predominance of positive mood despite a negative or neutral mood base. Here one’s happiness depends on continuously experiencing favorable circumstances, as even the smallest of setbacks is liable to ruin one’s mood. (Though as I noted before, this sort of condition may not qualify as happiness at all. At any rate, the negative mood base entails that one is at least less happy than were one’s condition robust, and not simply because one’s moods are less positive.) The second type of fragility does not, on my account, entail any lessening of subjects’ happiness: in this case, a person’s happiness depends on keeping certain thoughts out of consciousness. Thus might the victim of a profoundly unhappy childhood become a happy adult: perhaps any reminder of or reflection on his past is liable to leave him deeply depressed, so he learns to avoid such reminders and to suppress any thought of his past. Another individual may be happy, but only so long as she does not think about her



228 failed ambitions. When successful at avoiding reflection on the offending subject matters, such individuals may well be perfectly happy, with no deleterious impact on any aspect of their thymic states. Or so my account implies. (This is a consequence of the fact that happiness only concerns individuals’ generalized, object-neutral emotional dispositions, whereas this sort of fragility involves content-specific dispositions.) Yet someone might object that such individuals are not really happy; perhaps they have the illusion of happiness, but this is not real or true happiness. The first thing to notice is that such cases are prone to evoke the same sorts of intuitions that examples of radical deception or pathological happiness involve, and it is quite possible if not likely that such intuitions reflect a concern with prudential, and not psychological, happiness. Again, it does seem plausible, and is perfectly compatible with my account, to suppose that these individuals are not leading happy lives. But this is altogether a different matter from the question of whether they are happy. Even here there is some intuitive appeal to the idea that such persons are not really happy. Yet this intuition is not irresistible, nor is it obviously false that they are happy. The correct response to this worry is just to bite the bullet (if there is indeed a bullet that needs biting). It is sufficient to note that the happiness experienced in these cases is not the most desirable kind, for it is not robust but fragile. An interesting and difficult question arises concerning just what it means for happiness to be fragile in this sense. For if fragility requires only that there are some thoughts or other that would subvert one’s happiness, then it may turn out that no one is robustly happy. Even paradigmatically happy individuals may be susceptible to unhappiness if they dwell on the right things. It is not at all clear how to come up with a precise resolu-



229 tion to this difficulty, but the relevant idea appears to be that fragility involves thoughts that would normally come up in the course of life. (E.g., non-obsessive reflection on the past and on one’s life goals.) We have rough ideas about the sorts of things that a normal, healthy person does, and should, think about, and robust happiness seems to demand that one’s positive thymic state not rely on the absence of such thoughts.215 Alternatively, or maybe in addition, such fragility might involve actively avoiding or repressing certain thoughts.



5. Does this account do what a theory of happiness is supposed to do? I argued in Chapter 2 that we should judge theories of happiness according to the extent to which they satisfy seven desiderata. I shall not attempt to prove in this chapter that the affective state view beats all competitors on these counts. But I have argued in earlier chapters that the major alternatives have serious problems, and it is worth discussing how this account fares. The desiderata are: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.



Descriptive adequacy Practical and theoretical utility Prudential value Ubiquity Causal Depth Efficiency Principled unity



Descriptive adequacy: The affective state theory does appear to be descriptively adequate: it appears to capture what is going on in the paradigm cases, what it is that makes them examples of happiness and unhappiness. It also respects our sense that happiness is a psychologically deep phenomenon—a matter of the soul or spirit—and appears to do so better than the alternatives. It even plausibly handles the cases that are most favorable to 215



Combined with earlier claims, this means that robust happiness requires two things: a positive mood



230 its most credible rival, the life satisfaction theory: we would normally expect someone who is deeply dissatisfied with her life to exhibit an unfavorable thymic state; and conversely for someone who is pleased or satisfied with her life (especially if she is deeply or profoundly so). Indeed, there do not appear to be any serious counterexamples to the theory. Where a person’s thymic state diverges significantly from his attitude towards his life—e.g., the satisfied depressive216—our ascriptions of happiness or unhappiness are admittedly more hesitant. But notice that such individuals are not clearly happy and, if anything, the happiness appears to track thymic state rather than attitude. No doubt some people’s intuitions about certain cases do fit the life satisfaction view more closely than mine. Perhaps we should even distinguish a sense of ‘happiness’ that conforms to the life satisfaction theory. Even if we do, the philosophically primary notion of happiness—the one that best satisfies our desiderata—will, I believe, conform to the affective state view. The folk notion of happiness is unquestionably a bit ragged around the edges; but a type of thymic state is what lies at the center of our discourse about happiness and explains our profound interest in the matter. Practical and theoretical utility: It should be clear that the notion of happiness as a thymic state holds considerable practical and theoretical interest. Prudential value: Obviously thymic states satisfy this criterion. This ought to be clear even to those who place little stock in good cheer, high spirits, and the like. There is a familiar tendency among many, particularly intellectual types and angst-ridden teens, to deride happiness and happy people: giddiness and cheery feelings are, at least in this world, for idiots. Be that as it may, it is a dangerous myth that happiness, even conceived



base, and the freedom to think about the usual things without ruining one’s mood state. 216 I argue that such individuals are possible and indeed surprisingly common in Chapter 4.



231 as a purely emotional phenomenon, necessarily involves such feelings. One might be happy whilst rarely if ever feeling happy. Feeling happy is just one emotion, and may or may not play a role in any given case of happiness. Happiness is emphatically not any kind of feeling, emotion, or good mood: it is a matter of one’s overall emotional condition in its deeper aspects—of one’s thymic state. And it may well suffice for being happy that one’s emotional condition is only mildly positive, or positive in ways that have nothing to do with giddy feelings of joy. Not experiencing a great deal of serious emotional distress is surely a large part of the story for anyone. And who but a lunatic would consider that a bad thing?217 Beyond that, perhaps a general sense of tranquility could be enough. Or a regular sense of “flow” that comes with losing oneself in engrossing and challenging tasks. And why couldn’t a kvetch, an Archie Bunker, be happy? So long as the griping and irascibility doesn’t go too deep, doesn’t get him or her down, why couldn’t such a person’s general emotional condition be positive? One need not be a giggling nitwit to be happy. At any rate even the tortured artist, if not completely insane, will have to concede that extremes of unhappiness—being paralyzed with anxiety, or gripped by a crushing depression—are best avoided. Happiness is not a parochial good, but a matter of importance for everyone. (Spoilsports who still harbor doubts are welcome to consider this an account of unhappiness if they like. I call it a theory of happiness for the same reason we call health care health care—which is not because the latter has nothing to do with unhealthy people, but because you have to call it something. And the terms ‘health’ and ‘happiness’ function generically to include ill health and unhappiness.)
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Well, it may be fitting or deserved under certain circumstances, but it is hardly desirable in itself.



232 Ubiquity: Affectivist happiness is ubiquitous; the notion of happiness thus construed applies to everyone. Causal depth: Thymic states manifestly satisfy this criterion. Hedonism does not fare as well on this criterion because pleasure as such lacks anything like the causal depth of thymic states. Contrast the affective state and hedonistic treatments of, say, an irritable mood: whereas the affective state theory incorporates the whole of an irritable mood, hedonism skims off only the phenomenal surface of the state. An irritable mood thus counts only qua unpleasant experience, and doesn’t count at all when it doesn’t enter into our experience. But this omits a great deal of what matters about irritability—e.g., its role in producing other negative emotions and moods. Irritable moods and other constituents of our thymic states possess causal depth extending well beyond their pleasantness or unpleasantness. Efficiency: Thymic states appear to be reasonably efficient, especially compared to hedonistic happiness—i.e., pleasure. Suppose someone is trying to decide whether to be a teacher or a lawyer, and considers it important to maximize hedonic value. A direct focus on pleasure itself may be inefficient, since pleasures are extremely diverse— coming in intellectual, physical, and emotional forms—and many are trivial. Better, it seems, to focus simply on the more important ones—viz., those involved in our thymic states: stress, anxiety, depression, joy, “flow,” fulfillment, contentment, etc. And what are the odds that someone who makes the best choice with respect to one’s thymic state will fail to make the best choice hedonically? Pretty slim, at least for important choices. Happiness thus appears to pack a lot of value into a relatively compact and epistemically accessible package.



233 Principled unity: I have already argued that the present theory satisfies this criterion. The affective state theory has at least two other virtues worth mentioning. First, it promises a unified treatment of happiness and depression (among other states). Thus we can apply much of what we learn about one to the other. Pace the concerns about potential disanalogies between happiness and depression footnoted above, a unitary treatment could provide a principled basis for ironing out some of the wrinkles sure to lurk within the pretheoretical notions of each. We also get a more elegant and coherent emotional taxonomy. And, in recognizing that depression is not a sui generis emotional condition but just one member of a family of thymic states, we rectify one of the most glaring deficiencies of a field of inquiry that has been absurdly dominated by the disease model of psychology.218 Some emotional conditions are not diseases. Second, the theory is general. Happiness can occur in mentally retarded adults, small children and, most likely, at least some of the other higher animals, specifically whatever animals can possess central affective states. Contra the life satisfaction theory and certain close relatives, one does not need the highly intellectual capacity to form judgments about one’s life as a whole.



6. Conclusion It is disconcerting that this inquiry has required the introduction of so many novel distinctions and terms. (Hence the tentative and exploratory nature of this chapter.) It also indicates just how primitive our understanding of the emotional realm, and of the psychology of well-being, really is. Even our vocabulary for discussing such things is arid



234 and, as far as it goes, the reverse of perspicuous. However much of the framework elucidated here survives further investigation, the need for a better grip on these matters can scarcely be denied. Partly because of this, surprisingly little hangs on whether the affective state theory is considered to be true as a theory of happiness. The significance of this question lies only in the value conventionally assigned to whatever ‘happiness’ happens to denote. Far more important is that it be taken to be true as a theory of something, and that this thing is recognized to have the sort of value traditionally ascribed to happiness. What I have called thymic states comprise an important class of psychological phenomena; indeed, they are central to the psychology of well-being, and to well-being itself. (I shall take up the question of their importance at greater length in the next chapter.) Whatever we choose to call them in the long run, we had best take them seriously and learn something about them. Thus far our treatment of human emotional states has failed to reflect their depth and complexity, often leaving the impression that they are less important than they really are. The irony of our present benightedness is thick. Perhaps more than any society in human history, we have the material means to live well. And certainly more than most societies, we exhibit a singular, indeed almost pathological, concern to attain happiness, to make our lives as pleasant and enjoyable as possible. We Americans even have it written into our nation’s seminal political and cultural document.219 (It’s about the only part anyone remembers.) Yet when it comes to knowing how to live well, ours is arguably 218



This trend is changing. Recent American Psychological Association president Martin Seligman, among others, has recently been lamenting this focus. He is a leading advocate of the development of a “positive psychology” (Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi 2000).



235 among the more backwards of societies, and our practical ignorance mirrors our theoretical blindness. We increasingly seek happiness in the pursuit of material affluence, conspicuous personal achievement, the favorable opinions of strangers, and the dubious companionship of a cathode ray tube. All this despite mounting evidence that such things do little if anything to make us happier, while their pursuit is, if anything, more likely to detract from the things that do yield happiness.220 Consider, by way of contrast, those whom we admiringly, perhaps enviously, describe as people who “really know how to live.” These are rarely stockbrokers, investment bankers, lawyers, or famous personalities; they are simply individuals who enjoy life, who live it to its fullest. Such people have little experience with chronic stress, anxiety, loneliness or insecurity. I know of no serious empirical research on the matter, and it is easy to romanticize, but it seems plausible such individuals are found most often where friends and family are ready at hand; where life is unhurried; where a person’s occupation is not a career—a vehicle for the pure pursuit of ambition—but a trade, a vocation, or simply a job; and where a healthy allowance is given to life’s great (and typically shared) pleasures: good food and drink, music, sport, etc. Sadly, such ways of living—though perhaps never common—appear to be on the wane. Before long, the person who really knows how to live may be a rarer specimen than ever. Evidently, the progress of knowledge is not ubiquitous, and in this domain we may be sinking ever deeper into ignorance.
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Well, ‘the pursuit of happiness’ probably concerns prudential happiness rather than psychological happiness. But this does not seriously affect the point. 220 For recent discussion of the literature on the causes and correlates of happiness, see Argyle (1999); Diener, Suh, et. al. (1999); Myers (2000); and Myers and Diener (1995).



236 It is not clear to what extent a better understanding of happiness would reverse these trends, if they exist. Indeed, we have no guarantees that such trends are reversible at all. But remaining ignorant can scarcely help.
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Chapter 6 The Significance of Happiness “Mr. President, are you a happy man?” “What sort of a fool do you take me for?” Charles de Gaulle and a reporter Happiness in intelligent people is the rarest thing I know. Ernest Hemingway Happiness meets all reasonable criteria for a psychiatric disorder…I humbly suggest that the ordinary language term ‘happiness’ be replaced by the more formal description, “Major affective disorder, pleasant type.” Richard P. Bentall, The Journal of Medical Ethics221 1. Introduction Happiness is, if nothing else, a ripe target for abuse. Still, that happiness and unhappiness make some major difference in a person’s life is clear even from the gibes of its detractors. But what kind of difference does it make? Why, if at all, should we care about happiness? In this chapter and the next I shall consider some of the normative implications of the affective state theory of happiness. This chapter will focus on the various ways in which happiness has significance. The next and final chapter will consider the role of happiness in the good life and its importance for ethical inquiry. A complete answer to these questions would easily occupy a book in its own right. To keep things manageable, I shall limit my aims to surveying, in broad and not particularly deep terms, the most important elements of an answer. The arguments of these last two chapters should therefore be regarded as suggestive, and are not meant to be conclusive. Indeed, some of them are rather crude and speculative. But they should provide a basis for further inquiry.
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The first two quotes are widely cited, but I have not confirmed their authenticity. The third is from Bentall (1992).



238 And they will, I hope, at least convince the reader that happiness is in fact highly valuable, and in interesting ways, and that it is a major concern for the good life and ethical theory.



2. Happiness is an efficient and causally deep psychological good Happiness, I have argued, consists in a person’s thymic state—a person’s emotional state in its deeper respects. What, then, is the value of having a positive, versus negative, thymic state? Most obviously, it is hedonically valuable: happiness is manifestly a far more pleasant condition than unhappiness, at least for any normally constituted human being (recall the discussions of hedonic inversion in Chapters 3 and 5). I suggested in the previous chapter that being happy may be nomologically necessary and sufficient for leading an existence that is, on the whole and over the long run, pleasant (at least for psychologically normal individuals).222 Whether this is true depends substantially on just what balance of positive over negative affective states happiness requires. I suggested that the cutoff occurs at a predominance of positive affective states, supplemented by a relative freedom from intense or persistent negative affect. This is vague and tentative, but it seems that, whatever the cutoff, it should support the biconditional in question. It is not credible that any normal individual could be happy while failing to have a pleasant experience of life. Conversely, it is implausible that someone whose experience is, on the whole, pleasant could fail to be happy.223 Likewise, mutatis mutandis, for unhappiness and unpleasantness.
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The hedge (“normal”) is a bit worrisome, but should not generate any serious problems for our purposes. We need not be particularly concerned to elucidate the good life for individuals with wildly deviant psychologies. 223 Is this consistent with the idea that someone with a predominance of positive affect could fail to be happy? I believe so: someone who experiences serious emotional distress 49 percent of the time seems very likely to see her experience as, on the whole, unpleasant. Never mind what happens the other 51 percent.



239 While it is possible that a negative thymic state could be offset by a sufficient quantity of peripheral pleasures, or for a positive thymic state to be undermined by peripheral displeasures, the fact is that our thymic states are closely tied to our experience of peripheral pleasures. Someone suffering greatly from pain will typically be unhappy, and a depressed individual will tend to experience few significant pleasures of any kind. These sorts of hedonically bifurcated circumstances should thus arise rarely if at all. Happiness is an efficient hedonic good, as I argued in Chapter 3. Those whose ultimate interest is in hedonic value can, for a wide range of important situations, more easily deliberate about and assess happiness than they can pleasures tout court. The notion of happiness strikes a nice balance between the generic and the specific: specific enough that people in ordinary circumstances can, without too much effort, get a reasonable grip on their status and prospects with respect to it; but generic enough to encompass a great deal of what we care about. Indeed, the connection of happiness with hedonic state is tight enough that, at least for decisions having significant ramifications for a person’s basic quality of life, the best option with respect to happiness will almost invariably be the best option with respect to pleasure, and vice-versa. We have also seen that happiness exhibits causal depth: it is psychologically deep, with profound and far-reaching effects on our states of mind and behavior. This adds to its hedonic value, since happiness is not only pleasant but sets you up for more pleasure. It also contributes to the explanatory and predictive value of happiness.



The overall pleasantness of a person’s experience does not seem to be a simple integral of the pleasantness of its particular moments.



240 3. Happiness, identity, and character The attitude of unhappiness is not only painful, it is mean and ugly. What can be more base and unworthy than the pining, puling, mumping mood, no matter by what outward ills it may have been engendered? What is more injurious to others? What less helpful as a way out of the difficulty? It but fastens and perpetuates the trouble which occasioned it, and increases the total evil of the situation. At all costs, then, we ought to reduce the sway of that mood; we ought to scout it in ourselves and others, and never show it tolerance. William James224



3.1 The relation between happiness and identity The causal depth of happiness is important for another reason: its connection to matters of identity. How happy one tends to be is an important aspect of who one is, of the kind of person one is.225 This should not be surprising in light of the discussion of the previous chapter: changes in thymic state, particularly mood base, are tantamount to temporary changes in personality. Indeed, suitably extended and deep changes can quite literally amount to differences in personality. Hence the connection between thymic state and ordinary talk of things that get to us, bring us down, lift us up, and don’t just bounce right off us. Such emotional reactions somehow constitute temporary changes in us, and are not just things that happen to us. The central/peripheral distinction appears, in short, to be quite profound, relating not only to the phenomenology and causal role of affect but to our very identities. Consider how a normally happy person might react to a bout of depression: “This just isn’t me; I feel like I’m not myself anymore, like a different person has taken over my body.” Interestingly, chronic sufferers of depression often find the happiness brought on by a particularly successful course of antidepressant therapy to be deeply unsettling and disturbing. This phenomenon, called “uplift anxiety,” reflects a 224



(1985, lectures 4 and 5).



241 feeling that one is naturally an unhappy person, and that one is no longer oneself. Essentially, it is anxiety over the loss, deep alteration, or displacement of one’s identity. One must either embrace a new identity or go back to being depressed. In such cases the line between happiness as a state and happiness as a trait becomes difficult to discern. Though questions of identity strictly hinge on the latter and not the former, this fact does not undermine the significance of happiness construed as a thymic state—vs. happiness construed as a trait, as in “he has a happy personality”—with respect to matters of identity. Uplift anxiety shows one reason why. Another is simply that the two kinds are so closely linked. Suppose, for instance, that a given person is very often depressed, and has been like this for years. If he is lucky, he might discover that this propensity is largely self-inflicted: he tends to dwell incessantly on life’s negatives while discounting its positives, and eagerly wallows in his own misery. Having recognized this, he might learn to change his habits for the better, to focus more on the positive and less on the negative, and not indulge his gloomy and self-pitying urges. Thus he becomes much happier and stays that way for the remainder of his life. He also becomes a new man: a different, and improved, person. The steps taken to be happier are at the same time steps towards a change of personality. In practice, the difference between the two senses of ‘happiness’ frequently amount to very little. How is this individual improved? One improvement is simply that he is more likeable, and more pleasant to be around. This matters to him, and it especially matters to those who deal with him. Indeed, how happy a person generally is probably constitutes one of the main things that people look for in a friend or companion. (Which is not to say
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Our concern is not with the familiar metaphysical problem of identity over time as discussed by, e.g., Parfit (1984).



242 that the relation between happiness and social desirability is simple: many may not want to be around someone who is too happy, particularly if they are not very happy themselves. A Roberto Benigni would not necessarily be welcome at a gathering of Russian novelists.) Notice also the sorts of qualities so often emphasized by relatives of the recently departed: “He was such a joy to be around”; “She always lit up the room with her joyful presence”; etc. Clearly, how happy a person generally is can have a lot to do with how we appraise her. This aspect of identity may get less attention than others in part because it seems more important from the third-person perspective than to an individual’s own self-conception. Though one’s self-conception may make little reference to how happy one tends to be, others’ conceptions of who one is may well rely substantially on it. For instance, we seem more likely to emphasize it when describing others than when describing ourselves (though I have not seen any empirical research on this question). Of greater interest from the first-person perspective is the likelihood that the happy person will like that aspect of himself, will be glad to be that sort of person—and not just because it is more pleasant, but because he values being that sort of person (at least partly, no doubt, because he finds such people more likeable). Happiness can thus be valuable as the fulfillment of a personal ideal, as a way of being the sort of person one wishes to be. Looked at this way, happiness may not always be so valuable qua happiness, as opposed to unhappiness. For a de Gaulle, a tortured artist, or someone else with unusual226 values, may see virtue, intelligence, wisdom, likeability, or some other good in being unhappy. Even those with more pedestrian values will likely prefer to be the sort of person who is fittingly unhappy when circumstances demand it. Indeed, those who find the happy to be suspect characters may not have unusual or perverse values, but simply a



243 certain view of life—viz., that it is miserable, unjust, or otherwise unworthy of happiness. In short, it might sometimes be unhappiness that we want.



3.2 Happiness and justification This raises an interesting question: when is happiness justified or reasonable? When does life require us not to be happy, or to be unhappy? I shall not attempt to answer this question in any real depth here. But it seems that only the worst of circumstances demand that we be unhappy—e.g., the loss of a loved one, or the recent discovery that one’s life’s work was a complete waste of time. Most people, I think, could quite reasonably be happy, even if they are not. This is not to say that most people ought to be happy—though perhaps they should—but rather that a given set of circumstances will not demand a specific level of happiness or unhappiness. In fact some of those for whom happiness would be reasonable might just as reasonably be unhappy: it depends on how you look at things.227 It is useful to consider how, say, a well-trained and sensible Buddhist should respond to the world. Such a person could reasonably, and admirably, be happy in the face of many—though perhaps not all—ills and frustrations.228 (Consider the Dalai Lama’s remarkable demeanor while facing the destruction, despite his best efforts, of his country.) The example indicates that whether a given instance of happiness is justified depends on how it connects with our life circumstances: Buddhistic happiness is one thing, but happiness sustained only through denial or self-deception is quite another. Sumner’s discussion of authentic happiness is helpful in this connection (1996). I suspect
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Well, unusual by the local standards of this writer. Maybe not so unusual in, say, Russia or China. This fact, we saw in Chapter 4, § 5, generates serious problems for life satisfaction theories of happiness. 228 Interestingly, one brain-wave study that measured positive affect in terms of left prefrontal electrical activity found dramatically higher levels of positive affect, on both of two occasions, in a Tibetan monk than in any other subject (Davidson 1992). 227



244 that many happiness-bashers assume—like I once did as an angry youth—that happiness in this world reflects ignorance, denial, or self-deception. There is doubtless a grain of truth in such gripes, but this claim is surely unfair in many, if not most, cases. Consider the perspective from which we ought to assess our priorities in life. One familiar and useful way of determining what matters in life is to think about it from a point of view that highlights a salient alternative: death. That is, consider as much as possible what matters from the standpoint of mortality: a position in which one is vividly aware of the fact that one’s death is inevitable, and may arrive at any moment. This standpoint is available to anyone, but it comes most naturally to those who have just survived a close scrape with death such as a serious accident or a battle with cancer. People in such a position frequently claim to have discovered a much better sense of what’s important in life, and they usually appear to be correct. Perhaps this standpoint is, or can be, authoritative.229 In any event, we may have much to learn from considering matters in this way: for instance, success in the pursuit of our ambitions seems far less important from the standpoint of mortality than it does from the standpoint of engagement, where you are fully caught up in your pursuits.230 And happiness would probably seem quite reasonable, perhaps obligatory, for most of us. At least we’re not dead.
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“Can be,” because a vivid sense of one’s mortality may not strike everyone the same way. It might, for instance, leave the subject paralyzed with fear or horror, flattened by a sense of meaninglessness, or so obsessed with the fragility of life that she seeks near-term thrills at the expense of her future welfare. The question is whether we can distinguish a perspective that anyone can take that will yield, instead of these reactions, a clear-headed sense of what matters in life. If not, the standpoint of mortality might still be authoritative for those suitably constituted. 230 It is important to distinguish the standpoint of mortality from a detached and impersonal—e.g., cosmic—perspective in which our concerns seem insignificant. This is not such a perspective: this is an internal, and quite subjective, viewpoint from which our own lives seem immensely important—we are painfully aware of how easily we can, at any moment, lose literally everything. At that moment some of our concerns will strike us as crucial, while others will seem peripheral at best. I am suggesting that such things as career advancement will lose importance, while things like happiness will gain importance. Thomas Nagel helpfully discusses related matters in (1986).



245 Some might balk at the idea that happiness, which prominently features nonintentional states such as moods, can be reasonable or unreasonable, justified or unjustified. Set aside the fact that many central affective states are intentional. We can still regard mood states as more or less reasonable at least insofar as they are caused by, or subject to control by, intentional states that permit appraisal in terms of reasonableness. The foul mood of an intemperate grouch may perfectly well be unjustified. Whether happiness or unhappiness that results from purely chemical sources can be more or less reasonable or justified is an interesting question that I will not try to settle here; such states do not, at any rate, seem to reflect on one’s character. More worrisome, however, is that happiness appears to be strongly related to certain sorts of illusions, or perhaps delusions. An influential paper by Shelley Taylor and Jonathan Brown, for instance, contends that mental healthy individuals typically benefit from various positive illusions: inflated selfperceptions, unwarranted optimism, and overestimates of control over their environment (1988). It is possible, given these and related results, that happiness is usually based on false and unjustified beliefs.231 If this is correct, then most happy people may not be justified in their happiness. An unsettling result, to say the least. But this would not contradict my claim that most people could reasonably be happy: perhaps they simply haven’t thought about things the right way. Moreover, one might argue that the positive illusions that allegedly make happy people tick are not unreasonable after all. Even if epistemically unwarranted, they might be sufficiently minor, harmless, and even adaptive, that their indulgence is in some sense justified. There is in fact some evidence that these illusions have adaptive value: making people better able to persevere in seeking their goals, for 231



See Flanagan (1991) for an interesting critical discussion of these matters. Also, note the phenomenon of “depressive realism”: depressed individuals supposedly tend not to be unrealistically negative or pessi-



246 instance.232 These are interesting and important questions, and I am not sure how to answer them. But a full discussion demands a paper of its own.



3.3 Happiness and character The question of justification points to the significance of happiness, not merely for identity, but for character. How happy or unhappy one tends to be in various circumstances has a lot to do with the quality of one’s character.233 There is of course the familiar point that a person of good character does not find happiness in evil or the misery of others (though I think the gravity of such vices has yet to be fully appreciated in mainstream moral theory).234 But, barring such highly disciplined characters as Buddhist monks, there also seems to be something wrong with a person who could undergo the trials of a Job whilst maintaining a perfectly cheerful disposition throughout. At a certain point we shall suspect psychosis or some other mental illness, but short of that we may simply think that the inappropriately happy individual is dim-witted, weak-minded or foolish. He is too stupid to understand what’s going on, too cowardly to face the facts, or too accepting of intolerable circumstances. Someone involved in a degrading and abusive marriage, for instance, ought not to be happy, and we may think less of him if he is. Conversely, a person who finds misery amidst great fortune and unalloyed blessings may strike us as, if not disordered, an ingrate, spoilsport, or self-indulgent whiner. (Not always. Often a great success merely reveals that what we sought is not so important to us, or not so well suited to our personalities, as we had thought.)



mistic. They are said, rather, to more realistic than most in, for instance, rating their performance on tasks. 232 See Peterson (2000) and Diener, Suh et al. (1999) for some references. 233 This point is related to, but distinct from, Michael Slote’s views about the admirability of prudence. For a recent statement see Slote (1996). 234 See McGinn (1997) for an illuminating account of evil persons that focuses on this sort of vice. I have expanded on this account in Haybron (1999).



247 A person of good character does not let trivial things get to her, at least negatively. Petty irritations should not, for the most part, result in central affective responses. Perhaps it is okay to be annoyed at losing a dime that you do not especially need, but there is something wrong with you if trivial events frequently launch you into a fit of rage or make you feel depressed. Likewise, minor pains and discomforts should not really bother you, get you down, even though you find them unpleasant and would just as soon be rid of them. And who can help but admire those individuals who somehow maintain their good humor despite suffering great discomfort or pain?235 And it may be fine to express mild annoyance at times with harmless practical jokes and friendly teasing, but only a gullible or intemperate individual lets such things get to him. It is also unwise, as such persons only set themselves up for further, and perhaps less friendly, provocations. Thus an important part of growing up involves “training up” one’s central affective responses and learning to control them. The mature, versus immature, individual no longer falls into grief over a minor cut, good-natured gibe, or other triviality. (It is interesting to speculate that childhood teasing actually serves a useful function in facilitating this maturation process. On a really speculative note, perhaps teasing behavior is an adaptation. If so, it might even be to some extent an altruistic behavior that functions to increase the fitness of the victim—though admittedly it doesn’t feel that way!236 However, it could be adaptive for purely selfish reasons—making the victim a more useful confederate, or even
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Santiago, the (first!) title character of Hemingway’s The Old Man and the Sea, nicely exemplifies the ideal in question. His commendable response to physical discomfort contrasts rather starkly with our own attachment to perfect comfort and convenience. I shall return to this example later. 236 Why would this sort of altruism be adaptive? For the same reasons that any kind of altruism might be adaptive. One possibility is that it increases the fitness of the group to which the teaser belongs (see Sober and Wilson (1998) for a recent discussion of group selection). Like I said, this is mere speculation.



248 serving to weed out incorrigibly intemperate individuals through the ostracism that teasing, carried to an extreme, can become.) Oddly, it is not so clear that inordinately positive reactions to favorable events reflect importantly on a person’s character. What’s wrong with letting a stranger’s smile or a sunny day brighten one’s disposition? It may be strange that finding a dime or smelling a flower can significantly boost a person’s mood (see Chapter 4), but does this show a defect of character? Consider that people facing death often remark that it is the little things in life they most regret losing (admittedly, finding dimes tends not to be one of them, but then neither does great achievement). Perhaps it is our priorities, and not our affective propensities, that are defective. There are some interesting and difficult questions concerning the relative roles of minor versus major life events on our long-term thymic states. But there does not appear to be a problem with letting particular small favorable things get to one, move one, that is comparable to the problem of letting trivial unfavorable events get to one. On the other hand, any adult who considers the average children’s television program to be deeply moving would rightly be suspected of idiocy or insanity. So there appear to be limits.



3.4 Keeping reason on a leash We have seen that how happy one tends to be is an important aspect of one’s identity. But identity hinges also on what makes one happy. Who you are is substantially a function of the facts about what makes you happy. For example: A young man, Henry, has a passion for model trains.237 He has the opportunity to go into business with a model railroad shop but decides, after careful reflection, to become a physician. He has good
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This example resembles one used by L. W. Sumner (1992).



249 reasons for the choice: most importantly, he wants to do good things and help people, not simply sell products; he imagines—correctly—that he would make a fine doctor and finds the idea of practicing medicine highly appealing simply as a fulfilling vocation; and, finally, he likes the financial security that would come with being a doctor. Though very likely to make a decent living with a model train shop, he knows that there is always some risk, and the compensation would be much lower. Henry attends medical school, performs well, and becomes a highly regarded physician after completing his training. He is, in short, successfully carrying out a thoughtfully chosen plan of life. (We can assume that he fulfills most of his other major aims: marrying a woman he loves, having happy children, sustaining his friendships, etc.) As we will see momentarily, we could modify the story so that his plan of life is also rational in Rawls’s sense (which includes full information (Rawls 1971)). The trouble is, Henry is miserable, and has been, more or less, since entering medical school. He copes in various ways: medical school isn’t supposed to be fun after all, and over time he has gradually gotten more or less used to feeling the way he does— what was once an unusually depressed mood is now, for him, normal. Though he doesn’t like the way he feels—to the extent that he notices it at all—he mainly attributes it, incorrectly, to various things unrelated to his work, and figures that happiness just isn’t the lot of a middle-aged husband and father. Besides, he’s pursuing a noble calling: happiness is small potatoes by comparison. But a few of Henry’s old friends know the real reason for his unhappiness: he chose the wrong line of work. In spite of his ideals, studying and practicing medicine are not activities that move, inspire, or fulfill him. They have the opposite effect. It’s not that he hates everything he does; again, he believes it to be very



250 worthwhile, and it does please him when his efforts benefit a patient. But the only time he comes alive is when he indulges in his model railroading hobby. That’s what turns him on. Henry could still go into the model train business, and his friends know that he would be far happier if he did. But this is an option he does not take seriously: after all, he’s successfully pursuing a lifelong, and surely worthwhile, dream of being a doctor. (It should be noted that his patients have other good doctors from which to choose.) And model railroading, he thinks, is an amusing but frivolous hobby. His opinion, we may suppose, would be the same even were he fully cognizant of the extent and sources of his unhappiness. What do we say of such an individual? I think we, and his friends, would say that he is living in denial or ignorance of who he really is. Henry illustrates one of the hazards of paying too little attention to what makes us happy. There are brute facts about what makes us happy, and these facts are not simply determined by our values and pursuits in life, however rationally chosen. Quite the contrary: the facts about what makes us happy place important constraints on what our values and pursuits should be. Even if Henry, in light of all the relevant facts, believed that he ought to practice medicine—even if his life plan were rational in Rawls’s sense238—we may still conclude that he made the wrong decision. Whether we would do so depends on the extent to which we think practicing medicine is more worthwhile than running a hobby shop: if we think the latter a waste of time in comparison with the former, then we may well think it worth the sacrifice in happiness to practice medicine. It seems to me that Henry is unlikely to improve the world enough as a doctor to warrant the sacrifice. What his friends realize, but he
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Or informed, reflective, or otherwise optimized in the subjectivist manner favored by the many fans of informed-desire theories of welfare. For an excellent recent discussion of such theories, see Sumner (1996).



251 does not, is that his choice reflects not just rationalization or self-deception, but simple snobbery: he overestimates the value of practicing medicine relative to that of running a hobby shop and, especially, being happy. What is the relevant value of happiness? Partly hedonic, but not entirely. We shall return to this question shortly. Some of the facts about what makes us happy are, as Henry’s case illustrates, idiosyncratic and arbitrary. But others are more widespread and functional. For example, most individuals are happiest when embedded in close-knit and supportive social networks, where they feel in control of their lives, when they are regularly engaged in challenging activities that permit routine (if small) achievements, and when they devote adequate time to leisure pursuits, especially those of an active nature.239 These appear to be relatively universal features of human experience, and our decisions about how to live had best respect these features insofar as they apply to us. But a social existence is desirable not, or not merely, because it is a universal, prominent or essential characteristic of human nature; not because it is necessary for leading a recognizably human life; and not because it is what rational, reflective individuals would choose; but largely or wholly because it makes us happy. If it doesn’t make you happy—if you are among those few who are happiest leading a solitary existence—then it is hard to see why you should want to lead a social life. Move to the hills if you can.240 Still, most of us are social animals—our happiness requires the company of others—and this aspect of our thymic natures imposes sharp limits on how it is fitting for us to live, on what a good society could look like. More generally, a society of people who are successful at pursuing whatever they reflectively and rationally desire might for all 239



See, for instance, Argyle (1987; 1999) and Myers (1992; 2000b; 1995).



252 that be a bad society to live in: for the values of that society might be badly out of touch with the thymic aspects of human nature, or simply with the thymic constitutions of the individuals who happen to live there. It might, in short, be a society that condemns most of its inhabitants to a lifetime of unhappiness even as it gives them exactly what they (rationally, reflectively) want. Fortunately, the fact that a certain way of life makes us unhappy will often if not typically generate a powerful aversion to living that way. Conversely for ways of life that bring happiness. And no doubt these facts have a lot—even if not enough—to do with the way actual societies have historically been constituted. To the extent that they do, then our thymic natures constrain not just normatively, but descriptively. Not only do the facts about what makes us happy and unhappy constrain what values people ought to have; they may have historically constrained the values that people do in fact have. These points may seem like blatant trivialities, but they raise some interesting questions. To what extent, for instance, do our thymic propensities function to constrain our values? For instance, the fact that social living is necessary for happiness plausibly reflects the fact that it would have been adaptive for our Pleistocene ancestors to be so constituted. And it can hardly be adaptive for human valuing to be totally plastic: a species whose innate constitution allowed its members free reign to adopt any values whatsoever, however nutty, would vanish as surely as Shakers. One way—but by no means the only way—to constrain the selection of values is to make those who adopt values that compromise their fitness in certain important ways miserable, whilst making those whose values contribute to their fitness in certain respects happy. (Of course, the fitness in ques-
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This is not to say that such individuals are no worse off for their solitary predilections: they are missing out on some of the most important aspects of life.



253 tion would be fitness in the environment of evolutionary adaptedness—not necessarily the current environment. I am glossing over various complications here.241) Second, the ways in which happiness does, and should, constrain our values are not so obvious as one might think. It is one thing to say that the painfulness of fire serves to dissuade us from burning ourselves, and provides us with reason (in addition to the prospect of tissue damage) not to do so. This is not a particularly interesting observation. But happiness works differently from the paradigmatic pleasures and pains. For one thing, our thymic states respond primarily to the broader and longer-lasting features of our circumstances—to what I called “situational” concerns, particularly those concerning the general character of our life circumstances (Chapter 5). They respond to, among other things, those aspects of our lives that are the primary domain of what we typically mean when we talk about our values. When assessing a person’s values, we do not generally, if ever, focus on that individual’s tastes with regard to food, sexual activity, sport, and other pleasurable or painful items and activities. We want to know what that person’s priorities in life are: does she value money and status, or family, or achievement, or selfrealization, or…? Our values are things over which we are supposed to have some control, which reflect who we are. They are perhaps the primary object of examination in an examined life. And if autonomy amounts to anything, it is the ability to set one’s own priorities in life, to reflect on and choose to live by some set of values that will shape the broad character of our lives. It is not, or not in the first instance, about deciding whether to eat sushi or a moon pie. Given the role of happiness in responding to the broad circumstances of our lives, we would expect how happy people are to have a lot to do with what they value. And in241



For overviews of evolutionary work on happiness and depression, see (Buss 2000; Nesse 2000).



254 deed it does: someone whose life fails miserably to live up to her values will, more often than not, be miserable.242 But the foregoing considerations indicate that this is only a part of the story, and likely a smaller part than we tend to think. For often our values, however reflectively chosen, will, like Henry’s, be at odds with our thymic natures. And thus we may be successful though unhappy, or unsuccessful yet happy. These kinds of mistakes are quite different from, say, ordering badly in a restaurant, or even doing so consistently: they differ in the scope of their effects on our lives, and they amount to mistakes in our values, in our priorities in life. Such mistakes in valuing are also much easier to make than one might have expected. We sometimes choose badly when dining, but if the haggis makes you want to vomit you probably won’t order another. Happiness isn’t quite so simple, as Henry’s case illustrates. Recall the discussion of affective ignorance and oversight in Chapter 4: our judgments about our affective states can go wrong in a variety of ways, and our judgments about our life circumstances can overlook important aspects of our affective states. These phenomena are particularly salient in the case of our thymic states: the relevant states are often highly diffuse and low-key, and can easily fade into the phenomenal background, especially over extended periods of time. A vague sense of malaise, a mildly or moderately depressed mood, or free-floating anxiety may not always come to a subject’s attention—particularly if the individual is not reflective or observant about such things. Even if it does, a suitably prolonged bout of such affect may well lose its grip on the subject’s attention: a chronic depressive may with time adapt somewhat to the condi242



Indeed, the arguments in Chapters 4 and 5 suggest that happiness, and not life satisfaction, may be our most reliable guide to the extent to which our lives accord with our values. (Though the case of Anne, described in Chapter 4, illustrates how happiness—as well as satisfaction—can diverge from value fulfill-



255 tion and come to think of his depressed mood as normal, or not think of it at all. It is hard to imagine that someone whose mood has been consistently low for two decades, or even a whole lifetime, would exhibit the same awareness of that mood—and of its quality compared to the possible alternatives—as a normally happy individual would on first experiencing it. To make matters worse, we frequently don’t know the causes of our unhappiness—recall, again, Henry—and even more frequently don’t know the sources of our happiness. Our thymic states reflect so many influences, and their connection with particular events is so often opaque, that misdiagnoses and bad predictions concerning happiness are legion. (No doubt this has something to do with the ancient adage that happiness is best achieved by not constantly seeking it.)243 For the same reasons, the sources of happiness tend to be less motivating than those of peripheral affect: either we don’t know what they are, or cause is so distant from effect that it has attenuated motivating force. By contrast, there is no mistaking the source of the discomfort brought on by a poke in the eye; nor are we apt to misjudge the hedonic valence of a prospective poking; and there is thus no question about the motivational power of an imminent eye-poking: without so much as thinking, we duck. We may be effective pursuers of physical and other peripheral pleasures, but it is far less clear that we are effective pursuers of happiness, or even authoritative judges of whatever happiness or unhappiness we already possess.



ment.) Moreover, it may better reflect what is really important to the individual, as opposed to what the person thinks is important. 243 This may seem to undermine the efficiency of happiness as a deliberative good, and it does indeed limit it. But my claims (Chapters 3, 5, and 7) about the efficiency of happiness concern only its efficiency relative to pleasure tout court. The category of pleasure inherits all the inefficiencies of happiness and adds to them.



256 A third reason for finding the constraints noted above interesting is that they do not appear to be merely hedonic. That is, our thymic states limit the range of acceptable values not simply because they are so important for leading a pleasant existence. They appear to do so partly because of their relation to our identities, our natures. Someone who, without good reason, persists in a way of life that makes her unhappy seems to be fighting her nature. Perhaps she is ignorant or deceiving herself, or maybe she just thinks it unimportant to be happy. But unless she is sacrificing her happiness for important moral or similarly weighty reasons, we are inclined to think her values to be in conflict with her own nature. And that itself, apart from its unpleasantness, appears to supply a reason for her to change her ways. At least, it does insofar as living in accordance with our natures carries normative force. I would suggest, tentatively, that it does. What does it mean to live in accordance with one’s nature, and why should we care about it? Here is a crude suggestion. The relevant value appears to be an aspect of what we may call fulfillment or, to avoid confusion with the emotional state of feeling fulfilled, objective fulfillment. I shall usually drop the qualifier. Fulfillment is a matter of attaining an ideal that is implicit in one’s constitution—“an” ideal, since there will surely be any number of ways for a given individual to attain fulfillment: a person’s nature does not dictate any single manner of living, but rather makes some ways of life more suitable than others. The question is how individuals’ constitutions give rise to such ideals. For Aristotelians, fulfillment is eudaimonia, and the relevant ideals are supplied by the human ergon, or function. This in turn is a matter of what makes us distinctively human. We need not accept the metaphysical underpinnings of the Aristotelian view to see value in fulfillment. Still, the notion of fulfillment is inherently teleological, and one



257 does need a teleology of some sort to make sense of it. I am not certain that we are entitled to one, but it is worth noting one of the more plausible candidates. Recall my suggestion, in Chapter 5, that happiness consists in affective states whose function is to respond to favorable circumstances. This claim involves the teleological notion of function; it also employs the evaluative notion of favorability. If we can make good on this claim—a reasonable, though not uncontroversial, supposition—then we may be able to make good on the notion of objective fulfillment.244 For, in a (so to speak) properly functioning individual, happiness will be an important aspect of what we may call well-functioning: functioning properly under favorable circumstances. What are favorable circumstances? Favorability has two aspects. First, favorable conditions are those in which an individual faces a lack of impediment or threat along with an abundance of resources and opportunities. The individual is thus freed to make use of whatever resources she needs to pursue her goals and to function without (serious) inhibition.245 Second, favorable conditions are those that, when the individual functions properly, generate a positive response: pleasure, happiness, good health (e.g., growth, or building rather than burning muscle tissue), and so forth. The two aspects of favorability can come into conflict, as when a Henry chooses freely, if unwittingly, to live in a manner that makes him unhappy. Armed with a rough conception of favorability, we can see our way to extracting the relevant ideals from individuals’ constitutions: implicit in a person’s makeup is a 244



There is a sizable literature concerning the notions of function and malfunction, some of it including their application to psychological processes and psychopathology. See, for instance, (Murphy and Stich 2000; Woolfolk 1999). 245 The qualification reflects the fact any way of life will place some constraints on functioning. Though I am focusing on the human case, this conception of fulfillment can easily be expanded to apply to other organisms. This may include plants, depending on how plausible it is to view them as engaged in goal-



258 range of ideals of the good life based, on the one hand, on her aims, inclinations and drives—goals, broadly conceived—and, on the other hand, on her propensities to respond positively or negatively to things. To attain fulfillment is to reach a condition in which, while functioning properly, one achieves a high level of goal attainment and positive response—e.g., happiness and healthiness. This of course comes in degrees. To have a certain set of goals and propensities for positive response is to have, in the present sense, a certain nature (or part of one).246 Living in accordance with one’s nature, then, comes to this: one’s manner of living accords, to the extent permitted by one’s circumstances, with one’s goals and propensities for positive response. One’s manner of living permits the full expression of one’s nature, of the self: it permits self-expression.247 Given favorable circumstances, living in accordance with one’s nature is living in a manner that enables objective fulfillment. But one might live in accordance with one’s nature, and hence achieve self-expression, even in some kinds of unfavorable conditions: by freely pursuing goals that, given the situation, accord reasonably well with one’s propensities for positive response. A talented artist raging against social injustice, for example, may well be living in a way that perfectly suits her nature given the circumstances—



directed activity or behavior. The reader may find it helpful to consider the parallels between human and plant fulfillment—or, perhaps, flourishing. 246 Thus the present notion of fulfillment differs from Aristotelian perfection in that the relevant nature is not one’s nature qua member of this or that species, but qua particular individual. This makes the ideal in some ways more attractive, but also less authoritative: some people have rotten natures. Note that this definition of nature makes an individual’s nature subject to constant change. As I remark below, some goals and propensities for positive response are more central to one’s nature. And some may be irrelevant, or so peripheral as not to make a significant difference. Still others may be alien—the result, e.g., of manipulation. Which are more or less central is an important question that I shall not pursue here, save to note what we have already seen about the significance of our thymic propensities compared to, say, peripheral affects. Centrality weighting should minimize the extent to which our natures are in flux: more central aspects one’s nature will likely be more stable and resistant to change. 247 This term is admittedly not ideal: it has repugnant New Age overtones, suggesting an ideal of unregulated and impulsive behavior, as well as a kind of obtrusive exhibitionism. But fulfillment does not rule out, and in fact requires, self-discipline: she who acts rashly or thoughtlessly is bound to land herself in circum-



259 that involves full self-expression. She need not be happy. Indeed, self-expression may well call for her to be unhappy—outraged over her social and economic conditions, say. (Similarly, self-expression will typically require grieving over the loss of a loved one.) But the artist’s activities should nonetheless be relatively fulfilling—they should not add to her misery. To the extent possible, they should minimize her unhappiness, at least relative to the alternative courses of action that accord reasonably well with her goals (remember, self-expression crucially involves goal attainment). If the artist finds her efforts completely depressing and stultifying, then we will doubt that she has found a means of self-expression. Call the outraged artist’s self-expression negative—since it responds to unfavorable conditions—whereas self-expression in favorable circumstance is positive. Objective fulfillment is equivalent to positive self-expression.248 I wish to suggest that happiness has value as an aspect of objective fulfillment; and that this state has value, not simply qua pleasant condition, nor just qua state of successful goal pursuit, but also qua positive self-expression. The idea that fulfillment, and hence happiness, has this kind of value is hardly unproblematical, and this is no place to attempt a full defense of it. Perhaps there is no adequate defense of this claim. For one thing, the very idea of fulfillment, and the derivative notion of self-expression, rely on teleological assumptions that may either prove un-



stances that are anything but favorable. Similarly, fulfillment does not instruct us to “keep it real” in the colloquial sense of being a jerk. 248 Doesn’t this conflict with my claim that someone might be unhappy by nature? No: some people might conceivably be incorrigibly unhappy, but they can still attain some degree of fulfillment, simply by living in ways that make them least unhappy. But it might be that “true” fulfillment is barred to such (arguably pathological) individuals. Notice that we would scarcely want to say that such people are fighting their natures if they do not try to make themselves as miserable as possible—though we might say they are if, when as happy as they’re ever going to get, they struggle pointlessly to achieve some unattainable state of bliss. Bear in mind that someone might well think himself to be essentially a melancholy person without actually being such a person. This person might simply be ignorant of what would make him happy. Selfconception is not identity.



260 founded or incapable of supporting attractive ideals. But in support of the idea that fulfillment does indeed have value qua self-expression, consider the connection between fulfillment and identity: the most important aspects of fulfillment appear to be those that are most important to who we are, to the kinds of beings we are. Thus pleasure seems more significant than physical flourishing, and happiness seems more significant than pleasure. Whereas a Henry does appear to be fighting his nature, this worry is less pressing for someone who needlessly persists in unhealthy habits, or who constantly inflicts unnecessary discomfort on himself.249 The issue here is not simply that gratuitous unhappiness is worse than gratuitous unhealthiness or pain. Rather, it is that such unhappiness is worse in a specific way: it indicates, more so than unhealthiness or discomfort, that one is living in a manner that ill suits the kind of being one is. Thus our critique of the gratuitously unhappy person may differ from that of the unnecessarily unhealthy or uncomfortable individual: we are far more likely to say that she is living in a way that conflicts with or suppresses the full expression of her nature. This criticism resembles what we say of someone who lives in a kind of self-imposed bondage, such as a man with a great love and talent for painting who chooses to do something which he has neither the inclination nor any special ability to do, such as accounting, simply because it is considered more respectable. Even if he manages to be happy in that life, we are liable to think his choice a poor one, and not simply because he lets his talent go to waste. We may think that his way of life needlessly frustrates the full expression of his nature, of who he is. (Think also of the repressed, du249



Talk of a person’s “nature” may be a bit misleading, as it suggests that innate drives count for more than consciously adopted aims. They need not. A person’s commitment to vegetarianism, for instance, might be central to who she is, though it is hardly innate. My nature, in the present sense, is different from



261 tiful Victorian daughter living as she is told. Or a gay man struggling to lead a heterosexual life.) Why this should be important is not entirely clear. We seem to care about such things because we see purpose in the constitutions of individuals, and we see value in the fulfillment of that purpose. This scarcely proves that we ought to do so, but I am not sure what else we can say short of explaining why anything, pleasure included, should be valuable. Best to stop here. To sum up: Individuals function more or less properly, in response to conditions that are more or less favorable. To attain objective fulfillment is to function properly in positive circumstances—i.e., to reach a condition of well-functioning. Part of being in such a condition is being happy. Other parts include goal attainment, pleasure, good health, etc. Why is this condition valuable? Fulfillment is partly valuable qua pleasant condition, condition of goal attainment, and so forth. As such its value varies with the intensity of pleasure, the strength of the desires fulfilled, etc. But its value appears to vary along another dimension: the centrality of the various functionings to the individual’s identity or nature—the degree to which the individual’s functioning expresses his or her nature. We express concern about suppressing or frustrating our natures not because things get unpleasant, or because our goals are frustrated, but because we fail to function well in areas that are central to who we are. Fulfillment matters, that is, qua positive selfexpression. And so happiness matters as an aspect of fulfillment. Henry’s choice of occupation was ill-advised, not simply because it made his experience unpleasant, nor because he would regret it if fully informed—perhaps he wouldn’t—but partly because it under-



what it would have been were I raised by wolves. (At least, I’d like to think so.) Again, we need an account of centrality with respect to goals.



262 mined his chances for positive self-expression, or fulfillment. He was battling his own nature. An interesting question concerns the link between fulfillment and self-realization or actualization. The two notions are closely related, but the latter more strongly connotes personal development and reaching one’s potential. It is possible, but not necessary, to understand fulfillment in a way that includes such development (e.g., in terms of some counterfactual set of desires). But as fulfillment is characterized here, many worthy forms of development may outstrip the individual’s desires, and may not be dictated by one’s propensities for positive response. Someone might have great artistic potential, for instance, but lack any desire to pursue it; and other, less demanding ways of life may well make him just as happy or even more so. Fulfillment may thus not require, or even recommend, that he become an artist. That said, it is plausible that any normal human is going to require a certain amount of cultivation in order to attain a reasonable level of fulfillment: How many people are wholly without aspirations? And how happy is someone likely to be who exercises no skills at all? Note that the fact that someone would be happier after developing in some way can justify, on grounds of fulfillment, pursuing such development even if she presently lacks any desire to do it. Worries arise concerning the possibility of individuals made happy through doing or contemplating evil, or otherwise objectionably. But this is a problem facing any view that places stock in fulfillment or related ideals. And any sensible account of such an ideal is going to have to make such values either conditional or overrideable: either there is no value at all—or even negative value—in the fulfillment of a serial killer, or the good of fulfillment is dwarfed by the evil of his murderous desires and activities. The difficulty



263 is parallel to that of the sadist’s pleasure: is it a good at all? I confess to finding the value of fulfillment a bit obscure. Maybe there is no value in it (qua self-expression) after all. But the ostensible fact that it cannot be the supreme value in life, or unconditionally valuable, scarcely proves it to be worthless. A related worry concerns the problem of “alien” desires and “alien” forms of happiness:250 what if what turns you on—cannibalism, say—horrifies you? Note first that such persons will find happiness mighty hard to obtain. Indeed, it seems impossible short of gross self-deception or repression—strategies that hardly conduce to objective fulfillment. The right answer is that fulfillment requires a certain degree of internal harmonization, or at least a relative freedom from massive internal conflicts. Badly conflicted selves may be barred from fulfillment, which makes perfect sense: there is, for such individuals, no chance for coherent self-expression. Though what makes us happy or unhappy does constrain our values, and perhaps limits the scope of autonomy, it does not do so in an objectionable manner. Happiness is not an alien value, even where it conflicts with our autonomously chosen values and aims. It is a value whose authority stems directly from our own identities. There is an unfortunate tendency to discount our affective propensities as “mere” matters of temperament. But they are not peripheral or extraneous to our identities—they are an integral part of who we are. We may be rational animals in an important sense, but human nature is also substantially affective in ways that matter independently of their connection with reason.



250



The scare quotes signal that these things may not be alien. Who you are plausibly is, in part, what horrifies you.



264 And we cannot simply explain this by appealing to the cognitive nature of emotions:251 only a part of our thymic states is intentional, and even the intentional aspects are irrelevant to happiness qua happiness. Among other things, this suggests that perfectionist ethical theories may need to take happiness into account, more so than tends to be the case.252 Thomas Hurka’s interesting recent theory, for instance, incorporates only the physical and rational aspects of human nature. Matters affective enter the picture only insofar as our emotions incorporate the beliefs and desires that express our rational natures (Hurka 1993). (In all fairness, Hurka explicitly grants that his account may need supplementation.) It is implausible that someone could adequately realize his nature as a human being (or individual) by successfully carrying out a comprehensive life plan that, like Henry’s, condemns him to unhappiness.253 Such an ideal is, at any rate, unappealing. My point in this section has not been to defend Hume’s claim that reason is and ought to be the slave of the passions. Nor to argue that we ought to live in any manner that makes us happy; certain forms of aggression might make us happy, but that hardly means that we should indulge in them. Similarly, what contributed to the fitness of our Pleistocene ancestors—or even boosts our own fitness—might be immoral or otherwise wholly inappropriate for people living in our society. My points are, first, that what makes us happy and unhappy is an important aspect of our natures that substantially and interestingly constrains how we ought to live and what values we ought to have. Happiness is not simply a matter of getting what you want and being glad you got it. Neither is 251



As, for instance, Thomas Hurka does (1993). Not all perfectionists give short shrift to happiness. George Sher’s recent account, for instance, seems roughly compatible with the present contentions (1997). 253 One might argue that excellence in practical reasoning would preclude choosing unhappiness without good reason, but Hurka’s account does not appear to allow for this (though perhaps it can be developed to do so). What matters is successfully carrying out a relatively comprehensive and unified plan, whatever its content (so long as it does not compromise one’s own, or others’, rational and physical perfection). 252



265 the good life, even apart from moral concerns. Second, it is plausible that our thymic natures have in fact played a significant role in determining how humans live and value. They seem likely to have evolved partly to do just that: they may sometimes function, in other words, to enforce certain values that were adaptive for our ancestors. If we wish to understand who we are, it is worth learning more about what the universals, or nearuniversals, of human happiness are, and the extent to which they reflect adaptations. I shall close this section with a further question: Might our own society be a community of Henrys, of people “successfully” living in ignorance or denial of who they really are, thymically speaking? If we are to believe reports in the popular media, our lives have in recent decades become increasingly characterized by isolation resulting from deteriorating social networks, the stresses of having too many things to do in too little time, a sense of being trapped in a meaningless “rat race,” and so forth. If these phenomena are indeed pervasive—and such impressions are notoriously unsteady guides to reality—perhaps we have been compensated by improvements elsewhere.254 On the other hand, maybe our values have gotten out of whack—out of touch with the sorts of beings we are.



3.5 Identity in connection with other theories of happiness There is doubtless more to be said about the significance of happiness as a determinant of identity. Suffice it to say that its contribution to hedonic state does not exhaust its significance: it is central to who we are. Notice that we cannot clearly say the same about either the life satisfaction or hedonistic conceptions of happiness. At most, the former notion connects with identity only to the extent that part of one’s identity is a matter
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For a couple of interesting recent discussion of these questions, see Frank (1999) and Myers (2000a).



266 of how readily one is satisfied with things: “He is easily satisfied;” “She is never satisfied, but always strives for more and better.” This is a genuine aspect of personality, but certainly not as prominent or far-reaching as thymic state. More problematically, it is questionable whether this aspect of character really concerns life satisfaction. Rather it looks to be a far more general trait; the hard-to-satisfy person is hard to satisfy in all sorts of rather specific respects—e.g., her performance in a job—only one of which is with respect to her life as a whole. Indeed, such an individual need not be hard to satisfy in this respect: maybe she is deeply religious and, while hard on please in the various particulars of life’s demands, is perpetually prepared to enthusiastically affirm her life taken as a whole, for perhaps she regards the whole as a great gift. Finally, notice that the sources of life satisfaction do not constrain our values qua aspect of one’s identity the way the sources of a positive thymic state do; indeed, life satisfaction often reflects the bad values rather than the underlying reality. The relevance of life satisfaction to identity, in short, appears to be comparatively limited: whether one is the type of person who is prone to be satisfied with his life as a whole. Or, alternatively, whether one is the type of person who tends to be satisfied with her life as a whole under such-and-such conditions. What important trait corresponds to hedonistic happiness? Perhaps this: a tendency to enjoy things, to take pleasure from life. This is surely a virtue, indeed an underestimated one. But it is not as far-reaching as thymic state. In fact, it appears already to be largely subsumed by the affective state notion: surely a significant part of having a happy personality, as the affective state theory construes it, is being prone to enjoy life. It may be possible to be generally disposed towards a highly positive thymic state without being relatively prone to take pleasure in things, but such a disposition has got to be excep-



267 tional. Similarly, what gives you pleasure does not seem especially important to your identity save insofar as the pleasures involve your thymic state. That model railroading is what brings you emotional fulfillment is important to who you are; that ice cream is your favorite food is not, or not to the same degree. In short, the significance of happiness to matters of identity appears to be greater than either the life satisfaction or hedonistic theories make it to be.



4. Summing up: the value of happiness The value of happiness appears to be at least fourfold. First and most importantly, it is itself pleasant in all but the most far-fetched cases—and these are likely confined to the space of mere logical possibilities. Whether happiness is, as such, intrinsically valuable depends on the natures of pleasure and of intrinsic value—large and obscure topics that we would be wise to avoid here. More important, perhaps, is the question of whether happiness is merely instrumentally valuable. This too is a difficult matter, but it should suffice to note that happiness is not, qua pleasant affective state, blankly instrumental in the way that money or flossing one’s teeth is. We do not seek happiness simply as a useful instrument for obtaining some further thing, pleasure: it is pleasant. Perhaps it is indeed intrinsically valuable as such. Or maybe it has contributive, or even inherent, value.255 In any event, happiness plausibly serves as an end in our practical reasoning, at least on (the patently undemanding) condition of its pleasantness. More to the point, it appears well-suited to play the roles in practical reasoning described in Chapter 2; its
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“Contributive” if intrinsic value attaches to pleasures, where these consist of experiences and likings (of those experiences) taken together (Chapter 3; see also Feldman (1997) for an account of pleasure along these lines). In this case happiness contributes the experiential component. It seems possible to hold that intrinsic value attaches only to the “liking” aspect of pleasure, in which case one might argue that happiness, qua object of such likings, has inherent value. See C. I. Lewis (1946) for more on these distinctions. Korsgaard (1983) is also useful.



268 value is sufficiently transparent and direct to pose no difficulty for our pedestrian concerns with happiness: “Will I be happier as a teacher?” What’s the point of making all that money if it doesn’t make you happier?” “I just want her to be happy.” And so forth. That said, happiness also has significant instrumental value of a straightforward sort: qua determinant of emotional disposition, it is an important cause of pleasure (among other things). Third, happiness can be an important manifestation of good or bad character: a person of good character does not wallow needlessly in misery. And a severely handicapped individual suffering from lifelong pain who, through sheer strength of will, manages to retain her good humor, and even (without artifice) to be a joy to those around her, merits the highest admiration. Finally, happiness appears to have value as an aspect of objective fulfillment. Part of what it is to attain such a condition is to be happy. Thus an appropriately grounded happiness is not merely pleasant and admirable: it may also be a central ingredient of fulfillment. Insofar as we have reason to seek fulfillment—to live in a way that accords with our natures—then we appear to have reason, on the same grounds, to seek happiness. This appears to be a kind of perfectionist value; whether it is also prudential is unclear: that depends on how we ought to resolve the boundaries of well-being, and I am not at all sure how to do so.256 The value of happiness is not unconditional. Our lives go less well to the extent that our happiness depends on ignorance or deception. It also should not depend on the uncritical, manipulated, or otherwise unkosher possession of certain desires. My happiness should constitute a response to the conditions of my life that is distinctively and fully mine. It should, as Sumner puts it, be authentic. Inauthentic happiness has some sig-



269 nificant value—it is, after all, pleasant—but this value falls well short of the value authentic happiness has. For one thing, authenticity is necessary for objective fulfillment: self-expression, positive or negative, is hardly compatible with inauthenticity. And certain sorts of inauthenticity—e.g., involving uncritical acceptance—reflect poorly on the agent’s character. But even qua hedonic good, the value of happiness seems diminished insofar as it is inauthentic. To authenticity we should add that happiness ought to be fitting, as someone might be authentically but unfittingly happy.257 This may reflect moral depravity, as in the happiness of a serial killer. Alternatively, it might reflect overly modest or idiotic desires, as we find in Rawls’s grass counter (assuming that this individual’s happiness is authentic). How exactly unfittingness affects the value of one’s happiness depends on the case and on our axiology. With moral depravity, it at least undermines the value of happiness qua manifestation of good character: there it manifests a monstrous character. Many, including perhaps Sumner, would argue that the life of an authentically happy grass counter is none the worse for being so modest—though they would probably be quick to add that not many of us could authentically live that way. But many would contend that this person’s life is deficient with respect to prudential or perfectionist value, or perhaps both. I shall not attempt to resolve this dispute here. Fittingness is closely related to the question of character, but distinct. For one thing, a person may be fittingly or unfittingly happy through no fault of his own: perhaps his bourbon has, unbeknownst to him, been doped with some wonder drug. (Here fitting256



See Sumner (1992; 1996) for a powerful challenge to the idea that well-being consists in perfection. Fittingness might encompass authenticity, depending on whether someone could be fittingly but inauthentically happy. I would suggest this is possible: one’s level of happiness is appropriate to the circum257



270 ness overlaps with authenticity.) For another thing, happiness manifests character in ways other than being fitting or unfitting: the pain-sufferer’s happiness is admirable not because it is fitting; if anything, this happiness is admirable precisely because the circumstances seem not to warrant it. Not that it is unwarranted: it’s just that this individual’s happiness is not externally dependent in the manner we expect. It is substantially a product of the will; thus we admire it. Finally, fittingness—or rather, not being unfitting—is merely a condition on which happiness has whatever value it has. This contrasts with the role of happiness as a manifestation of character. Where happiness reflects good character, it makes one’s life better, not just hedonically or as an aspect of fulfillment, but as an expression of character. The fact that it is fitting, or at least not unfitting, adds nothing to its value. It simply fails to subtract. This discussion has been confessedly vague and noncommittal, but precision would require a full-blown axiology. That is a swamp we had best avoid here. Suffice it to say that happiness, as presently conceived, does not have the wrong sort of value. Moreover, its value is multifaceted, not one-dimensional. In the remainder of this chapter I shall discuss two further issues regarding the significance of happiness: the relation between happiness and worries about the meaning of life, and the relation between the pleasures of happiness and the other pleasures.



5. Happiness, affective compression, and the meaning of life Questions about the meaning of life seem to arise only when we are unhappy. Someone leading an emotionally fulfilling existence typically will not pause to agonize about the meaning or point of it all. There is, of course, more than one possible explana-



stances but not appropriately grounded in one’s nature and values. Even if not, authenticity is worth distin-



271 tion for such a correlation, and the meaning of life is an interesting philosophical problem independently of its connection with happiness.258 Still, it is worth noting some of the connections between worries about meaning and certain forms of unhappiness. Questions of meaning sometimes arise out of a desire to redeem our suffering: surely there must be a reason for it. In such cases worries about meaning are analogous to concerns about the problem of evil: how do we redeem, or at least make tolerable sense of, the bad things in life?259 But here I wish to explore a somewhat different connection between happiness and meaning. Take the case of Evangeline, who once was plagued by doubts about the point of it all. Yet her life was not without purpose: she worked tirelessly for an organization devoted to serving the needs of the poor, an occupation she rightly considered to be worthwhile and important. She was not stuck in the purposeless grind of a Sisyphus.260 But for all that she felt like a Sisyphus. She felt trapped, like an animal in a cage; emotionally deflated, small. She felt like an ant. Like Henry, Evangeline competently pursued a worthy vocation that, for all that, was ill-suited to her thymic nature. She did not find the work emotionally fulfilling, but quite the opposite. For one thing, it required constant interaction with her organization’s worthy beneficiaries. She served these troubled people well. But truth be told, Evangeline is not much of a “people person,” and the people she dealt with got on her nerves. Moreover, the pace was frantic, and she faced stiff competi-



guishing from fittingness. 258 Thomas Nagel, for instance, observes that questions about the meaning of life can arise simply from the fact that we are capable of viewing our lives from an impartial, cosmic standpoint from which they seem insignificant (1971; 1986). This is a genuine concern, but it seems, like the possibility of radical ignorance, more of a philosophical than practical matter. In neither case should a sensible and happy person lose sleep from worrying. 259 This is not all there is to the problem of evil, which of course has specifically theological dimensions to it. But the root worry is quite secular: can we explain the existence of evil in a satisfactory manner?



272 tion for promotion to the more desirable positions in the organization (where, she believed, she could do more good). She felt caught up in a machine. Perhaps we can best sum up her condition by saying she was spiritually or emotionally compressed: feeling tiny, small-souled, pressed-upon, trapped. Out of this condition arose a puzzle: why? What is the purpose of it all? Evangeline was neither saintly nor stupid. One day she said “to hell with this” and bought herself a tattered but serviceable sailboat, just big enough to live on. She spent most of her remaining years plying the Caribbean with a cherished companion, working odd jobs here and there to keep herself afloat and to save a bit for the day when she can no longer work. She pursued little in the way of goals or personal development, living rather on an easygoing day-to-day basis. Whatever purposes she had in life were limited mostly to sustaining her relationships and keeping available the simple pleasures of an undemanding existence. Though leading a far less purposeful life, she no longer worried about the meaning or purpose of it all; she was happy.261 She felt spiritually enlarged, expansive, somehow bigger than her mainland counterparts still caught up in the rat race. She felt like a giant, not an ant. She felt liberated, the opposite of a Sisyphus. She was emotionally or affectively uncompressed, or perhaps expanded. The notion of affective compression is not exactly easy to pin down, but compression in the present sense is not so much about a lack of emotional range or intensity, though it can involve these. At this stage I can do 260



Sisyphus is a popular illustration of putative meaninglessness. See, for instance, Camus (1955) and Taylor (1967). 261 The point here is not to promote a certain way of life. Many people would find Evangeline’s later existence mind-numbingly boring. For some, happiness may lie in the busy routine of a stockbroker or surgeon. (An interesting question, however, concerns whether all such individuals are capable of being happy and leading a well-rounded life. It is possible that many of those who thrive on stress can purchase their happi-



273 little more than point to the metaphors employed in describing Evangeline. But I trust that most readers will recognize the phenomenon once it is pointed out. You might experience affective expansion when thoroughly engaged in your favorite activity, particularly if it involves physical virtuosity. Surfing does it for some, sculpture for others, trading commodities for still others… The present notion is related to the idea of flow—the pleasant experience one has when fully engrossed by some challenging activity, like sailing a boat—but should not be confused with it (Csikszentmihalyi 1990). I would conjecture that questions of meaning in life arise most often, not just in unhappiness, but in the kind of unhappiness that involves affective compression.262 (Hence, in part, the aptness of the Sisyphus metaphor.) Why this should be so is unclear. The reason, I think, is that compression is specially related to our activities: affective compression arises most often when our primary activities in life serve no discernible or worthwhile end, are poorly suited to our natures and abilities, or are otherwise oppressive or unfulfilling. (Contrast sadness or anger: such phenomena often indicate that our activities are ill-chosen, but just as often they indicate problems that have nothing to do with the suitability of our activities—e.g., the death of a loved one.) Specifically, compression appears to be the affective consequence of hindered or frustrated self-expression: compression arises to the extent that one’s behavior—construed broadly, including emotion263—fails to accord with one’s desires, inclinations and affective propensities.264 Self-



ness only by sacrificing personal relationships and other elements of a full life. Perhaps this tradeoff comes back to haunt them in their later years.) 262 Not all unhappiness involves compression. The grief of a tragedy’s protagonist arguably requires a certain expansiveness of spirit. 263 The idea is that sometimes we are not free to express, or even experience, emotions in a natural manner. Collingwood: “…an unexpressed emotion is accompanied by a feeling of oppression; when it is expressed and thus comes into consciousness the same emotion is accompanied by a new feeling of alleviation or easement, the sense that this oppression is removed” (1938).



274 expression, we saw, is a central aspect of fulfillment, which adds to self-expression a general requirement of positivity. Bear in mind that self-expression is not simply a matter of being able to do as you choose. Nor does it require total license to follow every whim, however base or depraved. It is rather a matter of living in a way that allows a reasonably full expression of one’s affective and conative nature. And frequently our freely chosen activities don’t allow this, as the cases of Henry and Evangeline illustrate. Sometimes our own projects become alien and imposing to us, though we may only register the fact at a very basic emotional level. It may take years of psychotherapy for our higher cognitive processes to catch on, if they ever do. To get a better fix on the idea, it may be useful to indulge in a bit of speculation about the possible origins of compression in our evolutionary forbears. (It matters little whether the following “just-so” story is true: the point is just to illustrate what compression involves.) Imagine the predicament of an individual who is in a threatened subordinate position—e.g., is under the watchful eye of a hostile and belligerent dominant figure. One natural response to this kind of situation would be to avoid trouble by keeping a low profile and making oneself as invisible as possible. Hunker down. This is a reactive stance in which one’s behavior is driven not internally but by the agendas of others: go with the flow, be agreeable, and don’t make waves. What would the emotional aspect of such a strategy be like? We might expect individuals in such a position to be relatively introverted rather than extroverted, to be less likely to be in what we call an expansive mood, to be relatively anxious or prone to anxiety, to be tentative rather than confident, to feel confined or trapped—not liberated—and perhaps to be somewhat flat emotionally. In



264



After writing this, I came across an interesting discussion by Owen Flanagan, in which he argues that self-expression, in something like this sense, is central to leading a meaningful life (1996).



275 severe cases the response might shade into depression. Such individuals might also tend to be relatively petty and selfish—too focused on their own precarious status to care much about others. These are all, I think, among the hallmarks of affective compression. And we should not be surprised if someone who exhibits these characteristics experiences a certain phenomenology: feeling small, or small-spirited.265 This is the core phenomenology of compression. Compression is not a distinct emotion or mood; it is rather a property of a person’s mood state. Affective compression is a response to oppressive circumstances, such as these, in which one’s behavior is neither natural, free, nor fulfilling. There appear to be at least five major sources of compression—that is, things that hinder self-expression. First is insecurity: being in a threatened position. This forces a reactive and wary stance that precludes self-expression. A second source is conformity pressure: being subject to strong, broad-based pressures to conform to some unsuitable ideal in one’s behavior. While any social existence necessarily involves some level of conformity pressure—that’s what norms are for—compression arises where these become especially strong and farreaching, and are ill-suited to one’s conative and affective nature. Third, unfulfilling activities: being often engaged in emotionally unrewarding or enervating activities.266 What one is doing is not well fitted to the sort of person one is. Fourth, task overload: having too much or too many things to do in too little time. Again, such circumstances force a reactive stance. Finally, lack of resources or opportunities: lacking what one needs to
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There appears to be an interesting link between this phenomenon and that of being what we call a small, petty person. This person seems not only to be overly restricted in the scope of her concern—she also feels small. 266 This is admittedly generic: consider it a catch-all for sources of compression that do not fit the other categories.



276 pursue one’s goals.267 Evangeline’s situation involves all but the last source of compression.268 Worries about meaning tend to arise when such factors inhibit self-expression, and thus generate affective compression, to a sufficient extent that we notice the emotional deficiency in our lives. Unless our activities serve a worthy end that justifies this shortcoming—and sometimes even if they do—we may very well ask ourselves what the point could possibly be in going on in this manner.269 If our doings fail to contribute to the goodness of our own lives, and actually make them worse, then why bother? What’s the point in living? One need not be a rank egoist to see the force of this worry. The question is less acute if there’s nothing at all we can do about our circumstances. Someone forced by necessity to labor in a sweatshop may experience severe compression, but he probably will not bother to worry about the meaning of it all if he sees no real choice in his manner of living. But an Evangeline, who freely chose her line of work, and who is free to opt out if she so desires, stands to gain rather more from posing such a question. What’s the purpose of living?—this has practical standing in her case, whereas it is an idle worry for the sweatshop laborer. The meaning of life is primarily a concern, it seems, for the relatively privileged. At the same time, one’s options should not be too open: a change of course should be costly, or at least not obviously more attractive than its alternatives. Otherwise the compressed individual won’t bother to 267



Resources can be internal, such as abilities. Conformity pressure is less obvious in her case, but it is likely given the particular insecurity of her position—i.e., the difficulties she faced in getting a promotion. Someone jockeying for position in a bureaucracy—or probably any professional hierarchy—will typically have to “play the game.” Thus one must conform to local norms, not only regarding job performance, but also regarding, to name a few things, aesthetic expression (e.g., clothing and other possessions), what jokes to find funny, political and social attitudes, and even leisure activities (e.g., playing golf, or not hunting). Remember the threatened subordinate. 268



277 worry about the meaning of it all: she will act. So concerns about meaning will tend to arise, not only in the context of unredeemed compression, but where affectively compressed individuals face the right balance of freedom and constraint. For someone who is happy, who is affectively uncompressed—whose activities are well-suited to her affective and conative nature—worries about meaning will likely not arise at all. Such an individual has, after all, all the point she needs: her way of life works for her. Evangeline shows us that such a condition does not require us to lead lives that are, or even seem, particularly meaningful or purposeful in any but the weakest sense. They need only to be lives that seem worth leading, that make us happy.270 There is a separate question of whether our lives ought to be meaningful in a more robust and objective sense than this: perhaps our activities must actually be worthwhile.271 But for people who are happy, the question of meaning—be it subjective or objective—simply will not get asked. I am not claiming that worries about meaning arise only in response to compression. Probably any kind of suffering, or simply a reflective and philosophical temperament, can generate them. Still, there appears to be a strong connection between the two phenomena.
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Alternatively, we may wish to change the way we regard our activities. Perhaps the correct response to compression, and worries about meaning, is sometimes to develop a Zen-like appreciation for the routine and mundane. 270 This view resembles Richard Taylor’s to some extent (1967). But I am not taking up the position, criticized by David Wiggins, that we can find adequate meaning in our lives without seeing any objective grounds for it at all (1991). Only through the injection of some extraordinary substance into one’s veins (Taylor 1967) could a person be arbitrarily happy in this manner, and even then it is questionable how rich this sort of happiness would be. For any normal case, happiness will depend substantially on cognitive evaluations of our circumstances (though, as I have argued, the significance of our higher cognitive evaluations, particularly more globalized ones, is less than we tend to think). Even the handicapped person I described as happy through “sheer” force of will is not literally happy with no regard to reality at all. She just chooses, e.g., not to dwell on the negatives. 271 See, for instance, Wolf (1997).



278 The phenomenon of affective compression is obviously a difficult and obscure matter, and its relation to questions about the meaning of life similarly requires further clarification. But it, or something very much like it, does appear to exist, and it is important for us to get a better understanding of it. For one thing, compression is one of the less readily-noticed forms of unhappiness, and a clearer grasp of its character can help us to scout it out and then, hopefully, do something about it. Second, it appears to be quite pervasive in our society, and may be among the most widespread forms of unhappiness. Consider four of its five sources—insecurity, conformity pressures, unfulfilling activity, and task overload. Sound familiar? These are often said to be the distinctive afflictions of today’s affluent professionals—those who call their jobs “careers.” These are people for whom status tends to be both important and precarious (insecurity). Substantially because of this, they are less free to be themselves than those for whom status is relatively unimportant (conformity pressures).272 Compounding these pressures is the relative anonymity of life in a highly mobile society, with the resulting need to impress people who know you only superficially. Because careers are so frequently chosen for financial and status reasons, work is often unfulfilling. And task overload—with the accompanying stress— seems to be omnipresent. Affective compression, if there is indeed such a thing, may prove to be the characteristic malady of our times.



6. The pleasures of happiness versus the peripheral pleasures In Hemingway’s The Old Man and the Sea, the old man Santiago endures great physical discomfort in his days-long battle to land an enormous fish (1952). Yet he is de272



If you’re not seeking promotion—if you’re not worried about the trajectory of your career—then you don’t need to “fit in” so badly. You don’t need to be just like everyone else. Thus, arguably, do people get less interesting the higher you look on the food chain: janitors can afford to be weird; management consult-



279 termined to limit the impact of this pain: he does not let it get to him, get him down, affect his spirits. “Pain does not matter to a man,” he tells himself (p. 84). We admire the old man. But more than that, we see in Santiago’s hardscrabble existence Hemingway’s vision of a particularly desirable way of life, one that bears little resemblance to our own. Now Hemingway appears to have been no great fan of happiness, at least so described,273 but it is clear that Santiago’s life is an emotionally fulfilling one. Even in the wake of unrelenting bad fortune, Santiago seems happier than most of us. Thus the story begins with him cheerful and confident (pp. 10, 13), and concludes as he dreams happily of lions on his bedding of newspapers. Save for brief moments of “complete malignancy” while fighting off the sharks that devour his catch, he seems never to yield to anger, irritability, or any other significantly negative affective states. His spirit seems indestructible. Santiago’s happiness in the face of physical discomfort and pain illustrates the importance of a previously noted distinction between central and peripheral pleasures: central pleasures involve our thymic states, whereas peripheral pleasures do not.274 (We might use the terms ‘thymic’ and ‘non-thymic’ to distinguish these pleasures, but I shall stick to the other terminology.) Though peripheral pleasures and displeasures certainly make a difference in how well our lives go, they matter far less than central ones. Indeed,



ants typically cannot. Education counteracts homogenizing forces somewhat, but may in some ways make them worse. 273 Actually, it is possible to read the quote that started this chapter as a gibe against, not happiness, but intelligence. Hemingway’s depiction of Santiago arguably betrays a vigorous strain of anti-intellectualism. 274 Santiago’s tale also points to some interesting connections between affective expansion and living close to nature. Those with the temperament for “roughing it” frequently describe their experience in such terms. Perhaps living in intimate contact with natural environments can yield high levels of expansion due to the presence of fewer pressing and stressful obligations; ample opportunities for active engagement in challenging but doable and rewarding activities; and a sense that one’s activities are somehow based more directly in reality, are not based entirely in an arbitrary and made-up world. Santiago engages in a struggle against the elements—a struggle that, precisely because of its lack of artifice and brute connection with the basic facts of survival, seems vastly more meaningful and worthwhile than the demeaning struggle of a Willie Loman to succeed in a wholly artificial game. It is no coincidence that Loman strikes us as such a



280 Mill’s famous distinction in the quality of pleasures might reflect in part a tacit recognition of the distinction between central and peripheral pleasures. In a nutshell, the pleasures of happiness are surely the best of the pleasures, and determine the basic quality of our experience of life. But what of the other pleasures? First note that the scope of central pleasures is broader than one might have guessed: the best of the sensory pleasures and peripheral affects do tend to elicit strong emotional reactions, and do impact on our thymic states. Thus might the physical pleasures of sexual intercourse or an outstanding meal generate a deep sense of well-being, contentment or satisfaction. Likewise for many other pleasures. Though solving an easy part of a crossword puzzle will typically result only in a peripheral affective response, solving a particularly challenging one, at least for those who like such things, may well elicit a central affective response in which one’s mood state does improve. I want to suggest that most, and perhaps all, of the great pleasures in life are central. If this is correct, then the pleasures of happiness comprise most or even all of the great pleasures in life. Thus the pleasures of good food and drink, of companionship, of sexual intercourse, of accomplishment, of engagement in engrossing and challenging activities, of being in the presence of greatness or beauty, and so forth all appear, when sufficiently pronounced, to qualify as among the great pleasures in life—the sorts of pleasures that, we often say, make life worth living—to be pleasures of happiness. For it is difficult to imagine experiencing such pleasures at their best without, in doing so, experiencing the sorts of deep sense of joy, contentment, or satisfaction that characterize happiness. And this is not be-



little man, and certainly a smaller soul than Santiago. At least part of this has to do, I think, with matters of affective compression.



281 cause they simply cause such states; such emotional impacts are rather part of the experience itself. Most of life’s pleasures, however, are not great. The lesser pleasures—peripheral pleasures—constitute the vast majority of the pleasures we experience. For they arise in the countless minor reactions we have to the various things we perceive throughout the day. An interesting question concerns the importance of such pleasures to a good life. They are, simply because of their abundance and ease of attainment, not to mention their role in causing changes in our thymic states, highly significant elements of a good life— the hedonic icing on the cake, so to speak. Important as the central pleasures, the pleasures of happiness, are, they omit a large chunk of hedonic experience.275 Consider, for instance, the pleasures of a snack, defecation, unmoving sexual activity, a hot shower, etc., which frequently if not usually are unemotional and have no discernible mood effect at all. Yet they can be highly pleasant all the same. Indeed, perhaps some of these are among the great pleasures in life, in which case not all such pleasures are central. As we saw in § 3.4, there are important epistemic differences between the pleasures of happiness and peripheral pleasures: the latter are far more conspicuous and easy to pursue. We typically know what causes physical pain or pleasure, and what provides us with enjoyment or amusement. By contrast, we are far more often ignorant about what makes us happy, no doubt partly because the connection between happiness and any particular activity is so opaque. Happiness mostly reflects the broad circumstances of our
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Likewise, mutatis mutandis, for the peripheral displeasures—especially physical discomforts such as pain. Pain may seem a counterexample to my contention about the relative importance of central versus peripheral displeasures. But consider whether intense pain would really have anything like the hedonic significance we attach to it if it made no difference to our happiness. We find it hard to imagine such pain’s failing to determine the basic hedonic character of one’s life only because, I think, we can hardly imagine such pain without serious emotional distress.



282 lives, and it is frequently difficult to tell which aspects of our lives are responsible for it. Moreover, central affective states tend to be longer-lasting, more diffuse, and less intense than peripheral ones, with the result that problems of affective ignorance are much more pronounced for central than for peripheral pleasures—despite the fact that the former are so much more important. As a result, there is a considerable risk that individuals will seek the obvious at the expense of the better: people may pay too little attention to what makes them happy and pursue instead the easy pleasures of amusement, convenience, and bodily gratification.276 (Perhaps this is a hidden moral of Hemingway’s story. Contrast the earthy fulfillments of the old man’s Spartan existence with the comfortable and amusement-filled emotional vacuum that characterizes so many lives in our society.277) The epistemic differences between central and peripheral pleasures alone may warrant drawing the distinction. It has often been noted that terms like ‘pleasure’ and ‘enjoyment’ have superficial connotations—hence, in part, the popularity of ‘happiness’ as a term for pleasant states of mind. I would suggest that ‘pleasure’ and ‘enjoyment’, in colloquial usage, typically denote just the peripheral pleasures. When we say that something is worth doing because it gives pleasure or enjoyment, we typically mean that it is “merely” pleasant, pleasant in a peripheral sense. If we thought it would be particularly fulfilling or gratifying emotionally, we would say instead that it makes one happy, or happier. Indeed, one reason for the pejorative tones of ‘hedonism’ is that the pursuit of pleasure at least connotes the pursuit 276



This may be a reason for policymakers to focus on the happiness of their constituencies rather than on pleasure. Individuals can probably be counted on to pursue peripheral pleasures quite competently, but they might be prone to serious error in the case of happiness. We may thus want our social policies to help minimize such errors, or at least not exacerbate them. Another reason for making happiness an object of state concern is its connection with the broader circumstances of our lives as opposed to the details. Public policy concerns the former more than the latter. 277 For an entertaining denunciation of the amusement-centered society, see Collingwood (1938).



283 of peripheral pleasures—perhaps at the expense of happiness—and we think these alone are hardly sufficient for even a hedonically desirable existence. Indeed, too much concern with these may undermine happiness and thus leave us hedonically worse off. (The story of Wilde’s Dorian Gray appears to be an example of this.) If all this is right, then talk of happiness and pleasure may not amount to hedonic double-counting: the former is the domain of the central pleasures, whereas the latter, understood in the common manner, concerns only peripheral pleasures. Among other things, this might enable us to justify incorporating happiness as such into broader constructs such as that of subjective well-being: to assess the overall quality of someone’s life from the subjective point of view, we consider both happiness and pleasure—without risk of double-counting—as well as attitudes of satisfaction with various things. However, recall that happiness is not necessarily pleasant, as I argued in Chapter 3. But the relevant states are almost always pleasant, and being unpleasantly happy may be a psychological impossibility, so perhaps this won’t amount to much in practice. I suspect that, if we are seeking complete precision, subjective well-being should incorporate only the single category of hedonic state instead of both happiness and pleasure; but if we are more interested in practical utility and speaking to the concerns of laypersons, we should replace the technical notion of hedonic state with the folk notions of happiness and pleasure. In the final chapter I shall explore the role that happiness plays in the good life, in practical reasoning, and in ethical inquiry.



284



Chapter 7 Happiness, the Good Life, and Ethical Theory Happiness is not the important notion for ethics; well-being is. James Griffin278 1. Introduction We have seen various respects in which happiness is significant. We may now ask what role happiness plays in a good life, and to what extent ethical theorists should care about it. The discussion has two main parts. First, I consider the importance of happiness for the good life: Is happiness necessary or sufficient for a good life? Then I examine the importance of happiness as a practical concern: Is it worth worrying about? I hope to show that happiness is centrally important for the good life, that it is a primary concern for ethical theorists, and that it is a central practical concern. In fact, the happiness of ourselves and others may well be our most important practical concern when it comes to the basic character of our lives. To keep things interesting, I shall grant this much at the outset: the notion of happiness may not play any starring role, such as that of utility, in moral theory. But this, if true, is consistent with its being a primary concern for ethical theory, where this is understood broadly as an attempt to answer Socrates’ question: How ought we to live? As with the previous chapter, the discussion will be fairly brisk.



2. Happiness and three different notions of the good life What role does happiness play in the good life? There does not appear to be any single answer to this question, as there does not appear to be any single notion of the good life to which we can refer. We can distinguish at least three interesting senses of



285 ‘the good life’, where the goodness in question is comprehensive and includes the whole range of goods that a life can have, including moral ones. These differ from a common use of the locution to denote a kind of life that is very congenial or agreeable, whether or not it is good in other respects. This latter use corresponds roughly to the prudential sense of happiness, whereas the uses that concern us here are more akin to the perfectionist sense. Like the three senses of ‘happiness’, the three senses of ‘the good life’ do not correspond to three different conceptions of the same thing. They express different concepts, and each admits of a wide range of substantive conceptions—Kantian, consequentialist, perfectionist, etc. (Although theorists of a particular stripe may tend to find one or the other of these concepts more attractive.) Unlike the three happiness concepts, these concepts are in some sense competitors: for each defines a perspective from which we can evaluate lives, and some perspectives may prove more compelling or authoritative than others. To begin with, we might conceive of the good life quite literally, in terms of the overall balance of good (versus bad) that it contains or produces. This broadly consequentialist notion of the good life takes it to consist in a life that is, on the whole, a net source of goodness. To lead a good life in this sense is essentially to make the world a better place, though we must keep in mind that pursuing one’s own interest is normally an important part of doing so. Nonetheless, it is a familiar objection to standard consequentialist moralities—which need not hold this view of the good life—that they demand too much sacrifice of personal interests and projects in the name of maximizing the good.279 Similarly, where self-interest and the overall good collide, the latter takes prece-
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(Griffin 1998). See, for example, Williams (1973) and Wolf (1982).



286 dence on this way of conceiving of the good life. Thus well-being, and a fortiori happiness, is not essential to a good life so construed. (Though maybe it is for most people: one’s own happiness is to be sought insofar as this does not compromise the achievement of greater goods. Also, we might choose to give greater weight to the subject’s own welfare. But it is not clear what the grounds for doing so could be.280) The affinities between this notion and a consequentialist morality are obvious. But one need not be a consequentialist to conceive of the good life this way: the perspective is open to anyone. Perhaps, for instance, the good is to some extent derived from the right. Nor are advocates of consequentialist moralities necessarily committed to such a view. Even a Singer could, in principle, hold that morality very often requires tremendous selfsacrifice without thinking that a life of such devotion to others is usually a good one (Singer 1972). We should suspect a moral theory that requires most of us to give up the prospect of a good life, but smart consequentialists, including Singer, will probably not view their accounts as imposing such a requirement.281 A second, roughly Stoic notion of the good life takes it to consist in living well— specifically, in living well given one’s circumstances.282 The good life is a life conducted admirably, and is highly resistant to misfortune. (Not immune: presumably it at least requires sufficiently favorable childhood conditions to permit the requisite character development.) Should one be cursed with a disagreeable temperament, or find oneself doomed to a hostile environment, one can still lead a good life. Again, happiness is not an essential part of the good life. However, one’s life will not plausibly be good if dominated by a self-inflicted or otherwise voluntary unhappiness not compensated for by sufficient other 280 281



However, see Scheffler (1982). See also Railton (1984) and Scheffler (1982).



287 goods. An interesting question concerns whether the compensating goods must have necessitated the unhappiness: can someone who performed great services for humanity, yet chose dreadfully for herself—specifically, by condemning herself to a lifelong misery not necessitated by her good works—reasonably be said to have lived well? Obviously not in one respect, and probably not even on the whole. A good life, in the sense of living well, seems to require that one choose well with respect to one’s own happiness, even if it does not require that one be successful in achieving it. (Which is not to say that living well rules out self-sacrifice; just that there must be good reasons for undermining one’s own happiness.) The third and most compelling notion of the good life takes more of a first-person perspective: is one’s life desirable? Would any reasonable person want to have, and to lead, such a life?283 This notion is not easily made precise, but we should be able to get by without too much further clarification. (I shall, for instance, leave the notion of “reasonable” unexplicated. I assume that it requires a commitment to moral decency.) A desirable life is not necessarily the same as a life that one would be justified in affirming. People tend, I think reasonably, to affirm their lives come what may—at least barring the grossest misfortune, misbehavior, or misjudgment. And even those who commit grave errors will often claim to have no regrets. Such avowals frequently seem perfectly respectable—a way of embracing one’s life as one’s own, however imperfect it may be. It is, after all, the only life you’ve got. Conversely, an unwillingness to affirm one’s life amounts to a repudiation of it, and perhaps even of oneself. We should not be surprised at
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As with the consequentialist view, one need not be a Stoic to hold such a view of the good life. One benefit of this way of looking at the good life is its obvious connection to what it is reasonable to expect from agents, what agents have reasons for doing. The consequentialist notion does not obviously handle such concerns in a satisfactory manner.
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288 Wittgenstein’s well-known claim to have had a wonderful life. But we might grant that he was justified in saying so without holding that he had a desirable life. And if he was indeed as unhappy a man as I have been led to believe, then it is hard to imagine why any reasonable person should want to have such a life. (I take it that vanity—a desire to be responsible for such brilliant philosophical work—does not supply an adequate motive here.)284 More generally, it looks as though happiness is somehow necessary for the good life in the desirability sense. Or rather, a predominance, or perhaps even a large minority, of unhappiness appears to rule out a good life. For consider a saintly individual who has done many great deeds but has also suffered through a lifetime of depression with little respite. This person’s life has been a net good, and may have been well-lived, but it is not a life any reasonable person would want. Likewise for certain tortured artists. One might prefer that there should be people like this, as well as lives pursued (given the circumstances) as this one was. And one might even want to be like such a person (at least in one ordinary sense, where moral characteristics largely determine what kind of person one is). But one cannot reasonably want, for oneself, to be such a person and be handed such a life to lead.285
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These considerations point to a serious difficulty for McFall’s account of the good life, in which the notion of justified affirmation is central (1989). See also the discussion of task indeterminacy in Chapter 4. 285 This point, and indeed the whole discussion of the good life qua desirability, is complicated by the fact that we typically like who we are and would rather not literally be someone else. More generally, the very idea of having preferences ranging over whole lives is problematical, since it is only from within a life that we can have such preferences. Preferring another life may seem a repudiation of one’s own. Perhaps we can explicate the notion of desirability in terms of lives that reasonable individuals in something like a Rawlsian original position would prefer, though this way of putting things is not without problems (Rawls 1971). Alternatively, perhaps desirability is a matter of whether we would wish such a life for a newborn child. These sorts of considerations lead me to prefer to couch the discussion in terms of desirability rather than the notion of choiceworthiness (Scanlon 1999).



289 The situation changes if we suppose that the individual is generally not unhappy, but not happy either. Though not particularly pleasant, her life is not unpleasant, and it is otherwise quite admirable. Perhaps the desirability of saintliness is sufficient, in such circumstances, to yield a life that is desirable all things considered. (Notice that a lifetime dominated by hedonic neutrality itself seems undesirable.) Yet only when we attain some predominance of happiness does this person’s life become clearly desirable, and hence good in the present sense. At any rate, there appears to be no way of compensating for a predominance of unhappiness: such a condition rules out any hope for a good life. Maybe this will strike the reader as obvious. But it seriously conflicts with our ordinary practice of appraising lives: many of our paradigms of good lives involve people who were deeply unhappy for much of their lives, and hence were not good lives in this sense. For instance, a recent article on research into the good life listed Winston Churchill, who suffered from a recurrent depression that he called his “black dog,” as among several exemplars of the good life (Ruark 1999). And I suspect that few will want to say without hesitation that Abraham Lincoln did not lead a good life, yet he too was notoriously melancholy.286 It is not even clear that all of those whose lives we hold in greatest esteem could even be said to have lead good lives in the sense of living well: though extremely virtuous, some of them may well have been terribly inept when it came to their personal lives. The only notion of the good life that supports our ordinary practice appears to be the consequentialist one. But that notion has serious limitations: what good is it to have a good life if no reasonable person would want such an existence? It is not clear 286



He is said to have written: “I am now the most miserable man living. If what I feel were equally distributed to the whole human family, there would not be one cheerful face on the earth. Whether I shall ever be better, I cannot tell. I awfully forebode I shall not. To remain as I am is impossible. I must die or be better it



290 that this is a tenable notion of the good life at all. This appears to be the root worry behind Bernard Williams’s influential critique of utilitarianism: no credible ethical theory can afford to disregard how agents could reasonably want to live, and utilitarianism (allegedly) does exactly this (1973). The worry, in a nutshell, is that utilitarians work with an impoverished notion of the good life. A plausible ethics needs a tolerable conception of the good life qua desirable life. Whether consequentialism can yield such a conception is a matter of ongoing debate. There is more to life, one should think, than serving merely as a vehicle for the promotion of value. And there is more to it than being a good person, whether or not one succeeds in making the world a better place.287 A good life ought at least to be a life worth living for the person who leads it. In fact it is tempting to conclude that lay ascriptions simply fail to distinguish the idea of being a good person from that of having a good life. Such attributions appear to serve more as acts of commendation or praise than of serious reflection on the overall quality of individuals’ lives. Consider how reluctant we are to say of someone we like that he had a bad life: it seems an insult, a put-down, and a rejection of all he stood for. It is not, and the notion of a good life loses much of its usefulness—and becomes too narrow—if we simply assimilate it to that of being a good person or a doer of good deeds. We must remember that a life is not simply a thing for us to admire. It is something that somebody has to live. That person gets to experience it just once. And then, “off the edge.”288 Kaput. We can be glad that Wittgenstein graced the



appears to me.” The passage comes from a widely cited letter allegedly written January 23, 1841. I have not confirmed its provenance. 287 (Wolf 1982). 288 (Nagel 1986, p. 225).



291 planet with his extraordinary gifts. But let’s not wish his lot, if he was indeed so unhappy, on anyone else. The arguments here and in Chapter 6 imply that happiness is, in an important sense, an objective good: it is centrally important to our lives whether we value it or not. 289



If your values give little weight to happiness, then so much the worse for your val-



ues.290 This may strike some readers as implausible, apart from the moral concerns already addressed. For instance, wouldn’t you give a lot to know what it was like for Wittgenstein to have his insights; for Beethoven to compose his Ninth Symphony; or for Einstein to formulate the theory of relativity? And mightn’t it be reasonable, even if not to everyone’s tastes, to accept a lifetime dominated by unhappiness for the chance to do such things? I submit that it would not: such a trade is, almost literally, a Faustian bargain—one sacrifices the condition of one’s soul in this life for a glimpse, or even many glimpses, of immense beauty, of knowledge, or of brilliant insight. A close acquaintance with greatness may be worth a significant amount of pain—the good things in life frequently are—but someone willing to endure a lifetime of suffering to attain it has got his utilities seriously out of order.291 Or so it seems to me. Imagine, to press the point harder, someone making such a trade for a mere peek at the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel.
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We may need, in some primitive sense, to like it, if that’s what pleasure involves. Irwin Goldstein has argued in a series of papers for the objective value of pleasure (1980; 1983; 1989). Though objective with respect to subjects’ values, happiness (qua hedonic good) is a subjective good in another sense: its value is dependent on facts about the subject’s mind. See Sumner (1996) for an example. Happiness appears to be an objective good even in Sumner’s sense where it expresses good or bad character, and perhaps also if my suggestion about its value with respect to fulfillment is correct (Chapter 6). See more generally my discussion in that chapter of the role of happiness in constraining our values. 290 Recall that the relevant value concerns limiting unhappiness at least as much as attaining happiness itself. 291 This assumes the availability of much happier reasonable alternatives. Tormented geniuses frequently lack them.



292 I am not claiming that it is never reasonable to choose a life of unhappiness over one of happiness. Circumstances may be such that the obligatory, dignified or admirable thing to do requires us to choose unhappiness. But our lives will go better, and may only go well on the whole, if circumstances are not like that. Yet might circumstances be that way for most of us? Many people seem to think so; if they are right, then my arguments indicate that most of us cannot have good lives. But this will not the case if, as I suggested in Chapter 6, most of us can reasonably be happy. And this is a much stronger claim than the one we need: that most people could reasonably choose to live in ways that would not make them unhappy. Notice that even if duty calls on most of us to make extraordinary sacrifices, as Singer thinks it does, it hardly follows that we shall be unhappy if we make those sacrifices. On the contrary: charity and volunteer work, for instance, appear to be among our greatest sources of joy. Michael Argyle reports that only dancing has been found to produce higher levels (1999). More generally, there is some suggestive evidence that moral behavior tends to make us happier, not the reverse.292 (I once read a claim by a man who worked with Mother Theresa that she was the happiest person he had ever met.) If anything, the puzzle seems to be why we don’t make ourselves happier by improving the moral quality of our lives. Not all moral “sacrifice,” if we can call it that, leaves us nailed to a cross.



292



Unfortunately, most of it is only that: suggestive. For the most part, existing studies only document correlations between affect or self-reported happiness and pro-social behavior, strong relationships and community ties, and non-materialistic values. The direction of causation is typically unclear, and probably runs both ways. See, for instance, Argyle (1999), Isen (1984), Kasser and Ryan (1993), Myers (2000b), and Myers and Diener (1995). Especially provocative is Jonathan Haidt’s recent work on the extremely positive emotion of “elevation” that people experience on witnessing virtuous behavior in others (2000). We certainly appear to be made happier by goodness in others, even when it only benefits a complete stranger. In general, the correlates of happiness tend not to support a grim Hobbesian view of human nature. For recent philosophical discussions see Flanagan (1991) and Sumner (1998).



293 Recall that even a constitutionally unhappy person can have a life that is good in some sense: a life that is good in the consequentialist or Stoic sense. But it will not, I think, be a good life in the most attractive sense of the term: the sense of desirability. The foregoing discussion considered only the hedonic contribution of happiness to the good life. Yet its intimate relation to identity makes happiness significant for another reason, as we saw in the previous chapter. We can make our lives substantially better in non-hedonic ways by making ourselves happier: in doing so, we may make ourselves better people, or at least closer to the kind of person we want to be, find admirable, etc. In unhappiness one may not only suffer, but fail to be the sort of individual one wants to be. One may very much want not to be a mope, a grouch, a whiner, or a killjoy. And in living in ways that make us happy, we appear to promote the fulfillment of our natures. My claims about the importance of happiness may seem obvious. But consider that we cannot make such claims at all if we accept what may be the most popular theory of happiness, the life satisfaction view. There might be some value in being satisfied with one’s life. But life satisfaction is not always especially desirable, and it is rarely if ever of central importance to a good life.293 Its connection to the things that would make it important—our affective states and the satisfaction of our preferences—is just too tenuous and arbitrary. Indeed, it is questionable whether the concepts of life satisfaction and dissatisfaction even apply to most of us. The role of happiness in a good life thus depends greatly on which theory of happiness is true.
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See Chapter 4. I leave the notion of centrality unanalyzed in this paper. The intuitive notion should be adequate for our purpose. The idea concerns whether happiness belongs in the short list of key human goods, along with morality, dignity, etc. Though such goods need not all be necessary to a good life, their absence will at least make such a life very hard to attain.



294 3. Well-being and the role of happiness in deliberation and evaluation 3.1 Introduction How does, or should, happiness figure in our thinking about our lives and the lives of others? Though happiness matters primarily for its contribution to well-being, it is not sufficient for well-being: a brain in a vat, or Nozick’s experience machine user, could be happy. So perhaps Griffin was right: the notion of well-being, and not happiness, is indeed the important one. I wish to set aside sweeping questions about what “the” important notion is, since both concepts are significant. But I do want to argue that the notion of happiness is quite important for the practical purposes of laypersons trying to lead good lives, as well as for ethical and other value theorists. In fact, the concept of happiness may well be more important for most practical purposes than that of wellbeing. Well-being is of course a great good, but it is a highly abstract and generic good. Too abstract and generic, it seems, to figure very prominently in the thoughts of people trying to negotiate the world. (T. M. Scanlon argues at length for a very similar point in his recent book (1999). I shall not repeat these arguments here, but they have strongly influenced my views here.) We do at times ask whether we would benefit from a certain transaction, or what would be best for an individual. But when concerned with the basic character of our lives, we typically focus not on formal notions such as that of well-being, but rather on substantive notions—on the various more specific substantive goods that contribute to well-being, and otherwise to the quality of our lives, rather than on wellbeing itself.294 What are the most important of these goods, the ones that most warrant attention in our practical reasoning? The goods on our list should not be too specific: the



295 scent of a rose, the pleasures of a Bach concerto, clean fingernails, reliable batteries, and so forth, may be nice things to have, but if we start assessing lives and life options in these terms we shall never come to an end. We need goods that are more generic than these, but more specific than well-being.



3.2 The varieties of substantive goods L. W. Sumner provides a helpful starting point with what he calls the “standard human goods,” the commonsense list of ingredients for a good life: “health, mental and physical functioning, enjoyment, achievement, knowledge or understanding, close personal relationships, liberty or autonomy, a sense of self-worth, meaningful work, and leisure or play” (1998). As Sumner observes, the exact list of important goods will vary from one individual and society to the next. But at least such goods as these appear to be relatively common ground, and our interest is in the role of happiness among those things most of us can agree to be important. To this list I would add, among other things, happiness. What are the relative priorities of these goods? In particular, which of these goods are most important to us as practical concerns? A particular good, such as air to breathe, or not being grossly deceived about the conditions of one’s life, may be crucial for a good life, but not be a matter of significant practical concern: we need not devote much if any attention to it. For instance, Sumner argues that well-being consists in what he calls “authentic happiness.” Authenticity involves being reasonably informed about one’s circumstances, as well as autonomy—not being dependent in one’s happiness on deception, manipulation, or other factors that would undermine the extent to which one’s satisfactions are
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On well-being as formal, versus substantive, see Griffin (1986, pp. 31-2).



296 both genuine and genuinely one’s own. Since, as Sumner notes, authenticity is the norm—at least in societies like our own—there is a presumption that any given individual’s happiness or unhappiness is authentic (1996, p. 171; 1998, p. 29). I would add that authenticity is not an especially important practical concern for most people in societies like ours: for all intents and purposes, only the happiness part of the equation is really worth worrying about. Sometimes our happiness does turn out to depend on deception— e.g., an unfaithful spouse—but most of us should probably not be too concerned about such possibilities. And autonomy seems to be a moot point for most of us, however essential it may be for a good life.295 What makes for importance as a practical concern? The practical significance of a good has little to do with whether it is intrinsically, instrumentally, or otherwise valuable. What matters is, first, that it is somehow valuable or otherwise important—the more the better. Second, it should not be an exotic concern, but ought to arise frequently enough to warrant attention. Third, there should often enough be a significant risk of choosing poorly with respect to this good. Fourth, we should stand to gain from focusing attention on such a good (e.g., deliberation about it is likely enough to improve outcomes). Fifth, this good ought to be worth considering separately (e.g., success or failure with respect to some other, otherwise more significant, good does not guarantee the same for this one). And sixth, the good should be sufficiently generic to be very important, but specific enough that we can readily assess our options with respect to it. It should be efficient. I shall argue that happiness is preeminent, or close to it, among the substantive goods that are important as practical concerns in life (at least for a crucial range of situa295



Then again, perhaps not: the uncritical and unreflective acceptance of existing desires and norms, as well as the manipulation of desires in consumerist capitalism, may be thought to undermine autonomy for



297 tions). This is best understood if we make some further distinctions. First, the practical purposes for which these goods matter are primarily those of deliberation and evaluation (I shall use the latter term interchangeably with ‘assessment’ and ‘appraisal’): we focus on them when deliberating about what to do, and when assessing our own, and others’, conditions. We do employ goods like for purposes of prediction and explanation, but such uses are less important, save insofar as they relate to deliberation and evaluation. Second, the practical concerns in question are primarily “ours”: those of typical adults in contemporary Western-style democracies who are not living in conditions of severe deprivation.296 This of course omits a great deal, but my aim is mainly to provide a useful starting point for further inquiry. Third, as I noted above, our interest is in the goods that determine the basic character of our lives, not necessarily the details. These are the goods that figure prominently when trying to assess a person’s basic condition, as well as in deliberation about decisions that are likely to affect the basic quality of our lives: major life decisions. We consider them in deciding on our plans of life, insofar as we have such things, or simply when setting important goals. But more generally, we consider them when making decisions that are liable to make a significant impact on the goodness of our lives. These goods are not necessarily at the forefront of our consciousness when making everyday decisions—what to eat for dinner, what to wear, whom to take to the movies, and so forth.



many in our society. Thanks to Doug Husak for pointing this out. 296 It is possible, for instance, that happiness may not be a particularly important practical concern for the members of certain highly traditional societies: if you don’t make important life decisions in which a good or bad choice is liable to make a significant difference in happiness, then questions of happiness may be moot.



298 Major life decisions concern such actions as getting married or divorced, having children, choosing an occupation or job, moving, taking up a hobby, initiating a program of regular exercise, quitting smoking, learning a new skill such as playing an instrument, going to college, taking steps to improve one’s habits (e.g., procrastinate less) or character (e.g., be more patient), sending one’s child to college, setting aside money for retirement, assuming caregiving responsibilities for an ailing parent, becoming a vegetarian, or converting to a religion. Some such decisions are more important than others: opting to become an attorney will likely have a deeper and more far-reaching impact on one’s life than the decision to take up bird-watching. And many of our most important decisions in life are not made consciously at all: we simply fall into certain ways of doing things without ever really thinking about what we are doing. Thus one parent unwittingly spoils his kids rotten, while another raises her children, equally unreflectively, in a more balanced manner. And so do many people fail to put aside money for retirement, or acquire reckless spending habits that lead them to ruin. Insofar as we have a choice in thus conducting our lives, we are engaged, albeit tacitly, in the making of major life decisions. Our concerns when making major life decisions, or when assessing the goodness of a life, are not merely prudential. We care about the moral quality of our lives, about conducting ourselves in a dignified manner, and probably about many other things that do not necessarily benefit us. The list of what I have been calling substantive goods should not, then, be limited merely to prudential goods. Otherwise we shall overlook some of our most important concerns. Some things on the list, such as, perhaps, doing what is morally right, may not have a place in our axiology. Some of the things on our list may thus seem not to be goods at all, much less substantive goods. Honesty might be an im-



299 portant practical concern, but is it a substantive good? Probably not, strictly speaking. But I shall use ‘substantive good’ loosely enough to incorporate anything that counts as a practical concern of a reasonably concrete sort. Just as enjoyment is a more concrete and tractable consideration than well-being, so is the notion of honesty more concrete and tractable than that of moral rightness.297 It is, in the present sense, more substantive and less formal. Basically, what we want is the ability to incorporate in our list whatever important factors tend to be considered, in the relevant deliberations and evaluations, alongside such goods as those in Sumner’s list. Thus might one ask whether, for instance, it would be fair to seek enjoyment in a certain hobby given the financial costs it would impose on one’s family. This is not very precise, but the strategy should become reasonably clear in what follows. Now what sorts of goods are important for deliberating about major life decisions? Consider first those goods that, while important, are things most of us can just assume, forming what we may call the background conditions of a good life. In the case of deliberation, these appear to include, among other things, autonomy, liberty, dignity, awareness of our conditions, a sense of self-worth and, perhaps, morality. (Since morality is, as I just noted, pretty abstract and formal, we should consider this a blanket term for more particular moral concerns: being fair, just, honest, etc.) These things may certainly come up in our deliberations at times, but when they do they figure not so much as goals as constraints: limits on the range of acceptable options.298 They arise when we take seriously an option that threatens to cross those limits.
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Cf. Bernard Williams’s related, but different, distinction between “thick” versus “thin” concepts (1985). We could simply call these things “practical concerns,” but ‘substantive good’ seems more informative, if a bit misleading. 298 The limits need not be absolute.



300 Some may find it incredible that we should think of morality as a “background condition,” as something to be assumed. Perhaps we should not. But in making important life decisions, we normally do not take morality or virtue as a goal: “Which choice of occupation would be morally superior?” “Would I be a better person if I moved to New Jersey?” (Feel free to substitute more specific moral language in each case.299) Indeed, it is questionable whether we typically think about the morality of our options at all, at least when making major life decisions. We do frequently concern ourselves with other aspects of the worthiness of our options—say, which line of work would do the most good. But morality as such typically enters the picture only insofar as our preferred options are thought to violate, or do poorly with respect to, its demands. And this is likely the exception rather than the rule: how often do most people seriously entertain courses of life they would recognize to be immoral?300 What counts as a background condition is less clear in the case of evaluation: in the first-person case, the set of background conditions is liable to be pretty much the same as in deliberation. Questions of morality, however, seem likely to shift to the foreground: for we may make choices that we recognize only later to have been morally du-
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I am not denying that such decisions can raise moral questions. Sometimes they do, as I explain shortly. (Consider the hobby example mentioned just above.) The point is rather that they usually seem not to. 300 See McDowell on silencing (1978): only here the idea is that immoral options will usually appear, from the subject’s point of view, to be silenced even for those lacking in virtue. Similar points would apply to other background conditions, such as dignity or autonomy. One benefit of seeking the advice of others in our deliberations is that things which are background conditions to us may well shift to the foreground in another’s eyes. Thus a friend can alert one to the undignified or morally dubious nature of a prospective action. Note that deliberation about short-term decisions seems more likely to involve explicitly moral considerations. Temptation, for instance, appears usually to operate, at least most forcefully, in the present: we succumb most easily to the temptations of the moment rather than to distant prospects. Major life decisions seem less likely to involve such temptations, at least to the same degree. I am not denying that temptation and incontinence are real worries.



301 bious.301 Though the young woman choosing a vocation typically will not ask herself which option would be morally best, the old woman looking back on her life may very well ask whether she conducted herself in an honorable and upright manner. Assessment from a third-person perspective should prove similar, but possibly with a stronger focus on moral matters: we may be more inclined to suspect moral failures in others than ourselves. Moreover, we have a special interest in the moral quality of others’ actions compared with, say, their welfare. After all, I may well have no particular stake in your wellbeing, but your immorality may be very much a concern of mine. Someone might object that, although we generally do not in fact invoke moral considerations when deliberating about important life decisions, we nonetheless should. This seems implausible: if we are seriously entertaining immoral courses of action, then there is already a problem. Chances are that these actions do not strike us as immoral, and is questionable whether making a point of explicitly considering their moral status would improve our judgment. Our explicit judgments will likely prove no better than our implicit ones.302 This is not to say that we should never deliberate about moral questions. Quite the contrary: the world would likely be a much better place if people put more thought into matters moral. (Maybe not—there’s no guarantee that this wouldn’t make people worse.) But to a great extent such deliberations will involve reflection, at a fairly abstract level, about the character of morality’s demands. When, if ever, is it permissible to lie? What is the moral status of abortion? Is there anything wrong with eating meat? 301



I am not claiming that people never knowingly choose immoral courses of action. I would insist that they sometimes do. But such behavior certainly seems to be the exception (at least when making major life decisions). 302 There are exceptions: sometimes we act quite thoughtlessly and rashly, and at such times we often fail to recognize the moral ramifications of our actions. But thoughtless and rash decisions are not our concern here: we want to know what the thoughtful agent ought to consider in her deliberations. Such advice can scarcely help those who do not deliberate at all.



302 What does charity ask of us? Are consequences all that matter morally? And so forth. Such questions are important, and not enough asked, but answering them is something rather different from deliberating about courses of action. It is more a matter of sorting out our values and principles of action: of establishing the background against which we decide what actions to take. It concerns, in short, just the kind of reflection that engages us here. Which may be the first place to look if we hope to improve the moral quality of our lives.303 Still, this leaves a significant number of cases where moral reflection arises in the course of deciding what to do, typically when our options confound us. A woman trying to decide whether to have an abortion, for instance, may very well agonize about the morally right thing to do. Likewise for someone contemplating vegetarianism, or, perhaps, someone trying to figure out what to do with an ailing parent.304 But it is not clear that life’s major decisions normally confront us with moral dilemmas like this.305 It would be a little strange if this were traditionally the case: one might have thought that folk moralities would at least provide some guidance in navigating the commoner straits in life, particularly the treacherous ones.306 That said, we now live in times where both mores and the circumstances to which they must apply have been changing at a rapid and accelerating clip. Consider the increasing rate of divorce, with all the difficult moral
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Maybe not: I suggest later that making ourselves happier could prove a more reliable means of moral betterment. 304 The last case is difficult: we try to keep morality, as such, out of such decisions to the extent that we can (Stocker 1976; Williams 1981). But it is frequently hard to make such choices without worrying that one is coming up short morally: sheer concern for one’s parent may seem to dictate institutionalization, but might this just be the wishful thinking of a selfish and ungrateful child trying to avoid his responsibilities? 305 I am using ‘dilemma’ to mean nothing more than “hard case.” 306 The guidance need not be correct, or even sensible. It need only be sufficiently determinate and commensurate with local sensibilities to silence questions about the morality of most major life decisions.



303 choices that entails. So perhaps the frequency of serious moral dilemmas in our lives does not warrant treating morality as a background condition. Another reason for doubting the status of morality as a background condition is that being a good person surely rates as an important practical concern in almost any normal life. We try, if we are at all conscientious, to develop the virtues in ourselves while identifying and reducing our vices. If you are badly hot-tempered, one of the best things you can do to improve your life is to learn to control your temper. Resolving to better oneself morally in some way can be among the most important decisions one makes in life. The practical status of moral considerations is, in short, complicated. While they do appear to operate as background conditions in most major life decisions, they are nonetheless quite major practical concerns in the present sense. In an important range of cases, they come to the foreground. They do so when dilemmas arise, but also when our own shortcomings of character command our attention, and when we reflect on our values and principles. And this does not exhaust the list. Making matter still more difficult is the fact that moral considerations are not “goods” in the manner of such things as happiness or achievement. It is thus hard to compare their practical significance. Whereas happiness does seem a prime worry in more of the paradigmatic major life decisions— choosing an occupation, moving, marrying, etc.—the moral quality of our lives obviously calls for our attention. Our prospects for good lives may turn on it. Enough for the background conditions. What are the goods we actually consider in normal deliberations—the deliberative goods, as we may call them? These at least: happiness, health, enjoyment, excitement, close personal relationships, leisure or play,



304 income and wealth, meaningful work, knowledge or understanding, achievement, and self-development. And, it appears, morality: even if normally a background condition, it looks to be enough of a practical concern to warrant placement on this list. This (doubtless incomplete) list omits some of Sumner’s standard goods—the background conditions—and adds a few: happiness, income and wealth, excitement, and self-development. Income and wealth may seem peculiar, since they are important only as means to other goods. But surely they fit the criteria for important practical concerns: people often spend more than they can afford, fail to obtain the skills needed to secure a decent income, or neglect to save enough for the future, and such errors frequently have dire consequences. Our discussion of the deliberative goods, save morality, has thus far treated them as self-regarding. But some of our most important concerns in life are other-regarding, involving the quality of other people’s lives. Indeed, those who have children will standardly insist that their most important decisions in life concern not themselves, but their children. Minimally decent parents will, for instance, try to place their children’s happiness above their own (unless their progeny turn out, despite their best efforts, to be monsters). We also care about the lives of our families and friends. And, for that matter, we care—or ought to care—about the lives of strangers, particularly those whom we are in a position to impact. Such concerns are especially pressing for policymakers, who may wield great power over the fates of whole populations. Other-regarding concerns are of course relevant to the morality of our actions, at least in many cases. But we typically do not—and should not—conceive of them as specifically moral considerations. Your hap-



305 piness ought to matter to me not because duty requires me to care, but simply because I do care.307 How do such other-regarding concerns fit into the list of deliberative goods? I would suggest that all of the goods on the list do double duty: thus we factor into our decisions not only our own happiness and health, but the happiness and health of the relevant other individuals. The relative weightings of the different goods may vary depending on whose goods they are: self-development is a more personal matter, less amenable to outside assistance, than income. Another difference in the case of other-regarding concerns is that certain of what were the background conditions in the first-person case move to the foreground. In deliberating about what to do with one’s children, for instance, one will often contemplate the likely effects on their moral characters. Less frequently do we think about our own characters in this way. Similarly, matters of liberty or having a sense self-worth may well inform the decisions of policymakers, even though we do not often think about such things in deciding on the course of our own lives. Among other-regarding goods, we can further distinguish personal and social deliberative goods: the latter concern us when thinking about social and political conditions, whereas the former concern the individual case, the lives of particular persons— including, as the case may be, ourselves.308 A final distinction: recall that the list of important practical concerns may differ between the cases of deliberation and assessment, or evaluation. We should thus distinguish deliberative from evaluative goods. Rawls’s
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(Stocker 1976; Williams 1981). The current point is not limited to the case of personal relationships. Moreover, I do not intend it as a critique of Kantian or utilitarian moral theory. 308 Perhaps major life decisions do not, for most people, relate to social conditions. Certainly they can for policymakers. But if not in the general case, it is still worth distinguishing social goods to illuminate the connection between the personal goods that constitute our primary concern and the sorts of goods that have been at the center of recent political philosophy.



306 social primary goods are a species of social evaluative (and deliberative) goods; Sen’s capability sets are another.309 The ongoing dispute about the proper “currency” of distributive justice is a debate about just what social evaluative goods are crucial for assessing the justice of various distributions (Cohen 1989). (However, I suspect that this dispute operates at a higher level of abstraction than would be suitable for the usual purposes of actual policymakers. For instance, even if welfare is the proper currency of distributive justice, it does not follow that the notion of welfare itself should figure in political decisions. Particular substantive goods like health and happiness may still be more suitable for that purpose.) These distinctions yield the following taxonomy of practical concerns: • • • •



Personal deliberative goods (other- and self-regarding). Personal evaluative goods (other- and self-regarding). Social deliberative goods. Social evaluative goods.



We may at last ask to what extent happiness is an important practical concern. I will focus primarily on the case of personal deliberation.



3.3 Happiness as a practical concern Each of the items in the foregoing list of (self-regarding personal) deliberative goods seems to me an important practical concern. But notice why most of them are important: substantially because of their connection with happiness. All of them, save morality, arguably merit a place on the list at least partly because we are likely to be happier insofar as we do better with respect to them. What good are, say, income and wealth if they do not make us any happier? They might contribute to enjoyment or pleasure without making us happier, but we would scarcely value them as much if we really believed 309



(Rawls 1971; Sen 1984; 1987; 1993).



307 they contributed nothing to our happiness. Likewise, to some degree, for most if not all of the other items on the list. Meaningful work and self-development surely matter to us for reasons other than happiness, but would they matter as much if they did nothing to make us happier? Even morality plausibly boosts the significance of happiness: it is something of a truism that happy people are more likely to show concern and consideration for others.310 Someone who is frequently depressed, angry, stressed out, anxious, or afraid might perfectly well be a saint, as Kant observed. But this would require more strength of character than many of us can muster: the fact remains that it is far easier to be a good person when you are feeling good than when you are miserable. Perhaps the widely lamented decline in civility over recent decades has something to do with apparent increases in stress. Might it be that we can most effectively improve the moral quality of our society by reducing the extent and severity of unhappiness—e.g., loneliness—and increasing happiness? There is no guarantee that philosophical reflection, or the counsels of moral theory, will prove the surest path to moral betterment. It could even make some people worse. Given our intellectual limitations, a happier existence could be more helpful. If ethical theorists wish to make the world a better place morally, they might wish to expend greater effort on understanding happiness. The other items on the list are sufficiently distinct in practical significance to warrant our attention on their own. But none appears to exceed or even equal happiness, save perhaps morality. What about the other-regarding goods? Though this list surely differs somewhat—adding, for instance, the moral characters of our children—I would suggest that happiness ranks at or very near the top of that list as well. Happiness—our own as



308 well as others’—may be our primary practical concern when it comes to deliberations concerning the basic character of our own, and other individuals’, lives. Happiness plausibly ranks somewhat lower among the social deliberative goods— where issues of justice, for which happiness seems less important, are more central. But this question is too complex to consider in any depth here. Still, it has to be a major concern: consider, for instance, whether we would applaud state policies that brought economic prosperity at the expense of the happiness of the citizenry. Developing reasonable measures of happiness and incorporating them into deliberations about social policy is, I would suggest, among the more pressing tasks facing affluent liberal democracies.311 While the lists of the various evaluative goods doubtless differ from those of the deliberative goods, happiness should not be much less important in that context. It does seem more likely to take second place to morality or virtue.312



3.4 Happiness as a proxy for well-being Even if morality trumps happiness in assessment—or, for that matter, deliberation—it is still plausible that happiness is our primary practical concern when it comes to matters of well-being. Indeed: what are the odds that a normal individual living in reasonably normal circumstances will be happy yet badly off? Or that someone will be unhappy but well off? Or, conversely, that someone will be well off but unhappy, or badly off but happy? Pretty small, I would wager. To be sure, happiness does not correlate per-
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For some references, see the earlier footnote on correlations between happiness and moral behavior. There has, of course, been much work done along these lines in recent decades, and the situation appears to be improving rapidly. But when was the last time you saw data on happiness taken seriously in a prominent discussion of social policy, much less an election? For the most part we are still mired in the world of economic indicators. 312 Even here it depends: in the case of my wife or my best friend, morality is not a practical concern at all, for I can count on them to do the right thing. Indeed, I may be more certain that they will be morally upright than that I will! 311



309 fectly with welfare: brains in vats can be happy, as can slaves and others who have adapted to severe deprivation. Moreover, it is possible to produce, or at least enhance, happiness through putatively unkosher methods such as taking drugs or simply going through the motions of happiness or otherwise manipulating one’s moods.313 (For instance, it is well known that a forced smile can generate feelings of happiness, though these are typically short-lived.) I have been surprised at how much such possibilities worry philosophers: surely happiness can’t be that important, some say; look at all the bogus ways we can achieve it. The thing is, most of us have yet to meet a brain in a vat, much less a happy one. Or a happy person whose happiness is entirely an artifact of taking heroin or Prozac. And most slaves, famine victims and sweatshop laborers almost certainly are not in fact happy. When people living in poverty (or otherwise unfavorable circumstances) are happy, moreover, we might wish to consider whether they are so badly off as we tend to think. Just because someone lacks in certain important goods, or even has claims against us for assistance, it does not follow that that person is faring poorly on the whole.314 Poor people can be happy without being delusional. In fact it seems rather cynical and meanspirited to deny it. For normal members of societies like ours, and probably any society that has ever existed, happiness and well-being are bound to correlate very strongly, at least when we are considering the basic character of a person’s life as opposed to the details. For this reason folk psychology seems perfectly justified in using happiness, as it often does, as a 313



I am skeptical that such methods are really objectionable, at least to the extent that they are actually employed by people. What’s wrong with the occasional alcohol-induced boost in mood? Or with pulling oneself out of an unnecessarily foul mood by forcing a smile? Such measures hardly need go to the extreme of a Brave New World.



310 proxy for well-being. If you want to know how your friend is doing, learning that she is happy will typically be sufficient to persuade you that she is doing well. And if a moralist tries to convince us that an evil dictator cannot be faring well in life, we may sensibly reply, “Why not? He seems to be perfectly happy.” Similarly, the knowledge that one’s parents are unhappy amounts, for all intents and purposes, to knowing that they are doing poorly. There is no reason to think we are using ‘happy’ in the prudential sense in these cases; we do not feel more comfortable talking about in terms of a happy life.315 Our focus is purely psychological. Yet this information about a person’s psychological condition is sufficiently important that it licenses a strong inference about that individual’s welfare. Indeed, it amounts to a short-hand way of talking about people’s welfare.316 There are always exceptions, but normally the fact that someone is happy indicates that she is doing reasonably well with respect to the things that really matter in life.317 If we feel inclined to say otherwise, perhaps she is one of the exceptions. Or, more likely, we’ve just gotten our priorities wrong. My claim is not that some sort of consequentialism is true. Nor that happiness is literally the most important or valuable thing in life. If anything holds this title, it is surely morality, and happiness is probably a few notches down from there. I am suggesting only that, as a matter of practical concern, as a matter of what’s worth our attention, 314



This, it seems to me, is one of the key morals of Scanlon (1975). Kraut defends a prudential reading of ‘happiness’ partly on the grounds that the wishes we express for newborns are often simply for happiness (1979). Depending on the details of the case, it is possible that we do have a prudential sense of ‘happiness’ in mind at such times. But why think we must be speaking with the precision of a contract lawyer? Need we rule out all obscure calamities when making such pronouncements? It is worth noting that, unless we are eudaimonists about prudential happiness, then even Kraut’s reading leaves open the possibility that our newborn will develop into a flourishing Hitler. Perhaps some things don’t need to be said! 316 This, if correct, would supply a further reason for preferring the affective state theory of happiness over hybrid accounts such as subjective well-being views: if thymic state alone correlates so strongly with wellbeing, what do we gain from complicating matters by adding further factors? 315



311 the effects of our major life decisions on the happiness of ourselves and others tend to be the most important thing about them.318 Morality, for all its significance, appears usually to function as a background condition. Happiness also has central importance in assessment and in reflection about our values and priorities. Moreover, happiness is, again as a matter of practical concern, the most important aspect of well-being, and frequently can serve as a convenient proxy for well-being. (Why not pleasure instead of happiness? Pleasure is not as efficient, among other things. See the discussion in Chapters 3 and 6.) As I have pointed out before, to give happiness this kind of importance is not to elevate to an absurdly lofty stature the significance of giddy feelings of joy. Happiness concerns a great deal more than this.319 The claims made here amount rather to claims about the practical significance of our basic emotional conditions—our thymic states. Even those barred by nature from happiness can still ponder how they might minimize the extent and severity of their unhappiness. The preceding arguments are admittedly brisk, and not meant to be conclusive. For instance, I did not consider in much detail just what the major life decisions are. Perhaps a closer inspection of the various decisions people actually make would reveal inadequacies in my case. But not much hangs on whether happiness is literally our foremost practical concern with respect to the basic character of our lives. The great practical significance of happiness would hardly be vitiated were we to discover that one or two things are equivalently, or even more, important. At any rate, we cannot realistically expect to arrive at a precise ranking of all goods: the notion of practical importance is itself
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Prudentially, that is. “Tend to be,” because different goods will have different weights in various decisions. But happiness will be primary more often than the other goods. 319 I say a bit more about this in § 4.2. 318



312 somewhat vague and multidimensional, and different goods will matter to different degrees from one case to the next. But no matter: even if it is not preeminent, happiness will almost certainly prove to be high on the list of our most important practical concerns in life.



4. Objections and replies 4.1 An excessive focus on personal feelings? A reasonable worry is that the present view seems to recommend an inwardlyfocused life of New Age feeling-obsession. In the context of present social conditions, at least in North America, this might seem to be the last thing we need. We already hear more than enough about each others’ feelings. More seriously, this view appears to flout the ancient truism that happiness is best attained by not seeking it directly, but rather as an agreeable consequence of other well-chosen pursuits. In fact, it has often been observed that one’s happiness is best served, or only preserved, by not thinking about it. Just because happiness consists solely in affective states, it does not follow that we ought to pay attention to them at all, much less obsess over them. Perhaps we had best ignore them.320 To begin with, notice that our focus has been on the role of happiness in thinking about major life decisions, and on assessing the broad quality of our lives. But most of time we are not thinking about such things. It is no part of my view that we should think about happiness all the time, even when making trivial decisions. No doubt that would be a mistake. Second, recall that we often consider matters of happiness under other guises; we do not always use ‘happiness’ and its cognates, but often refer to more specific forms



313 or components of happiness (Chapter 2, § 3.5). Thus a person might decline to become an attorney because of the stress that would accompany the job. This is just a more specific way of saying that a career in law would have significant costs in happiness. Our concern with happiness exceeds our use of its vocabulary. Third, it is all too easy for us to choose, and even be satisfied with, emotionally unfulfilling or downright unpleasant lives. The possibility of bad choice is obvious. As for unwarranted satisfaction, recall that we are capable of being remarkably unobservant about our own emotional states. As a general rule, such ignorance can hardly be in our best interest. People who, like Henry, choose stressful and unrewarding occupations would surely benefit, at least in those cases where change is a realistic option, from knowing how ill-chosen their vocations are. It is one thing to have a healthy outward focus in life, and quite another to be oblivious to one’s serious emotional deficits. The former does not condemn us to the latter. To be sure, there can be little doubt that many of those whom we most admire are individuals who seem not at all to be “in touch with their feelings.” It looks to be perfectly possible for people to lead good lives—by any measure—while knowing little about their emotional states. Yet such individuals are, next to many if not most of us, comparatively lucky: their lives have turned out to be emotionally fulfilling, due either to serendipitous choice, a highly favorable temperament and environment in which happiness tends to come naturally whatever choices one makes,321 or some combination of the two. In a world in which many of the options before one may not allow happiness—the world in which most of us live—such ignorance cannot be ad-
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There is in fact quite a bit of evidence that negative affect correlates with ruminative, self-focused tendencies (Morris 1999). It appears that happy people are, by contrast, more outwardly focused. 321 E.g., a small, close-knit and healthy community in which choices in life are limited but invariably conducive to, or at least compatible with, happiness.



314 visable. For most of us, it would likely be prudent to be observant about the sorts of things that tend to make us happier, and those that make us less happy, and use this information to improve the quality of our lives. There are ways to better our lives via knowledge of our affective states other than direct introspection (which is a good thing, given that we are not particularly good at it). For one thing, we can draw on empirical findings about the correlates and causes of happiness. What sorts of things tend to make people happiest? What are the greatest threats to happiness? Such research is still in its formative stages, but already there is a great deal of useful, and often surprising, information.322 If the average person knew just how little effect increases in income have on happiness, would our society still be so materialistic?323 Possibly, but it is hard to believe that no one would decide that the sacrifices often required to accumulate a great heap of money just aren’t worth it in light of the facts. A final way in which knowledge about the emotional realm can be useful is at the societal, and not just individual, level. Again, empirical findings can provide guidance, not just in making personal decisions, but in setting policy. Or, even more broadly, they may initiate sea changes in the culture, in the sorts of things that are valued. Evidence that increasing wealth beyond a bare minimum does little to improve happiness, along with evidence that large segments of the population are subverting their happiness in the pursuit of money, might motivate shifts in taxation or government spending to discourage such behavior.324 Alternatively, or in addition, the evidence might result in a shift of cultural values away from monetary concerns, in favor of other things known to be more congenial to happiness. 322 323



(Argyle 1999; Diener, Suh et al. 1999; Myers and Diener 1995). (Myers 2000a).



315 The foregoing remarks do not remove the worry that we shall, if we accept an affective state view of happiness, become (even more so) a society of self-obsessed navelgazers. But they do, I hope, indicate that this need not be the case. And we shall hardly profit if we hew to the opposite extreme of self-ignorance. Happiness plausibly lies in not thinking constantly of it, but it only dubiously lies in never thinking of it at all. This is particularly true in contemporary Western societies, where the number and scope of important life choices are greater than humans have ever confronted. Compared with the ancients, we have much more control over our fates—and many more opportunities for self-inflicted unhappiness.325



4.2 A dehumanizing or degrading view of life? My account of happiness, and in particular the significance I have assigned to happiness, may be thought dehumanizing, degrading, or otherwise unfit for such creatures as ourselves. Some will no doubt balk at the idea that good moods and cheery feelings could ever be of central importance to a good life. Put that way, I would have to agree. As I noted in the previous chapter, what we normally call good moods and cheery feelings are only the most superficial and obvious of the affective states that comprise happiness. There is a lot more to being happy than being jokey, giddy, and generally prone to laughter and silliness (not that there’s anything wrong with such states!).326 Indeed, one need not be like that at all; a superficially irascible but generally contented grouch such as, perhaps, Archie Bunker, might qualify as happy on this theory. After all, his kvetching need not get to him. It might even contribute to his happiness. Cheeriness is
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See, for instance, Frank (1999). See, in this connection, Dworkin (1982). 326 Cf. also the common use of ‘happy’ to denote a particular kind of emotion or mood that is contrasted with sadness. Happiness in the present sense is a much broader and deeper condition than this. 325



316 one aspect of happiness for some people, but it hardly exhausts the phenomenon. What about profound feelings of satisfaction, fulfillment, and elation? A deep sense of contentment, peace and tranquility? The heady emotional states evoked by falling in love, a honeymoon, the birth of a child, the achievement of a great success? All those elusive but nonetheless desirable affective states for which we have no name? The welcome absence of anxiety, worry, stress, anger, fear, disgust, hatred, sadness? What would life be like with these states reversed? Or simply missing altogether? Not much worth living, it seems to me. Perhaps the trouble is that these states are not sufficiently human, amounting little more than the sort of “pig-happiness” that Mill was so concerned to avoid. After all, it is possible to enhance or even achieve happiness as I construe it simply by taking a pill— well, a lot of them at any rate. Contrary to the opinions of some, happiness can to some degree come in bottles (though the extent to which this happens, or is currently possible, is easy to exaggerate). But what of the place of reason? This worry seems rooted in an ancient, highly intellectualistic vision of the good life: that of Rational Man, for whom the emotional realm is either a subversive and irrational force to be kept on a tight leash or a closely integrated adjunct to the verdicts of reason. And it is this subject’s authoritative affirmation, incorporated into and accompanied by just the right affective states, that makes for happiness, that is central to the good life. The problem, as I argued at length in Chapter 4, is that this individual is largely a fiction. Our verdicts about our own lives tend to be arbitrary, ill-formed, unstable, easily influenced by transient contextual features, and poorly grounded in our actual experience of life. For the most part, they are not quite



317 what anyone would call authoritative. And they can easily diverge from our affective states, sometimes wildly as with satisfied depressives. In short, our higher cognitive assessments of our lives are not nearly so significant as popular belief would have it. And our affective states—particularly our mood states— are far more important than has been recognized. Nobody is claiming that a positive thymic state alone is sufficient for a good life. Nor that it can be arbitrarily divorced from subjects’ (non-global) cognitive appraisals. Among other things, there must be some sort of reasonable fit between thymic state and cognition, reality, and value. Even the best pharmaceuticals known can’t make us happy regardless of how we perceive our lives to be, and most of us aren’t on pharmaceuticals (yet). But far more of the value and significance resides in the affective realm, where I have located happiness, than in the cognitive.



5. Conclusion My aim in this chapter has been to convince the reader that happiness is indeed a central part of the good life and a central concern for ordinary practical purposes and ethical inquiry. This purpose required me to survey, rather superficially, some of the more prominent reasons for taking happiness seriously. Most of the particular conclusions defended in this chapter should thus be regarded as provisional. I would be surprised if none of them proved to be false. But I believe they are close enough to the truth to have made the crucial point: happiness matters. Indeed, if some of my arguments are correct, it may well be more important for practical purposes than that of well-being. Consider the relative significance of a pair of possible mistakes. Suppose, on the one hand, that most people believed in a hedonistic theory of well-being, when in fact the



318 correct theory is an informed-desire account. Now suppose, on the other hand, that most people believed—as they may indeed—in a (thin) life satisfaction theory of happiness,327 when in fact the correct theory is an affective state view. Which error would likely prove more serious, more detrimental to human welfare? I submit that the latter error would, considering the views defended in this and previous chapters, be far more serious. Given that the vast majority of people are in fact (thinly) satisfied with their lives,328 and given that most people may not be happy,329 the latter mistake may have the consequence that most people falsely believe themselves to be happy. And if happiness and well-being are linked—in reality and in folk psychology—in the way that I have suggested, this would mean that most people believe themselves to be doing well when they are not. I suspect that this scenario, or one like it, actually obtains. Whether or not it does, this would presumably be a bad thing—especially if, as seems plausible, many people would live better were they not so benighted. By contrast, it is hard to imagine what if any difference the first error, concerning the right theory of well-being, would make. It is not that the two theories are very similar. They are not. It is rather that our practical purposes do not require us to be very clear about the nature and boundaries of well-being.330 For example, the question of whether well-being demands the actual, and not merely apparent, satisfaction of our desires or aims in life is an interesting and important philosophical issue. And it does have some practical significance. But serious ignorance about the satisfaction of our desires or aims 327



I, for one, used to think this theory was obviously true. (Diener and Diener 1996). 329 Recall the finding that sadness, fear and anger were experienced among diverse European subjects 22% of the time, and the frequency of negative emotions rose to 34% if we include feelings of fatigue (Brandstatter 1991). As I noted earlier (Chapters 4 and 5), this level of negative affect seems incompatible with happiness. Whether it suffices for unhappiness is less clear. 330 Again, Scanlon makes pretty much the same point (1999). 328



319 is surely not an important worry for most of us. Indeed, one of the welfare hedonist’s arguments against the desire theory is precisely that radical ignorance is such an exotic occurrence—is so little of a practical worry—that our intuitions about such cases should not be trusted. Welfare hedonism is probably false, but it is doubtful that many people’s lives would be much different if we believed it versus one of the other popular theories. Happiness matters because it is an efficient and causally deep psychological good, with profound and far-reaching effects on our experience of life and on how we confront the world. Indeed, it bears strongly on our very identities. Its importance derives not from its role in providing the content of some crucial value, nor from the role it plays in any moral or political theory, but rather from its practical significance for ordinary individuals trying to lead good lives. There is an unfortunate tendency in ethical theorizing to focus on precision and comprehensiveness at the expense of paying serious attention to the practical realities of everyday life. It is undoubtedly worthwhile to be as exact and complete as possible in specifying the nature of a certain value, or in laying out the basic principles of morality (if there are any). But all of us need to make decisions about how we are to lead our lives, and to assess how well or poorly our lives have gone. And for these purposes the neat categories that serve so well for theoretical purposes may prove fairly well useless. Or at any rate they may be far less helpful than other, rougher or less comprehensive categories that focus only on the most important bits: the most valuable ones, or the ones we are mostly likely to get wrong if we are not careful. The concept of a capability set may be exactly the right notion for political theory, but who could actually live in such terms?331
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This is emphatically not to say that the notion has no practical value; we may benefit from knowing the theory without actually employing its terms on a normal basis. E.g., we may focus on certain substantive



320 It is worth repeating the oft-stated aspiration of ethical theorists to provide meaningful guidance on how we ought to live. So: We aren’t at all sure just what happiness is or how it is valuable, and popular ideas may well be seriously mistaken. Whatever exactly it is, happiness looks to be among the most important objects of concern in a good life. Maybe even the most important. We very often choose badly with respect to happiness. Such mistakes can easily ruin our prospects for a good life. It is likely that we would choose significantly better with respect to happiness if we had a fuller understanding of its nature and value. Which, again, we don’t have, and empirical research alone cannot give us. If this isn’t an important concern for ethical theory, I don’t know what is.



goods rather than others. Or perhaps the notion will figure into political decision-making at a very high and abstract level.
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